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PART 3 - OCEAN CAM

Wednesday, 27 October 191
Things have taken a terribly serious turn - our worst fears are
realized, not that we are in any way downhearted, for whilst
there's life, there's hope
Hitherto I have written of pressure as a sort of abstract
manifestation of ice movement - even criticising it, often ippantly
We have seen so much around us and our stout little craft has out
ridden so many of these glacial convulsions that we had become
over-con dent of her invulnerability
To have her literally torn asunder beneath our feet as she has
been today has come as a rude shock which the consequent
discomforts will do little to mitigate
The ice around the ship had been working all day; the ship merely
forming a portion, as it were, of an immense pressure ridge. It is
part & parcel of it. If the ship were not where it is the space
occupied by it would be lled with great blocks of crumpled oe
ice. As it is, this very ice is straining all the while to oust the ship
& occupy its place whilst the ship, crushed laterally to the utmost
limit of compression, resists the onslaught valiantly and , by
intermittent rising, de ects the great rugged edges of the
impinging oes so that they either pass noisily underneath her,
lifting her a good deal in so doing, or else they bend upward &
snap off in huge slab-like blocks six or seven feet thick and
weighing as many tons.

.
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In this latter case the blocks are often pushed high up the ship's
side before they nally topple over backwards on to the oncoming
ice and they nearly always cause the ship to list over to one side
or the other
Pressure had been going on spasmodically all day
The carpenter was working hard at the cofferdam and pumping
employed all hands. We were only just able to keep pace with the
leakage. Down aft one could hear the ominous sound of the inrushing water
Our little ship was stove in, hopelessly crushed & helpless amongst
the engul ng ice
Nothing that we could do for her was any more good and as
before our eyes she commenced to settle down rst by the bows
then by the stern, we bade her good bye with our hearts. Having
accomplished its deadly mission the ice seemed then to play with
her like a cat with a mouse, now hoisting her a little now letting
her subside once more and as if to having wrested from us our
stronghold dangled it before us, as it were, in mocking irony
The forces of nature had made their counter attack and had
driven us out from our position but thoughts of surrender never
entered our heads
Our immediate action lay in making preparations for a safe
retirement
The only question was not what was the best thing to be done
but what was the next best thing to be done
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For the rst time we realized that we were face to face with as
serious a one of the gravest disasters that can befall a polar
expedition, beside which mere besetment is a bagatelle
For the rst time it came home to us that we were wrecked - that
we had abandoned our ship; but we were not beaten. Britishers
do not suffer defeat so easily as that
At one time we expected every minute to see the last of her but
strange to say she did not sink
After settling down so far as to ood all her holds she remained
xed in the ice, well down but by no means entirely submerged
By 8:30 p.m. everything necessary for our proposed sledging
journey to either Robertson Island, Snow Hill Island or Paulet
Island _______1 miles away respectively, was out on the oe and
then, in spite of the danger, we all went on board to have our last
square meal - Beauvais pemmican soup, bread, jam, cocoa, tinned
fruit and cream
The cook stuck manfully to his post (in the intervals of quietude)
lighting and extinguishing it each time for fear of the stove
breaking loose & setting re to the ship
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To few is it vouchsafed to see so impressive a sight. Con dent as
we were of the future such a calamity could not fail to evoke
some emotion in the stoutest heart. Even Wild as courageous a
man as there is amongst us admitted that it gave him a pain in the
stomach to behold it

We did not let things depress us and even contrived to be merry.
Dr. McIlroy was especially cheerful and made one of the usual type
of Antarctic puns. "Let's have all we can eat today, Colonel," he
said, "for tomorrow we diet." "At what time tomorrow do we die
at?", I replied. Rather sinister under the circumstances perhaps,
but better than being down-hearted anyhow
Sir Ernest is now confronted with as big a problem as he has, I
suppose, ever tackled: how to extricate us from this serious
dilemma and ensure reaching civilization with the whole party
alive & well
As above indicated his intentions are to make over the ice, with
two boats on runners and all the dog sledges, for one of the three
nearest islands.
It will be a big & strenuous job but he hopes to make 5 miles a day.
I cannot but help think that this is altogether too sanguine an
estimate over such a hummocky surface intersected everywhere
with great pressure ridges. Without the boats it would be quite
possible, but such unwieldy loads cannot but be a serious
impediment
The ship now has a 25 degree list. At midnight there was 6 ft. of
water in the lower hold when I went down to my cabin in the
mainhold for the last time to secure my boxes and penates, a
waterproof sheet to sleep on & one or two other oddments, and
the lateral pressure was so great that the deck had literally burst

.
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I went down into the forehold to get up the best things I could
nd but the water was then four feet deep and many cases were
a oat and it was as much as I could do to squeeze in and get out
the few articles we had for supper

under the strain and the planks were all starting up like so many
matches pushed out of a box
The tents were rst erected on the port side of the ship, but just
as we were turning in the oe began to split up and we hurriedly
struck camp and moved everything over a pressure ridge to the
other side of the ship & nally turned in dead beat at 1 a.m
About 4 p.m. came the beginning of the end.
We all felt at once that the crash she received was beyond her
power of resistance, and it was so
She was rising rst by the bows then by the stern. Crash followed
crash as she vibrated to & fro amidst the embracing ice
Everyone kept their heads splendidly. Sir Ernest's grand example
inspired us all with a con dence in our leader, in a moment such
as this, that caused us to look to him for direction in all we did
and to work in unison implicitly obeying his orders. For most of
the time he stood on the upper deck holding on to the rigging,
smoking a cigarette with a serious but somewhat unconcerned air
To each of us, as occasion offered, he said a word or two of
encouragement, such as "Don't forget to take such & such a thing
with you if we have to leave the ship." To me, "Mind you put your
old diary in my bag as it as been kept rather more regularly than
mine, I believe."
It had! Here it is. I don't think Sir E. has written as much in a
month as I have in a week, though (heavily scratched out) his is, no
doubt, better stuff. Still all that is no business of mine, but the
point is that his remark on such an occasion was suf ciently

.
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As previously mentioned, the three boats were already on the oe,
but now came the order, "Out all sledges." followed by, "All
sledging provisions ashore.", then "clothing" and at 8 p.m., "All
dogs to be taken ashore.
The sledge portion of the aero-motor sledge, the engine pylon of
which has never been removed from its huge packing case was
nally got out and the upper hamper hacked off it in view of using
it for the transportation of one of the boats
The sledging provisions have been for a long time ranged on the
upper deck in case of an emergency & now that the emergency
had come it was not long before they were all hove overboard on
to the oe where willing hands removed them instantly to a place
of safety. The ice rising up the ship's side greatly hampered this
work and exposed us all to serious danger at times, for if one
happened to be carrying a heavy case over a slab of ice in the act
of breaking up it was quite within the bounds of probability that
one might slip down into one of the numerous small chasms
which form between the rm ice and the breaking piece, there to
be crushed as I have often seen boxes & pieces of wood crushed.
By the exercise of extreme caution & the guidance of providence
no accidents at all occurred and we did not lose a single case
At rst the picks & shovels were hard at work but the futility of
adopting such palliatives was soon only too apparent and duly
abandoned in favour of more pro table evolutions
The ice reached the upper deck by 6 p.m.; at the same time the
stern post was, to all intents & purposes, rent clean out of her.
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irrelevant in the best sense to entirely allay my apprehension for
the time as to the ultimate issue

Courtesy of The Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, NZ

Her stern being raised high in the air we were able to see the
extent of the damage & appreciate
its utter irremidiability
It was the most impressive sight I
have ever seen. Even Mr. Wild, as
courageous a man as I know,
admitted to me that it gave him a
pain in the stomach to behold it. It
gave me all that & more, for the rst
time in my life, I realized that we
were face to face with one of the
gravest disasters that can befall a
polar expedition, beside which
mere besetment is a bagatelle
Courtesy of The Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, NZ

The portaging of the boats over the
great pressure ridge across the bows
of the ship demanded the whole of our combined energy & was
rendered particularly dangerous by the fact that at the lowest, and
therefore easiest place to cross, there was much open water
beneath the loose blocks forming the ridge as shown in the rough
diagram below.
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Hunger, or even prospective hunger, make a lot of difference to
one's outlook
There is nothing like keeping the body, & hence the mind, well
occupied during periods of peril such as we have just passed
through
The state of the weather also causes a strong mental reaction
A singular little incident occurred on the oe whilst we were
getting the stores out. Sir Ernest was standing about 20 yards
away from the ship when the ice suddenly burst beneath him rising
up into a hummock exactly in the manner of pantomime demon's
star trap
Thursday, 28 October 191
We had been asleep only one & a half hours when at 2:30 a.m. the
oe split in half right through the line of tents ( ve of them)
narrowly missing one of the boats
We were all up instantly and once more shifted everything over a
rapidly widening crack still further ahead of the ship which was
now visibly sinking bows rst.

.
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Just what one's sentiments are in such circumstances as this it is a
little hard to say, for, as so often happens, on these occasions there
is so much to be done at the moment of emergency that by the
time one has leisure to give it any serious consideration one has
become more or less accustomed to the new condition of things,
and even in the most extreme cases as long as one has food &
shelter and is dry the future always seems full of hope

We turned in again at 3:30 a.m. but, with the thermometer
standing at -16, the few odd blankets we had been able to bring
from the ship in our hurry were insuf cient to induce much
slumber in spite of being as exhausted as we were
Sir Ernest walked about all night, I believe, and he must have had
plenty to think about
Last night I happened to ask him if he had remembered to save a
particularly valuable & beautiful gold cigarette case of his which I
have often admired. "I hope you haven't lost that cigarette case.", I
said tentatively, "Cigarette case be blowed, I've just lost a bally ship
haven't I?", he very appropriately replied.
We were roused at 7:30 a.m., Hurley, I believe, having got ready a
good hoosh of sledging ration (14 - 8 oz. rations) cooked over a
wood & blubber re lighted with petrol. It was extremely
acceptable after such a night of cold & disturbances
The ship appeared to be sinking more & more being now well
down by the bows. There was no hope of saving anything from
below even if we had wanted to. The cracking of her timbers all
through last night & today has been terrible; the ice was over
riding her fore deck & had smashed in the wardroom; and at 11
a.m. the yards on her foremast carried away, owing to the pressure
of the ice against her stays & sides, foremast & main-mast being
twisted out of her about noon, both falling on the oe on the
starboard sides
Everyone was hard at work sorting out the sledging stores &
making them up into sledge loads for our intended march. I put a
few missing bolts into the aero-sledge on which was mounted one
of the boats, and a makeshift sledge was improvised for the other
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Marston, who has all along been in charge of clothing, tents, etc.,
was very busy serving us out with new polar clothing for our
journey
In the afternoon every one was in their tents making up their own
little private bundles of spare clothing, repairing their old gear &
sewing pockets onto their jerseys in which to carry knife, spoon,
etc. We were served out with aluminum mugs & a big stew pot to
each tent
Two seals & 4 Emperor penguins came up providentially right by
the camp & provided food for us & the dogs without touching our
sledging food. Turned in 6 p.m
Friday, 29 October 191
We had a good & much needed rest, disturbed only by the
necessity of taking one hour watches by turns throughout the
night
We turned out at 6 a.m. Yesterday lots were cast for the eighteen
reindeer sleeping bags and I was lucky enough to be the recipient
of the eighteenth; the 10 losers were provided with stout new
Jaeger bags. Sir Ernest was not amongst the lucky winners of the
fur bags
The shortage is, of course, due to the fact that it was never
expected that fur bags would be required by the ship's company
and eighteen would have been ample for the shore party. I
unfortunately neglected to remove some snow from the tent
oorcloth before laying my bag down with the result that it got

.
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boat from two dog sledges side by side together with the runners
of the motor tractor sledge

sopping wet at the foot. It was quite pleasantly warm last night
with a temperature of +12
Just before we left the ship on the night of the 27 inst. I went
down to my old storeroom for the last time. The water was then
up to within 18 inches of the ceiling, but I just had room to wriggle
in and secure a dozen 7 lb. tins of mutton and as many of corned
beef which I carted up on deck & was about to throw overboard
on to the ice when Sir Ernest peremptorily summoned me to
leave the ship. As everything was still today I was allowed to go
back to the wreck and see if I could retrieve this tinned meat
On reaching the ship, I found to my dismay that the place where I
had deposited the tins, just outside the galley door, was entirely
over-ridden by ice, the ship having listed over to that side and
being well down by the bows, in fact, the tins were actually below
the water level besides being under many feet of ice & recovery
was therefore impossible
When the water began to gain on the pumps, I suggested to Sir
Ernest once or twice that we should get up some of the our,
sugar & powdered milk of which we had a good supply but he
considered that it might be dangerous to have us working down in
the hold. As a matter of fact we were in and out of the hold for
some six hours after this at intervals
I think it was rather a pity that we did not get some of the stores
up on deck at least, for now the whole of them are submerged
and it will be almost impossible to get them out. The water is up
to the upper wardroom tables
Saturday, 30 October 191
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We all had a peaceful night as night watch did not fall to our tent
last night
We were roused at 6 a.m. to nd it very overcast and I again went
to the ship to see if we could nd any stores lying about
We have nothing whatever except such seal & penguin meat as we
can catch and our 40 days sledging provisions which we certainly
do not want to touch
There is also the dog pemmican which we can eat if necessary, but
that means depriving the dogs
At 11 a.m. we heard a most singular rumbling noise under the ice
but nothing further happened, though we cannot account for the
noise
The order went forth that we should start the march at 3 p.m. and
that we were to each carry only the following articles: six pairs
socks, one spare pair of boots or nnesko, one pair fur mits, one
pound tobacco or cocoa and one pound personal gear such as
soap, brush, toothbrush, etc.
We were each served out with a packet of toilet paper - a most
indispensable perquisite. (Subsequently a great deal of this was
used for the manufacture of cigarettes.
As earnest of what he said, our leader proceeded to set an
example by deliberately throwing away all he possessed; away
went his watch, about fty golden sovereigns, silver brushes &
dressing case ttings, books & a dozen other things, whereupon
we all did likewise until there was a heap of clothing & private
property probably of many hundreds of pounds value lying about

.
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(It seemed imperative at the time to lighten ourselves in this
drastic way, but some of us afterwards came to regret it, for, as
events subsequently proved there was no need for it & this litter
of discarded valuables, which we called the "dump camp", later
became the marauding ground of one or two of the sailors who
were suspected of reaping & concealing on their persons a rich
harvest of ill gotten gains.
Besides the private gear which was thrown away in this manner
there was a far greater collection of apparatus scienti c &
navigating instruments and sundries of all sorts
In the rst place there was a large collection of portmanteaux,
bags, suitcases & kit bags & their contents, for as each of us had
brought at least one bag of clothing & travelling things with up off
the ship. Then there was all the polar clothing that we had just
discarded in exchange for brand new articles and also a large
quantity of perfectly new garments which could not have been
taken along. Littered about amongst all this were several sextants,
prismatic compasses, sets of drawing instruments, a quantity of
cooking utensils, ropes, tools, oars, wood, books, blankets, diaries,
ags, plates, cups, knives & forks, petrol tins and two 50 guinea
chronometer clocks
As it was snowing slightly all this derelict litter soon began to get
covered up with snow and (a few days later when we wanted to
recover many of our little possessions it was impossible to nd
anything with any certainty, everything having sunk down deep into
the snow of the oe and been solidly frozen in.
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all over the oe. I threw away my old silver watch, my Cygnet
stylographic pen & the entire contents of my suitcase

It was a lamentable mistake not to have, at least, piled it up in a
regular heap so that members could regain their possessions in
the event of our march having to be abandoned, but, I am afraid
that, at the time, such a suggestion would have been met with
derisive contempt. Thinking we should never return things were
wholly abandoned
Several members lost really valuable things in this way; others lost
the whole of their personal out ts through having left them in the
ship. Captain Worsley lost the whole of his R.N.R. uniform.
Rickinson said it would cost him 150 pounds to replace all the
clothing, etc. he lost. Greenstreet 100 pounds ditto; I lost about
10 pounds worth of clothing at the most, having been careful to
leave my few good things at home, but in addition to this I left my
gold watch chain, Gillette razor in ship by mistaking the box they
were in and my greatest sentimental loss was my dear old bicycle
which I have had for 16 years, the best Rudge-Whitworth that
ever lived
Had I had an upper deck cabin instead of living in the hold for
choice until the last, I should have been able to rescue my watch
chain at least. My cabin was far under water the last time I went
on board before marching, even the wardroom was full of ice
The poor cat and 4 puppies were shot at 2:55 p.m. & we marched
at 3 p.m., the dog sledges going on rst & the boats following in
two relays. It was at once clear that two miles a day would be the
most we could hope to do. Today we did 3/4 mile, camped &
turned in
Sunday, 31 October 191
+25 & over

.
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A wretched day. Snowing hard with a very high temperature &
everything wet, for snow melts on all dark coloured objects at
temperatures like this
We each did a 1 hrs. night-watch, & kept it outside just walking
round the camp to give warning if the oe split up
Dr. Macklin's surviving puppy Gruss was very distrustful of the
night-watchman, running to the end of his tether each time the
watchman passed & often growling also. The other dogs were
quiet enough & appeared snug enough curled up in the snow,
some were completely covered with snow but they shake it off
easily enough in the morning & do not seem to get at all wet
The snow was so thick & the light so bad (owing to the complete
diffusion rending hummocks invisible) that we could not strike
camp with advantage until 1 p.m
We had a hoosh breakfast with 1 biscuit; for luncheon tea & 2
biscuits
The pioneers, six of them, set off at 1 p.m. & cut a splendid track
through some very heavy pressure ridges. Then the dog sledges
went off, the teams returning to relay other sledges whilst we
remainder struck tents
The star turn of the day was the drawing of the boat on the aero
sledge by two teams of dogs! We all helped just to "break it out",
(starting a sledge by giving it a slight pull to one side) & then the
little animals with the help of their drivers went off with it at a
good pace over the very dif cult surface. We all followed with the
heavier boat on the composite sledge. It was terri c work to
keep it going. We all did our best but were practically exhausted

.
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by the time we had reached the new camp., No. 4, barely 3/4 mile
away
Then we pulled the two boats up parallel to each other & pitched
the two pole tents in between them
It was very inclement weather for this, as wet snow was falling &
much was enclosed in the tents before we got them rigged & all
the sleeping bags were covered with it whilst being passed in
The thaw came to our aid in one way by helping us to assuage our
great thirst with some water which had thawed out in one of the
sails lying in the boat. Sir Ernest found it rst & then many of us
had a good sip at it. One has seen & tasted cleaner but seldom
more opportunely found water
Monday, 1 November 191
Temperature +1
This morning broke almost as bad as yesterday; snowing and that
mysterious diffused light that one has seen nowhere else but here.
A light so strange that whilst it is perfectly bright enabling one to
see to do things just as on any other day yet the rugged surface of
the oe appears as one unbroken at expanse & only the very
tallest hummocks become visible. The sub-features of the surface
& the pitfalls beneath one's very feet are absolutely invisible & yet
it is not anything like a mistiness in the air whatever
The impossibility of hauling the boats for any great distance over
the present loose surface is so very evident after our strenuous
efforts of the last day or two that Sir Ernest has now de nitely
decided to remain here where we are to subsist on seals &
penguins if possible, saving our valuable sledging food and trust to

.
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drifting northward with the pack ice. We may do it yet: it all
depends on whether we secure suf cient seals & penguins. We
got 3 seals today and one yesterday
There is also the strong probability of leads opening close to us &
our being able to row northwards, but wherever we go to we
must endeavour to reach either Snow Hill or Paulet Island
Today we struck camp at 1 p.m. and pitched again about a quarter
of a mile further on and about 1 1/2 miles from the wreck but on
an apparently rm old oe which is not likely to split for a long
time which we have called Ocean Camp.
We shifted the two boats with the utmost dif culty. The surface is
terrible, like nothing that any of us had seen before around us. We
were sinking at times up to our hips, & everywhere the snow was
2 ft. deep
So long as we have the bare minimum of food we shall be all right
Breakfast - Bovril ration (6 rations) i.e. 6 men's rations for 28 men
& 2 biscuits each
Luncheon - Tea, (no milk or sugar) & 1 biscuit
Dinner - Boiled seal (no salt), 1 biscuit
Tuesday, 2 November 191
A ne day at last. Roused 6:30 a.m. and all took advantage of the
sunshine to dry & air sleeping bags which were beginning to get
very wet
That is one of the little discomforts of polar camping. One may, in
laying ones sleeping bag out on the oor cloth neglect to observe

.
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some particles of snow on the cloth and may place the bag upon
them. Consequently the heat of ones body thaws the snow & the
skin of the bag soon absorbs the moisture & becomes in a very
short time sodden. Mine was so the very rst day; but then mine
is an old bag & one cannot expect too much of an old bag & after
all I am lucky enough to have a bag at all for there were ten
unlucky members without one. They have only an ordinary Jaeger
blanket sleeping bag. We cast lots for them & I got the very last
one
The ne day has greatly cheered us all and we have all taken full
advantage of it in the way of improving the camp & adding to our
limited resources by bringing every thing available from the ship,
which still remains nipped by the ice, with the dog teams went off
early under Mr. Wild & every effort has been made to rescue as
much as possible on board, but it is extremely dif cult now to
accomplished much as the whole of the main deck is under water
- a foot deep on the windward side and 3 ft on the lee side. Still
they contrived to collect a large quantity of wood & even shifted
the wheel house complete & brought it here on a sledge - it
looked like a coffee stall coming along. It is to be rigged up as a
storeroom
A number of books were recovered, including part of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica, several pots & pans, a case of suet & just
a few odd provisions, comprising 6 lbs. lentils, 1 tin soup, 1/2 tin of
lard, tin salmon, 1 tin sheep's tongue, 3 bottles of fruit, 5 1/2 7 lb.
tins of oatmeal & a handful of our & salt
I have been occupied about the camp all day checking the
provisions, etc. This afternoon Sir Ernest contrived a simple
balance out of a piece of wood & string & weighed out various
items of our dietary to see how we stood
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Three seals fell to our
g u n s t o d a y, t h a n k
heavens. We stand or
fall by the number of
these animals we can
acquire
Breakfast - Bovril ration Courtesy of The Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, NZ
(10 rations), 1 biscuit
Luncheon - Tea & milk, 1 biscuit each
Dinner - Seal stew with a pinch of salt in it, 1 biscuit
Wednesday, 3 November 191
+15 & below
Snowed all night but cleared during forenoon and was very warm
& bright for a short while during the afternoon
I was very cold in my bag during the night.
Half the members went off with dog sledges to the ship & all day
long relays of wood, ropes & a few odd provisions were arriving at
the camp.
We at the camp were busy enough unpacking the sledges and, in
the intervals, erected a ne galley make with sails & spars with the
wheel house at one end of it as a permanent storeroom
The galley is 25 ft. long by 12 ft. wide
A couple of spars form the gables of the roof; battens are laid
along from the sides of the gable & sails from the ship spread over,
forming also the wall
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We nd that we are all very weak from insuf ciency of food, not
that we are starving, thank God, but we are on very short rations
so as to husband the stores as much as possible, for if we
eventually make the land we shall need every ounce of food we
can carry with us. We nd that we can scarcely lift the 60 lb. cases
at all. It is neither uninteresting nor very unpleasant to feel the
effects of semi-starvation for the rst time
We are eating the Dog rations & they are not at all had, & we
intend to rely almost exclusively upon seal & penguin meat
We do not seem to be getting as many seals as we expected to as
yet, but there does not appear to be any open water anywhere
near us just at present. It is rather a poor look out for the dogs.
To feel all these dogs & ourselves we require at least one seal a
day
One large Weddell seal was, however, secured today near the ship
& this will support the dogs for another day at any rate
Our total ration per day at present is about 9 1/2 ounces, plus
about 5 ozs. of seal meat, made up as follows: one twenty-eighth
share of twelve 8 oz. Bovril ration = 3 1/2 oz
Three biscuits @ 2 ozs. each ----------------------------------- = 6 oz
Total -------------------------------------------------------------- = 9 1/2 oz
We shall, of course, have to increase this if we are to do any
sustained hard work at these lower temperatures
Breakfast - Bovril ration (12 rations) 1 biscuit
Luncheon - Cocoa, sugar (no milk), 1 biscuit
Dinner - Stewed seal with blubber, 1 biscuit

.
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Thursday, 4 November 191
Temperature zero
Very cold during the night. Misty & cold early but it soon
brightened into a magni cent day
It has been at last decided to make a frantic effort to get some of
the stores out of the ship. The carpenter went off early to the
ship & directed operations with so much success that he
succeeded in cutting through the three inch deck now three feet
under water and making so large a hole that many cases oated
up
Others were subsequently raised by means of a boat hook
The cutting of the hole must have been terribly hard work, for the
ship is very stoutly built & the deck is made of three inch planking,
moreover even the most advantageous position was two & a half
feet under water. It is an act of providence that the provisions
happen to be all stowed on the port side of the ship, the side
which is now uppermost
The method employed was chiselling with a large three inch ice
chisel sharpened up for the purpose, rigged to a pile-driving tackle
& hauled up & down in the manner of a pile driver. As soon as a
long enough slit had been hacked out a saw was inserted &
gradually by chiselling & sawing a hole nearly three feet square was
made, about two feet from the ship's side and close by the wardroom door, that is immediately over the corner of the hold where
the most of the provisions were stored
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Later on a second hole
was pierced more
foreward and a " shtackle" fastened on to
the intervening
woodwork between the
two holes. By hoisting
the " sh-tackle" the
whole of the remaining
woodwork was rent away
and the work of
extracting the submerged
cases proceeded
At times the men were
working with their arms
in ice cold water up to
the shoulder for half an
hour at a stretch

Courtesy of The Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, NZ

It is really wonderful what has been accomplished by dint of
dogged perseverance, skill & toil. No less than 105 cases of
provisions have been brought to the camp today representing
some two tons of provisions
What this means to us in our present destitution words fail to
express
Breakfast - Bovril ration ( 9 rations) & Dog pemmican (1 cake)
Luncheon - Seal steaks fried in blubber, tea & milk
Dinner - Curried seal, tea, milk & sugar
Friday, 5 November 191

.
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Very cold during the night
I was on watch from 2 a.m. to 4 a.m. and caught an Adelie penguin.
This is the rst of his kind that we have seen since last January & it
may mean a lot.
It may signify that there is land somewhere near us, or else that
great leads are opening up, but it is impossible to form more than
a mere conjecture at present
The Adelie came running over the oe towards the camp at a
great pace & it broke my heart to have to capture him; he was
popped into a box & later he met with the usual fate, & his little
pound or so of esh found its way into the pot
Food is by no means an urgent matter with us now since so many
provisions have been brought from the ship
The dog teams came tumbling in today as fast as I could check the
cases and I am sure that we have now nearly three tons of actual
provisions stacked on the oe apart from the sledging provisions
already allocated for our journey northwards by boat or sledge, &
which are actually lashed on the sledge in readiness for an
immediate move should our oe break up
This afternoon, for the rst time for ten days, we knew what it
meant to be really satis ed as we had a good thick hoosh & can
afford now to indulge a little, still we are having very simple meals
& only one dish at each meal
This morning we were all busy shifting boats on their ledges and
underpinning the runners with long banks of timber, so as to be
able to get them on the run at a moment's notice should this oe
happen to break up
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Amongst the things saved from the ship were Captain Worsley's
Naval cocked hat & coat & full dress belt. Sir Ernest donned these
for fun today and with a spade for a sword & a very grand face
looked most comical. Of course he only had them on for a few
minutes but could anything be more incongruous
Breakfast - Dog ration 14 lbs. & 1 biscuit each
Luncheon - Pemmican hoosh & desiccated potato, tea, milk, &
sugar
Dinner - Penguin stew, desiccated potato, cocoa, milk & sugar
Saturday, 6 November 191
Temperature +17
A wretched day. Dull & overcast in the morning. It came on to
snow & blow about 9 a.m. and by night fall it is a howling blizzard
with deep drifts forming every where
As storekeeper, I have just been out of the tent to the storeheap
& found all the provision cases buried in snow to a depth of two
feet & we had some dif culty in locating & extricating a case of
"True Milk" for tomorrow's breakfast
We have all been busy enough today in spite of the weather
Hurley & the two engineers have been cutting holes out in a great
steel ash shoot salved from the ship, in order to make a more
ef cient blubber stove than our present arrangement. It is an idea
of Wild's and when done may be a great success. The present
improvisation, good enough for a start, is now proving a nuisance
as everything gets burned or else not cooked at all

.
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In consists of a large iron drum, with both ends knocked out, hung
over a tin basin. The cooking pot, an old castor oil drum, is slung
inside the hollow drum. The blubber is mixed with a little wood,
etc. to light it in the basin &, as soon as the rst lot gets going, a
bowl very full of blubber is inserted between the re & the
bottom of the cooking pot. The smoke is awful &, at times, ames
dart up ve or six feet high above the cooking pot, the heat is
terri c
Drawing [page missing from printout
The "small re" causes the blubber in the bowl to boil whereupon
the over-boiling bowl of blubber bubbles over and, volatilizing,
catches re. The blubber bowl, of course, requires constant
replenishment
We are living in an extremely primitive way at present. (Added
later: (But this was luxury compared to what we came down to
when we got to Elephant Island.)
Breakfast - Dog pemmican, 14 - 1 lb. rations
Luncheon - Frozen corned beef, 1/2 lb. each, 1 biscuit, tea, milk &
sugar
Dinner - Tinned mince(?), desiccated potato, cocoa, milk & sugar
Sunday, 7 November, 191
Temperature +9
A howling blizzard all day but the drift must have been very low
for the sun was shining suf ciently for Captain Worsley to take a
sight to nd our position. The combination of sunshine and
blizzard may lead the reader to suppose that the latter is not quite
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We are now about 200 miles from the nearest land and 300 from
Snow Hill Island which we hope eventually to reach. It is a terribly
long journey & we shall have many troubles before we get there
perhaps, but under Sir Ernest's guidance (with God's help) we have
a reasonable chance of accomplishing it by sledge & boat
For the present we are in comparative comfort with a moderate
suf ciency of good food, salved from the ship
We are able to have three satisfying meals per day & feel
altogether different to what we did a week ago
It was impossible to do any but the most necessary work outside
in the open today. I was on watch the hour before breakfast, and
had to light the re. It was a by no means easy matter in such a
wind as, of course, the re is out in the open, but we have a good
supply of petrol, which is a ne re lighter & luckily too plenty of
matches. I happened to pour some petrol out of the can direct on
to the almost extinguished blubber, & to my astonishment, the
ame shot up & ashed back to the can
exploding the can with a fairly loud report
but by good luck the can did not entirely
burst but only bulged out all over like this a
football
It was perhaps a lucky escape & will
certainly make me more careful in future,
Page 28 of 469
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such a severe type of storm as Antarctic writers would have us
think. (It must be remembered that a blizzard is merely the polar
equivalent of a dust storm & it is nothing unusual to see the sun in
a dust storm suf ciently clearly to take a sight.) To our intense joy
we nd that we have drifted about 20 miles to the northward
during the last two or three days

Hurley & Kerr were nishing off the stove all day, working in the
big tent. It is a wonderful piece of ingenuity & excellent work
considering the paucity of tools
I had many stores to open & store lists to make out
Breakfast - Bovril breakfast ration (16 rations)
Luncheon - 4 cakes Beauvais pemmican, 7 tins beetroot, 1 1/2 lbs.
our, 2 lb. potato
Dinner - 14 lbs. corned beef & our & desiccated potato
Monday, 8 November, 191
Temperature +12
The blizzard continued through the morning but cleared towards
noon, & it was a beautiful evening; but we would far rather have
the screeching blizzard with its searching drift & cold damp wind
for we have drifted about eleven miles to the north during the
night. If only we could get along at this rate for the next month or
two we should be up to the land by new year, but that is too much
to hope for
At any rate, we propose to remain in camp on the oe for a
month or so or until large "leads" open when we intend to take to
the boats & row & portage them northward until we strike either
Graham's Land or one of the adjacent islands or even the South
Orkneys some ve hundred miles north of us a present
All hands were busy today clearing away the drifts around the
camp. It is remarkable to what an extent many articles were

.
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but I have often wondered what would happen in such a case.
Now I know. Nothing like research

I have taken over the old wheel house as a storeroom & spent
most of the day tting it up with some shelves. (It is referred to
contemptuously as the rabbit-hutch.) I shall have plenty of work
all the time issuing the rations
Owing to our peculiar circumstances we are on a dietary
calculated to ounces, & at Sir Ernest's request, I have made out a
diet menu for one hundred days based on the provisions available
and on the seal meat prospective
It takes much working out so as to provide variety and waste
nothing whilst using every-thing to the best advantage, but it
affords me much interest
Breakfast - Oatmeal & pearl barley porridge, true milk & sugar
Luncheon - Knorr's soup, 1 lb. our, desiccated potato 2 lbs., 6
bottles Turtle cup, tea, milk & sugar
Dinner - Stewed seal & Heinz mustard dressing, cocoa 1/2 lb. &
milk (2 1/2 lbs. dry milk)
Tuesday, 9 November, 191
Temperature +16
A perfectly glorious day; dry cold in the shade but deliciously
warm in the sun.

.
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buried in snow considering that everything is lying out in the open
exposed to the full force of the wind. Many of the provision cases
were completely buried and it was a job to nd some of them at
all

One cannot easily express how delightful this sort of weather can
be, it surpasses even the best Alpine climates and puts a new heart
into people who nd themselves in the straits we are in
We have not continued to drift northward at the same rate as we
started off during the last two days but we are still moving slowly
in the right direction and reducing the distance between us and
our hoped for goal
We talk constantly of our chances which we all think auger fairly
well but it is a big step yet from here to the land and much
depends on our obtaining a suf ciency of seals & penguins as we
go along. It is also essential that we reach land before the end of
March or else we might nd the animal life all gone before we got
there
From all the available information on the subject we gather that
penguin leave Snow Hill & Paulet Island at the beginning and the
South Orkneys at the end of April
A ne "lookout" has been erected in the camp partly as a place to
spy out seals from & partly as a guide to parties out seal hunting.
It is not, however, as high as I should like to see it, for the ice is
now so much crushed up into pressure ridges that seals may be
within a hundred yards of the camp completely hidden from view
Four parties of two each were out today resulting in a bag of
three Emperor penguins.
The meat of these birds will last us all right for three or four days
but we are getting short of seal meat for the dogs. We have a
quantity of dog pemmican but propose to reserve some of it for
our own consumption. It is good enough when one is hungry but
we suspect an equine origin

.
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Breakfast - Seal's liver & Beauvais pemmican (4 cakes), tea, milk &
sugar
Luncheon - Suet pudding 1/2 lb., jam 1/4 lb., cocoa, milk & sugar
Dinner - penguin stew, avoured with a bottle of mustard dressing
& thickened with our, cocoa, milk & sugar
Wednesday, 10 November, 191
Temperature +20
Again a very ne warm dry day, but the night was rather cold with
a minimum temperature of -1 but though cold we are not
uncomfortably cold in our
tents
The tents are made of a pale
green lawn as thin as cambric
but it is a perfect protection
against the weather. Even in a
blizzard there is no more than
a slight draft penetrating the
walls of the tent. The design of
the two pole-tents is
rectangular, the larger one
which holds 8 men being 13 ft. Courtesy of The Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, NZ
by 6 ft. 6 in. with vertical sides
2 ft. 6 ins. high sloping up to a pyramidal point just over 9 ft. high
into which ts a single bamboo pole. It is rather an unusual shape,
very handy but rather a tight t for eight of us each in a fat
reindeer sleeping bag. This tent was destined to be used as a sort
of permanent depot tent, say twenty or thirty miles away from our

.
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I have been busy all the time on my storeroom & have nearly
nished now

hut had we landed. It is a strange turn of fate that it has come to
be used as it is now is, but it is fortunate that we have just enough
tents to accommodate us all here, if some of them are rather
tightly packed
The other pole tent is of similar design but of stronger material
and is perfectly square having an 8 ft. side and having only four
occupants is fairly roomy
Besides the two pole tents there are three of the ingenious new
hoop tents of Sir Ernest's and Marston's design
Two of them accommodate four men each and the other just
holds eight man tents, and for this reason & because of my
incurable habit of snoring there is a movement on foot to eject
me from the 8 man pole tent & make me sleep in the rabbit hutch
The construction of the hoop tents is entirely novel. They require
only one guy to keep them xed. In appearance they are not
unlike a gigantic beetle, the frame work consists entirely of large
light steel hoops jointed at their lower extremities like the ribs of
a motor car hood, from which indeed the idea has been derived
In the two smaller tents all the four hoops are xed to the same
hinge, but in the 8 man hoop tent there are two separate sets of
hoops and therefore an intervening space in the middle as it were
without a support. Considerable care has to be taken in pitching
this large tent as it is inclined to be a bit wobbly if not properly
done but in practice and with practice it is found to be rigid
enough
This pattern of tent has the enormous advantage that it can be
pitched in half a minute in the worst blizzard which quite
outweighs its slight disadvantage on the score of weight and a
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certain amount of unwieldiness on the march, both of which
drawbacks could no doubt be easily overcome by careful
experimentation
As in the rectangular tents the entrance consists of a round hole
into which a bottomless sack or tube of canvas is sewn, there
being just suf cient space between the lowest rib & the ground to
introduce this the most ef cient of all doorways for polar work.
All the tents have round their base a at skirt about 18 inches
wide, which is spread out on and covered with snow in order to
anchor the tent and keep the junction between it and the
"ground" weather-tight
Hunting parties on this morning procured four seals and one baby
seal today; so we have enough of meat & blubber to last us for a
long time including dogs and the kitchen re
A terrible catastrophe occurred today - serious only by reason of
our straitened circumstances. We had just made up an especially
good hoosh of twenty one-pound tins of tinned Irish stew and it
had not been in the pot many minutes before there was a splash
and a cloud of steam; the bottom of the pot had fallen out and the
precious contents extinguished the re & combined with the
blubbery fuel to form a mournful rancid mass. In lieu we rapidly
substituted tinned corned beef frozen as hard as a brick
Breakfast - Haddock kedgeree, 11 lbs. tinned haddock, 4 lbs. rice,
coffee & milk
Luncheon - Bannocks (2 each), tin potted meat & 1 tin corned
beef 4 men, (tea, milk & sugar)
Supper - Seal hoosh, cocoa, milk & sugar
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A pleasant day with a high temperature & some N.E. wind which
has drifted us 3 miles to the south again, worse luck
These high temperatures do not always represent the warmth
which might be assumed from the thermometer readings for the
increase in moisture in the air with any northerly wind increases
the sensibility of one's body to the effect of cold at the same time
so comparatively high a temperature is bound to feel mild to us
now for we are all pretty thoroughly hardened to cold & open air
Antarctic life
I have been putting down a
oor in my rabbit hutch all
day, and although we are
not likely to remain here
many weeks I like to have
it done solidly &
thoroughly & have laid
d o w n j o i s t s f o r t h e Courtesy of The Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, NZ
planking as I now have Sir
Ernest's permission to sleep
in it. This will greatly relieve our large tent for when we are all laid
out in it full length in our sleeping bags, head to tail like so many
sardines, we exactly cover the entire area of the oor & it
becomes impossible to get in or out without stepping on one or
more of the sleepers. My absence will exactly leave a gangway at
the door
(In the following 4 paragraphs inserted by Orde-Lees later, he
refers to himself - the snorer - in the third person.
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Thursday, 11 November, 1915
Temperature maximum 27

We have enough troubles of our own to be kept awake half the
night by another member's raucous nocturnal nasal efforts
When all hands were turned in they so exactly lled the whole of
the space that there was not room to turn and step out of the
tent without treading on each other's bags and to lie down at all
they were packed literally like sardines head to tail
The removal of one member therefore makes a little gangway in
this crowded tent so that ingress & egress is not impeded
The eight sailors all occupy the 8 man hoop tent and although also
much overcrowded seem very satis ed with their accommodation
and possibly the congestion appeals to them on warmth giving
grounds
The occupants of our tent besides myself, are Captain Worsley,
Clark, our biologist, Greenstreet, the 1st of cer of the ship, now
made a dog driver, Dr. Macklin, Rickinson, chief and Kerr 2nd
engineer and Blackborrow, our excellent stowaway. We really get
on wonderfully well considering the way that we are constantly &
literally treading upon one another's toes
At rst we had merely a very thin ground sheet between us and
the snow but when so much wood came up from the wreck we
constructed wooden oors and are now able to sleep on a dry
level surface in considerable comfort

.
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The crowd in the 8 man pole tent were so congested and his
snoring so intolerable that the order has gone forth and the noisy
night-jar has been successfully evicted

The green translucent material of the tent affords a most
agreeable eye resting light within. We have a good many books
fortunately for reading is our chief delight
The new stove made from the old ship's ash shoot is now rigged
up in the "galley" and has already proved itself a great success, the
cook nding that he can make bannocks on it, as we have a whole
case of baking powder
Breakfast - Fried seal steak, tea, milk & sugar
Luncheon - Suet pudding & jam, cocoa, milk & sugar
Supper - Ham & seals liver hoosh with desiccated potato & our,
cocoa, milk & sugar & Digestive biscuits
Friday, 12 November, 191
Temperature +32 at times
A remarkably high temperature, the highest we have had since last
January, but overcast and damp. It was just like a day at home
except that being hardened to it down here it seemed much
warmer to us than I suppose it really was
For instance when the temperature at home is at and below the
freezing point and there is a light wind and no sun one would
hardly expect to nd people working out in the open bare-handed
all day and some of them stripped to the waist having a partial
bath in the snow water, as many of us were doing here today
I am afraid that washing has been rather at a discount since we left
the ship entirely owing to the impossibility of obtaining any water.
Except for a few rubs with lumps of snow, today's was the rst
real wash with soap that I have had for sixteen days! Not that we
do not keenly desire to wash; quite the reverse is the case. It is a
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horrid feeling to go so long without an ablution though one
gradually resigns oneself to it just as one does to a great many
other primitive things that we now have to do & which I will
describe in due course. I think, however, that it will be a long time
before one can reconcile oneself to one's dirty hands, that is the
backs of them. The backs become absolutely black. This is
because the cutaneous excretions are much reduced in cold
weather and therefore the dirt that gets on the backs of one's
hands is not carried away as is the case in temperate & warm
climates where the dirt is unconsciously washed off one's hands
on to everything one touches, especially one's own clothing. The
palms actually do keep relatively cleaner here so that our hands
much resemble monkey's paws in cleanliness
Breakfast - Oatmeal & pearly barley porridge (2 lbs. & 4 lbs.) &
Trumilk
Luncheon - Cheese 1/4 lb. & 2 bannocks each, tea, milk & sugar
Dinner - Seal & dried cabbage hoosh & cocoa
Saturday, 13 November, 191
Temperature +33
No one likes the thaw, so no one liked the weather today for it
thawed continuously and when one has no very dry place to go to,
ones feet get as wet as if one were living in a morass
Of course, the actual atmospheric temperature though moist is a
pleasant change and has been very helpful to me today in enabling
me to pack with greater ease hundreds of little sledging rations in
large "Venesta" boxes called sledging "tanks". ("Venesta" is merely
the registered name of a superior make of exceedingly strong
three-ply wood.)
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All miscellaneous articles and
provisions required for ready use
are carried on sledges in these
tanks which measure about 40
inches long 24 wide and 12 high
They have a small opening in the Courtesy of The Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, NZ
top about ten inches square closed
by a snow tight sliding door. All the edges are metal bound. Their
strength in proportion to their weight is incredible. One of these
large cases weighs barely ten pounds and yet I have packed therein
no less than 290 lbs
Sledging rations comprised as follows
1 Tin Huntley & Palmers Antarctic Biscuits (100)

12 lbs.

1 Tin West India Associations Loaf Sugar

14 lbs.

1 Tin West India Association Granulated Sugar

14 lbs.

1 Tin Sledging TruMilk

20 lbs.

82 Sledging TruMilk 6 oz. packets

31 lbs.

350 Bovril Supper rations 8 oz. & 9 oz.

197 lbs.

Total

288 lbs.

The packing of these quantities is interesting work to me as I
make what may be termed "intensive packing" of it. Each ration is
separately wrapped in grease proof paper. I build them into the
tank like so many children's bricks. I will describe the rations in
due course
Breakfast - Beauvais pemmican hoosh (7 - 1 lb. blocks), one
bannock, coffee, milk & sugar
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Luncheon - Soup (24 Knorr's packets, 1 1/2 lbs. our), 2 bannocks,
tea, milk & sugar
Supper - Seal & bean hoosh, cocoa, milk & sugar
Distribution - 1 - 1/2 lb. tin Virol or 1 tin sardines or 1 tin lax per
4 men
Sunday, 14 November 191
Temperature +25 to 33
Bother the thaw; one lives in a state of perpetually wet feet but,
strange to say, it seems to do one no particular harm. Inside the
tents the temperature rises at times to a mushy 50 degrees &
when sitting still within ones wet boots visibly steam from the
warmth of the feet, but they dry a little at any rate
I am now wearing ordinary Norwegian ski boots, like normal
walking boot instead of the big Burberry boots made of canvas
with a leather golosh & Durox sole & fastened by webbing bands
were ne boots in their way & no doubt were suitable for a transpolar journey with minus temperatures all the way, as they are
capable of accommodating four or even ve pairs of socks but alas
are unsuitable for the present temperature
The wind persists from the N.E. & is as much as anything like the
S.W. wind at home, warm, moisture laden & accompanied by
overcast skies, so much so, that we have been unable to get an
observation for position for the last three days. When we next do,
we fully expect to nd ourselves much set to the S.W. but there is
no great harm in that for the more we keep to the west the
better, for there lies the land we hope someday soon to reach.
Any little southing we can soon make up when "leads" open up &
we can take to the boats. There are already signs of much open
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water around us and a considerable wide lead has opened
between in the wreck & us during the night
Yesterday we noticed that the yardarm on the only remaining
mast had slewed round & partly set the sail (roller top sail)(?);
later in the day we heard a distant crash - the mast had gone.
Nothing but the funnel is now visible from our camp. The hull of
the ship has sunk several feet. Her end is near & soon she will be
gone
Breakfast - Tinned herring (1 each) 2 bannocks each, tea, milk,
sugar
Luncheon - Tinned peaches (1 1/2 each) custard, 1 sweet bannock,
tea, milk, sugar
Supper - Stewed seal & beans, cocoa, milk & sugar, 1 bannock each
Monday, 15 November, 191
Temperature +2
[In this journal entry, Orde-Lees notes in the margin: “In rereading
this it sounds like exaggeration but, on the contrary, it is quite
understated. The sun was really erce.”
The hottest day we have had, and consequently wet underfoot
The heat from the sun was so considerable that ve of us who
went to fetch some gear in the vicinity of the wreck with a sledge,
marched in nothing but trousers and singlet & even then were
very hot. I was afraid of getting [a few lines here are illegible but in
his November 16th and 17th journal entries, Orde-Lees
elaborates on his trip to Dump Camp.
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[Illegible] … so that as one walks, one is continually breaking
through the crust & sinking into soft snow from one to two feet
deep
It renders walking very exhausting and there are many places
where one steps through into water-sodden places or actual holes
and slush. This means wet feet & much discomfort. I had on
nnesko. They are excellent as long as the upper layer of the snow
holds but they get wet as soon as one begins oundering in the
water
Going to the ship we had to cross several small leads using the
sledge as a bridge. I returned alone & took a bee line from the ship
to the camp & did not have to cross any actual open water though
I crossed several leads choked with consolidated frozen slush &
small ice blocks. I carried an oar with which to bridge any cracks
that I might have to cross but had no occasion to use it.
A latitude observation taken today shows that we have not drifted
S in spite of 3 days N.E. wind
Breakfast: Seal steaks, 2 bannocks each, tea, milk, suga
Luncheon: 2 bannocks each, raspberry jam 1/4th, tea, milk, suga
Dinner: Curried seal, 1 bannock, cocoa, milk, sugar, walnut
Tuesday, 16 November, 191
It’s a ne, warm, overcast day. N.E. wind persists
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… my sleeves were rolled up above my elbow & my arms are red
and sunburnt as the result. The great relative heat of the sun on a
clear cold day is a very remarkable thing here

Until yesterday, I had not been to the ship since abandoning her.
The ship is now a deplorable wreck; hard
down by the bows, almost water-logged,
the ice has absolutely overridden her
forward, her stern appears to have risen a
little. The funnel leans over to starboard
and will soon fall & all three masts are
already gone
Courtesy of The Alexander Turnbull
Library, Wellington, NZ

It is as unpleasant sight as I have ever seen - depressing in the
extreme. To think that this is all that is left of what we had just so
recently reckoned up being such a stout little craft & on which so
many happy days have been spent by all of us, on which we had
pinned our faith as the means which we were shortly to be once
more in touch with civilization & all that means to us, & now to
have to face a problematical escape over the ice and through leads
in open boats to land over 300 miles away trusting to nding seals
& penguins suf cient to meet our needs and then with an ever
more remote chance of ultimate rescue. It is not a pleasant
thought & so we bear a cheerful mien & devise distractions for
fear we might give way to forebodings
For the present, we have ample food with plenty of provisions
around us, warm weather & many comparative comforts that
contribute largely to our peace of mind - but what of tomorrow?
“It is a long way to Tipperary” says the song of the day when we
were last in civilization but it is an awful long way to land just now
for Snow Hill is 277 miles off, Paulet Island 290, and the very
nearest land to the Westward at least 205. The depots at either
Snow Hill or Paulet Island must be our obvious goals
Breakfast: Beauvais pemmican hoosh (8 lbs.) tea, milk, sugar, 2
bannocks each
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Luncheon: Suet pudding, gooseberry jam, one bannock each, tea,
milk, sugar
Supper Distribution: One tin salmon & anchovy paste to each four
men
Wednesday, 17 November, 191
Temperature +22 about
Same weather as yesterday but more sun. Things left out to "air"
dried off splendidly
My object in going over to the wreck two days ago was to reach
the site of what we call the Dump Camp, because it was there that
we abandoned all but the barest necessary personal belongings and endeavour to retrieve some boot-repairing material, and in
this I was actually successful. I also exhumed four tin cake moulds
which I can use as plates & add very materially to our comfort.
Hitherto we have been using little square pieces of Venesta 3
plywood which having no rim, were not entirely satisfactory
Everything at the dump camp is under a mantle of snow & frozen
in hard. Many articles by thaw & radiation having buried
themselves more than a foot deep and to locate any particular
article is a matter of considerable dif culty. The recovery of a
small article is entirely a matter of chance. My fountain pen - a
Swan - was still in my poor old suitcase so I had little dif culty in
rescuing it, but I was unable to nd my Cygnet stylo of which I was
particularly anxious to regain possession as it writes so much
more uently than the nibbed pens & is far more economical in
ink. I also searched long & arduously for my bottle of Swan ink in
its red wooden case but without success

.
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A couple of small hand towels of my own, several pieces of
Burberry patching material & some straps and 7 tiny packets of
Motherwell's sea sick speci c were my total bag, with the
exception of two blankets that I brought back at Mr. Wild's
direction
It is a truly lamentable spectacle this dump camp, second only to
the wreck itself as a monument of utter desolation with its costly
instruments, expensive clothing & hundred & one things that make
up one's personal belongings scattered about in the wildest
confusion. Nothing is anybody's, anything is everybody's & so
everybody takes everything they can nd and carry
Breakfast - Porridge (3 lbs. oatmeal & 3 lbs. semolina), 2 bannocks,
tea
Luncheon - Lax (one tin per unit), tea, 2 bannocks
Supper - Seal steaks, Mixed pickles (one bottle per unit), 1
bannock, cocoa
Distribution - 1 tin --- per unit
Thursday, 18 November, 191
Another mild slightly overcast day with increasing N.E. wind & yet
we have not been driven back more than a total of 3 miles
southing since the S.W. blizzard of 6th to 7th insts! This is rather
reassuring for if we do not go much to the south with a northerly
wind it looks as if we ought to go all the more to the north with a
southerly wind
Judging by the amount of watersky we can see to the northward
and think that there must be much open water about a hundred
miles to the north. To make good, however, we must travel a good
deal to the north yet on this oe conserving our sledging
provisions for our dash to the land

.
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We cannot do much until the ice opens up & we get true leads to
the north of it would be totally impossible to sledge the boats for
any distance over the existing surface softened as they are by the
high temperatures in the last few weeks. Once we take to the
boats we must continue in them for we could never again nd this
spot on the shifting ice oe. As soon as we commence our boat
journey we are dependent upon our sixty days sledging provisions
and upon such seals as we can nd
Should we get beset for any prolonged period in the boats our
chances of reaching land are likely to be diminished for we should
be using up our sledging rations all the time
Seals are not quite so numerous as to enable us to entirely rely
upon getting them
We have been out hunting for them for the last ve days and have
found none except one baby seal which is apparently an orphan &
which came up to the camp early this morning
The above may seem to be gloomy & pessimistic speculations, but
it is as well to look things in the face occasionally. Sir Ernest really
is too recklessly optimistic for anything at times. Everything is
going to turn out so successfully & so on according to him & then
when it doesn't well it is best to be discrete & hold one's tongue
Breakfast - Tinned pilchards (1 tin per unit), 3 bannocks, coffee
Luncheon - Knorr's lentil soup (6 lbs. lentils), tea
Supper - Seal hoosh, cocoa
Distribution - 1 tin salmon & anchovy paste per unit
Friday, 19 November, 191
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Temperature +28 & over
Bag 3 crabeaters & 1 Emperor
Mild & damp with high temperature & a good deal of thaw going
on everywhere
Still a provoking N.E. wind doing us no good; but it might be
worse
We are all getting a little restless & wish to be off but we could
never get the boats any great distance over the present surface,
although today we moved the whaler mounted on the new sledge
which the carpenter has made up for the old runners of my poor
old motor track & we were surprised at the ease with which we
were able to drag & turn it, but I think it is quite possible that this
was mainly due to the thawed surface snow having frozen over
during the night & formed a light lm of ice over the deeper snow.
Anyhow the sledge is great success & its solid construction does
the carpenter credit, horrid old man that he is. Now he is raising
the gunwale of the James Caird some ten inches by the
extraordinary expedient of af xing to its existing gunwale the
upper part of the gunwale of the now derelict motorboat. He
certainly is a brilliant workman. Hurley too is continually devising
new & useful appliances & is at present occupied in constructing a
very presentable bilge pump for the whaler out of the brasscase
belonging to the ship's binnacle compass and which usually holds
an iron bar, called Flinder's bar, a tting of some magnetic property
whereby the compass is steadied in someway I believe
It must be admitted that we are feeding very well indeed
considering our position
Each meal consists of only one course and a beverage. The
vegetables, if any, all go into the same pot as the meat & every dish

.
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is a sort of hash or stew, be it ham or seal meat or half & half. The
fact that we have only two pots available places restrictions upon
the number of things that can be cooked at any one time, but in
spite of the limitation of facilities we always seem to manage to
get just enough. The milk (powder) & sugar are necessarily boiled
with the tea or cocoa
We are, of course, very short of the farinaceous element in our
diet and constantly have a mild craving for more of it. Bread is out
of the question and we are husbanding our remaining cases of our
valuable Huntley & Palmer
Breakfast - Penguin steaks, tea, 2 bannocks
Luncheon - Cheese (1/4 lb. each), 2 bannocks, cocoa
Supper - Penguin & French bean hoosh, cocoa
Saturday, 20 November, 191
Temperature 30 & over
Still thawing & still blowing lightly from the N.E., damn it
The surface is awful: not slushy, of course, but elusive. You step
out gingerly, all is well for two feet down until it comes to a hard
layer. You wade along in this way step by step like a mudlark at
Portsmouth hoping gradually to regain the surface. Soon you do,
only to repeat the exasperating performance ad lib to the
accompaniment of all the expletives you can bring to bear on the
subject
What is actually the case is that the warm air melts the surface
suf ciently to cause drops of water to trickle down slightly where,
on meeting colder layers of snow, they freeze again forming a
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honeycomb of icy nodules of the soft powdery granular snow we
are accustomed to
We were fortunate in catching 3 seals yesterday and a penguin.
We were getting very short of meat. It always seems to turn up
just in time. I hope it always will. D.V
A heated controversy was overheard in one of the tents as to
whether the seals caught today were all bull seals or not. "No, it
was three bull seals, I am certain.", said the skipper, "And one cow
pingwin.", chipped in Tom Crean wearied of so pointless an
argument
Tent walls are very thin, thinner than this paper, and they have ears
on both sides - inside & outside and many are the scrappy bits one
hears which one "didn't ought" to hear
Whichever side one is on, one is always forgetting the possibility
of a silent passerby
To refrain from talking anything committal or scandalous is the
golden rule which I observe regularly in the breach. Not to listen
is as good a one & more easy of observance as one never hears
good of oneself, at least I haven't so far, does one
This evening the wind has shifted to the S.W. but as yet is quite
light
Breakfast - Beauvais pemmican hoosh (8 lbs.), tea, 2 bannocks
Luncheon - Rice pudding (7 lbs.), plum jam, 1/4 lb. each, tea, 1
bannock
Supper - Seal hoosh with fresh onions, cocoa, 1 bannock
Distribution - one tin lobster paste per unit (4 men)
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Sunday, 21 November, 191
Maximum +37. Temperature +30
A wretched day, high temperature & rainy sleet all day. Wind S to
S.W increasing about 6 p.m
Before going further I had intended to more fully describe our
cooking & feeding arrangements, but today has been so full of
incident that my intentions will have to be postponed in favour of
more pressing matter. This morning I went over to the wreck
with a sledging party - Wild, Crean, Hurley, Hudson & McIlroy to
cut another section of gunwhale of the motor boat with which the
carpenter is to raise the siding of the other sledging boat, the
Dudley Docker, in the same clever manner as he has raised those
of the James Caird
Whilst we were working at the motor boat, I went over to the
Dump camp and with the end of an ice axe discovered several
useful articles: a box of 25 cartridges, hair clipper, some reels of
thread, pairs of socks, a plate & mug, a pillow, and a Jaeger sleeping
bag. With this heavy load, I returned part of the way alone
rejoining the other party further on. I had to cross a good deal of
open water and whilst "dog-trotting" over the lumps of oating
slush & ice fell in well over my knees just before reaching the
opposite edge of the oe of one lead & got miserably wet in
consequence, but luckily I did not lose my ice axe or my booty
Just previously a seal had come up right alongside me. He seemed
rather astonished to see me & was making for the open water
again. I was just in time to head him off & felled him with a lucky
blow from an ice axe killing him instantaneously & then cutting his
throat to bleed him. This was the rst seal killed otherwise than
by shooting
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Some of the ice was moving very fast, all opening up, no pressure
This evening as we were mostly taking it easy & reading we heard
Sir Ernest call out, "She's going." We were all out in a second & up
on the lookout station & other points of vantage & sure enough
there was our poor ship a mile & a half away breathing her last.
She went down bows rst, her stern raised up in the air. It gave
one a sickening sensation to see it, for mastless & useless as she
has been she yet formed a welcome landmark and has always
seemed to link us with civilization. Without her our destitution
seems more acute, our isolation more complete
Breakfast - Seal steak, 2 bannocks, tea
Luncheon - Dry gs & custard, tea, (1 tin gs - 2 lbs. - per unit of
4), 1 bannock
Supper - Seal hoosh, beetroot (1 lb. tin per unit), cocoa, 1 bannock
Monday, 22 November, 191
Temperature minimum +18
Colder & a welcome change from the prolonged thaw. A
moderate southerly wind also bodes well, if maintained, though
our "position" today showed that as yet we were neither north
nor west of where we were three days ago; but then we have
been unable to get a "sight" since then & may have made some
southing in the meantime which has had to be recovered before
any improvement is discernible. Anyhow the pack is opening out
all around & things look hopeful though we are far from being as
far north as we had hoped to be by the date
The loss of the ship last night cast a slight wave of depression over
the camp. No one said much, but we cannot be blamed for feeling
the loss in a sentimental way. It seemed as if the moment of

.
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severance from many cherished associations, many happy
moments, even stirring incidents was at hand as she silently
upended & dived to nd a resting place beneath the ice on which
we now stand and, maybe, a mile below us!
When one knows every little nook & corner of a ship as we did &
has helped her time & again to make the staunch ght she made
so well the actual parting is not without its pathos quite apart
from one's own desolation, & I doubt if there was one amongst us
who did not feel some personal emotion when Sir Ernest standing
on the top of the look out said somewhat sadly & quietly, "She's
gone, boys.
It must, however, be said that we do not give way to depression
for long, for this morning every one was as cheery as usual
laughter rang from the tents and Sir Ernest even came and had a
petulant passage at arms with me as to the inadequacy of the
sausage ration, insisting that there should be two each "because
they were such bally little ones" instead of the one & a half which I
asserted were more than enough. Eventually to get rid of him I
yielded. It was 7 a.m. too & I hate arguing so early. I got my own
back tonight; I had appropriated a ham for supper. I simply said
nothing about it & altered it to seal hoosh without any vegetables
and have misappropriated the ham to some future date, near
future of course. I had put sausages on in order to cheer people
up after the sinking of the ship & I think that when we have a
special luxury like that we ought to be satis ed with a moderate
helping, but my thrifty intentions are always at variance with Sir
Ernest's generous orders and so the compromise generally strikes
the happy mean & all is well
Breakfast - Sausages (2 each, should have been 1 1/2), 2 bannocks,
tea
Luncheon - Soup (18 Knorr's packets, 4 lbs. Beauvais, 2 lb. Knorr's
french beans), tea, 1 bannock
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Supper - Plain seal hoosh (thickened with our), 1 bannock, cocoa
Distribution - per unit, 1 lb. dripping & 2 pints brazil nuts
Tuesday, 23 November, 191
Temperature minimum +14
The thrice blessed southerly wind & cold weather continue but
have as yet put us only a bare four miles to the northward. Even
that, in our plight, is encouraging, but we still hope con dently for
one of those rapid runs of drifting such as we had in July
Tonight there is rather less water sky to the north than usual but
perhaps some of the leads north have frozen* over lightly and so
do not throw up the dark re ections on the clouds which we call
water sky. At this moment my fountain pen has partially frozen
hence this scratchy writing. I had to lay it down for a few minutes
at the point where I have placed and * as I am on night watch and
just heard a dog bark as they do when they see a seal - there was
no seal. The pen will thaw out in my hand soon. I must be very
careful with it.
(The following 4 paragraphs were written later to replace the
above paragraph.
Everybody is keeping a diary now.
There was so little incident from day to day in the ship that very
few of us (originally: no one) thought it worth while and now that
we have more time at our disposal we rather regret it. We mostly
write in pencil, of course, but one member is the proud possessor
of a jealously guarded fountain pen which one of the sailors
discovered at the dump camp and presented to, or bartered, with
him

.
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Ink is obtained from tabloids. The present owner of the pen
(Lees) has made a special tubular pocket for it in his jersey to
keep it thawed as James's froze and burst in an outside pocket
when we were in the ship some time ago & caused a grievous
mess
Today we got four seals, all quite close to the camp. Two of them
practically walked into the camp. With so many dogs to feed we
have in hand no more than suf cient meat for ten days or so
Our perambulations are now very circumscribed as the oe has
wide cracks all round it. These can, of course, be crossed at many
places as they are mostly lled with broken lumps & ice rubble but
unless occasion actually demands it, it is prudent not to leave the
oe for the cracks are continually working and where one crossed
over in safety one minute may be open water & quite impassable
the next. By a long detour one would always manage to get back,
as far as my experience goes, but it entails anxiety, often a partial
ducking and the time occupied may be so much as to cause one to
be reported as missing from camp
Our oe is roughly a square half mile & so far seems a very solid
one
So long as we get well north before it breaks up all will be well.
Well, we shall see
Breakfast - Seal steaks, 2 bannocks, coffee
Luncheon - Suet pudding, 1/4 lb. jam each, 1 bannock, cocoa

.
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Clark claims it & there is a bit of an altercation in progress about
it

Supper - Seal & carrot hoosh (1 tin Knorrs carrots, 2 lbs.), tea, no
bannock
Distribution per unit - 1 tin salmon & anchovy paste, 1 - 2 lb. tin
McVitie & Price's Golf biscuits partially water sodden. We picked
ours over but Mr. Wild's tent contrived to make a sort of cake
with theirs & some dripping
Wednesday, 24 November, 191
Chie y westerly wind (force about 4), cloudy early but it cleared
up & the sun came out splendidly at 9 p.m. at which hour it is
quite high above the horizon as we now have the midnight sun
Today's position seven miles north of yesterday has given us all
much encouragement. Every little (bit) helps & this is ever such a
lot for a single day's drift
Day by day goes by much the same as one another
We work; we talk; we laugh; we eat. Ah, we eat; how we eat! No
longer on short rations we are a tri e more exacting than we
were when we rst commenced our "simple life" but by
comparison with home standards we are positive barbarians & our
gastronomic rapacity knows no bounds
All is ate that comes to our tent and everything is most carefully
& accurately divided into eight equal portions, which portions are
usually readjusted once or twice before the verdict of equity is
unanimous. One member then closes his eyes or turns his head
away & calls out our names in tun at the bidding of the cook-ofthe-day who points to each portion, saying at the same time,
"Whose?
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Partiality, however unintentional it may be, is thus entirely obviated
& everyone feels satis ed that all is fair even though one may look
a little enviously at so & so's helping which differs in some
especially appreciated detail from one's own. For instance, this
morning we had fried ham. It was duly apportioned as well as it
was possible to do so
The above described method of allocation was carried out & to
my chagrin I got a helping which contained an excess of
underdone fat, now I have a decided preference for well done ham,
& longingly looked at a lovely luscious lean which fell to my next
door neighbour; but in the long run it is as broad as it is long,
though when one gets a "prime cut" oneself one is less likely to
appreciate one's good fortune than one is to observe one's
misfortune when the reverse is the case, and, of course, one is
entirely oblivious to the envy of others
It is just like school days all over again and very jolly it is too - for
the time being
Breakfast - Fried ham, 2 bannocks, tea
Luncheon - Lax (1 tin per unit), plum jam (1/4 lb. each), 2
bannocks, tea
Supper - Fried seal steaks & onions, 1 bannock, cocoa
Distribution per unit - 1 tin S & A paste, 1 bottle Heinz
evaporated horse-radish
Thursday, 25 November, 191
Still cold, surface hard & icy again and, above all, a fair southerly or
S.W. wind
Too overcast to obtain a "shot" at the sun today but we are pretty
sure to be quite another ve miles to the northward, if not more
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So far all bodes well
At meals we swap portions of our helpings, or of the
"distribution" extras, according to our tastes, with the most
unashamed seriousness just as one would swap a sweet for a nut
and so on at school
Just now one of the tents expressed their indifference as to
whether they had their share (one bottle) of Heinz's mustard
dressing of which I am particularly fond. I at once asked them what
they would have in exchange for it and they readily replied "Four
bannocks." I, the spokesman, promptly closed with them on behalf
of my own tent thinking that I should easily be able to get four out
of our eight members to contribute one bannock each towards
the purchase of so unique and piquant a dainty, but when it came
to the point I found none of my tent-mates willing to forego the
solid pleasure of the bannock in favour of the somewhat alluvial
condiment, even though the former is consumed at a sitting whilst
the latter adds relish to a considerable series of meals. In the end,
rather than go back on my bargain, I am now under an obligation
to raise the whole four bannocks myself which I can do only by
forfeiting my whole day's supply of them tomorrow! I am not to
be pitied, however, for I am quite well satis ed with my bargain.
Anything Heinz is good and just now when variety is not too great
this Mustard Dressing sauce is particularly good. Just think of it a
whole 8 oz. bottle all to myself & I shan't offer anyone a drop, for
they all had their opportunity to share it with me and I am not
sure that it was not a little unsporting of them not to relieve me
of some share of my obligation
Such delicacies as Heinz's sauce , Lax, etc., seem rather out of
keeping with our present destitution, but it just so happened that
one case containing an assortment of such things was salved

.
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Friday, 26 November, 191
The most beautiful day we have had in the Antarctic. A clear sky,
gentle warm breeze, from the south, strange to say, & the most
brilliant sunshine. We all took advantage of it to strike tents, clean
out, and generally dry & air ground sheets, sleeping bags, etc
I was up early - 4 a.m. - not because I wanted to be but because it
was my watch. I was compensated by a most glorious sun burst,
i.e. sudden change from overcast to bright sunshine. From the
"look-out", spread before me, lay an extensive panorama of ice
elds intersected here & there by small broken leads and dotted
with numerous noble bergs partly bathed in sunshine & partly
deep tinged with the grey shadows of an overcast sky
The glistening white of the bergs in the sunshine is a magni cent
sight but as I watched I saw the dark silhouette of a shaded berg is
none the less striking; at times they exactly resemble dark rocky
islands
As I watched I observed a distinct line of demarkation between
the sunshine & the shade about three miles away & this line
gradually approached nearer and nearer lighting up the hummocky
relief of the ice eld bit by bit until at last it reached us and threw

.
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Breakfast - Rice cooked in olive oil, 1 tin haddock per unit, 2
bannocks, tea
Luncheon - Soup (18 Knorr's packets, 1 lb. dried green beans),
smallest size "Turtle Cup" & milk, 1 bannock, tea
Supper - Seal hoosh & 3 lbs. dried green peas, 1 bannock, cocoa
Distribution - 1 bottle Mustard dressing, 1 tin S & A paste, 2 pints
walnuts

the whole camp into a blaze of glorious sunshine, which lasted
nearly all day
This afternoon we were treated to one or two showers of haillike snow. Yesterday we also had a rare form of snow or rather a
precipitation of ice spicules exactly like little hairs about a third of
an inch long. We had the same thing once before in the poor old
ship some six weeks ago
The warmth in our tents at luncheon time was so great that we
had our luncheon with all the side aps up for ventilation, but it is
a treat to get really warm occasionally & one can put up with a
little stuffy atmosphere now & again for the sake of it
The wind has gone to the best quarter this evening - S.E. & is
freshening
Observations place us seven miles to the northward during the
last 48 hours
Breakfast - Oatmeal (4 lbs.) & Pearl Barley (3 lbs.), porridge,
Truemilk, 2 bannocks, no tea
Luncheon - Cold corned beef (1/4 lb. each), 2 bannocks, tea
Supper - Suet pudding & gooseberry jam (1/4 lb jam each), cocoa,
1 bannock
Distribution per unit - 1 tin lobster paste & 1 bottle lime juice
cordial
Saturday, 27 November, 191
For many long months, almost since we were rst beset there has
been a prominent berg keeping us company. It is much seraced
(pronounced seracked), split into crevasses indicating that it has
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been probably "calved" from some glacier tongue and not merely a
detached portion of barrier as are the numerous tabular bergs in
these latitudes. From its shape we have always referred to it as
the Rampart berg. During much of the dark winter it was hidden
from our view, but with the return of the sun we were interested
to nd that it had remained associated with us & had scarcely
altered its distance, 5 miles off, or its bearing from us. Later a
stained pointed berg seemed to come up from nowhere and has
remained as a consort to the Rampart berg. Now both these
bergs have approached us very considerably. At one time the
Rampart berg was eight or nine miles away but is now about ve
and the ve or six of the pointed berg are now reduced to three
or four
The atmospheric effects from day to day render distance judging
extremely unreliable down here. It seems to depend on the
amount of mirage present, for there is always a certain amount,
and to some extent, upon the clearness of the atmosphere,
amount of illumination & degree of diffusion of the light.
Whatever it may be precisely, it is a fact that at times these two
bergs appear to be quite ten miles away and as often they do not
seem to be more than a mile or so off. Occasionally even they
appear to be little hummocks on our very oe itself, certainly not
more than a couple of hundred yards off. The illusion is very
striking but it has its counterpart in a lesser degree in the snow
peaks of Switzerland which are often four times as far off as they
appear to be. I well remember seeing the Jungfrau mountain for
the rst time from Interlaken and thinking it is but an afternoon's
walk away and my incredulity when I learned that it was al least
twenty- ve miles off. Mirage heightens the object & so makes it
look bigger & nearer than it really is but no doubt the illusion is
partly due to a lack of standard of comparison & perspective
Breakfast - Seal steak, 2 bannocks, tea
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Luncheon - Cheese, 1/4 lb. each, 2 bannocks & one ginger biscuit
cake, tea
Supper - Seal hoosh with onions (2 lb. dried onions), 1 bannock
Distribution per unit - 1 tin S & A or Anchovy paste a choix
Sunday, 28 November, 191
In addition to the two prominent bergs mentioned there is also an
immense tabular berg perhaps a square half mile or more in
extent which had lately come into our view
In direction it is due west of us, between the stained, pointed &
the Rampart berg and some fteen miles from us. (It was later
found to be only 4 miles & quite a small berg - Dec. 27, 1915). If I
was in charge of the expedition I am not sure that I would not
make or have made the attempt to reach this berg & camp there,
in spite of the serious embargo of leads & broken ice which we
know to exist between us & it
The numerous relays to transport all the gear thither would have
provided much desirable employment whilst the advantage of such
an elevation as a berg affords cannot be over-estimated in scanning
the horizon for leads on our subsequent line of advance;
furthermore a berg of this type would furnish the utmost security
in the event of our being compelled, for want of leads to spend
any part of the winter in the pack, and nally the open water
which practically always exists in the immediate vicinity of a berg
would ensure a certainty of seals & penguins for food far into, if
not all through, the winter. It is heresy to talk about the possibility
of wintering in the pack, but even the most sanguine are
compelled to admit that unless, or until, we get open leads we
cannot leave this oe. Shall we get them?

.
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This suggestion of mine may sound like a criticism of Sir Ernest's
present policy. It is not. It is merely how I would have acted had I
had to. I have unbounded con dence in Sir Ernest's judgement &
his knowledge born of experience. (Six lines heavily crossed out.
(The following sentence replaces the six lines.)
This is
unanimously revealed every time we nd ourselves in an
emergency by the way we all look to him to pull us through - an
appeal to which he always responds bountifully
I have now persuaded him to take a much ampler supply of food
stuffs with us in the boats than he had at rst intended to take for
I feel sure that our journey it sure to take longer than anticipated
Breakfast - Tinned cod steak, 1/2 lb. each, 2 bannocks, coffee
Luncheon - Stewed bottled raspberries & blackcurrants, 1
bannock, tea
Supper - Tinned jugged hare (Poulton Noel's), 1 lb. each, 1
bannock, cocoa
Distribution per unit - 1 tin Viking milk to go with the fruit, 1/2 lb.
jam to go with the hare
Monday, 29 November, 191
An awful thing has occurred to me. I have made a d---- fool of
myself & richly deserve more than I got. The few pertinent
remarks that I did get left me more ashamed than if I had received
medley of abuse & badinage
Last night my watch was 5 a.m. to 6 a.m. Tacitly we are expected
to keep our watch walking about on the oe but as long as we are
suf ciently alert nothing is said if we sit down in the galley and
read a book
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One's duty is to note any ice movements, stop dog ghts & capture
any dogs that happen to bread adrift
Bored with the monotony of it, and as my feet had got extremely
cold, I went into my little storeroom and sat down there with the
door ajar & my feet in my sleeping bag. Presently a little whine & a
yap then the same repeated intermittently. Undecided as to
whether to go out & ascertain its origin & hoping it would soon
subside, I determined to await events - and keep warm.
Events almost at once took the form of approaching foot steps
and fearing the worst I presently saw it in the form of Sir Ernest at
the door with above unquoted (partly unquotable) remarks to
greet my ear. I did feel small especially since he has recently given
me leave to sleep in my little storeroom, a really valuable
concession to me, & I hate to think that I have so speedily
betrayed his con dence in me
(Sentence heavily scratched out.) Well, I think he thought more
lightly of it than I do no doubt, & I hope it is out of his mind by
now; but it is not out of mine nor will it be for some time
I dare say I can live it down in time & when we get home I shall
tell the story against ourselves but it is now that it matters, just
now
I have told the truth & nothing but the truth but feel none the less
and a fool about it
I was alert true; but for one versed in discipline as I am, to be
found, as it were, off his post & by his C.O. Had I been asleep to
boot, I would indeed have died of shame methinks
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Breakfast - Seal steak, 2 bannocks, tea
Luncheon - Roly-poly pudding, 2 ozs. gooseberry jam each, tea, 1
bannock
Supper - Seal hoosh & cabbage (2 lb. Knorrs dried cabbage), 1
bannock, cocoa
Distribution per unit - 1 ginger bannock each made from old
"Digestive" biscuits which got sodden with sea water
Tuesday, 30 November, 191
An especially bright sunny morning, clouding over about noon
Marston & I were out seal hunting but made no bag, though we
walked nearly two miles in the direction of the pointed berg,
crossing many working(?) cracks with open water in them and as
many slush lled small leads
The surface was excellent.
En route we came across
the most massive piece of
pressure we have ever seen;
great blocks of ice being
forced up into a true oeberg full thirty feet above
water level. It was easily
scaled & from the summit
afforded an extensive view.
We fully expected to espy
some seal basking beneath
hummocks from this point
of vantage but our scramble
was unrewarded.

Courtesy of The Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, NZ
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Other parties were rewarded by the capture of two seals.
It was one of those days when one "praises God through nature"
Early, the sky was streaked by great white streamers radiating
from points on the Northern & Southern horizons in the
conventional manner of the Japanese national emblem; as the day
advanced a curtain of cloud at much lower elevation than the
eecy streamers rose in the south and moving slowly towards us
gradually darkened the landscape until the sun itself was hidden
from view & the day became colder & overcast
Marston, an artist by profession, frequently expressed his
appreciation of the exquisite beauty of the scene
Breakfast - Fried bacon, 2 bannocks, tea
Luncheon - Lax, 2 bannocks, tea
Supper - Seal hoosh (seals livers etc. & bacon scraps), 1 bannock,
cocoa
Distribution per unit - 1 pint walnuts
Wednesday, 1 December, 191
A moderate day, overcast. Gentle S.W. wind. I was nightwatchman
this morning so it fell to my turn to light the galley re. I had
always eulogized it, I had the utmost con dence in its stability, so
that when the bally thing fell to pieces just as I had got it going
after several unsuccessful attempts I was speechless with
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We advanced toward a "lake" of freshly frozen black ice, some
quarter of a mile long by a hundred yards broad but still no seal so
we returned to camp by a wide detour & he & I occupied the rest
of the day in repairing boots & lling small sacks with our for our
prospective boat journey

amazement, or rather what I really said was too much to the point
to bear recording here. Besides I burnt my nger & that covers a
multitude of words. As a matter of fact Kerr was about and did
most of the work though I had the honour of striking the matches
and handing them to him. I also did the talking.
It seems that the collapse was due to the re-bars which hold A
into B having got so hot that they bent up and so ceased to hold A
into B. See diagram

Drawin

A is the late ash-bucket from the ship which they used to use for
hoisting the ashes up from the engine room and which latter were
thrown over the side through the ash-shoot, now B. C is part of
the chimney of the never-erected hut
The principle of A & its interior economy I have already described
(Nov. 6th) but it is now slightly modi ed by the improvement that
the actual re is on the bottom of the bucket itself and the
blubber melting pot D is about half way up as shown in the
accompanying diagram. There is a neat little redoor in A. It has
to be started with wood & paper, as petrol is considered too
dangerous now that the whole affair is inside the large tent
The portion B really acts as a ue but the pot in position 2 boils
well whilst the bannocks are baked on a piece of sheet iron over
position 1.
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The cutting of the four holes, 1, 2, 3 & 4 by Hurley & the two
engineers with a worn out old chisel was a wonderful piece of
work, as the material was stout steel. It took them their whole
energies for three days
Breakfast - Beauvais pemmican, 1/4 lb. each, 2 bannocks, tea
Luncheon - Figs, 1/2 lb. each, 1 bannock, tea & 1 pastry bannock
Supper - Seal hoosh & Knorrs green beans (burnt), 1 bannock,
cocoa
Distribution per unit - 1 tin S & A paste
Thursday, 2 December, 191
A moderately bright & warm day; sun mostly obscured by thin
cloud veils all day so that a latitude sight was unable to be
obtained but we are pretty certain that we have jumped to the
68th parallel & are now in 67 something, probably 67.59 or
thereabouts
Every mile gained to the north counts and likewise raises our
hopes
The southerly wind continues; long may it; but it had fallen light (?)
today. A southerly gale is much to be desired.
In spite of the wind being mainly S.W. our longitude observation
today shows that we have made no easting. This is especially
satisfactory for a strong easterly set(?) just now would put us
seriously out of our desired course. If we make no easting with a
S.W. wind then we may make westing with a S.E. wind, but
unfortunately the further north we go the more likely we are to
come under the in uence of prevailing S.W. winds known to occur
along the east coast of Graham's Land

.
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Little is known of the area in which we now are. No previous
explorers have been within two hundred miles of this forsaken
spot. I don't blame them. I never want to get cast adrift on this
barren waste of ice again myself, and I don't think anyone else will
ever want to, though there are a good many of us only too
anxious to come down again, armed as we are with the knowledge
of the conditions maintaining in the Weddell Sea, and in order to
carry out the original purpose of the expedition - the crossing of
Antarctica
This has been an unusually busy day
We shifted camp about 50 yards, tents, boats, boxes & all as the
continual wear on the original site had caused a noticeable
depression & parts were getting water sodden from below the ice.
The layer of smuts from the galley re was also having its effect in
causing so much heat ray absorption that the snow was practically
thawing away down to the level of the ice
We secured four seals today - a ne bag
For meals see end of book from this day forward
Friday, 3 December 191
The "dead reckoning" of yesterday was correct enough, for
incontrovertible observation today places us in 67. 55 S
Each degree of latitude covered is a sixty mile step northwards
and the parallels are our milestones. If we cover no more than a
degree a month we shall be in a fairly good position by the end of
January to stand a chance of reaching Paulet Island by the end of
March. As the seal & penguins leave by the beginning of April it is
important that we should reach there before this occurs
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We rely mainly upon leads opening up and enabling us to make the
journey by boat and the chances are greatly in favour of this for it
is only in exceptionally cold summers that the ice does not break
up to some extent. So far this summer seems especially mild.
Should no leads open we are then practically compelled to remain
on the oe at the mercy of the drift which there is reason to
believe would carry us northward to the vicinity of the South
Orkney Islands. If so we might expect to arrive there about May
and this would be rather a bad lookout for us as there is scarcely
any animal life there after the end of April
For some years, however, (ten, I believe) there has been a
meteorological station there and it is just possible that it may still
be occupied, or at least that some provisions have been left behind
there. There were only three observers stationed there so it will
be a bad lookout for them too if they are still there and if twentyeight hungry souls suddenly descend upon them from out of the
deep
This station is run by the Argentine government and although they
had intended to disband it this very year yet they were, when we
left Buenos Ayres, contemplating retaining it during our sojourn in
Antarctica, not for the sake of succouring us in need, but for the
purpose of making correlated observations with us. It is to be
feared that they may be abandoning it this very summer though
The wind is still from the south and freshening a little tonight.
Weather generally
overcast & mild
Saturday, 4 December, 191
Temperature +25 & above

.
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Very warm in forenoon though hazy. Gusty S.E. wind at 4 p.m
Peace of mind has come to me at last and my exhortations have
not passed unheeded after all. For all these weeks almost ever
since we left the ship I have hinted and instigated ---- to suggest to
the powers that be that we (heavily scratched out) ought to
gather all the serviceable polar clothing that has been lying half
buried in the snow at the "dump" camp. Be it propter hoc or post
I care not a button nor seek to claim the credit, but suddenly the
order was passed this morning that four dog sledges were to go
down to the "dump" camp & retrieve anything useful. This in spite
too of Sir Ernest having reiterated only two days ago that he was
not going to risk having any one cross open leads to go down
there to fetch things and that we had already got more than we
required here & ought to be thankful that we had what we had. I
am afraid that he regards me as rather a suspicious character
where crossing open water is concerned (heavily scratched out)
anyhow on the subterfuge that I keenly desired to fetch an
important book from the dump camp, he reluctantly permitted me
to go, as passenger on Marston's sledge
Someone had substituted a wretched old blood stained sledge for
Marston's regular one & not noticing it until too late I sat down
on two nails with the result that the subsequent jolting over the
very rough pressure ridges practically tore the seat out of my
trousers and very extensive repairs will now be necessary. An ice
axe that I was sitting on also ran clean through the thigh of my
trousers grazing my skin fortunately without injuring me at all, but
was a very near shave of a severe puncture in my knee cap
Anyhow, the net result of our journey was 18 good blankets, 2
Jaeger sleeping bags, 21 Jaeger sweaters, 6 Norwegian jackets & 1
overcoat.

.
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Maybe we shall never require this stuff as we have already as much
as we can take with us in the boats; if so it can be left here, but if
we do want it we shall want it pretty badly & should blame
ourselves for having neglected to recover it when it was so easily
available
Sunday, 5 December, 191
Cold with a strong southerly wind all day, thank God
(Half the page heavily scratched out.
Our escape depends entirely upon whether leads open or not. If
they do we get out; if they do not we remain on the oe, in which
case we should not reach the South Orkneys until May or June at
our present rate of drift, say 50 to 100 miles per month
(The following ve paragraphs were meant to replace the above
paragraph.)
Greenstreet has been made puppy-driver i.e. he has been given a
team made up of the four young dogs with good old Snapper, who,
by the way, has never been known to snap, as their leader, and it is
wonderful what this little team of ve, carefully trained by Crean,
can now pull. These four young dogs, Nelson, Roger, Toby and Nell
are now practically full grown and weigh considerably more than
the average throughout the pack
They have long since taken the line of least resistance and pull
with a will and it is not too much to say that this ve dog team
can draw as much as any other seven dog team. They are all of
them pure white and just a year old

.
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I nearly had a con agration today
The ames from a blubber re are at times so erce that when
the pot is removed from the top they shoot up very much as the
ames of any other burning oil would, and at luncheon today they
actually ignited some frayed strands of spun-yarn in the roof ve
feet above the stove these must have smouldered for a time
without our noticing it, for they burst into ame, luckily, just
before the last man left the galley & so were easily dealt with
That would certainly mean spending the early part of the winter
on the oe: June 21st being midwinter's day. The direction of our
drift is at present fairly direct towards the South Orkneys
Previous explorers in that region have been exceedingly few, but
their experience goes to prove that in most years leads do open &
the pack loosens & drifts out about Jany - Feby but it is by no
means a certainty & to calculate upon its doing so would be a
mistake
Really Sir Ernest does not at all ignore the possibility of having to
remain on the oe until it reaches the vicinity of the South
Orkneys but he does not like it to be discussed for fear of
creating a feeling of despondency, especially among the sailors
Monday, 6 December, 191
A magni cent effect was created last night by the sun suddenly
bursting through the clouds and lighting up the tops of all the
tabular bergs between us & it. Their sides towards us, grey in the
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Greenstreet is an active ef cient fellow and should do well with
them if we ever have to do any extensive sledging, he
unfortunately suffers a good deal from rheumatism

Controversy is ever rife as to our future
Some say they don't care a damn, come what may, but whether
they really do or not such sentiments so expressed get us no
forwarder
By averaging up our drift for the past six or eight months and
applying to it all that is known about the winds & currents & drift
of the pack in & north of this latitude one can make a fairly
shrewd calculation as to what will happen if leads do not open.
Unless our drift accelerates 50% this oe will not reach the edge
of the pack which is in the vicinity of the South Orkneys in this
longitude until about June as previously mentioned. If leads do
open, as it is reasonable to expect, we have in nitely greater
possibilities of reaching Paulet Island, Snow Hill or whatever
destination we determine on, compatible with the favourability of
the position in which we nd ourselves and the general trend &
navigability of the leads
Controversy in this latter case is futile, calculation in the former
case is suf ciently based on known facts as to render it exact to
all intents & purposes, so why argue interminably on this subject at
all after having once made the simple calculation
I am not sure that they who say they care not a damn are not the
best disposed after all
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shadow, gave all the appearance of clouds with silver linings, the
at tops of the bergs, being very greatly foreshortened by the
perspective, intensi ed the sun's re ections and the blaze of light
was as many searchlight - a really beautiful sight. We often see a
single berg illuminated as to its anks by the sun but last night's
display was the rst of the kind I had noted

Tuesday, 7 December, 191
In Antarctic camplife the world is so small that there is not much
that goes on that does not come round to one in time & so it is
that I learn that Sir Ernest referred to me as a pessimist goodnaturedly enough albeit
I doubt not that this is due to some good friend having artlessly
misinterpreted my remarks the other day about the bene t of
preparing for the possibility of wintering on the oe into my
having expressed the opinion that I thought it likely that we should
actually do so
This gross misinterpretation, as the papers put it, leaves me not
the least indignant for was it not ever so. At the same time in
view of any future reference to this matter I here place on record
(7-12-15) that it is my opinion that we should forthwith secure &
cache all seals we possibility can so that in the remote possibility
of our having to spend all or part of the winter on this oe we
shall have ample food for ourselves & dogs. If, as is highly
probable, we are able to get to land during the summer so much
the better
It is clearly our duty to neglect no opportunity to be prepared and
rst and then to seize every opportunity of making the land. Our
position is a serious one but not in the very least a desperate one
at present
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There is, however, too much talk about the certainty of our
reaching land before the end of January, some have even gone so
far as to say Xmas day and civilization before the end of March, all
based on nothing but the wish which is father to the thought.
Optimism overdone may be a fools guide as well as a wise man's
counsel but Sir Ernest does not overdo it

I have & always have had, the utmost con dence in Sir Ernest's
leadership and splendid judgement & the above is merely an
expression of opinion not a criticism
The wind seems to be shifting after having blown constantly from
the south for a fortnight and carrying us more than half a degree
north with it
Our average rate of drift is yet too slow to take us all the way to
Paulet Island on the oe before the end of April
I took the bearings of the bergs by prismatic compass on a
quarter mile base & found the pointed berg to be only 2 1/2 miles
away
Wednesday, 8 December, 191
Northerly wind but we have made a mile to the north all the
same
Mr. Wild pointed out to me that my quarter mile base line was
rather oblique to the bergs so he & I & Holness, one of the sailors,
measured out a better one today & took the angles with a sextant
but found the results the same as I got them yesterday
I certainly doubted my own observations for we are all surprised
to nd that the pointed berg is so near. We had even made too
great an allowance for the mirage and general optical illusion of
nearness so common down here
It is clear that this berg must be considerably smaller than it
appears to be. It is so well proportioned that it resembles the
type of very large bergs. It must have been approaching us all the

.
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It will be interesting now that we have carefully xed its position
to note what its movements relative to us will be. It is unlikely
that it will approach us any nearer, and it is to be hoped that it will
not do so for it would merely annihilate our oe if it reached us.
It will probably pass northwards to one side of us. On the other
hand if it would obligingly come within a mile of us and stop there
it would make a ne "look out"
Bergs usually move more or less independently through the pack
being far more subject to the in uence of currents & less perhaps
to that of winds
The wind has de nitely gone round to the N.W. the very worst
quarter, but Sir Ernest thinks it will open up the ice which seem
very likely as the trend of the land, the east coast of Graham's
Land, must cause congestion of ice when a prolonged southerly
wind backs it all up into that corner
To be blown much to the eastward would be the very worst that
could happen to us, but even we should probably weather the
Sandwich group of islands. Every contingency of this sort is having
due consideration
Thursday, 9 December, 191
We have had some splendid practice in launching, loading &
hauling up one of our boats - the whaler, now named the James
Caird in honour of the knight of that name who largely nanced
the expedition
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winter for it was not visible before the sun event and when we
rst saw it if was quite six miles away

The surface was as good as one could wish & we hauled her with
ease on her sledge about a quarter of a mile over the oe. A small
slipway was then cut from the oe into an open lead and she took
the water "like a bird".
Five sledge-loads of provisions, as per following table, were then
run up and the boat loaded with these and eleven men, a total
weight of 7000 lbs. This sunk her to within six inches of her
original gunwale but with the extra foot that has been added to
her she had eighteen inches to spare, which the experts
considered ample in spite of some tendency to roll.
She was then unloaded and by means of a tackle six of us easily
hauled her up the slipway
Of course, we may not always have such good conditions of
weather and surface but we managed to unload her and have her
up in ve and a half minutes, which should be quick enough to
avoid getting her nipped in a closing lead at any time
Driver of
Sledge

Sledging
Rations

Nut Food

Macklin

2
lbs (130)

2
(120)

Marston

8
(520)

1
(60)

Greenstreet*

2
(130)

2
(92)

Sugar

TruMilk

Bovril

Virol

4
(224)

Oil

Cerebos
Salt

1
(100)

“

5
(300)

Crean

“

5
(300)

Hurley

3
(195)

1
(50)

630

13

230

1
(56)

632
1
(100)

5
(280)

15

Total
lbs.
666

1
(100)

McIlroy

Total Cases

Huntley &
Palmer
Biscuits

1
(45)

1
(40)

1
(100)

12

584
1
(35)

695
3437

*Also carries one large Venesta tank full of sledging rations, etc.
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wt. 275 lbs
Eleven men @ 160 lbs. each = 176
Boats’ gear = 18
Grand Total = 537
That is to say 2 2/5 tons approximately
Friday, 10 December, 191
A strong N.E. wind sprung up yesterday noon and continued all
night with thaw but swung round suddenly to the W. this morning
with redoubled force and became a fairly strong blizzard which has
continued all day
Some time ago, Sir Ernest gave me permission to sleep in my little
provision room which used to the old wheelhouse. By careful
planning & much labour I have put it into a thorough state of
repair as it had been much warped and considerably damaged by
its removal and transportation from the ship. There were also
large cutaway portions for the tiller to work through which had to
be lled in. It had no oor but I was lucky enough to get just
enough wood out of old packing cases to make a substantial oor
and with the same wood I also tted up about twenty shelves to
accommodate the stores required for daily issue such as tea,
coffee, cocoa, milk, sugar, soup cubes, salt, jam, etc
Under the long fore & aft shelf I have tted a folding bunk which is
nothing more or less than the door of Sir Ernest's cabin in the
ship. Folded up during the day it occupies a negligible space; at
night, let down, it is high enough to clear a number of packing
cases and on it I lay my reindeer sleeping-bag & snore in great
peace and comfort
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Under my head I have let in a large locker where I keep my
sleeping-bags rolled up during the day ready for instant removal to
the boats should the call come and, running the whole length of
my room and below the bunk, when it is folded up, are two long
narrow lockers 3 feet long 9 inches deep & 4 inches wide where I
keep spare socks & the few oddments of clothing which I was able
to get from the ship before my cabin there was ooded. As the
size of my house, called "The rabbit hutch", is only 7 ft. 4 inches
long by 4 feet wide by 6 ft. 3 inches high it will be seen that I have,
I think, utilized the space to the best advantage. I should have
more room were it not that I made a cupboard, 24"x15"x14", for
Sir Ernest to keep towel, sponge & soap in, which is wholly with
my room although it opens into the galley where Sir Ernest
washes, nearly every morning. Being our leader it is up to him to
keep up appearances as long as possible
If I manage to get a wash twice a week I reckon I have done well
Saturday, 11 December, 191
The blizzard continued from the west and W.S.W.; moderating a
little about 4 p.m. It in-creased considerably at 7 p.m. and is now
pretty severe again
The tents stand it well and of course my rabbit hutch forms a
perfect shelter but the ne penetrating snow powder nd its way
in through many of the cracks in the woodwork and at times even
the little shanty rocks and quivers as the more violent gusts catch
it broad side on. Through my little window which is only 5 inches
by 6 inches, I can see the whirling drift as it piles up around the
packing cases which I have built up in rows around my tiny house.
They are arranged in units at some distance from each other in
case of any crack opening in the oe & swallowing up the whole
lot. Each such unit contains an approximately equal variety of
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provisions and they are so disposed that it would have to be an
unusually sinuous crack that could more than a single unit
although they are all within a few yards of each other
My little window affords quite suf cient light to write by and even
to read by at midnight just now. I don't sleep too well but by
means of a small shutter worked by a string at my bedside I am
able to render my apartment quite dark & this alone is very
conducive to restful slumber
Were it not for the uncertainty of the future which we so soon
have to face, I do not see how I could not possibly be happier than
I am at the present moment, but be the future what it may, I am
perfectly prepared to face it with a full trust in God that he will
direct us and help us to help ourselves and once more reunite us
to those who are dear to us at home
Whatever happens His will will be done and by it we must all
abide. I hesitate to write what may be thought hypocritical cant
but I am sure that signs are not wanting that there are may here
who offer up silent prayer from their heart depths & thanksgiving
for His mercy in sparing us so providentially thus far & who ask
His aid in guiding us safely through this trying time
Sunday, 12 December, 191
The blizzard had moderated but the wind remains strong (force 5
to 7) and to our great joy has gone round to S. & even a little S.E
Although very overcast the captain was able to get suf ciently
good observations today to place us in Lat. 67.29', less than a
degree from the magic "circle", though we nd that we have gone
ten miles or so to the Eastward off our desired course

.
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Once across the Antarctic circle (66.31) it will seem as if we are
practically half way home again, and it is just possible that with
favouring winds we may cross the circle before the new year. A
drift of only three miles a day would do it & we have often done
that & more for periods of three or four weeks
We are now only 250 miles from Paulet Island but are, as yet,
rather much to the east of it
We are approaching the latitudes in which we were at this time
last year on our way down, so we are in a good position to know
what to expect in the way of ice movement, leads, open water &
loose pack
The ship left South Georgia just a year and a week ago and
reached this latitude four or ve hundred miles to the eastward of
our present position on Jany 3rd 1915 crossing the circle on New
Year's eve
Until a few days ago the cook had been baking what we call
bannocks, the at cakes made of our, fat & baking powder and
very similar in every way to a muf n. They are baked in the open
on a piece of sheet iron laid over the bare ame of our blubber
stove. Now to our great chagrin we nd on opening up the case
that all the rest of the Bird's Baking powder salved from the wreck
is so wet as to be useless, in spite of its having been packed in a
tin-lined soldered case, so the cook can no longer get the
bannocks to rise & for the last few days they have been terribly
heavy & have been giving me & several others severe indigestion
Today we have been experimenting with vinegar & some
bicarbonate of soda we have. It worked fairly well

.
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We also tried frying the dough in fat & blubber & so making sort
of rough doughnuts of it
We even have a little yeast ashore and are going to see if it will
work. As we have nothing but these bannocks in the place of
bread which we have no means of making & require four bannocks
each per day or a total of 84 bannocks daily, it is just now an
important matter
Monday, 13 December, 191
The blizzard has ceased but a good steady wind from S. & S.W.
continues to blow us north (force 5)
It was too overcast to get an observation to be drifting from six
to ten miles daily and to be in Lat. 67.20' today. Crossing the
circle by new year now seems assured
An emperor penguin obliged us today by presenting himself for
slaughter hard by the galley door --- poor thing. A knock on the
head with a ski stick and decapitation with a knife ended his days
in less time than it takes to chronicle the assassination
My turn as cook of our tent today. Although I live alone in my
"rabbit hutch" I mess in the tent to which I was originally
allocated
Clark, very kindly, allows me to sit on a portion of his sleeping bag
when having meals, a real privilege as otherwise I should have to
sit on the oor - not keeping my sleeping bag in the tent. As it is I
do occasionally have to sit on the oor and it is surprising how
awkward it is to eat in such a position; it is better by far to kneel
and sit back on ones heels as do the Japanese

.
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As there are eight of us in the tent it comes to ones turn to take
"cook" only one day in eight, whereas in the four-men tents the
turn naturally comes every fourth day. This is perhaps the only
compensation in being in an eight-men tent, as the work of "cook"
is really no harder than in a four man tent, the only difference
being that there are four more mugs to wash up, for the number
of serving pots is, of course, the same
The word "cook" is at present rather a misnomer for whilst we
have a permanent galley no cooking need be done in the tent
Really all that the cook of each tent has to do is to take the two
pots over to the galley at meal time and convey the hoosh and the
beverage in them to the tent, clearing up after each meal and
washing up the two pots and the four or eight mugs as the case
may be. There are no spoons etc. to wash for we each keep our
own spoon & pocket knife in our pockets. We just lick them as
clean as possible and replace them in our pockets after each meal.
Our spoons are one of our indispensable possessions here. To
lose one's spoon here would be almost as serious as its ----? an
edontate
Tuesday, 14 December, 191
Southerly winds continue; but it was too overcast to get an
observation today
(Continued from previous entry
For washing up the pots & mugs one can generally procure about
a pint (or less) of cold water obtained by melting ice over the
galley re
With this and a little chip of wood and a rag one can get the gear
to look fairly presentable but the process is never very pleasant

.
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work for the hooshes are always very greasy and also one's hands
are very susceptible to the cold for quite half an hour after getting
them wet.
If the water is very cold and the weather also so it is quite
possible to get one's hands frost-bitten whilst actually doing the
washing up if one is a bit long about it. It & I were so today; ice
formed in the pots as I washed them and the wet rag constantly
froze on to them as I wiped them
Whenever water is not available one uses snow; the process then
becomes almost abrasive, but with a rag & a stick and plenty of
snow & patience it is wonderful how clean the greasiest pots can
be made
Opinion is divided, when using snow, as to whether it is best to let
the grease, etc. consolidate on the side & bottom of the pots by
freezing before getting to work on it or whether it is best to
commence operations immediately the meal is nished and before
the stuff has time to set
By the rst method, of which I an advocate, the grease sets so
hard that it can be chipped off like wax on a candle stick, but the
exponents of the other method af rm that the snow coming into
contact with the still warm grease liqui es and so assists in its
removal, but they admit that their method uses up more rag as the
whole of the grease has to be wiped off with the rag, and that, in
my opinion, is enough to condemn the system for rag is an
important consideration, the supply being limited to what we can
tear from remnants of discarded clothing, but like most arguments
down here I daresay we are both right
At rst we each had only the regulation aluminum sledging mug &
a spoon but lately we have collected from the "dump camp"
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several little patty-tins which we use as plates for tinned sh, seal
steaks, cheese & such articles as cannot be eaten conveniently
from mugs
Wednesday, December 15, 191
The continuance of southerly winds is exceeding our best hopes
and raising our spirits & hopefulness in proportion.
Prospects could not be brighter than they are just now
The environs of our oe are continually changing. Some days we
are almost surrounded by small open leads preventing us from
crossing over to the adjacent oes except perhaps at one or two
points. When this is the case we always have orders not to leave
the oe for fear that we might make excursions after seals and get
our retreat cut off by leads opening across our track whilst we are
away
Leads occasionally open up with surprising suddenness, sometimes
widening to as much as a hundred yards in an hour or two
As yet none of the leads have been of any decisive length suf cient
to justify us in taking to the boats. They are seldom more than a
mile long and are usually much obstructed with broken ice making
them quite incapable of being navigable
Judging by the absence of a pronounced water sky to the
northward it seems that there is still more or less continuous
"close" pack (i.e. ice elds without navigable leads) for a hundred
miles at least between us and open water, though at times a dark
line on the horizon gives some indication of there being loose
pack about that distance away.
We are drifting north so
satisfactorily now that, if maintained, the end of January should see
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us in the region where the pack is always more or less "loose"
and, as we are now getting plenty of seals and have provisions
enough on the oe here to keep us on full ration until the end of
January, & could even eke out February without touching our
travelling rations are content to await developments & are now
con dent of being suf ciently far north to make sure of reaching
some land in time to catch the penguins before the winter sets in
If the present rate of drift continues we ought to cross the "circle"
on or before the New Year if not even sooner. So far it is most
satisfactory and could hardly be more so
It is cold today
Thursday, 16 December, 191
Cold, moderately ne with a continuance of S.S.W. to S.W. breeze
To resume our domestic arrangements. At meals we all sit round
the sides of the tent, each one on his own sleeping bag, except
myself who shares Clark's with him. The "cook" for the day rst
passes into the tent the aluminum mugs, the "plates" if we are
going to use them and salt & mustard which we keep in a box
outside the tent door, also potted meat if there happens to be any
"Aspinall's Food", a sort of Sanatogen, which we sometimes mix
with our hooshes as an extra condiment. We happen to have
salved a case of it and think we ought to use it up
The "cook" then goes over to the galley and shortly return with
an aluminum cooker full of hoosh and an enamel saucepan
containing the tea or cocoa. These he passes in the rough "door"
of the tent which is a round hole with a mouth to it like a sack
Whilst he is brushing & scraping the snow off his boots, as we are
all most scrupulously careful to do before entering, some one

.
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inside commences to "whack out" the hoosh into the mugs. This
is done as evenly as possible to be made by general consent
We are now having enough to eat but not by any means too much
and everyone is always hungry enough to eat every scrap he can
get, with the single exception in our tent curiously enough of
myself at the evening meal. In spite of a general reputation for
being a glutton, I nd that if I eat my full share of hoosh at nights I
generally have severe indigestion. I think it is only that a diet
consisting so largely of meal does not suit me
Anyhow prudence compels me to forego part of my "whack", so I
usually give away from one half to one third of it and have no
dif culty in nding applicants competent to get outside it, the
dif culty is to distribute my surplus evenly amongst so many
would-be recipients and thus avoid partiality
The capacity of the mugs is one pint and the amount of seal hoosh
available usually lls them from two thirds to three quarters full
If it be said of me that I eat sparingly at night, no one will deny that
I make up for it at breakfast. With the day before me, I am always
voracious - second to none
Friday, 17 December, 191
On the 67th parallel today. The wind has gone to N.E. worse luck.
A very warm day
(Continued from previous entry.
As soon as the hoosh has been eaten we carefully scrape out our
mugs and pass them up for the tea or cocoa. As they are not able
to be --- rinsed out in any way it stands to reason that the
beverage includes numerous solid particles of the previous course,
several mingled avours and a certain amount of grease, though
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this arrangement has the advantage of washing out the mug to a
very considerable extent and so minimizing the "cook's" task in
the subsequent washing up
At rst this may seem rather an unpleasant system, and actually
did to us in the early stages of our "wild life", but one very
speedily puts aside all fastidiousness and now it seems the most
natural thing in the world to have one's tea in a mug which still
contains the remains of stewed seal and onion
Whenever there are seal steaks or courses which it would be
inconvenient to eat otherwise than from plates, we serve them
out in the patty tins and divide them up as equitably as possible.
One member then turns his back and as the server points to each
plate saying "Who is this for" or simply "Whose", the member
with his back turned calls out the names in some arbitrary order
so that each plateful is designated to each member without any
possible chance of even the most indirect & unintentional bias
Nothing could be fairer and no one can have even a fancied
grievance
As twenty-eight individuals have had to be equipped with the
utensils originally provided for only fourteen - the shore party - it
follows that we are really rather short of ware. For instance the
original set consists of an aluminum jug and a mug for each man.
The jug and mug are so constructed that the latter inverted ts
over the former the handle of which folds.
In our tent, however, there were only four of each kind so that
four of us have mugs & the other four jugs
We "drew lots" for them. I was lucky enough to get a mug as they
are in every way more convenient
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Saturday, 18 December, 191
A beastly cold windy day. Strong
N.E. wind has driven us back 3 1/2
miles
Courtesy of The Alexander Turnbull Library,
Wellington, NZ

Meals are invariably taken very
seriously and very little talking is
done until after the hoosh course at any rate
Now that we have settled down as a semi-permanent camp, we
have provided bottom boards for all the tents but as ours is made
up of boards which were originally the sides & bottoms of the
dog's kennels the consequence is that our tent is sometimes
rather smelly, especially on warm days, though it is gradually
getting less offensive or else we are acquiring a nasal tolerance
Unless one had experienced it one would never credit how
oppressively hot it sometimes becomes inside the tents. This only
happens when the direct rays of the sun are shining through a
cloudless sky upon the tent, but under such conditions it instantly
sends the interior temperature up by leaps & bounds quite
irrespective of the air temperature without.
By actual
measurement the outside temperature has been 22 degrees the
inside, with an obscured sun, 40 degrees.
On the sun "coming out" from behind the clouds the temperature
has gone up to 60 degrees within ve minutes and often reaches
70 degrees. This is pleasant enough for a while but being
accustomed to an altogether lower standard we are soon driven
to opening not only the door but also the back cloth of the tent
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so as to get an uninterrupted current of air through the tent in
order to dispel the heat. On the other hand as soon as ever
clouds once more obscure the sun the temperature suddenly
drops ten or twenty degrees and regulation of heat necessitates
the exercise of much judgement - in the matter of ventilation
It is cold enough at night, however; for then the moisture expelled
by the exhalation of so many persons crowded in so small a space
condenses & falls as a precipitate in the form of an impalpable
snow powder
At the same time, I think it is warmer at nights in the tent than it
is in my "rabbit hutch" where the temperature often records 15
degrees & a few nights ago was only 10 degrees. My ink bottle
freezes solid & my fountain pen would do likewise & burst were it
not that I keep it on my person
Sunday, 19 December, 191
High temperature. Overcast. Strong cold Easterly wind
Sunday differs so little from other days down here that it passes
almost unrecognized
I always have regretted in the ship that we held no divine service
on Sundays & do so even more now that we are so much more, so
to speak, in God's keeping
Sir Ernest has desired to institute regular services but is
disinclined to unless he can be assured that they would nd favour
with the majority. This, however, does not seem to be the case for
there are several of the Roman Catholic persuasion, who might
not care to attend and as many again are declared agnostics, so
perhaps it is as well to let well alone

.
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Others, as is so generally the case, seem to regard a desire for
combined worship as distinctly hypocritical. For my part, sinner
though I know myself to be, I think that I belong to the very class
who stand most in need of God's grace and I consider combined
worship is the ordained way to obtain some share of it, and I do
not think that we ought to be ashamed to stand up & devote half
an hour His worship each Sunday however much steeped in sin
we may be. I am afraid I have run off on my canting vein again, but
I feel now that I should be shirking my duty in this respect were I
not on one page of this book to record my convictions
So rests the matter, but there are also a good many others too
who would like to hold service & who are much better tted to
participate than I am, so if I can get Sir Ernest onto the topic again
in a quiet moment I will see if we can consummate the proposal
Of course, we frequently have discussions on religion in the
ordinary course of our conversations though we generally agree
to differ over them at a certain point
Without some religion, some faith in an almighty intervention &
guidance there would be no consolation to look forward to in life
and (crossed out) especially when in such extremities as we are
now placed in
I remember seeing this most dramatically portrayed in the play
"Strange Gods" at His Majesty's theatre
(The following was written to be substituted for the paragraphs
following "hypocritical" in the fth paragraph.
The sledging provisions have been so often referred to that it will
be of interest to note exactly what these comprised
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They were, of course, the special polar food originally intended for
the use of the sledging journeys of the shore party, - a transcontinental party and two lateral parties to the east & west
respectively
The total amount was, as mentioned in the introductory chapter
was represented by the sum of 1200 men-days & would therefore
support 28 men, our present number, for about 40 days on full
ration
As these stores, with the exception of one case of nut-food, had
not been touched in the ship they were practically all available for
our use when the ship was wrecked, and the very rst thing done
was to secure them on seven sledges which are known as the
permanent sledges where they have remained ever since. These
sledges are always the rst to move and are always ready to move
at a moment's notice
Besides these seven sledges we have another six known as the
spare sledges & which carry the camp impedimenta, tents, sleeping
bags, etc., etc. and all the ordinary provisions possible in the event
of our making or having to make a move
It is our object to conserve these sledging provisions untouched
as long as possible & only to use them in the emergency of having
to make a forced march or during the boat journey that we must,
if we are to be saved at all one day undertake
During the week that intervened between the wrecking of the
ship and the salving of the provisions we were compelled to
expend two boxes of Huntley & Palmers Antarctic Biscuits and
one case of Bovril Sledging rations, and therefore our reserve
sledging provisions now stand as follows
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No.
of

Article

Contents per case

26 Bovril Sledging Ration

100 - 8 oz Blocks

12 Huntley & Palmer's
13 Biscuits
Nut Food

320 biscuits, ten to the
pound
100 - 6 oz Blocks

8 West India Produce Co.'s
3 Sugar
Trumilk

42 lbs.

1 Bovril Cubes

500 1/4 oz cubes

1 Virol

30 1/2 lb tins

1 Cerebos Salt

500 3/4 oz pkts.

5 Para n

2 gallon cans.

100 - 8 oz pkts.

Everything except the nut food and the paraf n was splendidly
packed in stout waterproof tinlined Venesta cases
Monday, 20 December, 191
The wind has shifted more to the south thank goodness
This little set back is by no means to our liking after such a
splendid run of good luck
Yesterday proved proli c in seals for we got no less than four and
two others could have been obtained, one of them but for
bungling on my part
I was out early seal hunting armed with an ice axe & accompanied
by Blackborrow and Rickinson. The latter & I mounted the oeberg which I have mentioned before as being about a mile from
the camp on the road to the stained berg. From its summit we
had an extensive view but saw nothing
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We two soon separated & shortly after, falling into a small
crevasse, I was only saved an immersion up to the neck in water
by my axe breaking my fall, but my fall unfortunately broke the axe
in half. Presently I came to another seal separated from me by
about four feet of water. In trying to circumvent it, I occasioned
the seal so much uneasiness that he was about to take to the
water. On the spur of the moment I ung the top half of the
broken axe at him wounding him in the mouth. He dived into a
small hole like a ash but a few minutes afterwards Rickinson,
quite a quarter of a mile away, signalled to me that he could see a
seal ahead of him. On coming up to him sure enough it proved to
be the one I had wounded as he was still bleeding from the mouth.
Divining our intentions all right this time he again dived just as we
had reached him, but later in the day, strange to say, he came up
again close to our oe & fell a victim to Wild's gun
Tuesday, 21 December, 191
Another day of ruthless butchery on my part
Kerr & I went off hunting early.
remains of the ice axe

He carried a ski-pole, I the
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Blackborrow, however, who was skirting round about a hundred
yards from us came across a seal at the foot of a hummock not
fty yards from us, which was quite hidden from us by pressure
ridges. We were down in a jiffy and stealthily approaching the
great beast who was by now thoroughly alert I gave him one good
"wang" with the pick end of my axe & she never moved again. We
cut its throat to bleed it & then Rickinson & I continues on in a
wide circle leaving Blackborrow to mark the site of our prize until
a dog team came from the camp in response to the prearranged
signal - a ag on a pole

Within a quarter of a mile of the camp we found a seal, and in
response to our signal Wild came over with his little gun & put a
bullet through its eye just as it was on the point of reaching open
water. We pulled him into camp ourselves with a rope and then
set off again in another direction. This time about a mile & a half
from camp we espied another very large seal in a very exposed
position on the oe. Approaching him quietly we got within
twenty yards of him before he was at all aware of it. Thereafter
ensued a comedy & tragedy that made Clark & Captain Worsley,
who were not far off, much amused, so they afterwards said
Kerr crept along until he had interposed himself between the seal
and the water whilst I wallowed along on my belly trying to look
like a friendly seal until I was almost within striking distance but
just then the seal became very menacing (i.e. for a poor seal) and
prepared to go. My axe was only a foot long and I was a little
afraid of getting a bite if I closed with him and pole axed him, so
called out to Kerr to come & distract his attention on the other
side whilst I got close enough to strike. By this manoeuvre he was
a dead seal the next minute
There is nothing sporting in it for the poor things are so
inoffensive and if they were to attack one one could nearly always
outstrip them, though it is wonderful at what pace they can move
under certain conditions of surface
Hearing a penguin immediately afterwards I went over to him. He
proceeded to bow to me so I decapitated him, a ne emperor
Clark & Captain Worsley who had by this time come up to us
helped us to drag the quarry home. Half a mile from camp,
Greenstreet & his dog team met us & to our great relief, relieved
us of our heavy drag

.
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Quite a good bag for one day, two seals & an emperor penguin
Wednesday, 22 December, 191
Three days ago Sir Ernest informed me con dentially that he had
it in mind to make an effort to march to the west to annihilate the
longitude between us and that of Paulet Island. It was not long a
secret for by the time I had walked over to our tent there was a
general buzz of pleasurable anticipation around the camp
Enforced inactivity where so much vigour is available is bound to
have its outcome in a general reaction of restlessness & so it is
that everyone is only too anxious to get on the move considering
too much the direction or probabilities of success
Yesterday Sir Ernest, Wild, Hurley & Crean set out in dog sledges
to the westward and after travelling about seven miles returned
with the report that between us & the stained berg & beyond it
too extended a series of immense at oes from a half a mile to a
mile across and separated from each other only by low pressure
ridges easily negotiable with pick & shovel
It seems that the only place in the immediate vicinity likely to
prove at all formidable is the cracked up area between the old oe
we are on and the young oes about a quarter of a mile from us
on our proposed route
Sir Ernest assembled all hands last night & informed them of his
intentions, stating that he considered that we could, with two
boats, make two or possibly three miles a day, that we should start
the march at 8 p.m. tomorrow night i.e. on 23rd inst. marching at
nights so as to avail ourselves of the harder surface at nights and
the warmth of the sun in the day time for sleeping, and that today
was to be kept as Xmas day

.
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Today has, therefore, been kept as Xmas day, and a right royal feast
we have had eating up all the little luxuries & good things that we
cannot possibly take on the journey with us
We have had for breakfast sausages & ham; luncheon, Heinz baked
beans, anchovies in oil; supper, jugged hare, tinned peaches and for
all meals an unlimited supply of jam, Viking condensed milk & nuts
such as we have never had before. I hate to see so much good
food being recklessly consumed but as we cannot carry it with us
it is perhaps the best thing that can be done under the
circumstances

PART 4 - PATIENCE CAMP

Thursday, 23 December, 191
So much for our Xmas day kept yesterday & the uncomfortable
feelings it has left. In the intervals between the guzzlings I was
working at high pressure packing up all the odd articles of
provisions that we are able to take with us and running down 180
lbs. of suet out of 1 lb. & 2 lb. tins into venesta wooden cases so as
to carry it in bulk thereby saving weight, emptying 50 lbs. of
Carson's cocoa out of 1/2 lb. tins into sacks, likewise cereals, etc.
as show in appendix***. All this takes much more time than one
at rst thinks
I turned in last night at 11 p.m. and at 3 a.m. this morning we were
all roused for the purpose of sledging the two boats "J. Caird" &
"Dudley Docker" over to the rst young oes, whilst the surface

.
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still held its night crust, but as it was too foggy we turned in again
for an hour starting off nally at 4:30 a.m. after a cup of coffee
Practically all hands were harnessed to each boat in succession
and by dint of much careful manipulation and tortuous courses
amongst the broken ice we got both safely over the danger zone,
one at a time
On the way back I took a short cut and a cold bath up to my
waist with my clothes on for my temerity. In drying out my
trousers later at the galley re I burnt them at the extremity much
to my regret
All returned and had a breakfast of curried prawns at 8 a.m. after
which the dog sledges and every one except the cook, who spent
the rest of the morning making 800 bannocks, and I & one or two
others still packing the last essentials, went forward with the tents
& pitched camp by the boats about 1 1/4 miles off. We left at 1
p.m. after a luncheon of such scraps as we could nd lying about
and pulling a small half-sledge on which I had arranged a box to
hold the two portable blubber stoves and all the necessary
cooking pots. (This sledge with its similarity to a "hot potato can"
subsequently became an important item and was made a subject
of chaff by the camp.
Arriving at camp No. 1 we served a supper of cold mutton & tea
& turned in at 2 p.m. to sleep
At 6 p.m. I was ----- and lit res & with the cook's help again
served cold mutton & tea at 8 p.m. when all hands were turned
out. At 8:30 p.m. the march was resumed but an open lead
brought us to a halt at 11 p.m. whereupon we camped & turned in
without a meal. Camp 2
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Friday, 24 December 191
As showing how mild & salubrious antarctic weather can be at
times it is interesting to note that I have been sleeping out in the
open so far during our march, placing my sleeping bags on a piece
of canvas or else on a sledge; even during the night it is not too
cold, but of course the fact that we now have the midnight sun
with us, although it remains only just above the horizon at
midnight in this latitude, accounts for the mildness of the nights
My duty as commissariat of cer entails my being up and about a
couple of hours earlier than the rest of the camp & being a
naturally reluctant riser I nd this imposition not a little irksome
however cheerful a countenance I try to put on it for the sake of
appearances. I make a point of lighting the blubber res myself in
order to economise the petrol which is used as a "priming" to
volatilise the rst application of blubber. As soon as they are well
under way I call the cook & help him to do the rest
When breakfast is nearly ready I call Sir Ernest & report the
weather to him and at his direction call all hands
Breakfast today consisted of 10 lbs. of Beauvais pemmican served
at 8 a.m
Sir Ernest going on immediately afterwards to reconnoitre the
road but without success. He returned at 11 a.m when I went
back by dog sledge with Wild, Hurley & Crean to Ocean Camp &
brought back therefrom some more provisions and other useful
gear
We launched there on any odd stuff we could nd, principally cold
frozen curried prawns left in plates from our last meal there. In
camp we had bannocks & tea

.
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Later on Sir Ernest succeeded in nding a track capable of
negotiation by a good deal of pick & shovel work
We turned in at 7 p.m. after a supper of seal & tinned mutton
hoosh.
I was up at 11 p.m. and, serving a breakfast of Beauvais pemmican,
we struck camp & were off on the march at 2 a.m. on the 25th
It's a hard, rough, jolly life this marching & camping, no washing of
self or dishes, no undressing, no changing clothes. Food any how &
always strongly impregnated with blubber smoke; sleeping almost
on the bare snow & working as hard as the human physique is
capable of doing on a minimum of food
Saturday, 25 December, 191
To hold a festival such as to day several days in advance as we have
done & then to recognize the same a few days thereafter would
be unreasonable & therefore we have to all intents & purposes
ignored it today, but the heading in my diary recalls to mind many
happy Xmas's differently spent and our extraordinary situation
merely accentuates that feeling
How different is this one to all those that are past & yet, in many
respects, how delight-fully dissimilar to all its predecessors. Were
it not for a little natural anxiety as to our ultimate progress I have
never been happier in my life than I am now, for is not this kind of
existence the "real thing", the thing I have for years set my heart
on, though little did I think that my rst polar sledging would be a
participation in a retreat such as this.
But thoughts of home haunt one with an unwished for persistency
today
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One knows only too well that wife, child, parents are all uniting in
their wishes for our success this very day unaware that we are but
a broken reed(?) so to speak
We started off from last camp (No. 2) at 2 a.m. the surface being
good for several hours, camped at 6 a.m. for luncheon, (tea & 1
bannock) & then on over several large expanses of oe until 11:30
a.m. when we camped to sleep, have a supper of seal steaks & tea.
This is Camp No. 3 & is hard by the at berg which a short time
ago we took to be so much bigger than it really is. Now that we
are close to it we estimate its height at about 60 - 70 feet and its
length & breadth not more than 200 yards & 300 yards
respectively
It is very hot in sun; most of us are much sun scorched especially
about lips
Whilst the second boat on its sledge was coming up, I was sent off
on skis to report on an open lead about a mile ahead and to
locate any seals I soon found a couple of seals on some rate thin
snow covered ice, went back to camp & met Wild & McIlroy
coming out with a dog team in response to my signal, returned
with them to the seal, killing an emperor penguin on the way and
being uncomfortably near to three killer whales in the "lead" for
some time
Enough work for one day so am turning in just nicely tired out
Sunday, 26 December, 191
I was up at 6:30 p.m. last night, lighted both res & called cook at
7:30 p.m. & all hands at 12:15 a.m. today having breakfast of 10 lbs.
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Beauvais pemmican & 3 lbs. dog pemmican at 12:30 a.m. We
marched at 1:00 a.m.
Working by night & sleeping by day is very confusing in reckoning
dates for the purpose of a diary
The surface was much better than it has been for the last few days
& this is the principal thing that matters. The route however, lay
over very hummocky oes and required much work with pick &
shovel to make it passable for the boat sledges. These are hauled
by 18 men under Captain Worsley; rst one boat & then the other
by relays; all 18 men on each boat. It is killing work on soft
surfaces
At 5 a.m. we were brought up by an open lead and had to camp
after an unsatisfactorily short march
We served tea and 2 bannocks each for luncheon as quickly as we
could & every one loitered about until 10 a.m. hoping that a way
would be found to cross the lead, but no good came of it so we
served a seal hoosh and turned in
It snowed a little during the day & as I was sleeping outside my
sleeping bag got pretty wet. I was up again at 6 p.m., lighting res,
served hoosh & called all hands at 8 p.m
Sir Ernest blew his whistle, the signal to strike tents, at 9 a.m. & we
were off half an hour later, Sir Ernest, as usual pioneering in front
followed by myself & the cook pulling a rather heavy load of two
stoves and all the pots & pans, then the 7 dog teams, who soon
overtake us, and nally the two boats by easy stages
Were it not for the cumbrous boats we should "got along ying"
but we dare not abandon them on any account. As it is, we left
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The two stoves on the sledge pulled by the cook & myself excite
the mirth of the whole camp & we have been dubbed "Potash &
Perlmutter & their potato can". For a shelter we have a threesided canvas screen rigged up on four oars
As soon as Sir Ernest decides to camp, up go the oars & screen &
forms a welcome goal to inspire the agging boat party wearily
toiling in the rearguard with thoughts of rest and food, as they
plod along through snow frequently up to their knees
Each dog team does one relay journey, occasionally two
The amount of work the dogs do is incredible
Monday, 27 December, 191
We did a good march of 1 1/2 miles last night before camping for
luncheon at 1 a.m. today & thereafter continued over easy at
oes & rather hummocky country for nearly another mile until 5
a.m. when we camped by a little sloping berg
Whilst waiting for the rearguard to come up I climbed the berg,
saw a seal and went out & shot it. Greenstreet's team brought it
in
So far we have just managed to get enough game each day to keep
us going but it is rather a hand to mouth way of catering, for one
is never certain of nding a seal anywhere, numerous though they
generally are. Of all things I do dread touching our precious
sledging rations of which we have only 40 days supply
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one boat, the Stancomb Wills, behind at Ocean Camp & the
remaining two we have with us will barely accommodate the
whole party when it comes to taking to the boats

For luncheon at 1 a.m. the cook made some excellent fried
bannocks rather like doughnuts
All hands turned in by 8 a.m. but as "Blackie" one of Wild's dogs
had been run over & injured by the sledge on leaving last nights
camp & had been left there & had not come on, I went back on
skis and found him about 2 miles back
As the dog could not walk I made a rough sledge of my two skis
tied together tied the dog on it brought him into camp where I
asked Wild to shoot him which he did. He was a friendly little
chap but never much use & by far the worst yapper in the pack.
Still it would have been rather hard luck to have left him to linger
all alone on the pack
I turned in at 2 p.m. and was up at 8 p.m. Hussey kindly lighting
the re for me & we were off by 9:30 p.m. after a breakfast of 8
lbs. Beauvais pemmican and 3 lbs. dog pemmican
Two hundred yards from the start we had to break down some
very heavy pressure ridges & bridge over several open leads with
rubble & ice-slabs, thence the route lay over a very level oe for
3/4 mile with rather soft surface
We camped for luncheon at 11 p.m. serving tea and two?
bannocks each. In taking round the bannocks I nearly had to cross
an open crack on my skis, about 3 ft. wide. I had 84 bannocks on a
wooden box & somehow managed to stumble at the crack
through the corniced edge of the snow surface breaking away. It
was a near thing for both of us, but luckily the bannocks landed on
one side & I on the other
Illegible
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Tuesday, 28 December, 191
After our 3 bannock luncheon at 11 p.m. last night we proceeded
for another mile due west over a very large hummocky oe but
fair surface & came to camp about 5:30 a.m. this morning by a
curiously shaped split
berg which I climbed
to look out for seals
& down which there
was a nice little ski
run
Courtesy of The Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, NZ

Climbing icebergs on skis sounds odd but as a matter of fact many
of the bergs about here are sloping or tilted on one side, except
the true barrier tabular bergs which have precipitous unscalable
sides
Whilst the cooks was preparing the hoosh I went out seal hunting
a couple of miles to the south but found nothing though I
incidentally came on a
ver y beautiful sight
where a red angular slab
of ice had slipped back
out of a very thick oe
leaving a perfectly square
hole in the oe forming
a clear deep looking Courtesy of The Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, NZ
pool like a swimming
bath with sides of ice 15 ft. deep and an appearance of great caves
below its walls illuminated with beautiful blue hues from the
translucent ice
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Too dif cult to draw but a sight I shall long remember. On the
way back the diffused light was so confusing that I pitched over an
unseen slope and colliding forcibly nose rst on a hummock I was
knocked dizzy. On being asked the cause of my bleeding nose
when I returned & further what I had said at the time I informed
my enquirers that all I had ejaculated was "Hullo Hummock", so
"Hullo Hummock" is the phrase for the day
Greenstreet & Macklin found a huge Weddell seal estimated at 800
lbs., food enough for all the dogs for a couple of days & fuel for
our re for more but being pregnant unsuitable for human
consumption
All turned in by 9 a.m.
The "country" ahead looks very
unpromising. Sir Ernest & Hurley went out prospecting but think
it is too broken up to travel over. They brought in two Emperor
penguins. I was up at 5 p.m. lighted res & served breakfast (of 8
Beauvais & 4 Dog P.) at 7:30
Wednesday, 29 December, 191
After a further reconnoitre Sir Ernest pronounced the ice ahead
to be quite unnegotiable and so at 8:30 p.m. last night to the
intense disappointment of all, instead of forging ahead, we retired
half a mile so as to get onto stronger ice and by 10 p.m. we had
camped and all turned in again without a further meal
The extra sleep was much needed however disheartening this
check may be. I slept soundly until 5 a.m., Blackborrow was
nightwatchman from 4 a.m. to 8 a.m. kindly lighting the res for
me at that hour
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Breakfast same as yesterday at 7 a.m., after which we began to
settle down & several dog teams & myself on skis went out seal
hunting.
We had only been out a short time when suddenly up went the
recall ag on the boat's mast and we all came in at once to nd
that Sir Ernest had decided to retire another 1/2 mile to a still
safer old oe where we camped at 11:30 a.m
I rst aid two relay trips with the boats all the way and lastly
pulled over the galley and served luncheon of tea & 2 bannocks &
cold suet (1 oz. per man) which we have been having lately
Three seals were captured so we have enough meat to go on with
for a day or two, but I must say that the general apathy with
regard to catching seals now that we may have to settle down for
a bit is rather curious
Unless we get a big store of them it means breaking into our
reserve sledging rations and even killing the dogs for want of food
and either of these things just now would be fatal to our success,
though we shall, of course, have to kill the dogs as soon as we take
to the boats
I spent the afternoon stacking the provisions, not that there is
much of them now, alas
The weather is pleasant enough, mild in the shade & even hot in
the sun, but it has its disadvantage in rendering the surface very
soft so that one sinks down to one's knees at every step and one's
feet are therefore continually wet. At night the surface freezes but
it will seldom supports one's weight, & therefore it doubles the
weight of the sledge
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Thursday, 30 December, 191
Now that we are settled down again the necessity for extreme
punctuality in the serving of meals ceases
To my great relief I have now been withdrawn from duty with the
galley. It was a responsible enough position on the march to
ensure having the "grub" ready as soon as the prospective
consumers were ready for it. The importance of this, on the
march, is incalculable, nothing causes more dissatisfaction to the
"rank & le" than to come into camp and have to wait about
kicking their heels for an hour or more for their food. Sir Ernest
very thoroughly appreciates this and so I really made every effort
on the march to support him in having the food promptly ready,
not that the cook himself is not only entitled to the credit, for he
is remarkably quick in making up the actual "dishes" which I
certainly am not & there was never a hitch
There being no facilities for washing on the march (I had not even
any soap with me) and the smoke from the blubber fuel being
always exceptionally greasy and black I became gradually dirtier &
dirtier until my tentmates actually shunned contact with me,
though, at the same time, recognising the impossibility of my being
otherwise and even complimenting me on my devotion to the
good cause I had in hand
On the conclusion of my term of of ce Greenstreet kindly lent
me a small piece of Sun-light soap which he had been able to bring
along and once more I am clean - clean as sledging cleanliness
goes; but Oh, for a bath, a shave and a change of clean clothes!
These, quite as much as normal food & a soft bed are the little
things that one sometimes longs for

.
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I was up at 5:30 a.m. today getting the res going (for the last
time), roused all hands and served breakfast of 15 - 8 oz. sledging
rations and tea at 7:30 a.m
A crack having opened right across the camp during the night we
struck tents and re-treated another 200 yards until we are now
camped once more alongside of "Bannock crack". This is actually
our thirteenth camp since leaving the ship, may it be a lucky one. I
spent the rest of the day repacking the sledging rations, etc
This abrupt termination to our march, begun under such
propitious circumstances, has had a distinctly depressing moral
effect on our party, especially the sailors, but it has also brought
out the best in all though it has shewn up one or two in their true
colours, notably the objectionable cantankerous carpenter who
was so grossly insubordinate to Capt. Worsley on the march when
hauling the boats that Sir Ernest found it expedient to call a
muster & read over the ship's articles & remind us that
----------------- disciplinary purposes
Friday, 31 December, 191
New Year's eve & all well, but it is snowing intermittently foggy &
overcast, nothing doing. It is warm enough but the surface is
execrable. One can not move about the camp at all without
sinking up to one's knee at every other step in the soft mushy
snow. I use my skis to make the "bannock rounds", that is taking
the issue of bannocks from tent to tent
The ve tents are spread out in a long line the extremities being a
good hundred yards apart. The dogs are on a line a parallel to the
tents and in front of them about 20 yards. They are always
chained up in pairs at intervals of 6 feet along a continuous wire

.
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stretched from sledge to sledge.
Patience camp

We have called our camp

Except for two seals being brought in, nothing has occurred today
to break our monotony of inaction
In bringing in one of them, Crean got into dif culties among the
broken oes to the east of us & I was sent out on skis to pilot him
in
Seeing that this will be the last page of this diary I notice that on
looking through back pages I have omitted the autobiography of
one of our members so hasten to rectify the omission
Saturday, 8 January, 191
Very warm again today though the sun itself seldom visible.
Members out seal hunting last night came across another large sea
leopard asleep behind a hummock, I came on him rather suddenly
but, as he did not seem to wake up, we gave him a wide berth.
Today Captain Worsley and I went out to nd him if possible but
he was gone though we found his recent impressions in the snow.
One seal was seen in the water but could not be secured. Strange
to say this is the rst time I have had a good opportunity of
observing a seal under water in clear water since I have been
engaged upon the work of seal hunting
It is a very beautiful sight, the air bubbles held in the hair of the
seal giving it a bluish appearance as it darts rapidly to and fro
beneath the ice and out again, its movements being singularly
graceful
The pack seems to be opening more and more and it is becoming
increasingly dif cult to get about. Much of the ice, and especially

.
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the small slabs oating freely in the leads and pools is now
dangerously rotten and is apt to collapse or sink beneath one so
that it is possible to avail oneself of it only after most cautiously
trying one's weight on it. In the afternoon Captain Worsley went
out with me, I was on skis but Captain Worsley was without them,
none being available, and the disparity between us on the oes
was so great that I took him on as a passenger, standing on the
back of my skis and moving our legs in unison with each other.
We got off fairly well, though slowly, but it was, at any rate quicker
for Worsley than walking through snow up to his hips at times as
he had, at rst, been doing
In crossing rubble- lled leads he had, however, generally the
advantage of me as the differences in level mitigate against rapid
progress on skis, several places where we could nd no other
means of "getting to the other side" we selected a suitable oating
slab and ferried across poling or rowing with the ski-sticks as the
circumstances require, but we were often in dif culties owing to
submerged ice tongues preventing us from reaching closely
enough the opposite bank
At times too I discarded my skis and made bridges of them, but
such expedients only emphasize the danger of it & if I admit it is
dangerous I think that I may go so far as to say it is so
Sunday, 9 January, 191
Another "hot" day
I succeeded in borrowing the only other pair of skis on Captain
Worsley's behalf and we both went out seal hunting. With
extreme dif culty, much toil and often at greater risks than the
circumstances justi ed, ferrying across leads on small slabs of
rotten ice and climbing crumbling banks eight to ten feet high, we
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We could nd no seals but got a ne emperor penguin which we
dragged in about 3/4 of a mile
I quite expected that Sir Ernest would chide us for going out so
far as to be beyond the reach of dog teams in the event of our
nding a seal. Judge of my surprise & pardonable resentment
when Sir Ernest informed me that it was no use our going out at
all if I did not go further a eld, and said that we had been wasting
time "standing and looking down holes for ten minutes at a time"
Even allowing for the irritability which so much anxiety as he has
must cause anyone, that he should cast doubts on my zeal pains
me as much as it astonishes me; but I must say that I have lately
noticed several indications in him of general distrustfulness
(crossed out) and I am not the only victim of it
(Illegible) Perhaps it is natural under the circumstances but it just
shows how constant reverses will warp a strong nature. My
intense resentment is my only excuse for placing this on record
That the rather useful work of keeping the man & dog larders
supplied should be the cause of so much misunderstanding gives
me cause for the greatest regret, for all I want to do is to keep the
larder well stocked. First I get into trouble the other day for being
out too long, then too far, then not far enough, then for killing
more seals than necessary, then I am allowed no weapon, then I
kill seals with my skis and nally that is forbidden! We are not
allowed very much latitude
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succeeded in getting as far as a tilted berg about a mile to the east
of us but not having time to scale it, returned just in time for a
meager luncheon of one large fried bannock, 2 oz. of cheese and 1
pint of cocoa

Monday, 10 January, 191
I suppose I too am suffering from irritability for I am afraid I rather
let myself go yesterday in a t of resentment & imagined grievance
but if only I could be sure that the dog drivers would be able to
reach the seals located it would be an easy matter to keep the
larder supplied, but the dif culty is that an individual is able to go
on skis where a dog train cannot follow. Hence when a seal is
found, unless it is obviously accessible from the camp, the only way
of securing it is for the nder to kill it, and return to camp picking
out the best possible dog-track en route
Even so the dog drivers are prone to be quite abusive enough
about it, track and surface, just as if the seal- nder was in any way
responsible for them
Often they have to wind about for a mile to reach a spot no more
than a third of that distance away
Sir Ernest's reluctance to lend Capt. Worsley the other pair of skis,
has decided Capt. Worsley not to ask for them. This is a great pity
as I want his assistance badly especially as he is a good skier having
had experience in Switzerland
On leaving Ocean Camp I personally brought the only four ski
sticks & looked after the other pair of skis until Sir Ernest
borrowed the sticks from me and Hurley annexed the skis
Sir Ernest's reason for not lending them is that Hurley has
"brought them along" and has been looking after them. The latter
part is certainly a fact but no one else can see that that entitles
him to the exclusive use of them, even if he were an accomplished
skier, which he very obviously is not. I doubt whether he has had
much if any previous experience
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It is little things like this that upset the harmony of our camp life,
but they give us something to talk about, so they have their uses;
but what will all this matter a year hence when we get home!
Besides the supper hoosh has just arrived and nothing matters at
all when one has once got outside it
Tuesday, 11 January, 191
My resentment reached its breaking point last night. Sir Ernest
asked to see the written weekly menu and when I showed it to
him I wrongly inferred that he said that I had made substitutions
on it in writing subsequently to having submitted it to him.
Thereupon I said something to him of which I had not believed
myself capable. A moment afterwards I bitterly regretted it and
though I expressed my regret I feel that I had for all time
shattered Sir Ernest's con dence in me although he was good
enough to assure me that it was not so and attributed my
insubordination to the effects of our serious predicament.
Whether or not that was the case I am not prepared to say, but I
do think there may be something in it for I do think under
ordinary conditions I would ever so far forget myself as to offer
direct insubordination. As for any little anxieties one must
remember that he has to bear all these, and, in addition, the whole
responsibility for the safety of the party and in an even higher
degree
I so greatly reproach myself for my indiscretion that I have felt
incapable of applying myself to anything ever since
I found a Weddell Seal yesterday. I returned to camp to exploit a
track. Wild went out with a man haulage sledge but on reaching a
point 200 yards from the seal he came to the conclusion that the
road was impracticable and returned without the seal so I went
over to it and killed it with my ski and a pocket-knife but on going
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out early this morning to try, and nd a better track the seal was
gone having rolled over at least twice after we though him dead
and had evidently fallen into an open pool and, presumably, sunk. I
would not question Wild's judgment for a minute in a matter of
this sort but if they don't succeed in bringing in the seals more
regularly we shall be so short of meat that it will mean killing the
dogs and breaking into our 50 days sledging rations which heaven
forbid. Once we touch that sledging ration our reserve is as good
as gone
As long as we can keep up the supply of seal meat we can live,
however monotonous our diet may become, and it is that already
for we have left off other provisions, only 300 lbs. our, 160 lbs.
dog pemmican, 80 lbs. Beauvais pemmican, 30 lbs. dry milk, 70 lbs.
sugar, 12 lbs. rice, 20 lbs. pearl barley and tapioca mixed, 60 lbs.
dried vegetables, 90 lbs. suet, 16 lbs. cocoa, 14 lbs. tea. Not much
for twenty-eight men
Wednesday, 12 January, 191
Overcast and warm
All hands engaged in the construction of ice causeways between
the tents and galley as the camp is gradually becoming sloppy
owing to the effect of radiation set up by the blacks from the
blubber stove which are distributed by the wind over a large area.
We were quarrying ice from a hummock all the morning with
Greenstreet who was taking it into camp with his dog team. It
seems curious when one is living on a substratum of ice that one
should have any dif culty at all in obtaining a plentiful supply but
this was actually the case. We could nd plenty of neve (half snow,
half ice) but hardly any solid ice suitable for the constructions in
hand, and it was hard enough work quarrying it, when, at last, we
found some
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In the afternoon I was allowed to go out after seals & soon found
a ne little crabeater was found quite close to the camp, but as I
reported that the road to it was somewhat broken they did not
send for it, however later I got an Emperor penguin, bringing him
in myself
Thursday, 13 January, 191
The construction of causeways was resumed today.
We were out seal hunting this morning and afternoon but found
nothing. Whilst working in camp this morning fourteen Adelie
penguins suddenly came up on the oe! All work was at once
ceased and all hands set about capturing the birds, but in the deep
soft snow it was as much as seventeen of us could do to catch
thirteen of the elusive little creatures who had a great advantage
over us in their ability to toboggan over the surface on their
bellies, propelling themselves their ippers and feet almost like a
quadruped and so slipping through our cordon of beaters
The weather has been exasperatingly calm, and of a consequence
warm, for the last six weeks and it gives us some anxiety to nd
ourselves still in practically the same position as we were at the
beginning of December
If this continues wintering for the rst part of the winter on the
pack seems a certainty
Friday, 14 January, 191
Finding that the oe we were on was beginning to disintegrate and
get sloppy Sir Ernest decided to shift camp and we moved the
boats and everything over two oes, until we reached a very large
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substantial oe about half a mile back on our tracks towards the
small sloping berg and Ocean Camp. We are now only about
seven miles from Ocean Camp and Sir Ernest sent Hurley and Dr.
Macklin off with their dog teams at 7 p.m. to travel by night to
reach and fetch from Ocean Camp such provisions as they could
carry
As we are practically out of seal meat the remaining dog teams,
excepting Greenstreet's "puppy" team, were shot tonight as there
was no food with which to feed them, and so one loses many little
dumb friends
I am afraid has caused a little uneasiness amongst the sailors,
though it is a little dif cult to see why, as the dogs were all
doomed to be destroyed as soon as (if ever) we take to the boats.
Perhaps the sailors regard this canine holocaust as a case of
burning one's boats behind one
At any rate it shows how very "hand to mouth" our supply of seal
meat is and points to the necessity of laying in a really adequate
stock in view of the possibility, however, remotely improbable, of
spending some of the winter on the oe.
Early this morning I was sent out to exploit a track for the boats
to the prospective new camp, I had not gone far when I espied an
old Weddell seal, which, on account of its dark colour, was at rst
mistaken for a sea leopard. Wild came out, and shot it, and it was
drawn in by man-haulage. Later I saw two crabeaters in the water
and on my way home captured an Emperor penguin
In the afternoon I went out hoping the two crabeaters would have
come up but could not nd them
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After supper I was out again & ran down to the sloping berg now
only about half a mile from us, and from the top of it with glasses
watched the progress of Hurley and Dr. Macklin towards Ocean
Camp for half an hour. They were then a good mile beyond me, a
third of the way to the peaked stained berg, but their voices borne
on a light easterly breeze were quite audible to me. On returning
to camp I reported their position to Sir Ernest as being 1 1/2
miles off. Just then we heard one of their dogs yelp, and the sound
seemed so close that Sir E. thought I was exaggerating, but
subsequent comparisons showed I was correct
Saturday, 15 January, 191
Hurley and Dr. Macklin returned with a good load of stores. 130
lbs. Swedish dry milk, 57 lbs. dog pemmican, 56 lbs. jam, 6 lbs.
semolina, 25 lbs. dry peas, 3 lbs. mustard, 6 lbs. pepper, 2 lbs. pearl
barley, 77 tins potted meats, 5 tins sardines, 2 tins curry powder
and a few small sundries
They reported that the road was very broken, that they had much
dif culty in nding a way across, or around, several leads, and that
the last half mile into Ocean Camp was "awful going" on account
of the deep, soft snow
The "look-out" there has collapsed and much of the site is now
underwater either by inundation or radiation, where the smuts
from the galley had blackened the surface
Many of the remaining cases of provisions were under water. It
does seem a great pity to have had to leave so much behind for
the sake of making only six or seven miles to the westward, but
this sudden check to our march could not very well have been
foreseen

.
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A human being's normal diet should contain the three main
constituents of food, protein, fat and carbo-hydrates, in the
proportions of 1 - 1 - 2 1/2 respectively, whatever the actual
weights, i.e. the carbo-hydrates (farinaceous foods and sugar)
should be more than double the other two, which are represented
chie y by meats
Now we are exceedingly short of carbo-hydrates and
notwithstanding that the proteins and fats substitute them, to
some extent, yet they do not provide the energy which the carbohydrates do. Although we may always have enough to eat,
provided we lay in suf cient seal meat, yet it will be a badly
adjusted diet and already I feel a slight enervation which I can only
attribute to the unsuitability of my diet
Until, or unless, we get to Paulet Island, we cannot possibly
augment the carbo-hydrate ration in our food
As it is, our our will only last out for another ten weeks at the
most, then we must fall back on our sledging rations which contain
about 50% carbo-hydrate and which at 5 1/2 ozs. per day per man
will last exactly six months
Sunday, 16 January, 191
A seal came up close to the oe this morning. Wild and I went on
skis and he shot it. I went on and soon found another and left a
ag on a ski stick to mark the place; Wild came out and shot it and
meanwhile I espied yet another from the top of the sloping berg
and went on to it and killed it with one of my skis and a pocket
knife. All three were taken in by dog teams

.
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Anyhow, as regards variety of food, we are very much worse off
here than if we had remained at Ocean Camp

In the afternoon I again went out accompanied by Blackborrow on
a spare pair of skis which were brought up yesterday from Ocean
Camp
We were lucky enough to nd two seals together and after a
considerable and exciting chase, stunned them both, one just on
the point of entering the water, cut their throats and gutted them,
the latter precaution being necessary to prevent them, the
carcasses becoming un t for human consumption in the event of
our being unable to send for them for a day or two
We were at a great disadvantage in the deep, soft snow having
taken off our skis to use as weapons
Whilst engaged upon disemboweling the seals, two Adelie
penguins came up right beside us, both of which we managed to
secure
Just as we reached camp, heavy snow, and a southerly breeze
sprang up. The snow lasted a short while only.
Hurley's dog team was shot today, seven ne dogs.
It is
heartrending to see these plucky little animals being ignominiously
slaughtered, but it is absolutely unavoidable
Monday, 17 January, 191
The long desired southerly wind continues good and strong and
the temperature has dropped in consequence. The cold makes
itself very much felt after so much mild weather. I was out early
piloting the dog teams to our captures of yesterday and to my
delight we found another seal close to the carcasses. I killed him
at once killed & then went out about a mile to the south the party

.
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came on two more seals. Just then the recall signal was hoisted at
the camp so the party returned, killing an Emperor penguin on the
way. Later Hurley and I went out on ski and easily killed the two
seals with an ice ax and gutted them returning to camp just in
time for luncheon. I had borrowed Wild's knife and carelessly left
it out by the seals, so I had to go out a third time to recover it,
and reckon I did the best part of ten miles during the day, but it is
well worth it to capture even one seal, let alone three and an
Emperor
They were not sent for as the dogs and drivers having already
brought in three seals had done enough, but the carcasses will be
safe enough where they are
Tuesday, 18 January, 191
Blowing a howling S.W. gale. This ought to shift the pack if nothing
else will. It is to be sincerely hoped that it will do so. The wind
went round to the west in the afternoon which is not too good. It
is by contrast with recent weather very cold but it has
corresponding advantages; the surface becomes hard and there is
no longer any fear of bringing wet snow into the tent on one's
boots which has been our bugbear for weeks past. On the other
hand, there is already an inch of ice on many of the leads. The tent
is very draughty and several members have taken to their sleeping
bags as being the warmest spot
Wild rather surprised me today by telling me that this last six
weeks set back had shown many people in their true colours and
that he had never suspected me, in particular, of being such a
pessimist. Well perhaps he is right, for I have always very great
respect for his opinions, even if they take the form of adverse
criticism, but I do claim that in putting my views down in pen and
ink, as I have done in this book, I have, at least, the courage of my

.
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convictions & further that if all I have predicted happens correct
prognostications are not necessary pessimism. Wild further said
that if he thought for one moment that we were going to winter
on the oe he would apply his hypodermic syringe fatally to
himself
This only in fun, of course, but if that is optimism give me the
other things.
Wednesday, 19 January, 191
The gale of yesterday developed into a regular blizzard in the
afternoon with the usual drift blown up from the surface, though
where it all comes from just now is hard to say as there has been
none of the loose powdery snow lately which falls so much in the
winter and the surfaces, all around us here, are hard and glazed
through alternate thawing and freezing. Perhaps this drift snow is
being blown up from far south
Night watch was rather trying last night walking about on the oe
with little protection from the blizzard except the lee of the sail
cloth rigged up round the galley
Thursday, 20 January, 191
The poor cook deserves much praise for the way he has stuck to
his job through all this severe blizzard. His galley consists of
nothing but a few boxes erected around them on four oars and
the two blubber stoves within
The protection afforded by the screen is only partial and the
eddies drive the pungent sooty blubber smoke in all directions. I
don't know which is the worse to contend with cold wind or the
vile smoke, the latter, however, absolutely blinds one. Burberry
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clothing protects one to a great extent from the cold breeze. The
cook is always absolutely black from the smoke at the end of the
day
Cooks are generally regarded with a certain amount of contempt
and ours is no exception. We have always considered him as
anything but robust but the manner in which he has executed his
duty during the last few days indicates heroic qualities hitherto
quite unsuspected. All the same there is always much comment
(amounting practically to grumbling), in one tent at any rate, as to
the smallness or toughness of the seal steaks and hooshes
Certainly, when we have plenty of seal meat, there seems to be no
good reason why we should not have steaks as large as it is
possible to cook them, but as the cook has to prepare 28 steaks,
each time, about 1/2 lb. to 1/4 lb. each seem to be about as big as
the pot will accommodate. Our rations are just suf cient to keep
us alive and in good health but we all feel that we really require
twice as much as we get
An average day's food at present consists of 1/2 to 1/4 lb. seal
steak with 3/4 pint of tea for breakfast, and a 1/4 lb. bannock with
milk for luncheon, and 3/4 to 1 pint seal stew (hoosh) for supper.
That is barely enough, even doing very little work as we are, for, of
course, we are completely destitute of bread or potatoes or
anything of that sort. Some seem to feel it much more than
others and are continually talking of food; for my part I nd that I
usually have just enough, though I must confess that I should
almost always like quite as much as the amount I get. I must say
that I do not like the continual conversation about food which
only whets an appetite that cannot be satis ed
The S.W. blizzard continues strong
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Friday, 21 January, 191
Life in the tents has been distinctly uncomfortable during the last
few days but the knowledge that we must be drifting more or less
rapidly north all the time gives us reason to make light of all
discomforts
The strong wind and drift at rst nearly blew the eight man pole
tent down, but the occupants built a snow wall round it to protect
it and it is now much better. The material of the tent, being very
thin, lets the draught through so that it is decidedly cold inside and
seems especially so after so much hot weather. Snow started to
accumulate on the sloping sides of this tent and when the sun,
came out for a few minutes, it thawed and dribbled down the
inside of the tent forming long dripping icicles along the seams
inside, and nally the oor became very wet in a great patch, and
in consequence one or two of the sleeping bags became saturated
A long time ago the oor cloth was cut up to make a sail for the
boat which has been left behind at Ocean Camp, but we have, in
its place, several odd oilskin coats and trousers, two blankets, a sea
leopard's skin and a piece of waterproof cloth
This is about as much as any tents have between the snow and
their sleeping bags, and it is quite inadequate
In ne weather we can dry our oor coverings every day, but it is
impossible to do so in this sort of weather. I am desperately
anxious not to get wet through for if I do a return of my sciatica is
certain to follow. I have symptoms thereof already suf cient to
cause me some uneasiness both mental & physical
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Sir Ernest has a bad attack of rheumatism at Ocean Camp, and
now Greenstreet in our tent is laid up with it, and there are one
or two other slight cases of it
Thanks to our Encyclopaedia and a pack of cards we are able to
kill time fairly well, but our anticipation of the next meal is the
principal pastime of the day
We have just enough to eat but our craving for carbo-hydrates
such as bread and butter or potatoes is very real. One never
would have thought that one would ever have an insatiable craving
for anything to the same extent as we now have for bread. This is
not because it happens to be something we cannot get but
because the system keenly feels the need of it
Saturday, 22 January, 191
The blizzard drift has ceased but the wind continues and an
observation today reveals the glorious fact that we have drifted
Eighty Four miles north in six days!
The pessimists had become a little doubtful as to whether we
should ever drift north again when for six weeks we had remained
in practically the same position ( i.e. on and about the 67th
parallel
By this amazing leap, we are now about 146 miles from Snow Hill,
153 from Paulet Island, and 357 from the South Orkneys.
Unfortunately, we are so far to the east of Paulet Island that, short
of a miracle, we cannot expect to drift within easy reach of it, nor
reach it otherwise, than by leads opening or by our oe becoming
the edge of the pack before the whole of the pack drifts north
beyond the latitude of Paulet Island
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The gear that had come up from Ocean Camp a week ago, was
sorted out, it having been impossible to even open the boxes for
more than a moment during the blizzard for fear of getting them
quickly lled up with drift snow which penetrates every nook and
corner
In the evening I was sent to the sloping berg to report on the
general condition and appearance of the pack.
The surface, all covered with the soft drift, was very bad for skis,
and as the whole of the thin ice and even the slush in the leads
was covered with a fresh white mantle, one was apt to be
deceived as to the solidity of the ice beneath one and it was
peculiarly dangerous and dif cult traveling
From the berg I saw a seal about a mile off but as it was nearly
supper time, I returned to camp and then went out again after
supper, and slew it with a ski and pocket knife
Sunday, 23 January, 191

.
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We got out all our miscellaneous oor coverings and thoroughly
dried them, but in resetting the guys of the eight man pole tent
the windward wall of the tent suddenly burst causing a great rent
two feet long. As there were also several other holes in the fabric
the crew struck tent and repaired them all the at the same time
shoveling quite a cart load of snow on to the site and doming the
oor so as to obviate the formation of hollows, which cause a lot
of trouble. As this work was not nished by luncheon time we
had to have our luncheon out in the open, taking shelter from the
cutting wind where they could, under boxes and so on - none too
comfortable, but after a drift of 84 miles nothing matters

Our ne S.W. wind has given place to an almost equally strong
N.E. one. This has raised the temperature and may do good by
dispersing the ice and really opening up the pack, but it has not
only brought us to a standstill as far as drift is concerned but sent
us three miles to the southward
Dr. Macklin went out with his dog team to the seal I killed
yesterday. I went off to locate the carcasses of the two seals
which Hurley and I killed just a week ago. Before I could nd
them, however, I found myself enveloped in a fog and virtually lost
about a mile and a half from camp. All familiar landmarks had been
obliterated by the blizzard, and I could not even nd my immediate
ski tracks as I had been crossing open leads on chains of ice slabs
and traversing many huge pressure ridges thrown up by the recent
gale, so I determined to steer as well as I could by the wind which
I knew to be about N.E. and to keep my ears open for the dogs
barking which they would be sure to do especially at 12:30 p.m.,
their feeding time. After travelling fairly unsuccessfully for half a
mile, to my great relief, I discerned the sun's pale white disc
through the mist and thereby set my course and before I had gone
much further the fog lifted, at short intervals, and I was soon able
to see not only the sun but the old sloping berg, and nally camp,
which I reached just in time for luncheon. This is a good example
of how all members are constantly being thrown on their own
resources
Late in the afternoon the wind dropped, the fog cleared and a
party was able to get bearings and set out once more to nd the
week-old carcasses
This time they were successful, found them and returned just in
time for supper. On the way back a killer whale came up to blow
within twenty yards of them. It made them "jump" all right
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It would sound exciting to say that it looked at them and smacked
its lips, but perhaps it was fortunate that it passed them unheeded
Monday, 24 January, 191
Dr. Macklin and Crean went out to the two dead seals. It was
dif cult work for the dog sledges over so much open water. On
their return they got a solitary Adelie penguin and saw a nner
whale only about 20 ft. away from them
Tuesday, 25 January, 191
Foggy - clearing about 10:30 a.m. suf ciently for us to go out
sealing. No seals. A nner whale was seen in a pool quite close to
camp. The seal hunting party took a compass with them this time
which was just as well as they were enveloped in fog for nearly an
hour. Very dif cult getting about owing to much opening and
loosening of the pack
Later it became as hot a day as we have had, 36 degrees, in the
shade and goodness knows what it rose to in the tents. It was
most oppressively hot inside during the afternoon. A good many
members took advantage of the general balminess to have a good
soapless wash not having had one for over a fortnight! What a
life!! The few remnants of soap left in camp were recently
commandeered for the exclusive use of the cook who lives in a
cloud of black blubber smuts all day long and is always as black as
a minstrel at the end of it. He certainly has a most unenviable job,
much to contend with and is the butt of all the camp grumbles,
some of which, however, he quite deserves. He now has Vincent,
the ex-boat swain, as a permanent assistant and a great
improvement in the cooking is noticeable
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We got an Adelie today and another whale was seen at close
quarters but no seals. We are now so short of blubber that we
have had to "shut down" one of the galley res which entails the
discontinuance of our milk beverage at luncheon; so now we have
only one beverage per day, the tea at breakfast, and have to
content ourselves with iced water for luncheon and supper. It is
no real hardship though. Sir Ernest has decided to commence
using some of the sledging ration, giving two servings weekly of 14
breakfast rations per serving. At rst this is to be drawn from the
100 rations which we have been carrying loose
Thursday, 27 January, 191
Hurley found a Ross seal this morning, the rare seal which is found
only in the "loose pack" and of which we got four specimens on
our way down here in December 1914
It is a small short headed seal and the slight differences in the
avour of the meat has been a pleasant change in our menu
Captain Worsley and I went out to one of the two adjacent berg
fragments and spotted a seal about half a mile off. Whilst we were
xing the bearing, a killer whale emerged its head in its
characteristic seal spying manner from a small lead about a
hundred yards from us; a very interesting sight. Unlike the
ordinary porpoise-like movement of all other whales when
"blowing", the head is protruded up a slight angle for quite eight to

.
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Wednesday, 26 January, 191
Sir Ernest rearranged the weekly menu in order to provide the
utmost possible variation. When one has the minimum number of
dishes to "juggle" with, the number of permutations is decidedly
limited, but one does one's best, and as long as people don't know
what is coming it gives them some mental speculation and the
slight variety is a really important item.

ten feet, exhibiting the whole of the terrible jaw and the white
throat
When we were satis ed that he had departed for other regions,
we crossed the lead at a narrow part and killed the seal, which
proved to be unusually pugnacious, biting the ski with which
Captain Worsley was attempting to stun it and making a fairly well
aimed snap at his leg. At the same time I was endeavoring to
poleax it with an ice ax. It dodged my blow adroitly and I broke
the ax for which later on I incurred Sir Ernest's displeasure
In the afternoon we managed to nd a round about route to a
seal which Hurley had killed a few days ago but which he could
not then get brought in on account of open water intervening
With Tom Crean in charge of Greenstreet's puppy team, it was
brought in over a splendidly level surface but a very long way
round. As the seals are often found and killed in little nooks
amongst the hummocks it becomes necessary to mark the spots
so as to guide the dog-drivers and we have adopted the rather
unpleasant method of hanging their intestines up on the nearest
conspicuous hummock! One has now no more qualms about
butchering and disemboweling a seal with ones arms up to the
elbows in a mass of blood and entrails than if one were carrying a
chicken for dinner at home. There was a time when one thought
it utterly revolting ever to see it done, much less do it
Captain Worsley tried to nd a possible sledging track out to the
seal he killed this morning but could not do so as the ice had
opened up slightly causing cracks just too wide for a sledge to
bridge
When "gutting" this seal this morning he was curious to know the
length of its intestine so severed it from the mesentery - the

.
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membrane to which it is attached - and stretched it out in one
straight line to its full extent and found it to be ten long paces in
length, say 30 feet
Friday, 28 January, 191
We managed to get a man-haulage sledge out to the seal which
Captain Worsley killed yesterday. We had to go a good way round
but got him at last. It is remarkable how ill-tempered people get
in going out to bring in the seals quite regardless of the fact that
their very lives may and their comfort certainly does, depend on
our having a good supply of meat and blubber. It is the same
almost every time. If the way is long, or the surface rough, or the
snow deep, there is so much grumbling and cursing that one is
really almost sick of troubling to nd the seals at all, were it not
for the absolute urgency of our meat supply. Living from hand to
mouth is all very well but one likes to see a bit put by for a rainy
day and if it doesn't come, well, than a precaution taken is better
than a precaution neglected
To neglect the capture of seals now during the few months that
they are still to be had would merely be tempting providence.
Today, at any rate, we have little to complain of, for, besides the
above, four other seals were brought in, found respectively by
Hurley, Clark, Macklin and me
The rst was half a mile from the oe, the second a quarter of a
mile and found by the dog sledge en route to the rst, and the
third - a Weddell - nearer in again found by the party en route to
the second. They must have come up successively. The one I
found was more than a mile away and although I skinned and
gutted it I got into disfavour again, for being out too far and too
long. We got a further reprimand in the afternoon, for keeping the
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dog sledge out too long owing to dif culty in getting along, the
pack having opened up
Anyway, all told, we brought in ve seals today
Saturday, 29 January, 191
Two parties were out in the morning looking for seals but saw
nothing except several killer whales
Owing to the recent movements of the ice there are now strict
orders not to go out beyond the adjacent berg-fragments. This
limits our range to about a quarter mile radius round the camp, an
area which can be explored without the aid of skis in the present
"closed" condition of the pack and fairly good surfaces. It is
sometimes as easy to travel a couple of miles or more as at other
times it is dif cult to cover a quarter of a mile. It all depends on
the state of the pack and the small leads, whether things are
opening or closing. In the afternoon we got three wretched
Adelie penguins. They were moulting together under a hummock.
It seemed a shame to kill the poor things. One was almost bald
but all three were in ne condition
Sunday, 30 January, 191
My sealing days are over. Last night, as I was returning to camp, Sir
Ernest happened to see me slip and thereby knock a piece of ice
into the lead which separates our oe from the rest of the pack.
It was a very ordinary slip, but Sir Ernest said it got on his nerves,
that he had seen enough of skiing, that when I got home I could
ski as much as I like in the Alps, and nally that I was not to go out
on skis again, nor to go out at all unless accompanied

.
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I submit to the embargo cheerfully enough, and as long as Hurley
goes out regularly, it will not make much difference to the number
of seals we get; but I was a zealous hunter
This morning Sir Ernest bade Wild accompany him on foot to the
sloping berg. This is the rst time Sir Ernest has left the camp for
many a long day and the sight that met his gaze from this viewpoint seemed to create in him an impression at once unfavourable
as to our speedy escape from this ice trap, but favourable as to
our chance of getting into communication with Ocean Camp once
more which now, by the vagaries of the drift, is only ve miles off
and has actually slewed around to the S.W. of us. "What an
endless world of ice" was Sir Ernest's sole remark when he
reached the summit of the berg. He remained a while in deep
contemplation and later he was talking earnestly with Wild
No sooner had he returned to camp than Sir Ernest quite
suddenly said to Crean, "I want you and Macklin to go to Ocean
Camp with your dog sledges, Lees is to accompany you on skis,
and you are to be in charge." Within ve minutes of this
unexpected order, we were off, each with two bannocks, and an 8
oz. sledging ration in our pockets, and a small cerebos-tin-full of
sugar between us in order to make some coffee, if we found any at
Ocean Camp.
The dog teams went off at full speed. I, as usual, was late in
starting owing to Cheetham having walked off with one of my ski
sticks, after having been expressly told that they would be wanted.
Anyhow, I started off and fortunately met Cheetham with the stick
about half a mile out, took it, and telling him what I thought of him
in the briefest possible terms, hurried on for all I was worth and
soon saw that the dogs were the best part of a mile ahead of me,
and naturally could not reduce the distance until the teams were
temporarily checked by a small open lead, where hot and
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breathless I caught them up. Thereafter I kept up with them, more
or less, but it was the hardest bit of skiing I have ever had to do
We reached Ocean Camp at 1p.m., after less than two and a half
hours, over the easiest "country" we had known for months. The
surface was perfect consisting mainly of large at oes where the
snow had alternately thawed and frozen until it was rm hard
neve. Only every here and there had we any dif culty at all in
crossing open leads or broken oes but in a few places the
"connecting ice" amongst the slush was rather thin and both Dr.
Macklin and I fell through more than once, each time up to the
waist. When we got to Ocean Camp, the rst thing Macklin did
was to take his trousers etc. off, and run about in his shirt, looking
for a spare set of lower garments amongst the numerous old
clothes left behind
Though freezing, it was a dry day and warm enough in the sun, but
all the same Dr. Macklin looked very comical with bare legs and his
shirt tail blowing in the breeze in such a climate
We lit the galley re with wood and blubber and soon had coffee
ready, though the cook of the party did not make it very well, nor
enough of it
With the coffee, we had some tinned curried fowl which we found
there and warmed up, also a tin of Heinz's baked beans, and our
bannocks
It was a delicious repast after the meager monotonous diet that
we in common with others had been living on for weeks, but to
our astonishment, we found that after eating only half a tin of the
curry (1/2 lb.) and a spoonful of the baked beans, we were unable
to eat any more whereas under ordinary circumstances, we each
could, easily, have eaten a whole tin and lots more besides

.
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Dr. Macklin says our stomachs have probably become accustomed
to rather short commons and that we are not now able to eat a
normal amount
We found the place just as previously described by Hurley and Dr.
Macklin: the galley surrounded by a big pond of water frozen over
with a sheet of ice an inch thick, and the usual litter of discarded
clothes, boxes and general gear that has marked our abandoned
camps all along. It is always the way
When we make a start we naturally expect never to return again,
and so everything is left about in the utmost confusion in the
haste and hustle of departure: odd bits of things are picked up at
the last moment and taken along by individuals who think they
may require them in the near future. One requires a few buttons,
so he cuts any he can nd off any clothing being left behind and
chucks the buttonless clothing indiscriminately on to the snow;
another thinks the arms of a jersey will serve him as leggings, tears
them out at the shoulders and throws the jersey down anywhere;
straps are cut off instrument cases; lenses removed from
telescopes, to be used as burning glasses for lighting pipes by
sunlight to save matches, and so on, then when one goes back
later, there is the usual indescribable muddle of everything lying
about, some things half buried in the snow, some even in pools of
water or frozen into the ice according to the heat of the sun at
the time, and this is just how things are now at Ocean Camp. The
bottom boards of the tents which we had there and miss so much
were here of course, still in situ, though each tent site was now a
board covered plateau quite a couple of feet above the
surrounding oe, showing how much the general surface had
shrunk by thawing and ablation except where protected from the
direct heat of the sun by the tent oorings

.
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The whole camp looks like a village razed to the ground, and
deserted by its inhabitants, in the middle of dressing themselves
Boots, books, bottles, tins, cases, coats, socks. towels, jerseys, etc.,
were littered about everywhere
Those articles of clothing that had been left lying on the snow
itself had, by the action of the radiation of dark coloured objects,
sunk themselves some depth into the snow, and pools having
subsequently thawed out below them, which had in turn frozen
solid, to attempt to pull articles out of the ice so formed was to
tear them, for a certainty, so rmly does the ice and neve adhere
to woollen stuff. To extract them it was necessary to use a pick;
this at the risk of cutting the article, for it is impossible to see how
it lay disposed in the semi-opaque, white neve ice
We did not trouble to recover much clothing, for in the main we
were after food - farinaceous food, i.e. cereals, in order to provide
the carbo-hydrate element of our diet which is so much lacking at
present and, of which, we shall soon be almost totally de cient, for
our small stock of our and cereals cannot last more than another
month, exercising even the most rigid economy
It seems strange when one has an abundance of food such as we
have in our seal meat that one should yet have such an insatiable
craving for a particular element in one's food which is absent, but
it is a very real craving all the same and one dreads the day when
our present minimum must be reduced to nil
It was a beautiful day, one of the Swiss winter sports days, as we
call them, now so rare in our present latitude, and likely to be
rarer still as we go north and come within the perennial circumAntarctic fog belt. The sky was blue, the air clear and the sun

.
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warm in spite of a shade temperature low enough to consolidate
the slush and rubble in the leads
The poor old "rabbit hutch" had taken of a drunken list of several
degrees to starboard, but the galley of which it formed one and
was still erect high above the surrounding oe just as were the
tent oors
Ocean Camp was not, however, quite so deserted as we supposed,
for just as we were pulling up the dogs three Adelie penguins
appeared from behind a stack of cases where they had apparently
been standing to moult as is their wont. One fell a victim to one
of the dogs in a ash whilst the other two ed in terror squawking
loudly
They remained about three hours to rest and feed the dogs and
themselves and to pack two of the large Venesta sledging tanks
with such few things as we could nd, the best of the books and
some provisions
We commenced the return journey at 3:30 p.m. and were back at
camp well before 9 p.m
The dog teams being heavily laden and the surface somewhat
deteriorated wince the morning. I, on my skis, was not only easily
able to keep up with the sledges but to go well ahead and pick out
the best route and crossings over the leads
Sir Ernest seems very pleased at their early return and much
reassured as to the practicability of communicating with our old
camp and no doubt he will send in again in the near future
Our Xmas march from Ocean Camp has unfortunately been
nothing but a dead loss in every way except in proving the

.
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impossibility of making any headway over half loose pack and of
exonerating us from any implication of not having made the
attempt to do so
As to position, the rotation of the ice eld has actually put Ocean
Camp rather to the west of us now! though we are still some ve
and a half miles north of it
As to food it has been nothing but a asco, for the natural
supposition that we were leaving for good and all induced us to
eat up everything we possibly could in the glorious Xmas guzzle of
the last two days before leaving there, hence food was consumed
which we could have made last for more than a month by careful
distribution combined with the use of seal meat as a staple dish.
There we had a sheltered galley, an ef cient stove, wood, oor
boards for tents and a quantity of stores of every kind that we
cannot possibly transport here
Monday, 31 January, 191
The travelers were not a bit tired after yesterday's run of about
14 miles allowing for their zigzag course
The gear brought up yesterday has been sorted out and our menu
modi ed so far as the new stores permit
Tuesday, 1 February, 191
A dull day
We are running very short of blubber for fuel if not of meat also

.
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Hurley got a seal. He was allowed to take the ri e. We heard a
perfect fusillade. It appears that the seal was lying on an
inaccessible oating slab
Wednesday, 2 February, 191
Last night Sir Ernest again surprised us all by telling off eighteen of
us to be ready to march to Ocean Camp under Mr. Wild in order
to bring up the remaining boat named the "Stancomb Wills". We
were roused at midnight and started off at 1:00 a.m. We had a
glorious hoosh of Bovril sledging ration (one whole cake of 8 ozs.
per man - we usually have only half a cake each) before starting. It
was so dark at midnight that we had to use candles, of which we
have exactly a dozen, to see to serve out the hoosh. We reached
Ocean Camp, towing an empty boat sledge, at 3:30 a.m. Hurley,
who had gone on on skis a little ahead of us, had got the re going
and soon made us all a splendid hoosh of dog pemmican, beetroot
and a bottle of sauce
After the meal we all set to collect provisions
Many tins of stuff were lying about, as before described, and, as
there were seventeen of us on the prowl, a good few of whom
were openly in search of plunder on their own account, we had
our work cut out to keep a check on the things and to collect and
pack them. Eventually we got together a good haul and lost
comparatively little, but the sailors certainly had a very big bundle
of stuff in their possession on return to camp which Sir Ernest
permitted them to retain on their assurance that it contained only
provisions which had been issued to them at Xmas and which they
had been compelled to leave behind on December 23rd, when we
started the march! Whether it really was so - all of it - we had
our doubts; anyhow it afforded them much contentment and
harmed nobody and is a good example of Sir Ernest's tact. But it
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caused feeling of really savage end in a certain quarter, regardless
of the fact that the envious ones had previously had many little
perquisites brought to our tent by Dr. Macklin on his previous
trips to Ocean Camp
I came in for a good deal of back-handed criticism from my fellow
members when I said that I thought that the men were quite
entitled to keep most of what they had got
When someone "kindly" pointed out that I had brought up no
perquisites for my tent, no one seemed to realize that as
commissariat of cer it would been breach of trust on my part if I
were to start distributing individual favours
Such is life down here. Integrity is liable to go to the winds when
one is hungry unless one keeps a rm hold of oneself
It was again a cold ne day or rather night, for most of our work
was done at night and in the early morning.
The thaw pond at Ocean Camp was frozen over so solidly that we
placed too much con dence in its covering of ice and went
through once or twice up to the knees; nasty but not serious
We stayed about three hours at the camp mounting the boat on
the sledge, collecting eatables, clothing and some books. We left
again at 6 a.m. arriving back at Patience Camp with the boat at
12:30 p.m. taking exactly three times as long to return with the
boat as it did to pull in the empty sledge to fetch it. On the return
journey we had numerous halts whilst the pioneer party of four
were busy breaking down pressure ridges and lling in open
cracks with ice blocks and rubble as the ice was opening up and
cracking. The sun had softened the surface a good deal and in
places it was terribly hard pulling. Everyone was a bit "done" by

.
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the time we got back as most of us are not now in good training
and we are living on rather short rations. Every now and then the
heavy sledge broke through the snow crust and sunk in so far that
we had to back it and dig it out
Once it broke through the ice altogether and was practically
a oat. We had a hell of a job to extricate it exhausted as we were.
Certainly, for considerable distances, we were traveling over very
thin smooth ice quite free from the usual covering of snow. On
these " eets" she "went a treat"
(A " eet" is the term for portaging a boat over ice or land
between water spaces, though here we generally speak of a eet
as any single distance over which we can tow a boat continuously
without an interruption from pressure ridges, open cracks or soft
surfaces.) Our longest eet was about 3/4 mile
We were, of course, all harnessed up in man harness as is usual for
man-haulage. The harness consists of a six inch wide webbing belt
and shoulder straps attached to a stout lanyard which is in turn
made fast by a "rolling-hitch" to a long rope or trace. The
members of the team are spaced out along the rope at intervals of
about six feet and if there are two traces the team makes a "pigtail" some 50 or 60 feet long, or well over q00 feet with the boat
and a fourteen man team. It forms a fairly unwieldy caravan when
it comes to zigzagging through broken ice or amongst hummocks
The belt portion of the harness is worn well below the waist so
that the pull comes mainly from the hips not from the shoulders
as one would have thought at rst. A very short trial is enough to
convince one that this is by far the most advantageous position on
such a surface on snow or ice. When a change in direction is so
sharp that the team cannot pull in the same line as the boat, the
latter is hauled up to the turning point by standing pulls, i.e. by
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facing the boat and hauling on the trace hand over hand. This
generally necessitates a general unharnessing which accounts for
much loss of time and a good deal of energy
About a mile from Patience Camp we had a welcome surprise pannekins of hot tea which Sir Ernest had thoughtfully, not only
prepared for us, but actually with Hussey, pulled out on a sledge to
meet us, all carefully wrapped up to keep it warm. It was the most
acceptable cup of tea imaginable and gave us just the necessary
stimulation to make camp with our heavy load over some very
rough "ground" at a fair speed
One or two of the members, left behind at camp, had cut a
moderately good track for us and harnessed themselves up, giving
us very material assistance over the last lap. We got into camp in
time for luncheon
One excellent result of our trip was the recovery of two cases of
lentils containing 42 lbs. each which we had been compelled to
leave by the way at one of our intermediate camps on our rst
exodus from Ocean Camp in order to relieve the weight on one
of the dog sledges
These were suddenly spotted by Wild on our way in, quite close
to the "stained berg" and at rst believed to be seals.
Blackborrow and Hudson were detached to reconnoiter and a
close inspection soon proved the dark objects to be our long lost
lentils over which I have fretted ever since they were dumped.
Nothing affords me greater grati cation than to nd provisions
that I grudgingly left behind once more under the protection of
my parsimonious wing
Thursday, 3 February, 191
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Our report on the road to Ocean Camp yesterday was so good
that Sir Ernest sent Dr. Macklin and Crean with their dog teams
and Captain Worsley on skis back again at 3 p.m. yesterday
afternoon to bring up a further selection of gear.
They
unfortunately found that several small leads had opened up since
we had come over with the boat and so they had to return after
getting within about a mile and a half of their destination. It was
found that we had broken one of the runners of the sledge
yesterday but not so seriously that it cannot be put right
Captain Worsley and Clark went out today and skinned and gutted
the seal Hurley shot a few days ago and dragged in the blubber. It
has been a brilliant but cold day
Friday, 4 February, 191
Strong, southerly wind continues
Killing time in one's tent all day is one of our principal problems.
Fortunately we managed to salve quite a good stock of tobacco
and, weight for weight, it is little inferior in value to food; for
although it has no actual nourishing properties the contentment it
confers is a matter of the highest importance to people placed as
we at present are. It is not improbable too that it is a direct
factor in saving food as it is observable that smokers have smaller
appetites as a general rule than non-smokers
Non-smokers probably feel the shortage of carbo-hydrates more
than smokers, for non-smokers are usually those who eat a higher
proportion of farinaceous and sweet foods in their diet whilst it is
widely recognized that smokers as a rule are not great sweet
eaters but are generally more partial to meats

.
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Although many members still smoke pipes, cigarettes are
increasingly popular. They are now invariably made with ordinary
toilet paper, nothing less being available. Unfortunately they waste
a certain amount of tobacco which later on may come to be
regretted.
McIlroy is in charge of all the tobacco and doles it out carefully
Sewing, darning, reading and card playing are our principal
occupations. Marston is the camp cobbler and repairs all our
boots most assiduously from morning till night
Sunday, 6 February, 191
A wretched day, high temperature and snow - everything gets wet
in the tents from brought in on one's boots etc., and from the
snow under the ground sheet thawing and soaking us
We have been unable to take any of the things out for the last few
days to dry them as we usually do, as ne snow had been falling
continuously. Some of the sleeping bags are wet through in places.
The unfortunate member whose turn it is to sleep in the doorway
- the worst position in the tent - as the continuous traf c in wet
weather makes this position very damp, and generally has the
wettest sleeping bag.
Monday, 7 February, 191
Some sunshine but a good deal of snow. An extraordinary
phenomenon occurred this evenings. The stained berg was
suddenly seen to be on the move and in less than an hour
appeared to have traveled about a mile before it came to rest
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Whether it really moved or whether it was only due to our oe
slewing rounds is uncertain, but whichever it was an icemovement of considerable magnitude must have taken place in an
unusually short time
Tuesday, 8 February, 191
Overcast and some snow
Wordie went out to catch two Emperor penguins visible half a
mile from the oe. Cheetham went with him, they got them both
Sir Ernest told me today that Crean had told him that he had
overheard me saying pessimistic things to Cheetham yesterday
afternoon and he said that he would "log" me if he had to speak to
me again about it. To detail the whole of what I said to Cheetham
would merely bore the reader; suf ce it to say the conversation
turned upon whether we could reach England by May of this year
and I expressed my opinion that that was practically impossible
but what in the world Crean, of all people, wanted to put a spoke
in my wheel for I cannot imagine
It is well to record these little sidelights on expeditionary life as
they are usually expunged from the published books, or at most
left to be read between the lines
That they occur, nevertheless, on all expeditions is a matter of
fairly common knowledge and herein an endeavour has been made
to refer to them truly and impartially irrespective of who is to
blame
Wednesday, 9 February, 191
Snowing all day. Nothing to do but remain in the tent and read
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Thursday, 10 February, 191
We are now so short of blubber that to economize fuel we have
had to discontinue our beverage of milk at luncheon and have all
been employed this morning picking out seals' ippers and heads
for fuel, portions which were thrown away as completely useless
month ago
We have only a very little meat left too. If we do not reach Paulet
Island soon or else get an abundance of seals before winter we
may be in a bad way
Friday, 11 February, 191
The seal question is serious. We practically have not got one seal
a week lately. Certainly there are very much fewer about
We still have just suf cient food available to keep us alive if the
worst comes to the worst. We have enough in the sledging
rations to give us 1/2 lb. each of the most nourishing food daily for
six months and there are several cases of dog pemmican yet at
Ocean Camp - there are a few other sundries there which would
all help and a few here and, of course, we can always expect to get
a good many seals and penguins all through the winter in these
latitudes, whilst all the time we must be going north if we fail to
get to Paulet Island and are pretty certain to reach the South
Orkneys or break out altogether into the open sea before June
Saturday, 12 February, 191
Hurley got a ne Weddell seal. There was as much rejoicing over
this solitary capture as there was when we got twelve seals in two
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days a month ago, and far less grumbling in having to fetch it
though it was a good long way out
A nice, bright warm day
Sunday, 13 February, 191
A beautiful, bright, clear morning, but very cold during the night.
Owing to the increasing darkness stars were visible at midnight
for the rst time since last winter. A skua gull came into camp this
morning, Wild secured it for the sake of its feathers as pipe
cleaners and the cook skewered the carcass for future use. This is
an Antarctic pun but a record of fact all the same
Sunday, 14 February, 191
As our blubber and even seal meat is getting critically short I
asked Wild to ask Sir Ernest if I might not again resume my seal
hunting and permission was presently vouchsafed with the
provision that Captain Worsley and I were to go out together.
Delighted with the return of our privileges, we set out determined
that whatever we did we would do nothing that could possibly
offend. We soon reached the rst berg fragment about a quarter
of a mile from the camp. Captain Worsley went up it to look
round whilst I remained at the bottom.
Before Worsley
descended I announced my intention of preceding him leisurely to
the second berg fragment some three hundred yards further off as
the two berg fragments are connected by one large at
uninterrupted oe
We ascended the second berg fragment and by the time I had
come down from it Captain Worsley had arrived
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Thereafter we returned towards camp in company with each
other. Suddenly we saw the recall ag up. Guessing at the reason,
I jokingly said, "I wonder what we have done wrong now, we
certainly haven't been out to far, not too long, we have not been
too slow nor too quick and I think we were out far enough and
also long enough.", so we concluded that perhaps the ice around
the camp was on the move
On reaching the oe, Wild met us and told us that neither of us
were ever to go out again, on account of having been guilty of
direct disobedience of orders in separating from each other. We
were both quite innocent of any intention to err, on the contrary
we were doing our utmost to propitiate and it seem hardly likely
that we would willfully have done anything indiscreet in full view of
the camp as we knew ourselves to be. This only shows how rigid
our discipline is and has to be
No doubt all these things will one day appear very trivial and even
amusing enough to make "good stories" when we get home but
they appear totally different now
To have one's movements restricted is no more than one expects,
but to have one's temper tried, one's indignation aroused, one's
very word doubted makes the already suf cient anxiety as to
one's future far harder to bear
One must bear in mind how far greater the mental strain of all
this trouble must be on Sir Ernest than on any one of us
Apart from these uninspiring episodes he is always genuinely
cordial in his relations with each of us
He comes into our tents and laughs and jokes with each of us as
good humouredly as ever, in fact, the same relations maintain as

.
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Tomorrow is his birthday and we had arranged a "spread"
magni cent in proportion to the few stores we have left, but on
broaching the subject to him he most emphatically declined to
allow the anniversary to be marked in any way, though he
appreciated our intentions, he said
We were to have for breakfast our one and only helping of
porridge and one of four hams, and 1 1/2 lbs. of our last 6 lbs. of
coffee as a beverage, for luncheon huge bannocks made from dog
pemmican and our and our only seven tins of sardines which we
have been reserving for this occasion ever since we left the ship,
for supper seal hoosh with or only six 1 lb. tins of Irish stew and
one tin of jugged hare - the only one
Tuesday, 15 February, 191
A disgustingly wet day and Sir Ernest's birthday.
The strong northerly wind two nights ago threatened to blow the
imsy 8 man pole tent down and the apping of the tightly
stretched sides made a noise like a machine gun, and throughout
last night it was just the same until at 7 a.m. this morning the tent
did actually burst. The driving sleet came in everywhere and,
thawing in the tent, made a great pool of water on the ground
sheet under the foot of Rickinson's sleeping bag wetting it through
whilst Kerr's bag was also sodden. The temperature is just such
that the ne snow thaws the moment it touches anything,
especially dark objects
The occupants had breakfast in some discomfort and then all set
to, wet as it was outside, and built a Balbian wall of magni cent
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exist in H.M. service where one's relations with a superior are so
entirely different on duty and in the mess

No sooner had they repaired it than the bally thing burst at quite
another place and they had to go through the whole labourious
process over again. Eventually they got everything clewed up and
though wet through settled down again, more or less comfortably
Although Sir Ernest put the "kybosh" on the prospective banquet
we had the long anticipated dog pemmican bannocks for luncheon
and a howling lling success they were (14 lbs. dog pemmican and
10 lbs. our fried in suet) so much so that even our most
comprehensive consumers confessed to a feeling of fullness after
the feast and, for the rst time for weeks, we had as much as we
wanted for a meal
Sir Ernest has quite seriously protested against the size of these
bannocks, objecting that they were uneconomical in either fuel,
our or pemmican; but as a matter of fact they represented a
considerable saving in our, our most valuable commodity, of
which we now have but 80 lbs. left, and as Sir Ernest has often
been a little sarcastic about the fondness of certain members for
this dog food we do not see that we are under the necessity of
economizing on it very much. Moreover we have quite 200 lbs. of
it
Tuesday, 16 February, 191
Our fears as to the reduction is size of the subsequent dog
pemmican bannocks are not to be realized after all, for which we
are all truly thankful, as Sir Ernest later on saw the force of our
argument that the slight increase in the ration was well justi ed by
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proportions nearly all around the tent and did the best we could not much - with the dripping interior, Greenstreet and Clark
patching up the tent, one inside and the other on the outside
passing the needle from one to the other through the tent wall

the enormous contentment occasioned throughout the camp
today by the big bannock. This seems a bit piggish but our
thoughts often turn sadly towards thoughts of food, or rather
more food, particularly cereals, farinaceous food.
So far we have always had enough meat to prevent us being
ravenously hungry between meals, it is the carbo-hydrate element
in our diet that we feel the need of so keenly
At Ocean Camp we were living meanly enough but we were well
off there by comparison with what we are here for we always had
one, and sometimes two, bannocks at each meal
Here we have them a luncheon only and not every day at that,
though when we do have them they are often more than twice as
big as those we used to have at Ocean Camp for here they have
to serve us as the whole luncheon, lack of cooking facilities
rendering it impossible to prepare a meat course at the same
time. We have no farinaceous food whatever for breakfast and
supper
We secured an Emperor yesterday and one the day before and a
brace more today as well as a couple of seals. As our seal meat
was so short that we could not nd enough to cut sizable steaks
from, this is a singular stroke of providence
Thursday, 17 February, 191
The effect of the sun on the dogs' coats has been very noticeable.
They have all faded in a most surprising way. Grey dogs have
become almost white, brown ones have faded to yellow and even
black dogs have become a lighter shade of black. On the other
hand they are all smoke begrimed from the effects of the galley
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The seals obtained yesterday were a long way off and the party
who went out to fetch them in were about a quarter of an hour
late for luncheon. The latter was postponed in consequence, this
is rather a serious offense. Regularity at meals has much to
recommend it hygienically no doubt but we have made almost a
fetish of it
The pack is now wonderfully loose. Release in the near future
seems certain. The bergs shift about freely and our oe swings
round rst one way then the other, sometimes as much as a
quarter of a revolution in a day, but although many big pools and
wide short leads keep opening up or closing at the bidding of the
winds, as yet no lead, long enough to justify our embarkation, has
developed
We are, however, all the time experiencing stronger winds from all
directions and when they are not actually favouring our drift we
content ourselves with the thought that they are perhaps opening
up the pack or clearing away the ice between us and the land. We
feel certain that there is open water between us and the land, now
less than a hundred miles off, but how to reach it is a problem.
S.E. winds are our very best helps but unfortunately rare and
seldom strong. S.W. and S. are generally strong and frequent and
serve to drive us north, W. and N.W. our worst are rare and of
short duration. N.E. and E. are moderated but mostly ineffective
in helping us to go west. Due N. winds are quite rare
In the afternoon we were suddenly summoned from our
customary post-prandial torpor, the result of having "nothing to
do", to stalk and slay a batch of 21 Adelie penguins which had
appeared on the edge of our oe. Seventeen of us made short
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re. Most dogs have molted and put on quite a short haired
summer coat

Friday, 18 February, 191
A bit of a N.E. gale prevailed all day blowing wet snow directly into
the tent doors, nearly snowing us up and quite one of the worst
days we have had for discomfort inside the tent, for with the
utmost care it is impossible to avoid carrying some snow in one
one's back and legs every time one enters the tent. Even if each
man goes out no more than three times during the course of the
day it occasions four and twenty exits and entrances in an 8 man
tent, and with the snow that blows in, the tent oor becomes a
perfect slop. Much of this is due to the temperature being above
freezing point for the snow melts into slush the moment it falls on
any thing, and so cannot be dealt with with a brush. When the
temperature is only a little below freezing point it can all easily be
brushed up like powdered salt
The night air was rent with incessant cries of Adelie penguins.
There must be a great many about
Saturday, 19 February, 191
These are the days of the Adelies. There has been a perfect
holocaust of them, over three hundred killed today. In spite of
snow and wind we have all been as busy as possible today
rounding up the birds, which stand about in groups of ten to
eighty, packing them on sledges, dragging in the sledges and
skinning, gutting and cutting the rich meat off the carcasses. At
rst one used to look upon this as a most revolting job, now one
actually enjoys it and by practice becomes moderately expert
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work of the massacre which was scarcely completed when up
came sixteen more penguins and before night fall a total of
seventy had fallen to our bag

It takes about two minutes to remove the entrails only, seven to
skin and dress the bird complete
The breast, as in other birds, provides the bulk of the meat (2 1/2
to 3 lbs. of actual meat per bird) and the legs too are excellent
eating, the heart, liver and kidneys are especially delicious but
there is nothing on the wings or rather the ippers. The breast
from two ne large penguin steaks, as much as two hungry men
can eat at a sitting.
Just what this sudden in ux of Adelie penguins is due to is a
matter of some speculation. Either it is part of their annual
northern migration or else they have come up to molt, judging by
the condition of their plumage the latter appears to be more
probable. At any meat they are an absolute Godsend
Sunday, 20 February, 191
A magni cent clear, warm day
Captain Worsley and Blackborrow were sent out to kill penguins.
We went out on skis, and killed about fty. In the afternoon they
took a sledge out by themselves and brought in the slain. The
surface covered with freshly fallen snow was terribly cloggy and
they had much harder work than they had anticipated to tow
home the loaded sledge, especially as Worsley was "took queer"
through eating an experimental lentil milk pudding which was the
dish for luncheon. They had only three ski sticks between them
and one of them a short one. This and Worsley's indisposition
handicapped them considerably and it was only by dint of the
most strenuous struggles that they got the heavy load back into
camp in time for supper. They were wet through when they
arrived in camp, not through falling in the water but with
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perspiration although they were lightly clad. It is quite unusual for
anyone to sweat perceptibly here
Monday, 21 February, 191
Forty more Adelie were obtained today. No opportunity is now
being neglected of laying in a stock of food. It is not too late but
none too soon. Except for our forty days sledging provisions on
the sledges, we have an absolute modicum of stores left apart
from seal and penguin meat of which we estimate that we have a
good three and a half months supply. Forty Adelies are the
equivalent of one seal. We have not anything like enough blubber
for fuel yet though. The blubber on one seal lasts, with care, about
a week: we have, at that rate barely enough for two months
Penguin skins, however, make excellent fuel
We skin the birds, feathers and all. The skins have a certain
amount of subcutaneous fat on them but nothing to be compared
to the blubber of a seal, they contain, however, a great deal of oil;
about 20 skins a day keeps the re going
Tuesday, 22 February, 191
The prevailing wind is mostly Southerly but very light. All the
tents are north of, but close to, the galley and therefore the
suffocating blubber smoke often blows directly into them and in
self defense we have to keep the doors shut when we would much
prefer to keep them open for ventilation purposes. This smoke is
overpoweringly pungent. It is thickly charged with black smuts
which descend like rain all over the oe giving the surface quite a
black coat during periods when no snow falls for several days. The
black coating by radiation causes the surface too thaw and a ne
mess ensues
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By far the worst sufferers, however, are the dogs who are chained
up between the galley and the tents. Their coats have become
quite black, but they don't seem to mind the actual smoke
Our drift has been much less satisfactory these last few weeks, i.e.
we have made no nothing to speak of and only a tri e of westing,
still we are potentially to the right side of our goal, and a good
drift (or a sledge journey) of eighty miles might still bring Paulet
Island within our reach. Hurley got three ne seals today. This is
really good; our food safety as long as we remain on this oe is
now assured, thank God
Moreover we are pretty certain to secure quite a fair amount of
game from now onwards to augment the reserve already
accumulated
Wednesday, 23 February, 191
Sir Ernest wished to revise the weekly menu and would undertake
to do it himself, in his usual way putting down all the most popular
dishes rst. By the time he had got to "Wednesday" they were all
appropriated and there was nothing left but plain seal hoosh for all
the remaining meals for all the rest of the week. After asking me
for suggestions and nding me barren of ideas, he rose with a sigh
and said "well perhaps you had better make it out yourself and
bring it to me when done." I promptly destroyed Sir Ernest's
essay and substituted one based on what is the only rational
method i.e. distributing the specially good dishes at equal intervals
throughout the week, then the less good similarly and nally lling
in the blanks with the plain seal hooshes
Within ve minutes it was complete, approved and signed by Sir
Ernest. It's much best to leave things like this to the specialists

.
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Thursday, 24 February, 191
Yesterday and today have been unusually bright weather but
correspondingly cold; quite a foretaste of winter the thermometer
dropping below zero at nights. One is a bit cold in one's fur
sleeping bag, especially on the nose, but, no doubt, this is merely
because the change of temperature is a bit sudden. There is much
condensation inside the tents at night, the moisture exhaled in our
breath dropping down again in the form of snow in the nest
powder so that the outsides of our bags are covered in the
mornings with a thin coating of breath snow. Hung out in the
brilliant sunshine during the forenoon they dry rapidly in spite of
the temperature at noon being only 16 degrees
Another hundred Adelies were secured. Skinning, gutting and
dressing them is cold work but as all hands are occupied at it, it
only means four or ve birds a piece and when one gets into the
knack of it, it is soon done, though the ngers are liable to get
frost-bitten even at that
In bringing in one load Crean went through the ice up to his neck
To the reader these frequent immersions, no doubt, seem to be a
very serious matter to people who have no available change of
clothes, but one comes to take them as a matter of course and
after all the water can never be below 28 degrees. It is the drying
of the clothes on one's body that is fraught with discomfort.
A one legged snow petrel has been around the camp all day. One
wonders how it lost its leg
The nights are rapidly getting longer:
darkness now

nearly seven hours of

.
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We drift slowly north and are at last within 100 miles of both
Snow Hill and Paulet Island
Friday, 25 February, 191
It is quite warm once more: 33 degrees at noon
Captain Worsley and Wordie went out to the "sloping berg". He
thinks he can see Mount Haddington on Ross Island nearly 114
miles away. We doubt it, but he has wonderful sight. The
mountain is about 7000 ft. high and a good deal of atmospheric
refraction would be necessary to "throw it up" at that distance
The pack looks very close again; not a lead nor a pool of any
dimensions visible anywhere, and yet we drift freely though slowly
northward and the bergs around us alter their bearings and turn
round a little almost daily
It is tantalizing to think how near safety and comfort (Paulet
Island) we are and yet how extremely dif cult it would be to get
over the pack in its present rotten state
Having used up all our suet we are now compelled to use blubber
for frying and certainly the once nauseating stuff is not half so bad
as we had expected it to be. It just shows how easily one can
accommodate oneself to eating things that have always seemed
revolting when the alternative is to go hungry
Saturday, 26 February, 191
I am a bit of a tailor and have been busy making myself a
"basio" (sleeveless coat) out of odd scraps of blanket which he
found in an old Jaeger sleeping bag which Sir Ernest gave me to

.
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place under my fur bag when the oor under my tent got so wet.
It ts Al. I gave my old Burberry basio to Macklin
We have been one third of a year on the oe today
Sunday, 27 February, 191
A magni cent day. Dead calm, hot sun, and the temperature in the
shade just suf ciently low to prevent the surface melting (about 28
degrees). Most of us were tempted to have a snow wash.
This was indeed the rst that most of us have had since Sunday,
the 15th inst., a fortnight ago and yet one doesn't really get so
dirty as might be supposed. Of course, one often gives the hands a
rub with blubber and snow say every three days and one always
takes the opportunity of doing so directly after skinning a freshly
killed seal, for the warmth of the seal's interior warms the hands
up so much that they can withstand the rub in the snow and
subsequent drying in the wind without getting frost bitten, though
it is often necessary to let them nish drying in one's pocket or
mitts if they begin to get dangerously chilly
A ne Weddell seal came up right alongside the oe today and was
duly secured
Captain Worsley and Hudson went out to the "sloping berg". He
sees Mount Haddington. We don't
Over a hundred bergs can be discerned with binoculars, some
large, many small, some fantastic, most tabular. Captain Worsley
claims to have counted 160 of them and he is not far in excess.
The pack once more looks like one solid glistening white
unbroken plain of ice
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It seems impossible that it can ever open again and let us escape
from its grip this year. Yet it may, any day, and will
Monday, 28 February, 191
We were all employed in building an ice compound to be used as
a galley. It has no roof but a very solid wall 7 ft. high. We had to
sledge every bit of ice in from the pressure ridges at the edge of
the oe. It required about 80 sledge loads of ice (about 40 tons)
As there were only two 3 man sledges and two dog sledges at
work on the transportation we must have each made about
twenty trips and were all more fatigued than we have ever been
before, which is almost certainly due to the lack of carbo-hydrates
in our diet, for the amount of work would have been nothing
under ordinary conditions
Tuesday, 29 February, 191
Leap year day. In honour of our wives and sweethearts we had
the feast today which was originally planned for Sir Ernest's
birthday
Everyone had looked forward to it so much that it would have
caused bitter disappointment if we had not had it
For breakfast we had large tender seal steaks and a spoonful of
fried dried onion each, tea and one "Antarctic" biscuit (Huntley
and Palmers', wt 1 3/4 ozs.). Luncheon penguin livers, one dog
pemmican bannock each, one quarter of a tin of Lax (smoked
salmon in oil) each and a pint of dried skimmed milk. Supper. A
stew made from seal meat to which was added six 1 lb. tins of
Irish Stew and one of jugged hare, which we have been keeping for
weeks especially for this occasion, and a pint of cocoa and milk

.
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made from 24 ozs. of powdered "Trumilk" and our last half pound
of cocoa also especially reserved for this occasion
That nishes our tinned meat and our cocoa for good. Last night
Captain Worsley and McIlroy got a ne big Weddell seal, skinning
and gutting it where it was killed. A sledge was sent out for it
today but the ice was "opening" and it could not, for the present
be reached, on the way back, however they had the good luck to
secure another one
A strong S.W. gale was prophesied yesterday so the 8 man pole
tent was reduced in height about 15 inches by the simple
expedient of tying the apex round the pole like rolling up an
umbrella and it now looks like a kiosk. It aps about a lot on
account of the bagginess thus produced and the space within is
even more restricted and as the gale has not come one wonders
"cui bono.
For some time now we have been issuing the sugar individually at
the rate of three lumps per man per day instead of giving the cook
a free hand with it, and the arrangement not only gives complete
satisfaction to everyone (except the stupid cook) but is a
tremendous economy
It is no trouble either as each tent has its own tin and they are all
taken to me at 10 a.m. and I sit at the seat of custom, on the sugar
box and ll the total number of lumps into each tin
Wednesday, 1 March, 191
There has been a good deal of "leg-pulling” today. The writer the
victim

.
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Last night one of the watchman shifted some of the gear from the
side of the old galley into one of the Venesta sledging tanks,
according to order
Going over to the galley again for another tin he {Note: “he” =
Lees} left the sliding lid of the box over the opening but not xed
in it. Before he returned he heard a commotion amongst the dogs
and on his way to see what the uproar was about found Peter, the
dog, loose. He came to the watchman at once and was rewarded
with a piece of meat and chained up securely. On going to the
box the watchman noticed that the lid was pushed off and a
packet of milk powder in the box was knocked over. He looked
round to see if anyone was about who could have done it, but
seeing no one he suspected the dog and thought no more about it.
Early this morning Blackborrow found a dog pemmican bannock
on the snow near the box, and we at once concluded that "Peter"
had taken it out and hearing someone coming had dropped it
uneaten, but this suggestion was met by shrieks of derision as
everyone knew Peter to be a dog who would eat anything he once
touched. Vindication, however, was soon to come, for later on
counting the stock it was found to be four short besides the one
found on the snow. The facts were reported at once to Sir Ernest
who was, quite naturally, a little skeptical at rst, but when the
news had gone round the camp (with the usual improvements) it
developed into a proper "cock and bull story"
The sequel was satisfactory enough for Sir Ernest gave the
bannock which Peter had bitten to Captain Worsley. Small though
it was, he managed to divide it into eight portions and each
member of his tent had his little bit, whilst the cook made four
more to replenish the store
The size of these bannocks is about that of a small tea saucer. The
dog's teeth marks were just discernible on the surface of the
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bannock but that did not excite in its consumers the slightest
prejudice against it. These hard times one eats all one can get
Thursday, 2 March, 191
A perfect clear cold starlit night followed by as perfect a day. The
pack seems to be opening up again all around and although there
are no leads of suf cient length to justify us in committing
ourselves to the boats, many large pools, some a quarter of a mile
across, surround us on every side
Under such conditions there is so much water that sledging over
the ice is out of the question whilst the water is similarly quite
unnavigable and so here we are stuck on this oe unable to move
just at the very moment when we went to make a ying dash to
Paulet Island, now but 76 miles away
Our one chance is if the ice opens up into real long leads, and
things look more than ever hopeful that this will occur soon
The shortness of provisions gives one more to do in the
commissariat department, contriving to eke out our slender
stores as the weeks pass by. No housewife ever had more to do
than we have in making a little go a long way and thinking out just
how we can maintain the supply of farinaceous foods at luncheon the only meal at which we are now able to have this kind of food
for which we all have so keen a craving
Writing about our eating the bannock Peter bit makes one wish
now that one could have many a meal that one has given to the
dog at home
When one has a craving for any particular kind of food,
fastidiousness goes to the winds and one is only too glad to eat up

.
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any scrap regardless of their antecedents. One is almost ashamed
to write down all the facts about the tit bits one has picked up
here, but it is enough to say that when the cook one upset some
Beauvais pemmican on to an old sooty cloth and threw it into the
dust heap one member subsequently make a point of acquiring it
and scraping off the palatable but dirty compound
Dog pemmican bannocks are our latest contrivance is making
both ends meat. Really we are cheating ourselves over them for
they do not contain more than 40 parts farinaceous material being
about four parts our to six parts dog pemmican and the latter is
half meat and half fat. Still they are extraordinarily good and
satisfying and taste very like a sausage roll, less the sausage
Friday, 3 March, 191
Another very bright clear day but pretty cold at night, dropping to
zero, and causing much condensation inside the tents in the form
of a miniature snow storm
The inclusion of blubber in our regular dietary is the more
remarkable outcome of our simple life, for on board the ship the
very thought of it was revolting. Now, we are not only able to
tolerate it but positively demand it by virtue of its providing the
necessary "fat" component of our diet
We have our seal steaks fried in the oil which runs from the
blubber when heated up, our dog pemmican bannocks are made
with this oil and fried in it and with most fried dishes we have
blubber cut into little strips and frizzled up when it resembles the
crisping on pork and is generally voted delicious.
This very oil when put on the market at home is designated "train
oil". It has a slightly shy taste not unlike good cod liver oil and,

.
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no doubt if we had to eat it at home we should nd it extremely
nauseating. It is a good example of how circumstance alter cases,
but it is really remarkable that we have so much more than
overcome what was by no means a mere prejudice, but what was
once unanimously considered to be a positively disgusting taste
One would think that water would always be a suf ciently
abundant commodity where there is so much salt-free ice
available, but his is just one of our present dif culties for we can
so ill afford the blubber as fuel to melt it and therefore we are
lucky if we get as much as half a pint each per meal. Owing to the
lower temperatures which we are now experiencing the ice is
very much colder than it was a couple of months ago and a
considerable amount of the fuel if expended is merely raising it up
to its freezing point (32 degrees F.) whilst the latent heat
consumed in actually converting it from a solid to a liquid is always
great
The water is consequently measured out carefully to each tent so
that we all get an equal share and as one gets very thirsty,
probably owing to the dryness of the air, we regard it as a very
precious commodity. During the night one often develops a raging
thirst to satiate which one can only go out and icicles, of which
there are any number to be found on the inside ice wall of the
galley, formed by the heat from the stove during the day
Saturday, 4 March, 191
Fine, very cold weather continues
I have been very busy all these last two days cutting up Sir Ernest's
knitted woollen sleeping bag lining and using it to line his pyjama
jacket. I managed it fairly well, sleeves and all, cutting out the
pieces by the pattern of the jacket itself, but as the latter was
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somewhat longer than the available width of the material I had a
certain amount of joining up to do to eke out suf cient of the
stuff to form the yoke and the shoulder gussets. To prevent its
becoming too lumpy at the axis of the arms he scalloped out a
piece the shape of a "dress preserver" both inside the sleeve and
in the adjacent ank. Sir Ernest expressed himself delighted with
the result, and though the "dog-stitches" would shame a boardschool child, as long as he is satis ed all is well
Indeed there is no better occupation to ll up the time of this
long weary wait
The felt boots that members have recently been making are quite
a success and, having xed on "Durhide" soles, cut from an old
sledge-tank made of that material, they are now quite strong
enough for good long walks round the oe on the hard path that
has been formed by the perpetual circumambulations of our little
party. This path is roughly a circle of 1200 yards circumference,
and forms an excellent track for exercising both ourselves and the
dog teams in fair weather
Sir Ernest is still con dent that we shall reach Paulet, or
Deception Island, via Brans eld Straits, at an early date
Sunday, 5 March, 191
A beautiful calm day and warm again, but this ne weather does
not put us north very much and we would rather have a howling
south easterly gale, with all its uncomfortable concomitants
North we must go, and that soon too, if we are going to escape
from this serious predicament before the winter sets in. On 1st 3rd March we did one of our best drifts of late namely sixteen
miles in the two days, but before and since, we were, and have
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been often stagnant. We are now only forty miles south of Paulet
in latitude, but rather more than that in longitude, so it is about
seventy-seven miles off, that is the worst of it, for over this broken
pack we cannot travel, and the promising pools and leads have not,
so far materialized
It is quite probable that just as Paulet Island seems to be within
our reach we shall be driven past it, willy-nilly, unable to help
ourselves
Sir Ernest considers that, if we continue to drift due north on our
present meridian, we shall "break out" into open water to the
west as soon as we reach Brans eld Strait, just to the north of
Louis-Phillippe Land now about sixty- ve miles north of us. This
remains to be seen, but the probability of it is apparent from the
fact that no ice is likely to form in Brans eld Strait until much later
on in the year. It is, therefore, quite reasonable to suppose that
we shall nd open water to our left, and that, as our experience all
along has shown that the ice always tends to move toward the line
of least resistance, we may very soon nd ourselves free once
again in open water, favourably placed to reach Deception Island,
which is situated on the latitude of Louis-Phillippe Land, and about
one hundred and fty miles to the west, or say two hundred miles
from the place where we might possibly break out. Two hundred
miles in open boats would be by no means too great a journey for
us to undertake in that locality for there is a good deal of land to
shelter us all the way and it is known that the prevailing wind in
Brans eld Straits is an easterly one. God grant we may soon be
released in this wise
Monday, 6 March, 191
Overcast and mild, temperature up to 23 degrees again
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Walking round the oe, Sir Ernest saw four seals blowing in the
water, and Cheetham saw one yesterday, but none of them have
favoured us with their company as yet. We want them badly
enough
A rather timid member had the fright of his life today. He was
standing at the edge of the oe near some open water, gazing over
it in a brown study, when he was suddenly almost blown off his
feet by the force of the blast from a large killer whale which came
up right under him, and blew with a force like an explosion. He
was not two yards from its great back, and so able to say for
certain that the "blowing" consists of an inspiration rst followed
by a violent exhalation
The noise has a terri c resonance about it at such close quarters.
He quitted the spot at speed
A cape pigeon was seen today - a sign of land and open water
Tuesday, 7 March, 191
A miserable day of wind and wet snow, but as the former is from
the south, more or less, the latter is easily endurable. On days
such as this we spend all day "indoors" sitting round the sides of
the tents each on his own sleeping bag, rolled up, looking like so
many performing dogs on their chairs awaiting their turns. It is a
convenient thing that the bag just rolls up to a comfortable size
for a seat, but the cramped position of sitting all day long, and
leaning forward a little to allow for the slope of the tent, makes
one stiff and tired by the evening
We are now called at 7:45 a.m., the watchman on duty going
round the tents and calling out "Lash up and stow" when we
immediately roll up our bags amidst much grunting and early
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morning amenities and without making any pretense whatever at a
toilet we sit on out bags and wait until the cook of the tent, for
the day, brings in the breakfast. This partaken of, meagre and
monotonous though it is, tongues are gradually loosened and by 9
a.m. we are all talking simultaneously. Work of some sort, such as
shovelling snow, cutting up meat etc., occupies us for the
afternoon as we like, playing cards, sewing, reading or writing. We
lay out our bags directly after supper and turn in by 6:30 p.m. then
read till dark, 8 p.m. now
Wednesday, 8 March, 191
The S.W. wind dropped suddenly during the night and the snow
ceased about 3 a.m. Usually it is very cold at that hour. Later in
the morning the wind sprang up from the N.E. bringing damp and
sleet.
The wind is a vital factor more than ever just now and the one
topic of any real interest to us
Everything, tents, boats, sledges was covered deep in snow this
morning and we were all busy excavating. In places there was two
feet of soft snow. Seven Adelies paid for their inquisitiveness
today, coming into camp to look at the dogs.
The moment they were within reach of the dogs one squawk
completed their tour of inspection
Thursday, 9 March, 191
Temperature 24 degrees
A beautiful warm day, quite hot inside the tents in the afternoon
with the inside temperature up to 38 degrees. Our little party has
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been put in a high state of excitement and hope by the appearance
of a very distinct "swell" in the water pools around us
At rst we could hardly believe our eyes, but by close continued
observation it became unmistakably evident that the edges of ice
cracks were moving toward and away from each other with all the
rhythmical motion of a long ocean swell
Captain Worsley was the rst to notice it. He had been sent out
on skis to locate the seal which was killed and skinned on
February 28th and which had never been brought in, owing to the
rotten state of the ice; on his return he was just about to step
down on to some young ice covering a pool when a crack
suddenly appeared at his feet about four inches wide. He thought
it was all going to drift out into the pool as often happens, but to
his surprise, it began to see-saw with regular reciprocations in a
way that he had never seen before, and he tumbled to the fact that
it was indeed a swell
This is the best sign we have had so far and indicates that there is
probably open sea within twenty miles of us
Today two Antarctic terns ew over uttering their shrill chirp on
the wing, another sign of land, though we saw two or three about
a month ago, and yesterday Sir Ernest saw another Cape Pigeon,
an excellent sign
Friday, 10 March, 191
Cold, and damp, and thick, white mist all the morning, but the
afternoon was clear and warm
The occasion was seized to hold a rehearsal of loading the boats
with their respective provisions, so as to combine the utmost

.
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economy in stowage, with the most advantageous disposition of
ballast
Little or no wind, and things seem stagnant again, but observations
show us to be on the 64th parallel tonight
Saturday, 11 March, 191
Unusual excitement has once more stirred us from our patient
vigil. Amazing developments in the ice commenced about 1 p.m.
and by 4 p.m. a huge "lead" averaging a quarter of a mile wide had
opened up around one side of our oe and extended N.W. as far
as the eye could reach towards the old Rampart berg, some six or
seven miles away
The order went forth to "be prepared", and it was decided to
make a start at 4 a.m. if the lead was still open, but to our intense
chagrin it began to close at 5 p.m. and by 8 p.m. practically nothing
remained of it, whilst the few open pools in the vicinity were
already freezing over with a thin layer of young ice, the
temperature dropping to 4 degrees
Whilst watching the moving of the ice, some of us were much
entertained by the excellent view we had of three Emperor
penguins swimming deep down in the clear still water, darting
hither and thither after the small shrimps (euphausia) which form
their food, now swimming deep under the oes, now rising to the
surface, at intervals of about two minutes, to breath
These birds, like all other penguins, use their ippers only for
propulsion, the feet remaining motionless. It is possible that they
may use the latter, or perhaps their short stumpy tails, as rudders
At 3 p.m. some very unusual copper coloured clouds were to be
seen between the sun and the horizon
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Sunday, 12 March, 191
A N.E. wind and overcast sky set in during the night raising the
temperature to 19 degrees, but the dampness of the air makes it
feel very cold. The ice is again on the move, huge leads a quarter
of a mile wide are opening up in every direction and our kindred
bergs are fairly waltzing round us, but there is nothing suf ciently
de nite to justify us in taking to the boats forthwith
Monday, 13 March, 191
Thick, white mist in morning after a very warm night with N. wind
changing to S.W. wind, and clearing about mid-day when it became
damp and very cold in the tent. Nothing to do but read and sew.
Life is getting dull and monotonous, whilst our anxiety is increased
by the failure of the surrounding leads to make any very de nite
opening, but patience is the watchword in Patience Camp
A seal tried to get on to the oe today, fortunately for it unfortunately for us, it couldn't, but we got eight Adelies, a big help
towards the day's food
Tuesday, 14 March, 191
Awful weather, a S.E. blizzard. Cooks of tents get the full bene t
of the storm. It makes all the difference to one's duty what sort
of weather it is, and on waking in the morning the cook coming on
duty is always very solicitous about the weather
It is, however, the most welcome wind we have had for many a
long day, for it must be driving us north, if not N.W. No doubt, by
this time we have passed north of the latitude of Paulet Island and
looking at a small scale map the reader will wonder how on earth
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What is going to happen remains to be seen
It is so cold and draughty in the tents today that we are all in our
sleeping bags and indeed it is as much as one can do to write
Wednesday, 15 March, 191
Overcast, not so cold; the strong S.E. wind has moderated a little
but still blows from E. and E.S.E. We are unable to get an
observation for latitude. The pack is very much closed but some
open leads are covered over with a thick layer of drift snow
oating in the water, about 18 inches below water and 6 inches
above, which makes the pack look closer than it really is. One
would, at rst, expect the snow falling on open water to
immediately melt, but this is seldom the case here for the salt
water, remains unfrozen down to its freezing point, about 28
degrees, and, therefore, the open water is always lower in
temperature than the melting point of snow, 32 degrees. These
oating coverings of snow render travel over the pack especially
dangerous. All hands were busy digging out the snow drifts, three
feet deep in places, which cover all the sledges, provisions, etc
Thursday, 16 March, 191
Still overcast, cold and windy, but clear. Wind fairly strong from E.
and E.S.E., so we hope it is drifting us to the west again. No
observations obtainable so we don't know where we are but
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it was that we did not make an attempt, at this moment, to reach
that much desired goal, but one might as well try to cross from
Ostend to Dover on water lily leaves as get over the pack from
where we now are to Paulet Island in its present broken condition.
"All the King's horses and all the King's men" couldn't help us a
bit

During the night there was heavy pressure round the edges of our
oe, heavier than we have known for months, and as the pack
appeared to be fairly close Captain Worsley, Hurley and I were
sent out to bring in the blubber of the seal which Worsley killed
on the 29th of February, if we could nd it. In spite of the heavy
drifts, and recent movements of the bergs, we found it easily,
thanks to the prominent manner in which the spot had been
marked by hanging its entrails up on a hummock facing our oe;
these had been a good deal pecked by some bird, probably a skua.
The marking in some such way of every seal killed at a distance
from the camp ought never to be omitted unless the carcass is
brought in forthwith
The seal was fast frozen into the ice, adhering more particularly by
its frozen blood. It was completely buried and we had hard work
to excavate it with the ends of our skis, but nothing compared to
the strenuous toil of lugging it towards the camp three quarters of
a mile away. We decided not to risk again losing its meat so
dragged it in complete on its back through many deep drifts and
all the way in deep snow. It was estimated to weigh about 550 lbs.
When about 1/4 mile from camp we were greatly relieved to see a
sledge party under Wild coming out to meet us, but they took the
wrong route and were cut off from it by a slush covered lead, so I
ventured over it on skis got the sledge from them and with that
their labours were eased fty fold and we got the seal in by the
time the other party had made their way back
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there are indications that we are near land. Captain Worsley saw
a strange kind of bird too far off to identify it though it may have
been a Wilson's petrel, a variety we have not seen now for over a
month, and a seal which, providentially, came on to the oe this
morning just as we were running short of blubber had its stomach
full of a sh called Chaenocephalus aceratus which it could only
have caught in littoral waters

Our provisions are rapidly dwindling. Today we nished the last of
our tea and our
We cannot, therefore, have any more of the dog pemmican
bannocks which have been so great a boon to us for the last six
weeks
Of farinaceous foods we have left enough for ve meals of lentils
(35 lbs.), two of peas (10 lbs.), two of pearl barley (10 lbs.), and
one of tapioca (6 lbs.)
This does not, of course, include the forty day's sledging rations
which consist partly of biscuit and nut food, but which we are
doing our utmost not to break into until we make a move either
in the boats or over the ice
We are critically short of blubber for fuel and have now by no
means enough seal meat to last us for more than a month
A eeting glimpse of the sun enabled us to get an observation
with the very disappointing result that we are only twenty miles
north of where we were prior to the gale, i.e. we are now exactly
on the latitude of Paulet Island (63 degrees.33') and some sixty
miles to the east of it (53 degrees.17'). The Danger Islands are
only 35 miles away and Darwin Islands 33 miles to the W.N.W
It seems that we are likely to drift up and down the coast from
S.W. to N.E. and back again for some time yet before we nally

.
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Friday, 17 March, 191
Overcast and snowing all day. Warm, hence wet and beastly. Deep
drifts

clear the point of Joinville Island; until we do we cannot hope for
much opening up as the ice must by very congested against the
S.E. coast of Joinville Island, otherwise our failure to respond to
the S.E. gale, which has only just subsided, cannot be well
accounted for. In support of this there has been some very heavy
pressure on the N.E. side of our oe; one immense block being
upended to a height of 25 feet.
We saw a Dominican gull y over today, the rst we have seen
since leaving South Georgia; another sign of the proximity of the
land
Saturday, 18 March, 191
Same weather, snowing all day, high temperature and therefore
wet
We cut a set of steps up the 25 ft. slab and it makes a ne "lookout". When the weather clears we con dently expect to see land.
Sir Ernest observed a strange small bird but was unable to identify
it
Sunday, 19 March, 191
Still overcast, high temperature, 33 degrees at noon, but so damp
that one's ngers got slightly frost bitten working bare-handed in
the wet snow. This curious fact is explained by the heat being
rapidly radiated from the hand and as rapidly conducted away by
the wet snow surrounding the hand. The coldness experienced in
damp weather is due to the radiation of heat from the body by
the higher conductivity of moist air as compared with dry air, in
which latter case very much lower temperatures do not produce
anything like the sense of cold that they represent
thermometrically
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We went out to one of the two berg fragments, which is about 50
ft. high to look over the pack for seals but there was no game with
sight. Some changes in the distribution of our familiar bergs are
noticeable and several new monsters, one, at rst mistaken to be
an island, have come into our eld of vision, whilst our old
landmark, the stained pointed berg has moved quite two miles
further from us and Ocean Camp has correspondingly increased,
which is unfortunate as there is still much good food to be had
there, including several cases of dog-pemmican
Today we nished our fourth and last ham
We had secured six from the ship and spread them out as much
as possible. When served we had them boiled and cut in slices
with seal or penguin livers, every scrap being consumed including
the rind in spite of their having been under water for two days in
the ship's hold. At home one would disdainfully dismiss from the
table the dirty greasy looking slices, which reach our plates
smeared with blubber soot and a liberal sprinkling of penguins'
feathers and reindeers' hairs, which freely garnish all our food, but
here it is very different and they taste to perfection, our ravenous
appetites being the nest condiment conceivable
It will do us good to have gone hungry like this, for one will
appreciate so much now the good things when one gets home
Monday, 20 March, 191
About the thickest blizzard we have had as yet. A strong S.W.
wind is driving falling snow (not the normal whirling snow-dust
drift off the surface) so thickly that it is impossible to see one tent
from another only 30 ft. away

.
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To go outside for a moment entails getting completely covered
with ne damp snow powder and no end of brushing is necessary
to remove it before settling down again in the tent as near as
possible to the door and however much care is taken it is
impossible to avoid making the door mat (a strip of canvas) wet;
the member who sleeps mainly on this mat at night naturally does
all he can, during the day, to assist the brushers. At night, owing to
the exceedingly cramped space he has to submit to being used, to
some extent, as the mat, and gets considerably brushed on. With
the best will in the world on the part of one's tent mates it is
absolutely unavoidable
We are very crowded in all the tents, especially laterally for there
is not even room to place a foot between the sleeping bags so
that when one of the members furthest from the door wishes to
go out he is compelled to step on other bags
This awakens their occupants and so they seldom have an
undisturbed night, but as it is now dark for twelve hours and we
turn in at 6:30 p.m. and do not rise until 8 a.m. it does not very
much matter for they have plenty of time to make up any lost
slumber
The worst night, especially if it is snowing, is when it comes to the
tent's turn for night watch for then each occupant has to go out
and in and the traf c invariably lls the tent with snow
Added to our usual inconveniences this morning the snow found
its way through the closed ventilators for about two hours before
we were aware of it, when we were there was enough of a drift
on the heads of some bags to make a fair sized snow ball
These little inconveniences raise an excellent spirit of tolerance
and camaraderie amongst us. Certainly we are an extremely
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happy tent and have learned to overlook each other's little
idiosyncrasies and forget and forgive readily
Tuesday, 21 March, 191
The blizzard has subsided somewhat but it still blows strong from
the S.W. and drives us north
It is miserably cold in the tent and we have to get into our
sleeping bags to keep warm at all
We were all busy digging out the deep drifts round the tents in
places 4 ft deep. We took stock of our meat and blubber today
and to our dismay nd we have only enough of the latter to last us
about ten days at the present rate of fuel consumption, so we have
decided to discontinue the hot mid-day meal and substitute one of
biscuit
It gives one serious misgivings to have to break into our precious
reserve of food in this way
Of meat we have enough for a month but nothing to cook it with.
One can eat it raw but would prefer not to have to do so. All
coffee and tea is now nished so we are starting on the sledging
milk powder of which we have enough to give us a small mug of
liquid milk each daily for two and a half months. Sir Ernest said it
gave him "rather a shock" when he found how short of blubber
we were
Wednesday, 22 March, 191
S.W. wind dropping. Bitterly cold in the bags even and damp
outside. One of the little dangers to which we are exposed
presented itself this morning in the form of an immense berg
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which appeared to pass us about a mile off at a rate of two or
three miles an hour. Possibly it was aground on a submerged bank.
It has been in sight for some days gradually approaching us, or
rather, we have approached it and safely passed it: had out oe
actually come into contact with it we should probably have been
annihilated
Thursday, 23 March, 191
Bright but still cold. "Land in sight" was reported this morning, we
were skeptical, but this afternoon it showed up unmistakably to
the west and there can be no further doubt about it. It is Joinville
Island, as a serrated mountain range, all snow clad, is just visible on
the horizon
Friday, 24 March, 191
No wind. A dead calm and magni cent clear warm day
The sight of land scarcely raised out spirits at all for it is generally
reckoned impossible for us to reach it. Its only use is that it
enables us to check with some accuracy out position and to
correct our chronometers if necessary
It is very hard lines to see land and to be unable to reach it
We saw nothing today but one poor Adelie, which was killed
Hunger is now our lot, not starvation, but real hunger all day long
For breakfast, we have a seal steak and half a mug of very weak
milk each; luncheon 1/4 lb. of tinned sh or other meat (of which
we have only ve servings left) and one biscuit; supper a mug of
stewed seal meat or dog pemmican and seal meat. It is barely

.
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enough to keep body and soul together but soon we may be
reduced to much less. It is not a pleasant prospect, but those who
come exploring must abide by the consequences, and on the
whole we take it pretty cheerfully, but we see no prospects of our
getting any substantial supply of game in the immediate future
A ock of Dominican gulls passed over. Oh! had we but their
wings
Saturday, 25 March, 191
A teeming blizzard with strong S. wind and about the most
extraordinary contrast to yesterday imaginable
Yesterday was so warm that we sat outside in the open to partake
of our frugal luncheon of one biscuit and a quarter share of a 1 lb.
tin of curried rabbit and six lumps of sugar. We were even able to
thaw out water from snow in the sun. It was the most delightful
day we have had for months. We seized the opportunity to dry
the whole of our tent gear much of which was wet or rather
caked with frozen moisture. A blanket in this condition resembles
a board; until it is thawed out, it can be held out as stiff as a piece
of sheet iron. Today the drift is so dense one can scarcely see
one's hand. The temperature is 10 degrees but the draught in the
tents makes it so cold that we spend all day long in our sleeping
bags reading
Sunday, 26 March, 191
Yesterday was bitterly cold in the tent. We passed all day in our
sleeping bags. It was too cold on the hands to sew or write much,
but we luckily now have most of the volumes of the Encyclopaedia
Britannica brought up from Ocean Camp, which afford us all the
greatest consolation in the way of reading and provide us with
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topics for discussion. We also have a few novels and books of
exploration
The temperature is not strikingly low as temperatures go down
here but the terri c wind penetrates the imsy fabric of our
fragile tents and creates so much draught that it is impossible to
keep warm within
At supper last night our drinking water froze over in the pot in
the tent before we could drink it. It is curious how thirsty we all
are
The cold tinned sh or tinned curried rabbit luncheon have now
come to and end owing to the supply being exhausted, and we are
reduced to a much more restricted diet - breakfast consisting of a
cup of hot milk (3/4 oz. Trumilk Powder) and1/4 lb. dog pemmican;
luncheon, one biscuit (1 1/2 oz.) and six lumps of sugar (1 1/4
ozs.); for supper we have nearly a pint of stewed seal containing
about 8 ozs. to 10 ozs. of meat and that is all, a total of a pound, or
1 pound and a tri e over, per diem. This is the weight of a dog's
daily ration of dog pemmican, but our pound contains only one
quarter of that excellent and nourishing substance. Still it is
suf cient to maintain health on, if not strength
A few days ago Sir Ernest went through the whole of the available
provisions and has decided to allow for a possible period of six
months and the above dieting is the result of this proportioning.
Unfortunately it involves the consumption, during that period, of
the whole of our reserve sledging rations which we should
especially want when we "break out" in the boats. We therefore
frequently trust that our release from the pack may take place
soon and especially that it may be in calm weather
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This dietary comprises the whole of our seal meat and even the
twelve remaining dogs, which we reckon will provide two days
meat each, but even then it leaves as many as 72 suppers
unprovided for; for these we rely upon getting a few more seals
yet, but as we have only got two during this month things do not
look altogether too propitious
Monday, 27 March, 191
Brilliant weather again and the warmest we have had for ever so
long. The land which was again visible last night was very clearly
outlined today, although it is upwards of sixty miles away
Rapid movements are taking place in the ice
Our old "Rampart" Berg which was recently ten miles off, but for
the last two days no more than a mile away, took it into its head
to suddenly drift off to the westward at about two miles an hour
Another huge tabular berg, which we called Mt. Haddington berg
because Captain Worsley mistook a dome on the top of it for the
mountain (though he won't admit it of course) came rapidly
towards us very nearly colliding with the Rampart berg but happily
stopping just before it reached us.
These ice movements undoubtedly indicate the proximity of open
water, but in which direction it is impossible to say. At this late
date in the season it is a matter for much conjecture whether it
will not have frozen over before we reach it
Sir Ernest's desire now that we have missed Paulet Island and
Joinville Island is to get into open water before we get north of
the South Shetland Isles, and then make for and winter at one of

.
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The smaller bergs are circulating round our oe. One hummock
on a small slab of ice has made the complete circuit round our
oe in about three weeks and yet there is no real big lead or open
water pool within sight. The oe itself has cracked slightly just
where the piece of high pressure took place. The "look-out" slab
which was pressed up, has slipped down again somewhat
A seal was seen in the water and a killer whale has bee blowing
around during the day so that it shows that there is some game
about after all and perhaps the killer will put the seals up for us
unless he manages to put them down himself
A skua and four of ve Dominican gulls have been seen, all good
signs
Sir Ernest had determined to send back to Ocean Camp, if it is at
all possible to do so, to get from there the remainder of the dog
pemmican left behind long ago
Tuesday, 28 March, 191
A brilliant warm day, everything thawing in the sunshine; quite
unusual weather for this time of year in these latitudes
We took occasion of the weather to dry all our wet things,
sleeping bags, socks, oor cloth, etc
Sir Ernest had intended to send the two dog teams back to Ocean
Camp today to bring the remainder of the dog pemmican - about
ve or six hundred pounds, but the ice commenced to open up
and it was palpably impossible to do so

.
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them called Elephant Island, where we can be fairly sure of getting
seals and even sea elephants

In order the better to locate any possible game Sir Ernest has had
rigged up a most novel lookout made of two sledges lashed
together and guyed up by four guys. No sooner was it erected
than Sir Ernest spotted a seal not far off. Hurley and Crean with a
dog team set off to get it and soon succeeded.
Meanwhile Captain Worsley had located another and a sledging
party of six of us went out for it under Mr. Wild
We had the greatest dif culty in getting along owing to the deep
soft snow, the broken state of the pack and the frequent slushlled spaces between the numerous small oes over which our
course lay
When within about a 150 yards of our quarry the recall ag went
up and we had most reluctantly to return. It appeared that the
increasing mistiness was the reason of our recall, but to lose such
a prize when so badly needed was a sore disappointment. One
member who was on skis suddenly came over very faint. He
looked as if he was going to collapse, but managed to keep his
balance until he had recovered enough to take the skis off. After a
few minutes rest he got better and proceeded to follow the
remainder, leaving his skis behind on the oe before having quite
recovered from his dazed condition, and found himself cut off
from them on his return journey. It was only with the greatest
dif culty and at very considerable risk that he managed to recover
the precious skis. He so completely recovered that he went out
with Hurley again and Captain Worsley and secured 17 Adelies.
Short rations and over exertion were the undoubted cause of his
temporary collapse

.
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Later it turned misty and a most unpleasant wet sleet set in

Wednesday, 29 March, 191
Amazing weather; raining hard. Probably quite unprecedented for
this time of year in this locality. Temperature 33 degrees
The adjacent bergs are all over the place; the little "sloping berg"
having now made the complete circuit of our oe, but there is
nothing that one could call a clear open lead as yet, though the
general looseness of the pack, and the persistent water sky to the
northward gives us strong hope that we may yet break out before
the winter sets in. The seal and penguins secured yesterday are an
absolute godsend in our present straightened circumstances and
allay any little anxiety as to the food problem but do not yet justify
any increase in our ration
There is nothing to do on a day like this but lie in our sleeping
bags continually. The tents leak everywhere, not being designed to
contend with rain and so we have punched holes in the corners of
our tinned plates, etc. and hung them up by strings to catch the
drips at the worst places. As the plates are only the bottoms of
square sugar tins their mutilation in this way will not spoil them.
We never wash them now for there is no water available (except
today) and, besides, any grease remaining in them is always
acceptable for the next meal, though we scrape them so carefully
at each meal that they are to all intents and purposes clean
Not one tiny scrap is ever wasted now, skin, gristle, or even bones,
if at all chewable are consumed
One curious thing about being hungry is that one can eat any
mixture such as sugar and sh, pepper and milk with meat and
sweet biscuit and so on.
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We always have our drinking water out of the same mug as our
stew is in without any more cleaning than a scrape with a spoon.
Dirt has no horrors whatever for us
The drinking water is always full of salt and oddments and tastes
very strongly of the blubber smoke. The hoosh contains a number
of penguin's feathers and hairs, and everything in the tents,
especially the plates, gets covered with the reindeer hairs out of
the sleeping bags. Still it is an interesting experience, but one that
one is not very anxious to repeat too soon
Thursday, 30 March, 191
"Lash up and stow" at 5:30 a.m. assured that something "was up",
and sure enough it was so, for the oe had split in half. We were
all out in a jiffy hauling the boats and sledges of sledging provisions
(which latter are always kept ready to hand) to a position of
greater safety. Whilst we were doing this the oe again cracked
almost beneath the boat, which we had but just moved and which
we had to again rapidly shift. All the crack quickly opened into
leads several yards wide, one of them running between the galley
and the meat store igloo.
Several members managed, however, to cross it at a point some
way away where it was narrower and at once proceeded to throw
all the valuable stuff across to the others who collected it and
stored it on our remaining piece of oe
It was an exciting hour or so, and those who had gone over to
throw the meat across very nearly got cut off by the lead again
opening, getting back only just in the nick of time.
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It is clear therefore that we cannot now lie very far from open
water. No doubt the high temperature, 33 degrees, contributed to
our dissolution by softening the upper surface of the oe
The piece we are now on is at present triangular in shape and
scarcely a quarter the size of our original oe
Scarcely had we settled down than a great sea leopard came up
not far off. Mr. Wild, Crean and I made off to it, the former
shooting it, whilst poor Adelie was secured en route; every little
helps but this sea leopard is a most substantial addition to our
larder, providing us with nearly twelve days fuel and more than
that in meat. We celebrated the occasion by having his liver and
other "in'ards" for luncheon. At one time we would have
disdained to consume a carnivorous beast of this kind, but things
are different and we relished its meat with gusto and the best
sauce - hunger
As a result of today's events we are now on watch two at a time
all through the 24 hours and are also divided into two watches, to
stand by ready dressed, watch and watch
Friday, 31 March, 191
Fine early but it came on to snow and blow about noon
developing into a S.E. blizzard by night time
Directly after breakfast we noticed a ock of Adelies two or three
oes away and Sir Ernest gave us permission to take a sledge and
get them if possible. About fourteen of us set out trudging

.
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When we had time to look about we saw what had caused the
breaking up of our oe for there was a very marked swell working
the oes up and down alternately about two or three inches

Eventually we headed them off and drove them up and only ve of
them counter-attacked. A little beyond us was a batch of nearly a
hundred but separated from us by open water, worse luck, and
therefore inaccessible
We secured all those we had killed on the sledge and proceeded
to return but on reaching the edge of the oe found to our
dismay that in the short hour that had elapsed since our crossing
over, the three foot gap had now widened out to a great lead over
fty yards wide. Much of the space was lled with slush
After a little time we found a splendid square slab of hard oating
ice about eight or ten feet square and on this Captain Worsley and
Greenstreet, with dif culty ferried across, using the fore and aft
boards of the sledge for oars. As we had had to unload the sledge
to get the boards out we lled in the time "gutting" the penguins.
The weather then came on pretty thick and it was cold work
waiting about. Sir Ernest, noticing our predicament from the camp,
launched a boat and tried to reach us but was cutoff from us by a
belt of slush, and had to haul the boat up on to the ice again
Finally Captain Worsley got a rope across to us and after
constructing a sort of pontoon bridge of ice slabs we all crossed
in safety with our booty. We expected that Sir Ernest would have
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through deep heavy snow all the way. The total distance was
about half a mile but the surface made it very arduous work. We
had to cross a couple of small leads. We rounded up the penguins,
but by bad management and the impetuosity of one or two of the
less experienced hunters we only got forty-two out of a total of
eighty, the birds having the advantage over us on the soft surface.
The remainder retreated about a quarter of a mile so Captain
Worsley and I labouriously toiled after them, whilst the remainder
of the party gathered up the slain

Saturday, 1 April, 191
And no April fools either; we are taking life a bit too seriously for
fooling just now, though we could easily have made some good
ones for Captain Worsley with a stuffed penguin or two
A good, strong S.E. blizzard raged all day, blowing clouds of drift
snow into the doors of the tenets every time anyone passed in or
out. We, therefore, made as few exits and entrances as possible
remaining in our sleeping bags all day
When cutting up the sea leopard which we killed two days ago, we
found his stomach full of sh, about sixty altogether averaging half
a pound each. There was also, as usual, a large bunch of parasitic
worms (nematodes), but as they were more or less apart from the
sh, Crean and Marston, who were doing the cutting up, said
nothing about them and so the sh were deemed acceptable food
for us, and we had them today - a very welcome change in our
diet. They were excellent
Those that had become a little digested, were of course, rejected.
The stomachs of the sh were full of shrimps (euphasia) which
abound under the ice and which form the principal food of the
penguins, crab-eater seals and the blue whales. The shrimps, in
turn, subsist on a microscopic vegetable growth called diatoms
At 8 p.m. tonight the oe again cracked in half and now we are
really on a very small piece of ice, less than an acre in extent

.
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been extremely vexed about it, but strange to say, that apart from
saying he would send out no more hunting parties, he merely
seemed pleased at our safe return

The crack ran within two feet of one of our tents giving the
occupants a scare. The meat heap was again cut off, but we
manage to dig it out again and convey it all safely across before the
crack opened out too wide
Sunday, 2 April, 191
A ne day. Observations place us in Lat. 62 degrees. 33', Long. 53
degrees. 37'. 90 geographical miles from Elephant Island, say 100
English miles
Monday, 3 April, 191
Again ne and very mild, some rain. We have drifted 9 miles since
yesterday, north
Another sea leopard came up right on our oe. He was at once
shot, but contained no second hand sh, worse luck. The
temperature, 33 degrees, is extraordinarily high but the
accompanying damp is most unpleasant
Tuesday, 4 April, 191
Dead calm and misty. Two crab-eater seals were espied not far off
early this morning
A number of us set out with a sledge. Wild shot and wounded
one and it was nished off with a pickax whilst he went after its
mate which made off in a most unusual manner and at a great
speed. Unfortunately, through running in the heavy snow Wild's
aim was unsteady and the quarry dived after being slightly
wounded. As good luck would have it, we came on another and
succeeded in securing it. I got a nasty wetting, very nearly a total
immersion, through trying to jump a lead too wide for me and the
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edge of it giving way. It was an hour and a half before I could
change and then I only had camp things to change into
That is the worst of it now, one cannot get one's wet things dry
nor keep socks dry once they get fairly so. About the only
method is to dry them on one's person inside one's jersey, but
even that takes time and the damp strikes through on one's chest
As fuel is so scarce we have had to resort to melting ice for
drinking water in tins against our bodies, i.e. in between the layers
of our clothing and we treat the tins of dog-pemmican for
breakfast similarly, by keeping them in our sleeping bags all night.
In the morning, the otherwise hard cake has become a delicious
soft pasty mass which, mixed up with hot milk, makes, what we
consider, an absolutely perfect food
The dogs will now have no more need for their pemmican for the
last two teams were shot two days ago, the carcasses being
carefully dressed, in case they may be required as food
We had some of the dog meat cooked, just to try, and it was not
at all bad, though almost raw and very tough, still the avour was
not unpleasant, so we shall not revolt at it if it ever comes to
having to eat it
We are very short of salt and have to share it out most carefully,
each man having to make 2 ozs. last him a month. We nd that the
most economical thing is to mix up the salt and pepper in equal
quantities. This distributes the salt much better
A strong Southerly wind sprang up quite suddenly at 4 p.m. and
we are, therefore, on watch outside two at a time
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Wednesday, 5 April, 191
The strong S. wind continued all night and all day today, and
observations show that it has blown us nearly twenty-four miles
N.W. We are now drifting towards a gap between Elephant Island
and King George Island, and if we pass through it our position will
be most unenviable as there is no land north of it to make for
when we break out. The trip of nearly 700 miles in open boats to
South Georgia would be a prodigious undertaking and it is to be
hoped that we may not be under the obligation of having to do it
The night the oe cracked up we had to keep standing watches
("watch and watch") i.e. half of us had to be up, awake, and dressed
all the time. As we have a total of only eight candles left we could
not afford to have lights and nothing could be more wearisome
than sitting still in one's tent in the cold and pitch dark, unable
even to converse for fear of waking one's tent mates who were
sleeping during their "watch below", but Sir Ernest is
considerateness itself, he is always thinking how he can mitigate
our discomforts and now he had had issued to each of us a new
pair of nnesko, the soft foot coverings made from reindeer skin,
so that we can sleep fully dressed in our bags
This is a great convenience as it necessitates only two of us being
actually out on watch on the oe at a time. We take one hour
watches outside all through the night and that is no hardship as
we go to bed at 6 p.m. and do not rise until 8 p.m. now, for there
are a full twelve hours of darkness and soon there will be more
Since getting in the seals and sea leopards we have increased our
rations a little and are now ever so much happier though we could
all do with more
We are also having a good deal of blubber with our most
especially on cold days like today and it is wonderful how blubber

.
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forti es one against the cold. This morning we had thin strips of it
fried and now that we are acclimatized to the taste of it, it seems
in every way as good as the best bacon fat, though it "repeats" a
good deal and may, therefore, be rather indigestible
We got an Emperor penguin today and a few Adelies, and a sea
leopard endeavoured to get up on to the oe
Thursday, 6 April, 191
Our position is the all important consideration just now and
today it is far better than we could have hoped for, for we are due
south of Clarence Island some sixty miles
At 6 a.m. this morning to our huge delight we saw what was
unmistakably a large mountainous island apparently only about ten
miles off. Some asserted that it was but a large berg, but as day
dawned Sir Ernest con rmed the discovery and indeed it was
Clarence Island much enlarged by mirage, but such a sight has set
us all agog with somewhat mingled feelings but, at least, renewed
hopes
The pleasing spectacle remained in sight pretty clearly all day. Its
actual distance, as above stated was sixty miles
There has been a very marked swell all day
Friday, 7 April, 191
A ne day again and the island is sight part of the morning
We got another sea leopard but no stomach- sh this time. These,
undoubtedly, indicate that we are near the pack edge for they prey
on the penguins which resort to the edge of the pack about this

.
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time of the year. The oe split again suddenly just after we had
turned in. The watchman calls out "crack" and we are all out in a
moment or two, but this frequent splitting up of the oe gets on
one's nerves a bit for one never knows whether the ice is going to
open underneath one's sleeping bag during the night
The boats were cut off from the rest of the camp for a time but
the crack kept opening and closing and whilst it was closed we got
the boats across in safety on their sledges
Saturday, 8 April, 191
There has now been more or less of a swell for the last week or
so but today the whole pack was heaving in great undulations. So
big a swell can indicate nothing but the immediate proximity of
much open water, moreover, the very pronounced water sky to
the north practically con rms this. It seems that our release is
now imminent. The wonder is that our remaining piece of oe
had not again bisected, for it is more than twice as big as any of
the oes around us.
Two crab-eater seals were shot today, one being on a
separated from us
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Sunday, 9 April, 191
Less swell, but any amount of open water all around us. Sir Ernest
spent much time in cogitation and nally determined to make a
start in the boats
We packed up all we could carry. The oe split again during the
morning so that there was barely enough of it left for us to stand
on
At 1 p.m. came the order to launch the three boats, and, this
successfully accomplished, they were soon laden with the whole of
the sledging provisions, consisting of twenty-four cases of 100 - 8
oz. sledging rations, 13 cases of 100 - 6 oz. blocks of Streimer's nut
food and eleven cases of Huntley & Palmers' Antarctic biscuits
(300 - 1 1/3 ozs. of biscuits per case), two bags of selected seal
meat (72 lbs. per bag), 200 - 6 oz. packets "Trumilk", 336 lbs. West
India Produce Co.'s cane sugar in 8 - 42 lb. cases, 8 lbs. Virol, 12 lbs.
dry peas, 3 1/2 lbs. lentils, 12 lbs. pearl barley, 14 lbs. jam, 7 1/4 lb.
tins sardines, 7 1/4 lb. tins smoked salmon, 1 lb. pepper. 20 lbs.
cerebos salt, one case 400 - 1 oz. Bovril cubes, 40 gallons paraf n,
about 1 cwt. blubber for fuel and seven candles - our total stock
of the latter. Besides the ordinary boat's gear and tackle, oars,
masts, sails, water barricoes, etc., there were the three hooped
tents and the two ordinary pole-tents, 28 sleeping bags, 28 - 10 lb.
bags of personal gear, 7 sacks of spare clothing, boots, etc., 2 pair
skis, a quantity of photographic gear, records, etc., the whole
forming a consignment of some two hundred packages, and taking
a good hour to stow into the boats
The crews of the boats were as follows
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PART 5 - THE BOAT JOURNEY

"Dudley Docker" - Captain Worsley, Greenstreet, Kerr, Lees, Dr.
Macklin, Cheetham, Marston and the two sailors, McLeod and
Holness
"Stancomb Wills" - Lt. Hudson, Crean, Rickinson, Dr. McIlroy and
three sailors, How, Bakewell and Stephenson
The "Dudley Docker" was the rst to start and had to lay off for
about an hour dodging the shifting ice until the other boats were
laden and manned
At rst they had a couple of sledges in tow but as these impeded
them very much Sir Ernest gave permission to cut them adrift.
Whilst waiting a small oe interposed itself between the boats and
the camp oe and a few of the party were temporarily in danger
of being cut off but a fortunate opening up of the ice enabled the
Dudley Docker to slip in and rescue them
About 2 p.m. we all shoved off, the "Caird", of course, leading.
Owing to the bag of sea leopards, we had recently been able to
considerably increase the meat ration and had had a good hoosh
for luncheon and every one felt t and full of hope, but the
attempt to break out of the pack in such small boats must ll the
most fearless with apprehension
We pulled hard making about three miles to the north when our
further recourse in that direction was arrested by a bolt of loose
pack, whereupon we bore to the westward. In endeavouring to
nd a channel through the ice belt the Dudley Docker got into
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"James Caird" - Sir Ernest, Wild, Clark, Hurley, Hussey, James,
Wordie, McNeish (carpenter), Green (cook), Vincent, McCarthy
(sailors)

dif culties owing to her getting entrapped in a cul de sac, the
entrance to which closed behind her before she could be
extricated, but by dint of half and hour's shoving and struggling
they managed to regain the open lead, but it was a "near thing"
By this time the other two boats had pulled off some distance
towards a large tabular berg, against the sides of which the heavy
swell was breaking with a loud roar. The Dudley Docker had a job
to catch them up
Immediately after doing so, all three boats passed under the lee of
the pack edge when all of a sudden, almost before we realized it
the whole pack was in motion as if impelled by some mysterious
force against the direction of the wind and as if descending upon
us to once more engulph us in its awful grip. It was certainly
advancing upon us at a speed of over two miles an hour and we
had all our work cut out to outstrip it in our heavily laden boats.
As it approached, it was creating a regular bow wave - a most
uncanny sight. Although we were passing through more or less
open channels all the time we were never really altogether clear
of drift ice and the large lumps of pack or broken bergs, called
growlers, and it was necessary to keep a sharp look out to avoid
their hitting us or our charging into them
By 5 p.m. it was getting dusk and secretly after we all pulled up at
a small oe, to which the Caird had gone on in advance under sail
Here we unloaded the boats, hauled them up on to the ice and
prepared to spend a quiet night, but it was not to be so, as we
shall presently see, in spite of the fact that the swell had somewhat
subsided
Night of 9th - 10th April 191
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Whilst hauling up the boats, which took a good hour to do, the
cook had got our blubber stove going on blubber that we had
brought with us and produced a ne beverage of hot milk (36 ozs.
Trumilk powder for 28 persons) which we stood in much need of.
As we had had a quarter of a pound of dog-pemmican and two
biscuits each, in the boats for tea, it was not considered necessary
to supplement this, so we made do with the milk, and having
erected the tents turned in
One or two of us whose turn it was to do night watchman from
11 p.m. to midnight lay down in the bottom of one of the boats
The night was fairly mild so that they did not get particularly cold
before all hands were awakened, just before 11 p.m. by the now
familiar cry of "crack". We jumped up just in time to see, as much
at it was possible to do so in the dark, the oe separate into two
halves and to hear the cry and commotion of a man in the water.
The latter was the sailor Holness and his position was one of
extreme danger, for apart from the usual restrictions of clothing,
boots, etc., and the fact that his sleeping bag had fallen in on top of
him, he was in imminent danger of being crushed between the two
halves of the oe, for as a general rule when a oe splits and there
is a swell running the two portions of the oe surge to and fro,
the crack opening and closing rhythmically with the swell, the
edges thereof coming together with a crash and grinding against
each other. Providentially, on this occasion, the two fragments
merely parted company, separated about six feet from each other
and thereafter did not approach with a yard of one another. This
was well enough for the rescue of the drowning man but greatly
impeded subsequent events
It appeared that the crack had occurred immediately underneath
the sailors' tent - the large 8 man pole tent - right through the

.
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spot where Holness was sleeping. How he extricated himself
from his sleeping bag is a marvel as he got clear of it before he
actually fell into the water for his bag did not go entirely in but
remained hanging over the ice edge
Vincent, another of the sailors, also had a narrow shave, he did not
fall in but his bag did. Strange to say the tent sustained no damage
whatever
This was not all by any means, for the crack had cut off Sir
Ernest's tent and the "J. Caird" from the rest of our little oating
camp and it was a question whether we could contrive to "bridge"
the boat over the now widening crack, the rst care, the rescue of
Holness, having been successfully accomplished. Curiously enough
it was Sir Ernest himself who rescued Holness. No doubt he was
spending one of his usual wakeful nights and so was up and out in
an instant. First he saved Holness's sleeping bag and then the man
himself, whose chief lament was that he had thus lost all the
"baccy" out of his bag. We have since learned from the victim of
this accident that he attributes his escape to the precaution he
had taken to sleep with only the lowest one of the three buttons
on the ap of the bag fastened, owing to the scare that previous
crackings of the oe had given him. Lt. Hudson very generously
divested himself of some of his own clothing and also a spare suit
of combinations in order to provide Holness with a dry change,
for, as the temperature was only 18 degrees, he would soon have
been frozen in his wet things
The rescue of the boat was eventually, but less easily
accomplished. It took at least a dozen of us to slide it along.
Choosing a moment when the two pieces of the oe were about
to approach with four or ve feet of each other we rapidly
launched the boat across the gap whilst others on the opposite
side seized her bow and hung on like grim death as the crack again
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widened in response to the swell and on the next closing of the
crack they luckily managed to haul her over clear
For a moment or two it was just touch and go, for the crack
opened so wide that the boat was supported only by its very
extremities and there was great danger of the ice edges breaking
away under her weight
Now came the question of getting all hands back on to the
portion on which were the boats and the rest of the camp, and
this was achieved by leaving the stern of the boat projecting wall
over the edge of the oe and by one or two of us jumping from
the opposite piece and catching on to it by our hands each time
the crack closed a bit. In this way we all got safely across except
Sir Ernest who insisted upon remaining until last. (As he is less
agile than some of us this was unwise! Excuse my saying so.)
Anyhow, at each undulation of the swell , the half of the oe on
which Sir Ernest was, was getting further and further away and for
a time it was impossible for him to get across, and it looked as if
we should have to launch a boat to get round to him, though this
would also have been fraught with considerable danger owing to
the large number of pieces of oating ice all around us, which
were bumping about quite enough to stave in one of our boats.
Things looked ugly enough for a time but slowly the two parts of
the oe again began to approach. We threw Sir Ernest a rope and
by pulling on it tried to lessen the distance between us but I doubt
whether our efforts contributed much towards what the elements
were already effecting
At an opportune moment Sir Ernest made the jump whilst willing
and thankful hands saved him from falling backwards again into the
water
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When Holness rst fell in he was able to support himself by
holding on to both sides of the crack with his hands, but as the
crack widened he was compelled to let go of one side, but
managed to hang on long enough to the other side. As he states
that he is a very indifferent swimmer it was fortunate for him that
the ice edge did not carry away
As soon as thing had settled down a bit, we lighted a blubber re
in the old blubber stove and made a serving of hot milk (6 - 6oz.
packets of Trumilk) and whilst the milk was being prepared a 6 oz.
cake of Streimer's Polar Nut Food was served out to each man,
this being the rst time we had drawn upon this article of our
sledging rations since leaving the ship. It was just the very thing
we wanted at that moment and was immensely appreciated. It
was a memorable sight - we twenty-eight men all sitting round a
blazing re on that tiny ice oe through the dark night. It was
nearly 3 a.m. by the time the milk was served and although it was
very cold most of us preferred to remain up. One or two crawled
back into the boat and managed to put in another three hours
sound sleep until 6 a.m. when we were all astir again standing by
to launch the boats
During the night a good deal of loose ice had come up and our
oe was now cut off from the open water by about a hundred
yards of more or less loose ice
Immediately adjacent to us were several pieces of heavy oes all
jostling about in the swell in such a way that it would have been
sheer suicide to have put the boats into the water amongst them;
so there was nothing to do but wait. We lled in the interval, and
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Several of the other sailors had narrow escapes, the boots of one
falling into the water. He was just in time to save them

our interiors, with a frugal breakfast of Bovril sledging ration
hoosh (1/4 lb. per man)
Monday, 10 April, 191
The necessity for guarding against the boats being stove in by
getting nipped between pieces of ice, over-rode all other
considerations
For a time it looked as if we were in some danger of being
altogether cut off from the open water, but about 8 a.m. there was
a decided loosening in the ice and our oe slowly swung round in
such a way that there was just enough open water alongside to
launch the boats and embark the gear. This was very expeditiously
accomplished, everyone realizing the danger of delay in such a
situation where great pieces of ice were crashing against each
other in response to the swell and with a force suf cient to smash
a moderately sized yacht to pieces
Sir Ernest, considering it expedient to lighten the loads in the
boats as much as possible, decided to abandon a quantity of not
absolutely essential gear, wood, sledging harness, cooking utensils
and, the two pairs of skis and our only box of dried vegetables, (52
lbs. enough for as many servings for all hands) - perhaps partly
because they were of German manufacture - Knorr's
After two hours' rowing through very tortuous channels we found
ourselves in open water and soon afterwards delicate stomachs
wished they weren't
It was a moderately ne day, temperature about 25 degrees and
overcast. We were now on the very outskirts of the pack and
proceeded to coast along a pack edge in a N.E. direction. It was a
grand feeling in know that, to all intents and purposes, we were

.
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once more in the open Atlantic untrammeled by the everlasting
pack that had harassed us so long. The greatest of all our
prospective dangers - the actual exit from the pack was now a
thing of the past and moreover we had come through the ordeal
unscathed, not a man injured, not so much as even an oar injured;
and the ocean had received us kindly enough on its heaving
bosom. The future now lay before us full of renewed hopes and
we all felt far more reassured as to what the morrow might bring
forth. All our thoughts were concentrated upon the South
Shetland Islands now became our hoped for haven; our teeth were
set and every nerve was to be strained to reach them. This would,
no doubt, depend largely upon our experiencing favourable winds;
so far the wind was propitious enough and we made good
headway under sail
At "Patience Camp", in discussing our chances, Mr. Wild had
expressed the opinion that our one and only danger was the
possibility of the boats getting damaged when leaving the pack and
that he, therefore, hoped we should "break out" in the quieter
waters to the South of Joinville Island and so reach Paulet Island.
If then, in the opinion of so experienced a sailor as Mr. Wild, there
was a likelihood of grave danger, we have all the more reason to
congratulate ourselves and to thank God that we had emerged
from the ordeal with so little embarrassment
We were now about sixty miles south of Clarence Island but a
light haze limited our range of vision to about ve miles. We
celebrated the occasion by a sumptuous luncheon of two biscuits
(1/10 of a lb. each) 1/4 lb. dog pemmican (cold) and one eight
ounce sledging ration also cold; the latter some of us found
positively nauseating, suffering from nausea as we were
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During the afternoon we gradually came up to ice to the north of
us and thereafter ran along its southern edge to the westward; but
we were still in virtually open water.
The "James Caird" now went on ahead to prospect for an opening
to the north through the ice; the "Stancomb Wills" fell hopelessly
astern and it soon became clear that she had not the canvas to
keep pace with the other two boats, nor, being a heavy boat for
her size, could she compete with them under oars
The "Caird" presently "lay to" a mile ahead and the "Dudley
Docker" pulled up to her whereupon they were promptly sent
back to succour the "Wills" which was lagging more and more
behind. This gave us a lot of extra work and drew from her crew
various appropriate ejaculations. When we did eventually pick up
the "Wills" she was in a precarious situation in need of immediate
relief. She had been unable to hold up into the wind and had
drifted right up to the edge of the ice where she was in grave
dander of being knocked about under the in uence of the fairly
stiff breeze blowing. Eventually we all got together again and the
"Caird" piloted her two consorts through a fairly good lead which
she had found and once more we seemed to be clear of the ice
for all time
There were many bergs about, some of very fantastic shapes and
had we been entering the pack for the rst time, instead of leaving
it for the last, no doubt, we should have waxed enthusiastic about
their marvellous structure, but on this occasion we only
remember noticing one in particular, remarkable for its
resemblance to a very ugly old pig, snout and eye complete, and
rolling heavily from side to side as if wagging it head, as much to
say, "Well! you chaps, you were pretty lucky to get off so cheaply.
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By 5 p.m. it was becoming dusk so we pulled up to a stout
detached little oe in the middle of a large bay in the pack edge,
unloaded and hauled up the boats as before - had a frugal supper
of 4 ozs. dog pemmican (cold) each and a rich beverage made
from 2 1/3 lbs. "Trumilk" powder, pitched the tents and turned in
During the night a strong west wind sprang up, the swell increased
and the little oe rocked so much that one or two were sea sick
again. A good slice broke off one corner of the oe between 1
a.m. and 2 a.m
Tuesday, 11 April, 191
Snow set in during the night; the wind increased and so did the
swell
The oe we were on appeared to be a piece of an old ice foot (ice
formed during winter and attached to the shore). It was very
thick averaging 3 ft. above water and probably 20 ft. or so below,
but in spite of this it proved to be very rotten being in process of
disintegration by rotting and the action of the waves. We had
noticed, before getting on to it that it was much eroded at the
water level and that in places the water was making inroads into it
and as we hauled the boats up on it the edges crumbled away
rather more than usual under their weight but we had paid little
heed to it. In size and shape it was approximately circular and
about 20 yards across
Shortly after 5 a.m., a piece 8 yards square broke clean out of the
face leaving a small gulf ominously near to one of our provision
stacks and we had to hurriedly turn out in the dark and shift the
cases

.
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The gap was also uncomfortably near to the side of one of the
tents, but the occupants decided to chance it and sleep on, as we
all needed every scrap of rest we could get
A little later the carpenter, who was on watch, happened to be
standing on one corner of the oe which broke off with him on it
so that for a time he was marooned, but fortunately he had
previously called the next watchman and when the latter came
out to take his watch he retrieved the carpenter by throwing him
a line whereby they drew the two parts of the oe together until
it was possible to jump the crack between them
All night long the oe had been drifting towards the rest of the
pack and before dawn, not only had it become part of the packedge but it was rapidly being included in the pack itself. By 7 a.m.
we were so surrounded by broken pack that we were cut off from
the edge of the pack by at least 100 yards of intervening ice. Our
position began to look anything but satisfactory, but there was no
alternative but to await events. There was now a huge swell
running
The whole pack was undulating in a vast series of crests and
troughs with a distance of over 100 yards between the summits of
succeeding waves. Now we formed the top of the wave and the
next minute we were in a deep valley with mighty undulations
rising some 12 feet or so on either side of us. It was a
wonderfully impressive, awe-inspiring sight to thus see the whole
ice covered ocean in motion
Tuesday, 11 April, 1916 Continue
We waited and waited, hour by hour, watching the wonderful
con ict of the elements, at times unmindful of our desperate
position, spell-bound by the imposing majesty of the spectacle

.
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At rst, the pack was "close" i.e. there were practically no
interstices between the oes which composed it but gradually it
became loose until at last there seemed to be a reasonable chance
of our getting the boats through the intervening belt and to reach
open water. We took it. The intermittent snow-squalls began to
get less frequent and in a lull of the storm we launched and loaded
the boats with the utmost dispatch, and got them clear of the
small channel beside the oe just in the nick of time to see the
two oes forming the side of our late haven come together with a
splitting, pulverising crash, but we were safe and in a very few
minutes had navigated through the hundred yard belt of oes and
were again in open water
Whilst loading the boats, Sir Ernest had a narrow a shave as ever
he had of an impromptu ducking, the edge of the oe giving way
right underneath him, but several of us were close by and pulled
him up before he had quite disappeared below the edge to the
oe. It was to his advantage that he had his back to the water for
he was in a position to somewhat retard his fall, an advantage of
which he was not slow to avail himself. There was time for
neither condolences nor congratulations and treating it as an
ordinary, every day occurrence he merely expedited the
proceedings with redoubled energy
We were glad enough to see the last of that oe for it was all the
while rapidly becoming untenable. At 9 a.m., seas were, now and
again, washing right on to its surface in such a menacing way that
we deemed it expedient to shift the boats, and all the provisions,
on to the very thickest part of it
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Meanwhile the storm was raging and our little oe was gradually
getting smaller and smaller, the edges being ground away by the
attrition of the surrounding oes and "growlers"

Only one untoward occurrence took place in getting away, which
might have been fraught with various consequences. In launching
the "Caird" she tipped over on her side owing to the height off
the bank at the only place where open water permitted us to
launch her and to our not having time to cut a proper launching
slip, as we had been careful to on previous occasions. She partly
lled with water before she righted herself, but a few minutes and
strenuous work bailing soon saw her clear again ready to receive
her complement of men and stores
It was nearly 1 p.m. by the time that we were clear of the turmoil
of ice
The wind abated somewhat
There were numerous seals about, some on oes, but the majority
in the water; two, in particular, attracted our notice by their
evident alarm on sighting the boats, signi cant, at once, of their
differing from the familiar crab-eaters, Weddells and sea leopards,
which evince comparative indifference under these circumstances
Sir Ernest judged them to be specimens of, the now extremely
rare, sea-bears, or fur-bearing Antarctic, seal ruthlessly decimated
and almost exterminated by the rapacity of the sealers in the early
part of the last century
It is said that no less than 1,200,000 were slaughtered in a single
season. A sanctuary has now been provided for them at the
Falkland Islands where they are believed to be on the increase and
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Still it had, at rst, been hospitable enough and had after all
afforded u a night of comparative shelter rather than a night of
terror

We made some way in a N.W. direction, winding about a good
deal in and out of channels through the ice but it was obvious that
our late start precluded our making any appreciable run before
night-fall. We determined, however, to keep on as long as possible
and even pull all night if circumstances favoured our doing so
We estimated that we were about twelve miles north of the
position in which we had left "Patience Camp", but it was only a
very rough dead reckoning as there were so many factors to be
taken into account besides our very serpentine course, wind, drift
and tide. No chance occurred of "taking sights" for latitude and
longitude, the weather being very overcast
At night-fall we were still amongst much loose ice and making for
a suitable looking oes we made fast to it and as before rst
disembarked the cook and his blubber stove wherewith milk was
soon in preparation. As soon as the cook had his gear xed up we
commence landing the provision cases, but the work was
rendered very dif cult by the swell causing the boats to bob up
and down, and by the time the milk was prepared, work was
altogether impeded by detached blocks of ice coming up and
interposing themselves between the boats and the edge of the
oe
The project of camping on the oe was thereupon abandoned.
The stove, etc., was returned to the boat, the boats were drawn
up alongside one another with their bows towards the oe and
the mild was served independently in each boat
One of the sailors, Stephenson, fell into the water, probably
through his own clumsiness, but he is, none the less, entitled to
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it is to be hoped that so beautiful a creature will thus be saved
from extinction

our sympathy under the circumstances. He only went in up to his
thighs but, of course, got wet through. As there was now no
change of clothing available he had to get dry as best he could, but
he did not seem to suffer much in consequence though the night
was cold enough. Mr. Wild, too, all but fell in, through the ice edge
breaking away under him whilst mooring the boats
With the milk, we had a couple of biscuits, and the last 1/4 lb. of
dog-pemmican, having previously had the same amount for
luncheon
Until now we had been issuing the biscuits, pemmican and milk to
each of the other boats from a case which had been opened in the
"Dudley Docker", but owing to the dif culty of lling up their
respective tins and the danger of loss in passing them across from
one boat to the other, I proposed to Sir Ernest that each boat
should open a case of their own and provide for their respective
issues henceforth. He, at once, acquiesced, but in answering him I
raised my voice, unnecessarily, in order to be heard above the
plash of the surf against the oe. Sir Ernest, mistaking this for
disrespectfulness, rebuked him there and then
It was indicative of the high tension to which his nerves must have
been strung by the present strain coming as it does directly on the
top of many months of anxiety. It is surprising that he was not far
more irritable on occasion, when one considers how much at
times many of us worried him with our petty personal concerns.
At one of the most critical situations, one member feeling hungry
appealed to him sour times at short intervals, until he insisted
upon getting a hearing, to ask whether he could have an extra
lump of "nut food" to eat
As the ice continued to accumulate around us, it was, to after all
be our lot, to spend a night in the boats, in the open.
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Up to this point the "hoop" tents had been carried in the bows of
each boat, but anticipating some danger from having so much
weight forward and being unable to store them otherwise, Sir
Ernest decided upon extracting the iron hoops from them so that
we could continue to carry the canvas but lighten the boats of the
weight of the hoops and at the same time disperse with the
serious encumbrance of their stowage
This was accordingly done, and although it seemed like vandalism
to destroy, in this way, our only means of shelter ashore, yet there
is no doubt that it was a wise provision at the time and the
increased sense of freedom it conferred upon the boats was at
once apparent
About 6 p.m. we were compelled to shove off and after an hour
or two of paddling about came up to a piece of heavy old oe
under the lee of which we lay for the remainder of the night. It
was very dark, bitterly cold and a driving sleet added to our
discomfort
We took watches on the oars all through the night, those not on
watch huddling together as best they could in the stern for mutual
warmth, cheering each other up or squabbling for the favoured
positions accordingly, as the primitiveness or the re nement of
their natures asserted itself
An unexpected horror was added to our already suf cient
discomforts by the presence of a large school of killer whales,
which surrounded us on every side, like fat bulls of Basan
Their blood-curdling blasts, now coming from the distant darkness,
now right alongside the boat, seemed to bring one face to face
with "the great Leviathan" and, every now and then, we could see
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their sinister black forms diving like submarines beneath our frail
boats
These deadly creatures, more rapacious than sharks and the
largest carnivourous animal that has ever lived, would have made
short work of a boat's crew had they chance to upset us, for they
chase seals and swallow them whole, as many as eleven seals
having been found in the stomach of a single killer
Whether their unwelcome attentions were prompted by curiosity
or not it is impossible to say, but it is certain that for several hours
each one of us was expecting every moment to become the
"joint" at a whales' banquet
Again, we owe to providence the fact that they did not molest us
and that we, therefore, escaped scot free from another of the
many dangers that beset the path of those who go down to the
Antarctic seas in ships
That they were Killer Whales we were certain by their short
length, their white throats, which we occasionally saw, and by their
unmistakable dorsal ns
It was indeed a miserably spent night, with sea-sickness added to
the other horrors for some. The sleet covered us at times half
and inch thick, and the keen wind pierced us through and through
Our Burberry suits were our greatest protection in preventing the
penetration of the wind, but eventually even they got wet through
with the continues driving sleet, and never was a poor
shipwrecked crew more thankful than when dawn at last broke on
us

.
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The rst, faint light of day broke on a pale grey, clear sky
betokening a ne morning and as the splendid orb of a gold red
sun rose from out of the sea on a clean cut horizon, day dawned
in all its splendour. None of us, however, will ever forget that night
of misery and exposure in so bleak a climate. For us it had no
redeeming feature, not even one hot beverage to soften its grim
recollection. To have prepared one was entirely out of the
question. What a joy would not Thermos asks have been, but
here again their bulk would have rendered them prohibitive
As it was we were terribly cramped for space in the small "sternwell" which was more than already half lled with cases, a large
sack of seal meat, another of sennegrass and a big water barrel
(empty)
Wednesday, 12 April, 191
The promise of dawn was ful lled; the day broke ne and calm.
Everything looked propitious for getting "sights" for position,
which it was now becoming urgent for us to ascertain for we
knew not where the wind and drift might have place us by this
time. At 6 a.m. our tiny eet was under way, and, selecting a fairly
large oe with the remains of a pressure ridge some 15 feet height
upon it, we pulled along-side and had the blubber stove going in
no time. It was a delightful scene, the bright are of the stove
blazing away against a background of snow tinted purple by the
lightening dawn; but the appeal it made to our eyes was
insigni cant beside that which it made to our stomachs, and
before long we were able to stave our hunger with a good meal of
milk and biscuits and an 8 oz. cake of Bovril sledging ration
(uncooked) each. This sledging ration consists of compressed
rectangular cakes composed of a mixture of the following
ingredients: ground oatmeal, lard, sugar and Bovril meat protein
the impalpable powder found at the bottom of a cup of liquid
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Proceeding after breakfast in a westerly direction we followed a
long line of pack to the north of us. Seals were abundant. There
were literally hundreds of them, some times as many as fteen on
one small oe. It appears probable that the seals congregate on
the outskirts of the pack as winter sets in either prior to
migrating to northern islands or it may be they remain at the pack
edge throughout the winter for the sake of getting a fair amount
of daylight in that latitude. As we and the day advanced, the
weather deteriorated but the sun's disc was suf ciently visible
through the haze for Captain Worsley to get the much desired
"sights"; to our very great chagrin these places us in latitude 62.15
N. longitude 53.5 W. As he and all of us had been fully con dent of
nding ourselves at least two degrees of longitude to the
westward of this and not a great way from King George Island,
this was really a severe blow to us for it seemed as if we were so
far from terra rma as when we started and we had hoped to be
so very much nearer than this. Captain Worsley had estimated by
dead reckoning that we ought to be longitude 55 W., and his dead
reckoning had for months past been so notably good that we were
at rst loath to believe the bad news, but a second observation
amply con rmed the accuracy of the rst. It became necessary
now to communicate the bad news to Sir Ernest who came up
alongside the "Dudley Docker" in the "Caird". One would have
expected any leader to utter some ejaculation on the receipt of
such hope blasting news, but he never for a moment turned a hair.
That bespeaks a great General
It recalls an incident in South Africa, how Lord Roberts, when he
was informed that the whole of his supply train had been cut off,
merely thanked the bearer for the message and went on with his
writing. Later Sir Ernest got into the "Docker" to study the chart
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"Bovril". Cooked it is delicious, tasting like very soft rich porridge,
but it almost nauseating uncooked

and confer with Captain Worsley and, in a very short space of
time, he had decided to abandon the effort to reach the South
Shetland Islands, and to take advantage of the N.W. wind and run
on the starboard tack for Hope Bay in Louis Phillippe Land about
180 miles S.W. of us, where 3 of Nordenskjold's party wintered in
1889
Our position, therefore, was some 60 miles South of the extreme
eastern end of Clarence Island so that we had really hardly made
anything to the good on our route since rst taking to the boats;
still we were in open water, free to move, and this alone was half
the battle. By far the greatest peril that beset us at this time was
the danger of being carried out by Southerly winds through the
wide 80 mile gap between Elephant Island and King George Island
For the last fortnight on the oe at "Patience Camp" the
possibility of drifting through this gap with the pack had been a
real menace as our direction of drift was then running straight
toward the centre of it and now it seemed as if four old bugbear
was again about to threaten us.
By night-fall the weather was getting colder and wetter and once
more we had to nerve ourselves up for another nightmare night
to be spent in the boats. At rst it looked as if we might be able
to make some sort of camp on a oe, to the lee side of which we
moored ourselves for a time to take shelter, but on the oe
swinging round, our side became the windward side and drift ice
descended upon us so suddenly that we had to cut the painter in
order to escape in time from the embraces of the ice blocks,
thereby losing eight fathoms of good rope. We made the three
boats fast to one another and so spent another wretched night in
the open, improving matters a little by drawing the remains of a
tent over us, but it was bitterly cold and no one got any sustained
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sleep. In spite of everything, I snored as usual and denied it in the
morning
Before "turning in", save the mark, we prepared a hot beverage of
milk, cooking it over a primus lamp in each boat. Never was a hot
drink more welcome, especially as it subsequently transpired this
was the last one we had in the boats
The lling of the lamps and boiling of the mild certainly re ect
great credit on those who conducted operations with the boats
bobbing about all the time, nor did the milk taste of paraf n in the
slightest degree notwithstanding that a good deal was spilled
about whilst lling the primus lamp
Thursday, 13 April, 191
Again we had spent the night in the boats, hove to in the open
giving an occasional touch to the oars to prevent the boats from
crashing against each other in the dark
The obligation of having to have the oars ready for immediate use
greatly restricted the accommodation available for those not on
the oars, and the frequent changing of watches was very trying. It
is only natural that the general discomfort engendered a certain
amount of "snappiness" amongst us, some contending that if only
everyone would agree to t themselves in back to front there
would just be room for all to lie down together, the opposition,
asserting that this was not a feasible arrangement, sat hunched up,
and so precluded the "lie-down" adherents from putting their plan
into execution, so that neither faction was as comfortable as they
might have been by a little more amicable co-operation. The
increasing cold made sleep impossible
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The temperature was not recorded, but judging from experience,
it must have been as low, if not lower than, -10 degrees, for the
spray was freezing on the oars all night until they were caked with
ice making them double their weight and three times their normal
thickness and so slippery as great icicles. It is not to be wondered
at that during the night two oars were lost. This, later, proved a
more serious loss than at rst supposed
When daylight came we found that not only were the boats
sheathed in ice both outside and inside but that the surface of the
sea, too, had frozen over suf ciently, to greatly hamper the
progress of rowing boats
There must have been about a quarter of a ton of ice on each
boat, as they were all considerably deeper in the water on account
of it, and as the greater part of it had accumulated forward they
were well down by the bows, and it became necessary to pull up
along side each other in order to get a hand in another boat too
hack the ice off with an ice axe
The ice on the inside of the boat was carefully scraped off
wherever it was accessible, but it was frozen on very hard and all
over everything, and several inches thick along the heel of the boat
where it could not be got at. For breakfast we had a cake of cold
sledging rations each and in lieu of a beverage we sucked a piece
of ice. We made along in a westerly direction by very slowly, as it
was hard work cutting through the layer of young ice under oars
only. There was no wind
It was very foggy. As we proceeded the air became warmer, and
the ice grew more and more slushy which, if anything, made it only
more dif cult to row through. Every here and there, however,
there were short stretches of clear water and these becoming
more frequent, we were able to make better progress until, at last,

.
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we came to an area where the young ice was all broken up by
hundreds of small ice growlers and fragments. We were now able
to get along at a better pace, but extreme caution had to be
exercised to avoid running into larger, almost submerged, lumps of
ice and so damaging the boats. As it was, each boat received
several crushing blows that seemed to t to "Shiver her timbers".
A little further on, we came to yet another area abounding in
pancake ice, little more or less circular slabs of thick, at, young ice
varying in size from a tea tray to a table and with little ridges all
round their edges formed by their mutual attrition. A remarkable
feature of all this pancake ice was that on nearly every slab were
one or two small dead sh which had somehow been washed up
on to the ice, but just how, we could formulate no de nite opinion.
It's an ill wind that blows no one any good, and so thought the
snow petrels perhaps, who were reaping a rich harvest on so
elegantly served a banquet - a separate plate to each sh. It was
well into afternoon by the time that we were clear of all this
labyrinth of ice fragments and once again in open water. A S.E.
wind had sprung up and now Sir Ernest decided to take advantage
of it and again run for the South Shetlands. This decision met with
unanimous approval, for the idea of making for Hope Bay never
had been very popular. We were still possessed of suf cient
humour for someone to refer to it as Hopeless Bay
By 4 p.m., it was half a gale and although the sea was rough we
made good way. As evening closed it got so rough that Sir Ernest
deemed it unsafe to sail on through the night as he had, at rst,
intended to, and ordering the "Docker" and "Wills" to come up
and make fast to the "Caird", a sea anchor was improvised out of a
couple of oars and we all "lay to" for the night. The preparation of
any beverage was out of the question, so we made to the best we
could by again eating ice and also had some nut food and biscuit

.
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It was dif cult enough to prevent the water from getting into the
provision boxes whilst they were opened up to get the food out
of for spray was washing right over the boats and frequent bailing
out became necessary
The "Caird", being partly decked over forward and aft, was the
least affected by it. On the other hand the "Wills" not having had
her gunwale raised, as had the "Caird" and "Docker", had much
the worst time throughout
As the water splashed into the boats it froze instantly forming
thick encrustation's of ice on the inside of the boat and over all
the gear freezing up the sail as stiff as a piece of corrugated iron
Fortunately the water which ran into the bottom of the boat did
not freeze at once so that by frequent bailing we were able to
keep pace with it and prevent the accumulation of ice along the
keels, where, had it once formed, it would have been next to
impossible to eradicate it on account of the cargo. Much sleet
covered us, and what with this and the sea spray we were all, more
or less, wet through and our outer clothing was frozen stiff. Our
time was largely occupied in picking the ice off each other's backs.
It would be a lie to say that we were at all happy under these
circumstances but now and again we made a feeble effort to
assume a cheerful, hopeful air in spite of ourselves
We were being sorely tried, indeed, though. Morning came at last
About 4 a.m., the storm abated and a glorious glow of crimson
mauve ashed up on the eastern horizon and presently the sun
itself peeped over the brink of the waters in all his golden
splendour and so began the nest day we had had for weeks; but
far more thrilling still, there lay Clarence Island rising high and
snow clad from out of the sea not a very great way off

.
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Certainly it seemed much nearer than it really was. It really was
nearly 40 miles off, and yet it seemed no more than ten, but all the
distances are very deceptive in the Antarctic owing both to the
clearness of the atmosphere and to the absence of trees and the
works of men whereby to form a comparison to gauge the
distance by
The brilliant morning then of the 14th amply compensated us for
the misery of the night of the 13th to 14th April
Friday, 14 April, 191
It was a truly magni cent sunrise, as beautiful a one as we had
seen and the brightness and genial glow put new warmth into our
half frozen bodies and raised new hopes in our hearts. The spray
during the night had frozen on our outer clothing and our
Burberry blouses were as stiff as parchment on us. As they
thawed out they became correspondingly wet, but when the sun
got higher in the sky its warmth, aided by the breeze was suf cient
to dry things and we hung out our mitts, socks, etc., on the stays
of the mast and got them fairly dry during the day
During the whole voyage, even on the coldest nights, we found
that in spite of our mitts being so sopping wet that we had to take
them off from time to time to wring the water out of them, they
kept our hands reasonably warm. or if not exactly warm, they did
not get so cold as to be in danger of frost bite, though they felt
wet and cold all the time, as was only to be expected. In the case
of our socks, however, this did not apply and we had to resort to
every possible expedient to keep our feet fairly dry
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As it grew lighter, Elephant Island loomed up through the mist on
our port hand and for various reasons, thenceforth, became our
goal
It was considered that the precipitousness of Clarence might
preclude a landing thereon, and, should we be carried by adverse
winds or currents to the eastward we might fail to weather it
altogether and Elephant Island was approximately no further off
If, on the other hand, having set our course for Elephant Island, we
should fail to weather it we should still have Clarence Island under
our lee to the eastward, and various other small islets if we should
be carried to the westward. A lot might happen in a run of forty
miles, and we were not for taking any risks just then, so that
decision, to run for the central point of the group, received
general endorsement
This morning was a truly beautiful one, we all got quite warm
again rowing, Marston in the "Docker" enlivened us with songs and
we all felt much happier then we had for several days, con dent
this time of making the land. If the S.E. wind, which had sprung up,
was maintained throughout the day it seemed probable that we
should make the land before night fall. Except for sucking ice
chips, we had had nothing to quench our thirst with since the milk
of the evening of the 12th inst., as whilst waiting for the poor old
"Stancomb Wills" to catch up, the "Docker" drew up to a small
lump of ice and tried to secure it with an ice axe, but it proved, on
closer acquaintance, to be bigger than at rst supposed and the
attempt to take it in tow by means of impaling it with the business
end of the ice axe all but resulted in the loss of that valuable
implement. Not having slowed down they overshot it by so much
that by the time they had checked their was the "growler" was far
astern of them that it was not worth while "going about" to
retrieve it, but coming on another piece they commenced

.
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preparations to secure it in a more systematic manner. Just then
the "Caird" came up and Sir Ernest, being anxious to proceed,
ordered them to desist. This proved unfortunate for, save for a
very small fragment of ice in the "Docker", and part of which was
subsequently given to the "Caird", we did no encounter any more
ice and were thereafter without means of quenching our thirst.
We had too, to wait about for half an hour for the "Stancomb
Wills" to catch us up. She had been the lame duck all along, and
though her presence added enormously to our resources and
carrying capacity, yet she seriously impeded the progress of the
other two boats. We could but sympathize with her occupants as,
having a wholly inadequate spread of canvas, she was heavily
handicapped and her crew had the harder work on the oars,
besides which, her low gunwale rendered her much the wettest
boat of the three. We never pulled more than four oars at a time
in any of the boats so as to work the crews in two watches by half
hour spells
This was a very satisfactory arrangement as it gave one a
complete rest between spells but not long enough to get chilled
through; one was generally glad enough to get back on the oars,
after a resting spell, to get warm again. Signs were not wanting
that we were beginning to have about enough of it. More than
one of the party in the "Wills" was suffering from general
exhaustion, but nothing could be done for them just then. We had
to go on. The ultimate safety and resuscitation of the party
depended upon our reaching terra rma at the earliest possible
moment. Delay was dangerous - dispatch imperative
Blackborrow, one of the sailors in the "Wills", reported that he
thought there was something wrong with his feet, and examination
proved this to be only too true; but it was impossible to do much
for him under the circumstances, so he had to grin and bear it

.
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Fortunately severe frost-bite itself is unaccompanied by pain; it is
the revival that is painful.
There was little likelihood of
Blackborrow's feet reviving at all until we reached the land when
proper means could be supplied.
Earlier in the morning,
Greenstreet in the "Docker" had found that one of his feet had
"gone". On taking off his sock he revealed a foot as white as a
tallow which I eventually succeeded in restoring to vitality in the
classic manner by alternately massaging it and placing it against my
bare stomach inside my shirt. Quite the "little hero" that time
We sailed on and on all the morning before a fresh breeze passing
a couple of bergs in one of which into which the swell was rolling
and breaking against the steep slopes of the berg, with a ne roar.
Another berg rather resembled a Red Indian's feathered headgear,
but still the land did not seem to get appreciably nearer
Of pack or drift there was none. It was evident that we had a
clear run to the land. All depended no on the wind. At 3 p.m. it
died down. Two hours later heavy lowering skies to the N.W.
betokened a storm brewing and at 5 p.m. the storm burst upon us
with a strong S.W. wind. We were apparently about 8 miles from
Elephant Island before the gathering darkness shut it off from view;
in reality we were more like 18 miles off, but we were able to see
the details and con guration of the land very clearly, though we
afterwards found out that what we took to be rocky cliffs a
couple of hundred feet high were actually mountains as many
thousands
For some time we had been feeling the affects of thirst and, having
no ice left, we now took to chewing raw frozen seal meat for the
sake of the moisture in it, and very good it seemed to be at that
juncture

.
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It now grew very dark, the gale increased, the seas, lashed into
foam by the wind, dashed over us in spray chilling us through to
the marrow, and we were not wrong in supposing that we were in
for yet another night of extreme exposure, But all the while, we
felt we were nearing land, the land that would dispel all our
troubles. The wind now veered round to N.W. and this brought
the sea full on our port beam. We were able to sail well enough
on this "slant" but the change of wind caused more and more
water to break over the boats and we had to resort to almost
continuous bailing.
Before the night had fairly set in, the "Caird" took the "Wills" in
tow and henceforward never let go of her. Sir Ernest hailed the
"Docker" and she drew up along side him, he shouted out some
directions but his voice was almost wholly inaudible above the
storm, though, as we correctly assumed, he was enjoining them to
follow and keep in sight of the "Caird" all night. Practically ever
since we had rst started Sir Ernest had been standing erect day
and night on the stern counter of the "Caird", only holding on to
one of the stays of the little mizzen mast, conning our course the
whole time the boats were underway
How he stood the incessant vigil and exposure is marvellous, but
he is a wonderful man and so is his constitution. He simply never
spares himself if, by his individual toil, he can possibly bene t
anyone else
A characteristic instance of his unsel shness in this was occurred
in the boats. Hurley lost his mitts, Sir Ernest seeing this, at once
divested himself of his own, and in spite of the fact that he was
standing up in the most exposed position all the while, he insisted
upon Hurley's acceptance of the mitts, and on the latter's
protesting, Sir Ernest was on the point of throwing them
overboard rather than wear them when one of his subordinates
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had to go without; as a consequence Sir Ernest had one nger
rather severely frost bitten
Captain Worsley in the "Docker" too stuck to his post gallantly
hour by hour steering his boat skillfully to safety, sitting up in the
stern wet through to the skin. Lt. Hudson and Crean who steered
the Wills alternately are likewise deserving of the highest praise
We again did the best we could during the night pulling the tent
clothes over us to afford some protection from the cold and wet.
We were under reefed sail all night, rowing became out of the
question early in the evening owing to the roughness of the sea
We had to bail almost continuously and as this was much hindered
by the encumbrance of baggage over the well in the stern we
several times contemplated throwing certain articles overboard as
the necessity of access to the well became more and more urgent
and nally in the "Docker" we ejected the greater part of the sack
of seal meat. About midnight, Cheetham, our old sailor-of cer in
the "Docker", thought he heard the boat's back cracking and so
there was nothing for it but to shift some of the cases from
forward aft, a task of no small dif culty under the circumstances,
and thereafter they had all to crowd down in the stern and keep
on shifting every time that bailing was in progress. Wave after
wave dashed its spray over us and we got miserably wet
The "Docker" had no light but the "Caird" had a lamp which she
exhibited from time to time and by means of which the former
were able to keep in touch with her for some time
Having no light and only a pocket compass which was quite
invisible in the dark, Captain Worsley elected to keep his boat as
close to windward as possible, so as to keep both the land and the
"Caird" under his lee. He feared too that the wind might have
veered still more to the northward. As a result, he nally failed to
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see the "Caird's" intermittent light any more and thereafter was,
so to speak, "on his own"
The boat made a great but more leeway than headway. After, we
wondered whether we might not ultimately overshoot the land, if
we had not indeed already done so, by passing between Elephant
and Clarence Islands, so much longer was the way than we had
expected it to be. At times we thought we saw the faint "blink" of
Elephant's snow cap right ahead of us
About 3 a.m. the moon rose and some diffused light penetrated
the barge but the moon itself was not visible. Only twice during
the night and after repeated efforts, did we succeed in keeping
matches alight long enough, under the tent cloth, to see the little
compass and so enable Captain Worsley to verify his course and
the wind
One of two of her crew now noticed that he was showing signs of
succumbing to his unceasing vigil; several times he did not seem to
hear them speaking to him, nally they could get no replies from
him, his head sunk on to his chest and he seemed on the point of
collapse, so they persuaded him to lie down for a bit and let
Greenstreet take the helm
Now the night was nearly done; the worst experience of all our
trip was coming to a happy conclusion, but just what the issue
would be we were still in some doubt as we could not yet
certainly see the land

.
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PART SIX - ELEPHANT ISLAND

Saturday, 15 April, 1916 (This entry is written as if Lees had been
in the "Caird")
Faint dawn crept up at 5 a.m
The haze suddenly dispersed and to our unspeakable joy we found
ourselves confronted by the vast ice cliff of a glacier face. We
thought, at the time, that if it had not revealed itself just at that
moment we should have run on in the fog and crashed into the
glacier, head on, but we soon realized at how much we had underestimated the distance when we lowered the sail and mast and
proceeded to pull in toward the glacier face. It was half and hour
before we got anywhere near it, so it must have been over a mile
away when we rst saw it. We now took care to give it a
suf ciently wide berth for fear of great pieces breaking off, the
splash alone of which is suf cient to capsize a rowing boat
The "Docker" was no where in sight but we guessed that she was
to windward of us as she had been the last time that we had seen
her
The wind had moderated a lot but the sea was still rough and very
"choppy" under the land
There was nothing to do but to run along the coast before the
wind and seek for a landing place
So excellent had Wild's judgment been overnight that without
appreciably altering course we made for a promising looking little
beach on what appeared to be the extreme southeast corner of

.
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Direct landing was rendered impossible by a at reef of rocks
which extended along the whole foreshore directly in front of the
beach and through which there was only one narrow little channel
just wide enough and deep enough to admit one boat at a time
In order to lighten her as much as possible, a good deal of the
cargo and several of the crew of the "Wells" were transferred to
the "Caird". Sir Ernest, exchanging places with them and piloting
the "Wells" ashore with only four hands, was the rst to set foot
on our long longed-for, hard fought for goal - and what of it now
that we had won through so far - to have gained this wholly
deserted, glaciated rock entirely destitute of vegetation even or,
indeed, of anything, except stones, that could be pressed into the
service of men
Not exactly an Utopia, but to us, an even more barren place, if
such a thing could possibly be conceived, would still have been an
earthly paradise
Elephant Island is roughly rectangular in shape with its longer axis
running east and west and at its northwest corner a considerable
reentrant (?) named Table Bay, probably on account of some
fancied resemblance to its South African prototype. It was that
point that we hoped to have reached owing to the probability of
its offering better camping facilities and possibly even a few tufts of
tussock grass as vaguely indicated in the South Atlantic "Sailing
Directions" but as it is unlikely that Elephant Island has been

.
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the island and by about 10 a.m. were rewarded by reaching it and
nding that it was in every way suitable for a temporary landing;
although the impossibility of getting inland at all owing to
precipitous rock faces rising 2000 ft. sheer up from the beach
made it unlikely that we should x upon this place as a permanent
camp

visited for over one hundred years, indeed it is not certain
whether anyone ever has actually landed on it, too much reliance
cannot be place upon the of cial directories of these remote
localities, the recent commercial value of which is con ned to the
fact that they may occasionally fall within the sphere of operation
of the Norwegian whalers from Deception Island, 250 miles to the
S.W
The cook and his indispensable ally, the blubber stove were
amongst the rst consignment of gear to be landed
(Returns to writing as a member of the crew of the "Docker"
The following quoted from my diary, written actually in the boat
whilst waiting to land, indicates how she fared after parting
company with her consort in the darkness and after she had
"made" the land in the early morning about the same time as the
"Caird"
We downed "sail" and pulled with a will. A following sea promptly
"pooped" us, wetted Greenstreet through and made eight inches
of water in the bottom of the boat. I began to bail. Before I had
lowered the water an inch another sea came over and another
until there was over a foot of water in the boat. I too was now
wet through. The boat became dangerously low in the water. "Bail
for your life, Colonel.", said Greenstreet and I bailed as I had never
bailed before. By strenuous efforts we kept the water down but
for a time it was touch and go
The skipper was so exhausted that he slept through all this in
spite of the cold
We were all desperately thirsty having nished our last chips of ice
the previous afternoon; some of us had partially relieved our
distress by drinking very sparingly of sea water during the night

.
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Strange to say, it did actually relieve one's thirst to a considerable
extent and had no ill after effects whatever but one would not
have had recourse to this dangerous expedient were it not for the
reasonable presumption of reaching the land the next morning.
Needless to say we now eagerly kept a look out for any small
fragments of ice that might be oating about and presently our
vigilance was rewarded and we seized upon a little lump, divided
and devoured it with the eagerness of travellers in the Sahara
We kept along the coast which stretched east and west in one
great line of glacier face, broken only here and there by
precipitous rocky headlands. The glaciers were all very short
being merely the lower phase of the inland ice cap. The whole
land was snow covered, save for the most precipitous slopes
where the snow could not nd a holding or was blown off as soon
as it fell. The few exposed peaks were of the aiguille type,
extremely rugged
We continued to the east. Now and again we passed by miniature
moranic beaches at the edge of some great glacier, but none that
would afford a safe embarkation, for it is not well to cultivate too
close acquaintanceship with a glacier; lumps drop off at intervals
and a single on of these might annihilate a whole party, boat and
all. The upper slopes of the land looked forbidding enough,
covered with perennial snow
From time to time, we could discern blizzard gusts passing over
the mountain tops in long "horse tails" of snow, travelling with
incredible speed from west to east. All the while it was getting
lighter. Suddenly Marston declared that he thought he had just
caught sight of a boat in the of ng disappearing round a headland
not more than a mile or so ahead of us. We all scanned the
distance but none of us could discern anything of the nature of the
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alleged apparition and there was some tendency to ascribe it to
hallucination. We pulled on, however in the direction indicated
and great was our joy on rounding the next point to see the
"Caird" and her consort safely ensconced in a small rock bound
bay. In half and hour's time we were once more all reunited. We
learned that the "Caird" had faired very similarly to ourselves. The
"Wills" had had a very bad time of it, taking in water, if anything, in
greater quantities than we had. Lt. Hudson, in charge of her was
almost prostrated and had both hands badly frost bitten, through
neglecting to wear his mitts all night. Crean had had to relieve
him at the helm
The "Caird" having a lighted boats' compass had been able to steer
a truer course and had made direct for the Eastern extremity of
the land running much more to leeward than we had dared to do.
Wild had piloted her all night, as indeed he had throughout most
of this anxious journey. Sir Ernest had been persuaded to take a
little rest, or at least to descend from his exposed position on the
stern counter where he had been standing daily for the last ve
days for twelve hours a day, and take a little shelter within the
boat. He evinced much anxiety as to the whereabouts of the
"Docker" all night, but as often as he enquired of Wild the latter
asserted that she was now here, now there or that he could
clearly see her or had just seen her, and so on, which was very
justi able under the circumstances as it helped to allay Sir Ernest's
uneasiness
The two boats had arrived at this little bay only an hour ahead of
us, but when we came up, Sir Ernest and several members were
already ashore and the blubber stove was fuming away merrily.
What we at rst took to be merely rounded rocks of the beach
proved, to our huge delight, to be numerous seals, ten or a dozen
at least. The beach was a pebbly and its width between headlands
about 300 yards. Our landing was greatly delayed by the necessity
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of having to work one boat, the "Wills", as tender, to the other
two and transporting the stores therein in small loads. This was
especially tedious as we were all naturally most anxious to step
ashore
There was, however, nothing for it and the labourious work had to
be proceeded with until all the fty 60 lb. cases of provisions, 28
sleeping bags and a couple of score of other cases, bags and
bundles of impediments had been safely landed
It was, of course, necessary to keep several hands in each boat to
prevent them from being crushed on to the rocks, so that
although landing commenced about 8 a.m. it was close to noon
before everyone was ashore. Greenstreet, who remained out in
the "Docker", improved the occasion by shing, baiting the hook
with seal meat, and much to our surprise, succeeded in catching
three ne rock cod, bullet headed sh upwards of a pound each
Those of us who were required to unship the stores out of the
"Wills" as she came in laden each time, had to wade out to her up
to our knees all the time, but as our feet were already pretty wet
it did not much matter and although we were paddling about thus
for nearly three hours in the ice cold water, it did not seem to do
us any harm. We discovered to our cost, later, that the salt water
completely ruined our nneskoe.
Eventually everything was
brought ashore and Marston and I were taken out in the "Wills" in
order that we might bring in the "Docker"
The "Wills" returned and was safely hauled up on the beach. It
was now the "Docker's" turn. She was navigated safely into the
rock channel, but the tide had fallen and so there was less water
over the rock bar than was supposed and she stuck on it and
could not get over. Pushing and poling was of no avail. There was
still a good swell running and this bumped the boat dangerously
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on the rock. For a while it looked as if she must get stove in. She
heeled over and partly lled. This made her so much the heavier
and matters worse. It would have been a terrible catastrophe to
have lost her then
The painter was thrown to hands ashore and at that moment a
bigger swell than usual came along and with a lusty, "Haul together,
lads!" the "Docker" jumped the bar and was easily hauled up on to
the beach
It was next the turn of the "Caird". It was clear that with her
deeper draught it would be suicidal to introduce her into the
channel through the rocks and so if we were to get her ashore at
all, the best chance of success lay in hauling her up over the rock
ledge itself, and this was what we did. It took a great deal of hard
hauling and, in our emaciated condition all hands, to hoist the
heavy boat up.. It also required close watchfulness and keen
judgment of Sir Ernest's part to choose the opportunity to haul
her over the crest of the ledge
The ledge was approximately level and the distance from the
water's edge to the beach about 40 yards only. As soon as the
boat was up on the ledge it was found that to drag her along over
the sharp rough rock could damage her keel, so oars and
stretchers were laid down transversely for her to ride over. One
of the oars was thus broken which subsequently proved a most
serious loss
As soon as we were all ashore we had a substantial breakfast of
"Trumilk" and huge seal steaks with an unlimited quantity of
blubber and blubber oil. We greedily ate all we could get
We had, we found, developed an actual craving for seal meat,
which fact surprised us very much as we had grown heartily tired

.
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of it at Patience Camp and had always been looking forward to
the biscuit and sledging ration that we knew would form our
principal diet in the boats. Now strange to say, the reverse
seemed to be the case. "Seal steak and blubber" we loudly
reiterated when the cook asked us what we would like for
breakfast. The sledging rations had no attractions for us
The cook had committed great havoc amongst the seals,
slaughtering 10 of them with all the primitive savagery of a child
killing ies. This was his rst opportunity of killing his own larder
for himself and he took it with a vengeance
All the seals were Weddells, the most defenseless of creatures; a
blow on the nose with a stick stuns them and enables one to cut
their throats, then they quickly bleed to death, generally without
further remonstrance. As one advances to the attack they merely
stare at one with blank amazement and wide open mouths and
the closer one gets the wider they gape until the fatal blow falls.
One can even step on them and they scarcely ever attempt to get
out of the way
Exhausted as we were we yet felt frolicsome enough to jump on
one on this very occasion to see what it would do. It merely
woke up, looked at us sleepily and went to sleep again
Reference to the chart indicated our landfall as Cape Valentine, or
rather that seemed to be the name of the headland forming the
eastern side of the little bay in which we had landed. Certainly no
one had ever landed here before but it appears to have been so
named by Smith, an early sealer-explorer, about 1820 who
circumnavigated the South Shetlands and charted them, and may
be he passed this point of St.Valentine's Day and so named it. He's
dead long since and it's a wonder we're not

.
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Besides the seals there was a small rookery of Gentoo penguins,
ne birds. There were also plenty of the pretty white pigeon-like
chionis alba, generally known as paddies or sheath bills. These
latter were, however, negligible as a source of food supply
Of other birds the "Cape Pigeon" petrel, snow petrel and
Dominican gulls were numerous and a few giant petrels were
ying about. Limpets were plentiful on the rocks and we ate a few
of them raw, but found them a poor substitute for oysters, being
tough and rather bitter
We had no time to look around. As soon as all the stores were
landed and the boats hauled up, there were the tents to erect.
These were pitched on the narrow beach as far above high water
mark as possible without getting too close to the precipice at the
back for fear of falling stones. As there was no snow or earth of
drive the pegs into we fastened the guys on to provision cases.
The occupants of the now hoopless hoop tents had to improvise
shelter out of the remains as best they could, but the sorry
shanties contrived with crossed oars and so forth made an
invidious comparison with the former smartness of these
admirable and businesslike tents. The material of which the were
constructed was fairly stout, so that the cloth had stood a good
deal of knocking about in the boats with impunity; not so the
secure eight man pole tent, the imsy material of which, having
become much perished by sun and snow, had several big rents in
it. We repaired them temporarily. Those members who had been
in the water all the morning as soon as they could ne their little
ditty bags amongst all the bundles and boxes, changed their wet
socks and nnesko for dry ones, or rather less wet one, for

.
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The abundance of seals was very reassuring. It meant that we
should, if we took them in time be able to lay up a stock for the
winter which was already commenced

As the weather was dry and fairly mild there were a great many
clothes lines set up and everyone hung their wet things out to dry,
and they actually did dry a little
Sunday, 16 April, 191
As soon as we were all landed at Cape Wild and the boats pulled
up, all stores and provisions had to be stowed in a heap well above
high water mark. The wind dropped a little but rain and sleet took
its place, and before we could cover them up with a sail many of
the sleeping bags got very wet. We had seal steaks and hot milk
and immediately set about setting up our tents
The wind rose again and in pitching the 8 man pole tent a huge
split appeared and I had once more perforce to sew it up; but the
material was absolutely rotted by alternate sun and snow and I
know that the repair was the merest palliative
The occupants of the old hoop tents were no better off for their
tents were full of slits where the hoops had been extracted and
where oars and other improvised framework had been inserted.
Eventually tents were pitched anyhow, wet sleeping bags were
produced and weary woe-begone mortals crept into them and
soon all were asleep.
Sir Ernest's 4 man tent was really the best for it was made of
much stouter material then the similar 8 man tent and was not yet
rotten and being a pole tent it had come along intact

.
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everything in the ditty bags had got pretty wet in the boats. The
nnesko which had been quite new when we started in the boats
never recovered from this immersion; it ruined them; the hairs all
came out in patches like a disease

The bugbear of night-watchman again fell to our tent, but it was a
very necessary provision
The wind increased and became a blizzard and long before
morning the rotten 8 man pole tent was completely blown to bits,
but we gathered the remains around us and although we had more
than two inches of snow all over us in the morning we managed
to keep the worst out. The occupants of the hoop tents were in
almost as bad a plight owing to the large amount of drift that
forced its way up through the rugs
Tuesday, 18 April, 191
The blizzard fairly raged. No one got up who hadn't got to. I had
to as I was cook of the day for my tent. My tent mates merely lay
under their covering of snow, buttoned down tight in their
sleeping bags and I ministered to their gastronomic needs as best I
could
Sir Ernest, Hurley and the cook had brought the stove round and
ensconced it in a niche in the rock on the lee side of Penguin Hill
and had got some hoosh going of which I took our share away in
an old sauce pan without a handle and duly doled out to my now
submerged comrades. The force of the wind was so great that it
was only by exercising the greatest care that I was able to safely
convey my precious burden, and when I got it to the site of my
tent it was cold -- usual complaints! How ungrateful some people
can be when one is doing one's best for them can best be found
out on a jaunt such as ours
Not my least dif cult achievement that morning was dressing
myself in my Burberry clothing and boots under the torn tent
without pulling the latter off my comrades or getting much snow
into my clothes and sleeping bag; of course we all slept fully

.
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dressed except for our Burberry suits and boots. To keep these
free from snow under such conditions was dif cult but essential
to go out without them in a blizzard would mean getting wet
through to the skin in a few minutes owing to the penetrating
power of the ne powdered snow which would at once ll every
pore of one's jersey and there thaw. The Burberrys in addition to
being windproof are ne snow repellers provided the snow is at a
low temperature.
There are few things in polar exploration more trying than to
have to endure a blizzard without any adequate means of shelter;
no where to dry one's things, no where to warm oneself, and to
have to sleep in an ordinary reindeer bag, unprotected from the
snow means that the bag must inevitably become wet through, for
these bags are not waterproof. It would not, however, be possible
to sleep in a perfectly waterproof bag for all the moisture exhaled
from the body through the skin and by the breath would collect,
condense and nally freeze on the inside surface of the bag and
one would be altogether worse off than if the bag gets wet from
the outside. No, the only acceptable precaution is to see that the
outside of the bag is kept dry by interposing a properly
waterproof material between the bag and the snow and by having
a roof of some sort over one's head with room for air to circulate
between the roof and the bag
Wednesday, 19 April, 191
After breakfast, which consisted of a good hoosh of sledging
ration, I helped Sir Ernest and Hurley to build a good protecting
wall all round the stove with cases, later on they roofed it over
with canvas and made a comparatively weatherproof galley of it

.
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The strength of the wind may be judged by the fact that the
Dudley Docker, on the beach, was blown completely round, and
she is a heavy boat
The wind played havoc too with the heap of stores, a number of
articles being blown away. It was obviously impossible to pass
another night under the remnants of the tent so Sir Ernest gave us
permission to sleep in the James Caird
We gladly availed ourselves of the option of sleeping in the Caird
but it took a very long time to clean out of her all the drift snow
with which she was half lled as well as a good deal of ice that was
still in her from the boat trip
The bottom of a boat being all ribs and stays, it was a most
dif cult task especially as it was snowing all the time. We scraped
and brushed for nearly two hours and by degrees rigged up a sort
of roof with blankets, sails, etc. and nally got our sleeping bags
inside, but after all, the drift snow proved too elusive for us and
found its way in at every little crack and we were only a little
better off than if we had lain out in the open. Protection from the
wind was our chief advantage. When we woke up in the morning
there was about an inch of snow over us again, and we began to
give up as hopeless the idea of ever getting dry or warm again
No one got up much before 11:00 a.m. when Sir Ernest bid us all
come and slay penguins. The blizzard was, if anything, worse. It
was impossible to face the wind; the driving snow rushed down
one's throat as one breathed and choked one
There were some two hundred penguins of which we accounted
for seventy-seven. Skinning them with our already partially frost
bitten hands was cruel work for to bare the hand for a very few
minutes in such a blizzard means almost certain frostbite. We

.
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Thursday, 20 April, 191
If only we had a hut we should think nothing of this weather. I
have never before appreciated how important a roof over one's
head is in inclement weather.
The blizzard continues but has moderated just a little. It is quite
possible to work in it with mitts on and even to potter about but
to sleep and have one's meals under such conditions is quite
another matter
The boat being practically untenable, our tent crew commenced
to build a stone hut between two rocks, using the rock as two
walls. We spent the whole morning carrying and piling up great
stones and had made quite a fair beginning when Sir Ernest said
we could turn the Dudley Docker upside down and sleep under it.
This we promptly did before permission could be rescinded. We
inverted the boat in such a way that one gunwale rested on the
ground for the whole of its length and was soon made weather
tight with marine mud and snow; the other was now about 3 ft.
above the ground in the center
We soon xed it up with blankets, coats, etc. and, at least, got a
rm roof over our heads. By overlapping the blankets we made it
fairly weather tight, but the oor was sodden with snow and ice in
the interstices between the pebbles and its penguin guano carpet
though novel was inclined to be a little unsavory. We each made
the best of our respective billet but I had not been in my bag long
before I felt my socks (on my feet) getting very wet and on
investigation found that the foot of my bag was in a puddle of
water
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sought such shelter as we could nd behind rocks and so on, but
it was only the warmth of the dead penguins that saved our hands

Friday, 21 April, 191
Yesterday Sir Ernest made the momentous decision to sail from
here to South Georgia in the James Caird and she was
immediately put in hand, the carpenter and Marston working on
her and decking her over with odd pieces of timber, box lids and
canvas. We have so little timber of any kind here that it is
wonderful how they continue to get suf cient to carry out this
work. The blizzard, which continues today also greatly impedes
them
We secured a seal yesterday and two more today.
The unfortunate storekeeper (Lees) nds his work no sinecure
just now for he has to be out at each meal time counting out
biscuits or other rations, whatever the weather. To prevent the
drift snow getting into the boxes is no easy matter, but I have little
dodges for opening them and extracting the rations from them
whilst inverted
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Nearly everyone's sleeping bag is now quite sodden through and
this consideration takes preponderance over anything else just at
present except food. As I lie in it at night, I feel the "steam" rising
and then a clammy feeling pervades one's whole person until
nally my clothes themselves get wet through and I lie in a bath of
steam kept warm by the heat of my own body. It is a most
uncomfortable sensation; mental as well as physical and must be a
drain on the whole system, and, unless we soon get some drying
weather, I am afraid this semi-aquatic life will soon undermine our
health, for we are nearly all in the same boat, those in the tents
being just as badly off as those under the boat, especially Marston
in one of the derelict hoop tents

Saturday, 22 April, 191
This is now the fth day of continuous blizzard, and it is even
worse today than it has been. It is quite impossible to do any
work for it is as much as one can do to even stand up in the wind.
We have spent all day in our bags except when our few duties
compelled us to be up and about for the sake of shelter rather
than for warmth
We have our meals under great dif culties beneath the boat sitting
up in our bags in the limited space available. Where I sleep there
is no suf cient head room so I partake of mine leaning on my
elbow and very awkward it is especially as it is pitch dark under
the boat owing to the necessity of keeping the blanket door tightly
closed to keep out the drift as much as possible. Every time
anyone passes in or out of a tent a whirl of drift ies in through
the door covering everything and before one can brush it off
much of it has thawed so that in spite of the most stringent
precautions one cannot avoid getting wet even inside the tents.
Anyone going out, even for a minute, brings in on their person and
boots a great deal of snow and in the small space at the door it is
very hard to get rid of it; it collects on the pieces of sailcloth
board and so forth with which we have partially covered the
pebbles and freezes on to them until it is again thawed out by the
sleeping bags lying on top to it. The sleepers nearest the doors
have by far the worst time of it in this respect.
The temperature inside our tents varies from a little above to a
little below freezing so that the ooring is in a state of perpetual
delignescence(?), in other words, the sail cloth and other sundry
scraps that comprise it are constantly wringing wet and further
absorb the moisture due to the thawing of the ice amongst the
pebbles underneath
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Another source of wetness is the thawing of the snow at the back
of the boat along the gunwale where we placed it to make a
weather tight joint. This was unavoidable for there was no other
material to be had and without it the blizzard would come ying in
and soon overwhelm us, for, naturally, we have set the boat up
with its back to the wind as far as possible
It is anything but a pleasant life just at present and I have heard Mr.
Wild and several others who ought to know assert that if this
sort of thing continues for much longer some of the party will
undoubtedly go under. As it is, the vitality of all of us must already
be much lowered for no constitution can be quite immune to days
of this sort of thing, wet through all day and all night in a low
temperature and on a low diet. We are using our sledging foods
rather freely but dare not reduce the ration yet, for this is just the
very occasion for which we have reserved them and when they
become a most valuable factor in retaining our vitality. For
breakfast we are having a good hoosh of Bovril sledging ration
nearly three quarter strength (6 oz. each); one biscuit and a slice
of cold raw blubber for luncheon and a seal stew for supper.
Considering our circumstances this is not at all bad
We nd the raw seal's blubber at luncheon very acceptable, and
are now quite unconscious of its rank taste, indeed, cut into thin
slices we fancy that it forms quite a passable substitute for butter
and our only regret is that we cannot afford to have a second
helping of it. Foods are appetizing or not according to the degree
that the system insensibly demands them. What we lack here is
heat, our systems therefore demand heat producing fuel and fat is
the best heat giving food so that anything in the way of fat or oil
seems most acceptable to us just now and the necessities of the
system overcome the nauseating avour
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Yesterday we rounded up and killed thirty ve penguins, but today,
although there were a couple of hundred up, the weather was
altogether too severe to hunt them
The force of the wind was tremendous and a lot of valuable gear
that had been carefully brought here was picked up by the wind
and blown out to sea. I saw one of the large ten gallon aluminum
cookers hurtling through the air and nally fall into the sea a long
way out. A large number of socks, mitts and other small articles of
clothing were thus lost, two or three ground sheets, a blanket,
several pieces of wood and even some boots. Things were
whisked out of people's hands and it was not safe to put a
saucepan down for a minute. The sailors lost theirs in this way
I had placed my Burberry blouse out to try and dry it, and had
placed it on a rock with two heavy stones as large as my head on
the top of it. Almost before I had turned round, a gust of wind
whisked off both the stones and that was the last I saw of my
blouse.
Immediately after a large canvas boat cover ew past me and
landed in the sea.
It will seem that we were very slack not to take steps then and
there to obviate this, but the weather was so thick and the party
so dead beat that as long as people had suf cient clothes on them
they were indifferent as to what happened to the spare stuff
outside. It was a great pity because there certainly was a lot of
stuff lost of which we should later have been glad. It is worthy of
note, however, that it was all quite carefully stowed and covered
with a sail, but the wind seemed out for sport and to be able to
pick out the things it wanted to play with from under the sail
All the tents had been pitched well above high watermark though
the sailors tent was nearest to the sea. Tonight we were visited by

.
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an abnormally high tide which compelled the sailors to hurriedly
strike their tent as the tide threatened to inundate it.
Simultaneously we were all called out and spent a wretched hour
or so in the dark pulling the "Stancomb Wills" and "James Caird"
up to the summit of the spit out of reach of the water. The sailors
passed the rest of the night in the latter boat which was by now
entirely decked over for her journey to South Georgia
Sunday, 23 April, 191
The blizzard has subsided but there is now very heavy snow and
still a strong wind. The difference between the present conditions
and a blizzard is not quite easy to de ne and, indeed, a blizzard is
always an arbitrary standard. It is a matter of comparison with
conditions prevailing at the locality. We do not usually term it a
blizzard unless the air is thickly charged with snow powder and
the wind is blowing at over 40 miles per hour
The snow powder of a blizzard is mainly that which is picked up
from the surface by the wind and whirled along in suspension.
Falling snow and wind such as we have today produce rather more
of a snow storm than a blizzard. Breathing is not interfered with
in a snowstorm but in a blizzard it is sometimes nearly impossible
to breathe facing the wind, and even with one's back to the wind
one is partly choked by the ice particles which ll the air exactly
like dust in a dust storm
It is much colder today
The "James Caird" is now completed for Sir Ernest's latest
venturesome undertaking
The carpenter had contrived wonderfully with the very limited
resources at hand. Amongst the very few spare pieces of wood

.
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that we had was a sledge that had been taken to pieces for
convenience in stowing into the boat. With the two runners of
this he made fore and aft pieces for the deck and then xed pieces
of 3 ply Venesta wood across from gunwale to gunwale and laid
canvas over this
The whole forms a really neat job and a square hatch has been
introduced aft
Although I would rather die than undertake such a journey. I think
her crew should be able to keep fairly dry
She has been strengthened in the hull by having the mast of the
"Dudley Docker" lashed along her keel inside. In fact the other
boats have been freely denuded to provide for her to the very
best advantage
Today the "Stancomb Wills" was turned upside down in the same
way as the "Docker" in order to provide a residence for the
sailors, and they all trooped into it like rabbits, and proceeded to
make it as snug as possible. They used the remains of their tent to
make a front wall with.
By this afternoon there was about six inches of snow all over
everything. During a blizzard snow gets no chance to settle
though it may run into big drifts and also penetrated into boxes
and so on
At 2 p.m. the sun came out and I was tempted to hang my bags
out with a view to drying them a bit, but whilst I was employed
upon the other work a sharp snow storm came on and before I
could get them in they were half lled with snow. The moisture in
it had meanwhile frozen and the bags were as stiff as a boards. I
shook out most of the snow but some got down into the base of
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the hairs and could not be eradicated, but I got the full bene t of
it at night when they were, if possible, wetter than ever
We have not been getting many seals yet. Two on the 21st inst.
and a big one yesterday, all Weddells
Shelter of some sort for all hands is imperative but how to
achieve it has been a matter of much cogitation. The stones here
are mostly rounded and therefore unsuitable for building and the
only substance available for weatherproo ng i.e. caulking the
interstices between stones, is now snow and the mud-impregnated
grit that forms the foreshore. The other alternative is to excavate
and ice cave in the glacier slope at the shore end of the spit, and
this was decided upon and commenced today. A spot was selected
about sixty feet up the slope and a pick and shovel party set to
work. The ice was extremely hard and slow progress was made,
but by nightfall an excavation 6 ft. high by 3 ft. wide and 4 ft. deep
had been made. I have seen arti cial ice grottoes in the Swiss
glaciers made for the entertainment of tourists but never
expected to have to live in one! Now we're going to, and glad of
it too
The "Caird" being ready for sea, Sir Ernest is only waiting for fair
enough weather to launch her. At present there is far too much
surf. The following have been selected to accompany him. Captain
Worsley, Crean, the carpenter and the two sailors Vincent and
McCarthy
The distance is seven hundred and fty miles in a straight line. The
object of undertaking the journey is to obtain relief at the earliest
possible moment. Bravo! Brave leader
Monday, 24 April, 191
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It is very good of him to go off like this for our bene t but as we
could all quite well exist here through the winter, provided we laid
in an adequate store of penguins, and make for Deception Island,
next spring, only 200 miles off, I think he is really risking his life
needlessly; for, what with the dif culty of getting a ship and so on, I
don't expect he will be able to relieve us much before next spring,
say September
All last night we were busy melting ice over the blubber stove and
lling up the two barrels of water which they are going to take
with them. Although we were careful to get freshwater ice from
the glacier, yet some of it was a little splashed with salt water
which had frozen on and the resulting water was, unfortunately,
rather brackish, but Sir Ernest tasted it and said it would do. To
augment this supply of water a number of blocks of ice will also be
taken and to some extent these will act as ballast
We also rendered down some blubber oil for use in the oil bags
from which oil is expressed over the "side" in bad weather to stop
the breaking of waves
It was my duty to put aside the provisions that were to be taken.
We had brought with us from Cape Valentine the following in
eleven - 100 ration cases of Bovril sledging ration, ten ditto of nut
food, and nine of Huntley & Palmer's Antarctic biscuits, one case of
118 - 6 oz. packets of Trumilk powder, one case of Bovril soup
cubes, ve cases of granulated sugar, 14 lbs. jam, 14 lbs. tapioca, 3
1/2 lbs. lentils, 9 lbs. dry peas, 7 small tins sardines, 7 tins Lax, 2 1/2
lbs. pepper, 1/2 lb. ginger, 400 - 3/4 oz. packets of cerebos salt and
1/2 lb. tin of the same. Of these goods, Sir Ernest took three
cases of Bovril sledging ration, two cases of nut food, two of
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The weather having moderated Sir Ernest decided to launch the
"Caird" and start for South Georgia

biscuits, two tins of lump sugar, 36 packets of Trumilk and the 1/2
lb. tin of cerebos salt
Besides the cases mentioned above we had brought along one or
two partly used cases of sledging ration, nut food and biscuit, and
the remains of a case of Trumilk (about 25 packets) on which we
had been drawing since our arrival at Cape Wild
To celebrate Sir Ernest's departure we had a breakfast of two
biscuits and 1/4 lb. jam each
Everything was now ready for departure and at 10 a.m. the
elements appearing to be propitious preparations for launching
the boat commenced
Sir Ernest noticed me with hammer and chisel cutting off the
jagged metal binding of a Venesta provision case in which I had
been packing some of Captain Worsley's navigation books. "That's
the only useful thing you've done today.", he said. It was not, I
hope, but it didn't matter so I submitted unprotestingly to the soft
impeachment.
Large stones were procured and place along the keel of the boat
for ballast, the provision cases were place in and she was got into
position for launching
All hands were now employed in launching her. There was still a
good deal of surf and she stuck rmly in the heavy grit until
several of us had to go into the water up to our knees nearly and
fairly lift her in. As she still stuck, Wild got an oar and placing the
blade against the stem of the boat, he and several others shoved
until they broke the oar but the boat did not budge. Just then a
lucky wave came along and as we jumped back we had the
satisfaction of seeing it lift the boat on its crest and she oated off.
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Captain Worsley, Crean, the carpenter, Vincent and McCarthy had
all got aboard just before she oated off but most unwisely stood
on the deck of the boat instead of getting inside with the result
that it rendered her top heavy and she rolled over almost onto
her beam ends, precipitating Vincent and the carpenter into the
water. The former oundered ashore but the latter clung on to
her gunwale of the boat preventing it from righting itself
Meanwhile Captain Worsley had discovered that the bottom plug
of the boat had been (lost) and water was pouring into the boat
through the plug hole. He found the cork and quickly remedied
the trouble by inserting it. The carpenter struggled along the
gunwale of the boat and came ashore, rather moistly, and
swearing
Volunteers were called for to exchange clothes with the two men.
The carpenter, however, declined to change with anyone and as
only his legs were wet perhaps he had no special reason to
(illegible) but Vincent was wet through to the skin and his refusal
to change anything except ------ and trousers, which he did with
How, instantly called forth some unfavourable comments as to the
reason, and it was freely stated that he had a good deal of other
people's property concealed about his person
How now being without a set of dry garments took to his sleeping
bag until those which he had received from Vincent in return for
his own were dry, which given the conditions, this might be a long
time
The next task was to get on board the "Caird", the provisions.....
This was accomplished without much dif culty in spite of her
being a heavy boat for her size

.
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With so much gear she was obliged to make four trips out to the
"Caird". Her rst two were accomplished in safety but on the
return from her third she got foul of the rocks, got pooped and
partly lled. She was rapidly bailed out and on her fourth journey
took out Sir Ernest and the second cask of water, the latter
oating in tow. Before they had got clear of the reef a big sea
caught them and swung them broadside on to the reef
It looked as if they must be dashed to pieces as the oars were
shot out of the row locks and the boat became unmanageable.
The cask got adrift and went oating down along the beach to
leeward. The cask having an almost neutral buoyancy it was very
dif cult to keep it in view. Meanwhile the boat rose twice on the
swell and appeared to crash down on the rocks, but by some
miracle she must have settled each time between two rocks for as
the swell surged we saw great jagged rocks emerge on either side
of the boat whilst she was untouched, though she shipped a good
deal of water. Just as she was got under control again and cleared
the reef she got one good bump that nearly did for her
She took Sir Ernest on board the "Caird" and then went in search
of the lost cask, delivered that and came ashore. She was now half
full of water which made her so heavy that it was quite beyond
the capacity of our much reduced party to haul her up the sticky
beach
There she lay in the water with her nose just touching the beach
and with all of us hauling for all we were worth on her painter
without producing the slightest effect. A wave now caught her,

.
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The "Caird" was lying off a hundred yards form the beach, just
clear of a reef of submerged rocks. It was this reef that nearly
proved the undoing of the "Wills"

swung her round and in less than no time she was completely full
of water. Bailing was resorted to but she lled just as fast as she
could though all sorts of pots and pans were requisitioned for the
purpose. Marston suggested that the simplest thing to do would
be to roll her over between waves. He, Greenstreet and Kerr and
been wading in the water up to their waists, and Wild to his knees,
carrying the cases through the surf, and so a further wetting
wouldn't do them any harm and they gaily entered the waves, and
with our combined assistance of the bows, at the most favourable
moment they rolled her over and on the next incoming wave we
easily hauled her up high and dry where she was once more
converted into a temporary residence for the sailors
With a nal wave of the hand and three squawky cheers from us
and the penguins, Sir Ernest and his crew set off on their perilous
voyage and how they fared is a matter for later relation
They set a course due north which they intended to keep for at
least a hundred miles both to clear any ice that might possibly be
to the east of them and also to gain the region of constant
westerly winds. The wind they started with could not have been
better, both in strength and direction, being S.W. They made
surprising speed for such a frail craft. We watched them until they
were out of sight, which was not long, for such a tiny boat was
soon lost to sight on that great heaving ocean, as she dipped into
the trough of each wave she disappeared completely, sail and all
Sir Ernest's plans were to sail north for a hundred miles, pick up
the "westerlies" and make straight for South Georgia, this would
make the journey about 900 miles. No other destination was
contemplated. The food supply was enough for a possible six
weeks voyage but the water, with the utmost care, would not last
more than half this time, but then there was always the chance, or

.
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rather likelihood, of picking up some drift ice on the way or else
of being able to catch rain or snow.
The dippers for extracting the water from the beekers (barrels)
were metal tubes, eight inches long, an inch in diameter and closed
at the bottom end, with a long wire handle on the other.
Besides the gear already mentioned each of them took seven new
pairs of socks, one pair fur mitts, one pair felt mitts, one pair
woollen mittens, one pair woollen leggings, one pair Burberry
trousers and a suit of oilskins, all, except the latter, packed in the
old canvas Royal Marine kit bag which had been used to carry the
seal meat in on the journey to Elephant Island
Sir Ernest took with him his valuable double barrel shot gun and
some cartridges and Captain Worsley all that he could lay his
hands on in the way of navigation instruments and books, etc.
Four oars comprised their boat gear except for a couple of blocks
and tackle
In the boat each man had his sleeping bag and his small bundle of
private gear, also his aluminum mug. A primus stove, aluminum
cooking pot and a good supply of paraf n were taken.
Sir Ernest reckoned on reaching South Georgia in about ten days.
There he hoped to be able to charter one of the steam iron
whalers or else the old British Admiralty yacht, Undine, now
owned by the Argentine whaling company at South Georgia and
so come down and rescue us
There is no land between Elephant Island and South Georgia
except the South Orkney Islands, and they are very much to the
south of the proposed course and about 200 miles from Elephant
Island. Probably Sir Ernest will never approach nearer to them
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than 200 miles as there would be no object in attempting to reach
them except in case of distress and at this time of year it might
even be impossible, for what little information we have about
them leads us to the conclusion that they are generally
surrounded by pack in winter. There has been, however, an
Argentine meteorological station of three men there for the last
ten years and it is believed that it is still in operation
The Falkland Islands are quite out of the question as the strong
prevailing westerly wind would make it impossible for any sailing
boat to reach them. They lie about 600 miles due north of us
To have gone to Deception Island early next spring would not
have been at all dif cult. Deception Island lies to the Southwest of
us, rather less than two hundred miles off, at the western end of
Brans eld Straits
King George Island is the next island to the west of us and is
separated from Elephant Island by a strait sixty miles wide, with
one insigni cant islet in mid-stream. With the exception of this
sixty mile gap, there is an almost continuous chain of islands - the
South Shetlands - all the way from Elephant Island to Deception.
It might not be practicable to reach Deception Island now on
account of adverse winds, the likelihood of encountering ice in
Brans eld Straits, the long nights and the possible absence of
penguins and seals on the islands en route; also it is quite possible
that there is no one resident there in winter. In spring it would be
quite another matter for game would be abundant and one could
rest on the intervening islands during periods of bad weather or
contrary winds whilst the sea would be free from pack ice and the
whaling station would be in operation

.
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Deception Island is the most southerly inhabited land in the world
unless, as had been rumoured, Wilhelmina Bay in Danco Land (part
of Graham's Land) is an active whaling station.
Should Sir Ernest fail in his attempt to reach South Georgia, which
God forbid, it is tacitly understood that he has left directions to
the effect that a party should make for Deception Island in one of
our remaining boats about November. Having no mast now and
only ve oars left, we should be much handicapped. That Sir
Ernest appreciates the risk he is running is evident from the fact
that he told me privately that he had left sealed written
instructions with regard to the production of the book on the
Expedition in the event of his failure. Amongst the last words he
said to me on leaving were of some importance, "I have given
orders for the ten cases of sledging ration to be brought round
from Cape Valentine at the rst opportunity and all seal and
penguins are to be killed." This was very reassuring
The departure of our leader, on this dangerous journey in his tiny
boat, moved us all.
As to comfort they should get on fairly well, for she is well decked
in, so should keep dry and their food is substantial and ample for
at least a month. The boat itself could not be stronger. They have
little to fear from being swamped. Their greatest dangers by far
are the liability of getting caught amongst loose pack ice in rough
weather, especially at night, and the dif culties of making a landing
on arriving at South Georgia, the coast of which is extremely
rugged and frequently fog bound
Although they have taken a good proportion of our food supply
we would not under any circumstances grudge it, and, moreover,
their absence means so many less mouths to feed here, which is
an important consideration. Penguins are abundant here just now

.
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but we know nothing as to their presence throughout the winter,
except that Bruce, in his book, "The Voyage of the Scotia", states
that all the penguins left the South Orkneys at the end of April,
and this island being on the same latitude as the South Orkneys, it
is presumable that the same conditions maintain here
Now that Sir Ernest has gone we have two important questions to
consider: how to feed ourselves until he comes back, and how to
house ourselves
The solution to the rst question is simple enough: kill every
penguin and store their meat in the snow until we have enough to
keep us in food till the end of August, for, should they leave at the
end of this month, as they do in the South Orkneys we may
assume that either they or seals will return in September, and
during the winter we should be sure to obtain a few seals and
perhaps penguins
As to the sledging provisions, a certain reserve should be put aside
for the possibility of having to make the journey to Deception
Island and the remainder could well be distributed equally
throughout the winter months until the end of October say, so
that we should always have just one little bit of some
carbohydrate daily to relieve the monotony of meat
First of all the ten cases of sledging ration must be brought round
from Cape Valentine. A simple calculation determined that we
could then have sledging ration hoosh, full strength, ve times a
week until the end of August and one and a half cakes of nut food
weekly until the end of August, allowing for a reserve of one case
of biscuits (310 biscuits to the box) and half a case of nut food,
there would be, of course, some sugar left. These matters I
pondered over at length, being in charge of the provisions. The
necessity of laying in an adequate stock of penguin meat to last us
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until the end of August, in case Sir Ernest did not return as soon
as he hoped to and in case the penguins quitted Elephant Island in
the same way and at the same time as they did the South Orkneys,
seems to be of paramount importance and after some further
cogitation I mentioned the matter to Mr. Wild, who was now left
in charge of the party. To my surprise he treated the whole
matter in a manner that I certainly should not have expected, he
ridiculed the idea that penguins might not come up in such large
quantities during the winter and when I reminded him that Bruce
said they left the South Orkneys at the end of April, he asserted
that what happened at the South Orkneys was no guide as to
what was going to happen here. Indeed I think he considered that
I was exceeding my prerogative in discussing the matter with him
at all and judging from what he then said I suppose that he
considered that if people observed that he was laying in a stock of
meat for the winter it might convey to them the impression that
he expected to have to remain for the winter and so cause people
to become despondent. There is, no doubt, something to be said
for this optimistic policy, but I certainly have no use for it. In my
opinion, by far the wisest thing to do is to tell people fairly and
squarely that one expects to be "out of it" by such and such a date
but that in order to guard against the remote possibility of things
not turning out exactly to schedule, a stock of food will be
obtained, suf cient to keep the party until the return of the game
becomes a practical certainty
We are not a pack of children to mope at the frustration of our
plans. We are all capable of looking at the possible phases of our
situation with complete equanimity and do not need to be
bolstered up and encouraged with optimistic utterances which
more often than not have not so far been realized. Indeed, I am a
little sick of this riotous optimism that only puts one in a fool's
paradise. We have seen so much of it all along. We were going to

.
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do so many things which subsequently were found incapable of
accomplishment but which it would be invidious to mention.
Wild himself has made so many rash prophesies during the last
few months that one would have thought that he would see that
to go on doing so merely shakes our con dence in him. In fact,
when he makes these reckless utterances we now merely smile to
each other and say nothing; but where food is concerned it is a
more serious matter; and not to obtain it when it can be obtained
is merely to recklessly risk the lives of the party, besides causing
some of us quite avoidable apprehension on the matter
Wild has unrivalled experience of Antarctic work, sledging and so
forth but he has never been in the vicinity of these islands at all
and admittedly has no more knowledge of the conditions here
than the rest of us
Really all that we have to go on is Bruce's report on the South
Orkneys and surely it is much safer to assume that conditions
here will be more like than unlike those there
Another reason Mr. Wild gave for not accumulating a store of
meat enough for the winter is that it would probably not keep. I
pointed out to him that if buried in the ice of the glacier wing it
almost certainly would keep and that even if it did get a bit tainted
bad meat was better than no meat and he admitted that I had
reason on my side; but he was still obdurate about collecting a
stock of food and it is clear that he is con dent that Sir Ernest will
be here with a relief ship in less than a fortnight. I certainly am
not, for given the most favourable conditions these things always
take about twice as long as the estimate
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On the other hand, fatuous optimism has much to recommend it
for I am not at all blind to the fact that at times I may be too
skeptical and even pessimistic
Amongst Mr. Wild's random utterances a couple of months ago
was an offer to wager anyone 100 pounds sterling that we should
be nearer to the equator than to the South Pole on his birthday
I have certainly heard him say, with respect to one of his rash
prognostications that if it does not "come off", the man who
reminds him of it ought to be ashamed of himself
Wild has many very good points but a few bad ones, though I
suppose he must be about the best man at his job available or Sir
Ernest would not have made him second in command at 600
pounds per year and insure his life for 1000 pounds which it is
common talk that he did
I am afraid this incident marked the beginning of an estrangement
between Wild and myself which still remains unreconciled
(1-11-16). It is not at all acute but mutual
The second question, that of shelter, was much harder to solve
owing principally to the unsuitability of the available stones for
building purposes and entire lack of any timber or other material
with which to form even a framework for a roof. The manner in
which it was eventually overcome does Marston and Greenstreet,
whose suggestions were acted upon, much credit
Save for a few lichens and some very scanty moss, Elephant Island
is completely barren, nor was there even any earth of any kind
other than the glacial mud compounded with grit and penguin
guano

.
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That wonderful guide to the sea "Sailing Directions" states that
tussock grass is to be found on some of the South Shetlands. We
have found none on Elephant Island, I only wish we could have. It
is quite possible that there may be some of this grass in the
vicinity of Table Bay, about 20 miles west of us at the extreme
western end of the island. From such conclusions as one is able to
derive from a perusal of the chart it seems that this deep
indentation might have sloping shore favourable to the growth of
this curious grass
It was our aim and desire to reach Table Bay which certainly
appears, by the chart, to be the most hospitable spot on the Island,
but "man proposes....." and perhaps after all we are best off where
we are, for it is quite likely that Table Bay, like most of such bays in
the Antarctic freezes up for the winter so that seals and penguins
are unable to make a landing, where at it appears pretty certain
that such a thing will not occur here for the bays are too shallow
to "hold" the ice and too exposed to the swell to permit any that
might form from remaining long unbroken
Tussock grass abounds at South Georgia and other subantarctic
islands. It grows in great tufts or mounds a yard or more in
diameter consisting largely of the roots and debris of previous
years. It resembles our common rush grass though not quite so
thick or pithy. We could have turned it to many useful purposes
had we only had any: thatching, ooring, mattresses, etc.
As soon as the "Caird" had shoved off our wet people had to be
attended to. I gave my trousers to Kerr as I could easily spare
them, having a combination and a thick pair of drawers. Kerr,
Marston and Greenstreet deserve much commendations for their
unsel shness
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Work had been actively continued yesterday and today on our ice
cave, but the temperature is fairly high now and in consequence
the roof of the cavern drips so much that it does not look likely to
be very habitable unless we devise some means of obviating the
drip for, with twenty two people living in it, it will always be above
freezing temperature inside. We have already excavated a fair
sized chamber big enough for eight men to sleep in, but it is much
too wet for anyone to try the experiment yet. It is quite wetting
enough working at it even
Sir Ernest was lucky to get away yesterday for it is very rough
again today, a strong damp wind is blowing and it feels far colder
than it really is
Forty ve penguins came up of which we killed only thirty, though
there was no reason whatever why we should not have taken the
remainder. The skinning of these birds was cold work on the
ngers as nearly all of us still have the tips of our ngers
frostbitten in which condition they are very susceptible to the
cold
Wednesday, 26 April, 1916 4-26-1
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Tuesday, 25 April, 191
We spent another miserable night under our boat and torn tent
with our bags as wet as ever. The wet penetrates through one's
clothes and makes one's skin quite wet, clammy and cold all night.
It is a wretched feeling, but as there are no bacteria in the air
down here, we do not catch colds, however susceptible we may be
to them, which proves that colds are entirely due to germs.
Perhaps we may get rheumatism and I dread a return of sciatica
under such conditions. We live in hope

It is calm again at last but very misty. After a week of blizzard this
is a welcome change. Several of us hung our sleeping bags, etc.,
out in the hopes that they might dry; they did not do so but at any
rate it was impossible for them to get any wetter for some on us
were able to actually wring the water out of them
James, Hurley and Hudson are perhaps the best off for Sir Ernest's
tent, in which they are, is thoroughly weatherproof and being a
small one, they were able to pitch it up on a ledge of rock, right
under the lee of the cliff of Penguin Hill
The only disadvantage of this position is that the snow has formed
big drifts all around their tent and has threatened to invade it, so
that they had frequently to dig themselves out. Hudson is, at
present, a complete invalid, suffering from bronchitis and quite
crippled in both hands
The snow in places is over two feet deep. It snowed continuously
last night but today it has been raining and with a temperature just
above freezing the whole place is in a slushy condition. Having a
little spare time today and the weather being so much better we
set about collecting stones with which we made foundations for
our beds in the hopes that they will provide natural drainage for
the moisture on the ground and so raise our bags above the worst
of the wet; as soon as it freezes it interferes with the drainage
and all further additions "lie" as they say. We continued skinning
the penguins caught yesterday. Thirty ve more came up today of
which we took only fteen but we were lucky enough to get a
couple of ve Weddell seals also
Thursday, 27 April, 191
During the night wind noises were heard emanating from a rock
hard by our boat shelter. The weather being mild, Clark and
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Greenstreet got up to investigate and found and killed a young sea
elephant. This one and the two killed on our arrival on this spit
are the rst of these curious seals that we have seen since leaving
South Georgia where they are abundant. Elephant Island takes its
name from the large number of these creatures found here when
the island was rst discovered, but so far we have not seen an
adult, though they are probably plentiful enough in the summer.
The young sea elephant does not differ very much in appearance
from a Weddell seal except that the coat is of a uniform colour
and the eyes are much larger, but the adult, which may weigh as
much as a couple of tons, develops a short proboscis. They are
harmless enough, but when baited will rear up in a menacing way
and keep the mouth wide open whilst one throws stones into it
just as the bears at the zoo open their mouths for buns
Last time I was at the zoo there were a couple of sea elephants
there. A six month's old sea elephant is almost as big as a full
grown Weddell seal
One very popular innovation, for which Mr. Wild is responsible, is
the abolition of the irksome duty of night watchman. There is
really no need whatever now for this duty and its perpetuation
was an anachronism.
It has been raining slightly at times but the sea is comparatively
calm and although I am not a very good judge of conditions at sea,
I should have thought that it would have been an excellent
opportunity to bring the remaining stores from Cape Valentine
Friday, 28 April, 191
The vitality of certain members of the party has become so
noticeably impaired that adequate shelter of some kind is
imperative

.
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Continued excavation in the ice cave only tends to con rm the
opinion as to its uninhabitableness when it will be nished, so
acting on Marston's and Greenstreet's suggestion, Wild
determined to see what could be done with the two boats as roof
and the remains of tents as walls
This suggestion is not entirely unprecedented for the same
expedient was resorted to by Lt. Greeley on his ill fated Arctic
expedition of 1879 (?) when he was driven to winter at Cape
Sabine with only a small quantity of stores in much the same way
as we are here and when eighteen of his men died of starvation
The method of construction was simple enough.
First we
collected large stones and built two substantial 4 ft. walls 19 ft.
apart.
Owing to lack of carbohydrate in our diet we are all ridiculously
weak and this part of the work was exceedingly labourious and
took us more than twice as long as it would have done had we
been in normal health. Stones that we could easily have lifted at
other times we found quite beyond our capacity and it needed
two or three of us to carry some that would otherwise have been
one man's load. Our dif culties were added to by the fact that
most of the more suitable stones lay at the further end of the
spit , some 150 yards away. Had we had a sledge our labours
would have been greatly lessened, but the sledge had been
sacri ced to make the deck of the "Caird". Our weakness is best
compared with that which one experiences on getting up from a
long illness, one feels well but physically enervated
The site chosen for our hut was the spot where the stove had
been originally erected on the night of our arrival. It lay between
two large boulders, which, if they wouldn't actually form the walls
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of the hut would at least provide a valuable protection from the
wind, further protection was afforded by the proximity of the
southern precipitous end of Penguin Hill
As soon as the walls were completed and squared off the two
boats were laid upside down on them side by side with their
extremities resting on the walls which were just four feet high.
The exact adjustment of the boats took some time, but was of
paramount importance if our structure was to be the permanent
affair we hoped it to be. Once in place they were securely
chocked up and lashed down to rocks. The few pieces of wood
we had were laid across from keel to keel and over this the
material of one of the tents was spread and secured with guys
The walls were ingeniously contrived and xed up by Marston.
First he cut tent material into suitable lengths, then he cut the
"legs" of a pair of sea boots into narrow strips and using these in
much the same way that the leather binding is put round the edge
of upholstered chairs he nailed the tent cloth all round the insides
of the outer gunwale of the two boats in such a way that it hung
down like a valance to the ground where it was secured with
spars and oars
The plan of the top of the walls, i.e. at the gunwales of the boats
was, therefore slightly egg-shaped whilst of the ground it was
rectangular. (Drawing) The corners were there-fore the most
vulnerable portion of the structure and great dif culty was
experience in "making good" at, as the builders say, these points. A
couple of overlapping blankets comprised the door, superseded
later by a sack-mouth door cut from one of the tents
These sack-mouth doors are now universally used for polar tents
and are as ef cient as they are simple, consisting of a bottomless
sack sewn into a round hole. In ne weather they may be kept

.
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partly or wholly rolled up, tapes on the tent being provided for the
purpose, in bad weather the sack is loosened out and forms a sort
of short tube through which the occupants crawl in or out, tying it
up as one would the mouth of a sack as soon as the occupant has
passed through it. As the sack can be pulled inside the tent or
pushed outside by suitable management it is possible to keep one
side of the cloth dry and clean whilst the other is exposed to the
weather. This type of door also had distinct advantages in heavy
snow falls, in that, being exible the snow on the outside can be
partially knocked away by vigorous shaking from the inside before
opening the door so that snow can be prevented from getting into
the tent. No one knows who invented the sack tent door thought
lots of people claim it as original. Whilst the side walls of our boat
were being xed others of us proceeded to ll the interstices
between the stones of the end walls with snow, but as the latter
was of a very powdery consistency and would not bind well we
eventually had to supplement it with the only remaining blanket
and an overcoat
It must be remembered that all work was very hard on our frost
bitten ngers, and also that we were almost destitute of materials
of every kind. The only nails available were the bootmaking nails
and this meant very largely encroaching upon our small supply of
boot repairing gear
At last all was completed and we were invited to bring in our
besodden bags which had been lying out in the drizzling rain for
several hours, for the tents and boats that had previously
sheltered them had all been requisitioned to form our new
residence
We took our places at random, there was no squabbling for best
places, but it was noticeable that there was something in the
nature of a "rush" for the billets up on the thwarts of the boats
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Rickinson who was suffering from general indisposition and a boil
on his wrist obtained the billet in the boat immediately over the
stove which seemed, at the time, as it would be the best billet, and
the sailors having recently occupied the "Stancomb Wills", tacitly
claimed it as their own and ocked up onto its thwarts as one
man. There was one "upstairs" billet left which Wild offered to
Hussey and myself simultaneously saying that the rst man that got
his bag up could have the billet. Whilst I was calculating the "pros
and cons", Hussey got his bag and had it up just as I had
determined that the "pros" had it, and so I lost what seemed a
most desirable situation, but which a couple of months later on
proved so undesirable that Mr. Wild arranged for Hussey to leave
it and pushed the cook up instead
There were now four members (Rickinson, Cheetham, Clark and
Greenstreet) up on the thwarts of the "Dudley Docker" and six
(Hussey and the ve sailors, Bakewell, How, Holness, Stephenson
and McLeod) up in the "Stancomb Wills". The remainder disposed
ourselves on the oor, Wild, McIlroy, Hurley, James, Kerr,
Blackborrow, Hudson, Macklin, Marston, Green the cook, Wordie
and myself
The oor was rst covered with snow, ice and guano frozen in
amongst the pebbles. We cleared out as much as we could and
laid down the remains of tents, etc. and kept a fairly dry oor
Marston, whose bag was one of the wettest, was provided with a
piece of canvas out of which he had soon made a hammock. I
deposited myself at a spot where a ridge of bed rock projected up
through the pebbles, so that I had to lie on one side or the other
of it. On the one side I found myself down in a trough and under
the space between the two boats, which was then anything but
weather-tight, on the other side I encroached on Macklin's
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allotment, and as the latter suffers from incompatibility of temper,
he had a good deal to say on the subject which went into one of
my ears and out the other like water off a duck's back. Just as
relations became rather strained between us, Kerr thought he
could better himself by exchanging with me, an offer of which I
gladly availed myself
Saturday, 29 April, 191
Again we had a wretched night in spite of the very substantial roof
over our heads. A blizzard sprang up in the early morning and
indirectly did us some good by revealing to us all the places in our
hut that are not yet weather-tight. The drift snow came freely
through our head wall and several of us woke to nd a couple of
inches of snow over our bags and as much alongside and
underneath the edges of them; So in spite of the blizzard we had
to go outside and set to work again to bring up the apertures
through which the snow found its way.
This was accomplished with the aid of an old Jaeger sleeping bag,
the only thing available, and which, when torn up provided three
pieces of material, 6 ft. 6 in. x 2 ft. 6 in. I was bitterly cold work in
such a blizzard. Drift snow is in such a ne state of suspension in
the air that it will nd its way through very small hoes without
stopping them up, in which respect it differs very much from falling
snow
The blizzard raged all day. The poor cook deserves great credit
for the way be sticks to his task out in the open with only a very
temporary shelter over him, especially as he is anything but
robust
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We secured another young sea elephant today. There were a
number of penguins up today but the weather was altogether too
inclement to capture them
Sunday, 30 April, 191
Our efforts of yesterday were not in vain. If we have not
succeeded in entirely stopping the entrance of drift snow into the
hut, we have at least considerably reduced it
The blizzard is even worse than yesterday, but it was possible to
work in the "galley" on the hill side for the warmth of the stove
prevented one from freezing, nevertheless it was desperately cold
work. Until one had experienced it one can have no idea of how
the wind and moisture of a blizzard can take the warmth out of
one's bare hands. Quite warm hands exposed bare to a blizzard
for only a couple of minutes may become badly frost bitten
notwithstanding that the actual air temperature is at, or even
above, freezing. Someone ought to invent an instrument for
measuring coldness; thermometers certainly don't. It all seems to
depend on the rate of radiation from the body due to the
conductivity of the air at the time
The temporary galley was constructed of all the provision cases,
and I am in charge of these, my work consisted of checking and
rearranging these. There is nearly always something to be done
there. For instance, various cases were opened in each boat on
our boat journey, the water got into some of the biscuit cases that
had been thus opened and the biscuits are all sodden. so it is
important to see that these wet biscuits are the rst to be used
up and so on. The cases have therefore to be arranged so that the
required articles are readily accessible without disturbing the
structure of the wall of cases that comprises the galley
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The weather was much better today and we actually were able to
partly dry our bags, but they had to be securely lashed down to
prevent them being blown away by the strong wind. Hurley and
James were shaking out the ground sheet of their tent with a view
to placing it underneath their bags in the hut when the wind tore
it clean out of their hands and whisked it out to sea
We brought a number of cases down from the galley and placed
them inside the hut. By day we place them round in a big circle
and sit on them, tonight they are grouped together and the cook
is to have his bed raised up on them. Poor fellow his bag, a Jaeger,
is as wet as anyone's. He is a man of poor physique but, I must say,
he is wonderfully good humoured all the time
Seventy penguins came up, we bagged the whole of them
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Monday, 1 May, 191
Last night we tried the experiment of using the stove in the hut.
We have two stoves, both of them old oil drums, one a little
bigger than the other. The smaller is tted with a chimney. We
experimented with the large one. The rank blubber smoke quickly
lled the hut. The pungent fumes blinded and choked us. The
cook managed to exist and cook the dinner over it, but it is clear
that it will be no good until we have in the one with the chimney
and get it properly rigged which there ought not to be much
dif culty in doing. Milk was made over the stove again this
morning and again the smoke was overpowering. The seal steaks,
our staple food, were cooked on the outside galley as usual.
Lighting the re and cooking the steaks takes nearly three hours
so the cook had to rise at 7 a.m. in order to serve the breakfast at
10 a.m

Tuesday, 2 May, 191
A ne day at last. Bags put out today dried - on the outside but
the interior still remains very damp. Anyhow, it is getting better
and one of these days, perhaps, I shall once again have a dry bag
The sun was shining for several hours through a light haze. This is
the rst time we have seen it since reaching this God forsaken
spot
The smoke in the hut has been truly awful, so bad that the cook
has gone smoke blind
( the same symptoms as snow
blindness) and is on the sick list. Hurley takes his place very
ef ciently, but radical alterations must be carried out if we are to
continue cooking in the hut
Our menu today was as follows: breakfast, penguin steaks and thin
milk; luncheon, thin seal soup; supper, seal hoosh. We cannot now
afford to use any salt in the cooking but issue a nominal 3/4 oz.
pkt. each per week. I say "nominal" because as often as not the
packets are half empty, the salt having run out of them, loose in
the case. I have, however, collected every grain of the precious
powder, hairs, dirt and all and have a 2 lb. tin nearly full of it, by
which means we shall be able to make the salt last longer than it
otherwise would have done. Each 3/4 oz. is done up in a little
"pence envelope" similar to those in which seeds are sold. It is
cerebos salt and was packed by Bovril
In order to economize the milk we are diluting it to a quarter of
its prescribed strength, making the whole brew for 22 men from
one little 6 oz. packet of the powder whereas the proper dose is
an ounce per man; still provided it is fairly well sweetened it makes
a suf ciently delectable beverage, though in appearance it has the
same consistency as a mixture of one part of milk to four parts of
water would have. It just has the merest avour of milk but as

.
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long as it is hot when we receive our "whack" (a pint) we are
thankful for it
The penguin steaks for breakfast are of really noble proportions,
comprising the whole of one side of a penguin's breast which we
estimate to weigh 1 1/4 lbs. i.e. the whole breast weighs 2 1/2 lbs.
Considering that we have nothing else whatever with it, except
the blubber oil in which it is fried, we do not nd this portion any
too much. Many could eat double
The luncheon is of the meagerest description
The supper hoosh is prepared by cutting seal or penguin meat
into small pieces and boiling them in a good deal of water,
generally with some blubber-oil and penguin's livers added. The
latter are delicious fried by themselves but make the hooshes
rather bitter; they are added, however, to give a little variety to the
hoosh.
The recent wet snow and rain have been most dif cult to contend
with.
Polar clothing being designed to resist cold is not
waterproof and, therefore, when polar explorers are subjected to
the conditions that we have just experienced they are wholly
unprepared to meet them. In other words clothing eminently
suitable for a true Antarctic climate, south of latitude 70 degrees
say, is quite unsuited to a subantarctic climate such as this. The
close woven wind-proof Burberry gabardine, of which our outer
polar overalls is made, easily repels dry snow and will resist rain
and wet snow for half and hour or so, but gradually it becomes
wet and when it is wet it is very wet and the moisture soaks
through the woollen jersey and underclothes in no time. This is
the condition in which we have been for the last ten days with no
means of drying our overalls at night except by putting them
inside one's bag and sleeping in or on them. The moisture from
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the bag itself has contributed to aggravate our discomfort. It is
really a wonder that we have all come through it as well as we
have, and says something for the healthy life we lead
Our boots are a source of even greater trouble. At these
comparatively high temperatures any snow that gets on to the
"uppers" at once melts and the latter being made of canvas
absorbs and retains the moisture and as there is no means of
drying our boots we have to put them on quite wet in the
morning and remain in them wet all day
Our socks we can get partially dry by keeping them against our
chests between our jerseys and our vest, and by having two sets of
two pairs each and wearing the sets on alternate days
We are surrounded by pack ice and once more the scene look
truly polar. The pieces composing the present pack are all very
small; none of them being larger than a tennis court and most of
them much smaller. The pack is very loose and though it extends
to the horizon in all directions, a considerable is observable. This
is the rst ice that had come up around us and whether it will go
away or not remains to be seen. It is not altogether unexpected
as Wordie and I saw the ice to the south quite clearly when we
ascended the screes at Cape Valentine, and the southerly wind of
the last two days has brought it up. It is usual too for these islands
to be beset by pack during the winter, though in the twenties of
last century a sealing captain and explorer, Smith, found the South
Shetlands free from ice in June
Notwithstanding that the "walls" of our hut are translucent it is
very dark within. This may be due partly to a coating of smuts
from the stove and partly to the fact that the large rocks on either
side shut out some of the light.
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In spite of the ice, 35 penguins came up and all fell victims to our
murderous rapacity
Wednesday, 3 May, 191
Brilliantly ne. This welcome change in the weather is a great
relief and seems to be due to the presence of the pack, which, as it
were, equalizes the temperature of the air and the sea surface.
Ordinarily the air, being colder than the sea, condenses the
moisture which evaporates from the surface of the latter causing
this mist and overcast sky that characterize the climate of all
subantarctic islands nine days out of ten
James, our physicist, describes it very concisely by saying that these
islands exist in a perennial freezing mixture
My bag being fairly dry on the outside I turned it inside out and
hung it out today. The hair of the inside was quite wet and the net
result of today's exposure seems to have been to drive the
moisture from the hair into the skin once more. I suppose, I shall
eventually succeed in drying it completely by the slow and
uncomfortable process of sleeping in it and using up my body heat
to dry it, but I still get wet to the skin each night
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At night when the temperature drops a great deal of condensation
takes place on the inside of the "walls", especially where I sleep. In
the morning there are irregular sheets of ice on the canvas from a
quarter to half and inch thick, which, if not removed, thaw during
the say time and add to the moisture on the oor. For the rst
night or two I had underneath my bag a piece of old blanket but it
got gradually sodden and now I have Venesta biscuit boxes
attened out, which protects my bag fairly well. Meanwhile, my
bag is getting drier. The warmth of my body dries it out a bit each
night

Hurley's arrangement is rather similar, being a deep plate having
six cotton wool wicks, the submerged ends of which are kept in
place by an annular tin collar having a diameter rather less than
that of the plate
Hurley's lamp, having more wicks, gives proportionately more light,
otherwise there is nothing to choose between them. To obtain
illumination with seal oil all that is necessary is to immerse one
end of a short wick in the oil and support the upper end in some
way clear of the oil. It is suf cient to lay the wick on the side of
the receptacle in the manner shown in this diagram
The ame will burn only at the exposed portion of the wick and
will not travel down the wick nearer than about half an inch of the
oil, nor will the oil in the vessel itself catch light. Indeed it takes a
good deal of coaxing to get the wick to light at all as seal oil,
requires a certain amount of heat to start burning. For lighting a
re this blubber oil is just the thing but unfortunately we cannot
spare any for that purpose as we have, at present; only a very small
supply of blubber and there is no certainty that we shall be able to
add to it very much during the winter, should we have to stay here
longer than expected. We require every bit of blubber we can get
for eating and cooking purposes. Its food value for maintaining the
heat of the body is very great, an important consideration where
one has no re.
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Marston and Hurley have been experimenting with blubber lamps.
Marston's patent consists of a little bowl, once the case of a small
boat's compass, lled with seal oil into which are inserted a couple
of twists of surgical bandage the upper extremities of which just
emerge beyond the rim of the bowl. It gives a small bright
smokeless light

The oil is easily rendered from the blubber by the simple process
of putting the strips of blubber into a stewpan over gentle heat,
when the oil runs out freely from the fat, in exactly the same way
that the oil runs out of the fat of bacon when rst placed in a
frying pan. The fatty tissue remaining soon fries in the oil, and to
our taste at present seems every bit as good as the crisp fat of
well fried bacon
The pack around us is much closer today and although it looks
quite thin stuff when oating in the water, less than a foot of it
being above water, one can see how very thick it really is by a
large number of the smaller lumps which have got stranded on the
foreshore and are all from six to seven foot thick. The swell had
subsided and after being accustomed to the pleasant plash of the
surf for the last fortnight the resumption of Antarctic silence
which we experienced for so many months in the ship and in our
camp on the ice oe is very impressive and not a little reminiscent.
How the penguins manage to negotiate this thick pack is
remarkable, for forty emerged from the sea today. We slew thirty
of them
The temperature is 22 degrees, the air dry and still and it is
delightfully warm in the sun.
Some of us managed to scramble round the north end of Penguin
Hill. This is the rst time that this has been possible and is only
rendered so now by the frozen snow on the rocks in which we
have cut steps, enabling us to circumvent one of two otherwise
uncrossable places
Penguin Hill is a steep slope with an easterly aspect precipitous on
its remaining sides, at its northwestern corner it rises to a small
peak, 85 ft. high. An area of attish rocks surrounds its northern
and eastern sides and it is by these rocks, now almost entirely ice
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capped, that we are able to climb all but round the foot of the hill.
There is still a little section at the southeast corner where are
two ne caves into which the water runs and the entrance to
which still need to be bridged over o ice before we can make the
complete circuit of our hill
The caves are side by side, divided from each other by quite a thin
wall of rock. Their entrances are about the size of a single line
railway tunnel and they run into the rock for 30 ft. or was tapering
rapidly to an apex. As they have been formed by marine erosion,
and that only at high tides and in heavy storms, they must have
been many millions of years in course of formation. It is a pity
that the sea enters them as we might quite easily have utilized
them for living in. Some big blocks of ice have been thrown high
up onto a ledge in one of them
All the rocks which project above water off the shore, and there
are a good many of them, are ice capped, that is they have great
mushroom-shaped masses of ice on top of them formed by the
accumulation of frozen spray. It gives them a very peculiar top
heavy appearance and the ice cap always looks very insecure as if
the next wave must knock it off. Reefs of rocks near the shore
are getting covered with a continuous sheet of ice which is very
treacherous to walk on, being full of pitfalls
Our spit is only a couple of hundred yards long including Penguin
Hill which occupies about one third of it at the seaward northern
extremity
With our backs to the sea we have a precipitous rocky coast
running away to out left, the east, and on our right the great
glacier face, a mile wide, forming with a headland a mile away the
bay that we call West Bay

.
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The face of the glacier is over 400 ft. high. It runs at right angles
to our spit the shore end of which is covered by an almost inert
off-shoot from the glacier. We generally refer to this off-shoot as
the "ice-slope", and it was in this slope that we tried to excavate a
residence
The face of the glacier is at times exceedingly beautiful especially
when the early morning sun, if any, catches it. It presents all
manner of surprising hues and seems never two days quite the
same. Almost daily large pieces break off and fall into the water,
often causing a considerable wave. It is noticeable that neither
seals nor penguins have so far come up from or left by the West
Bay and it would appear that their instinct warns them of the
danger of the falling pieces of ice
When chased the penguins will do anything rather than enter the
water in this bay and so much is this the case that we do not
trouble now to send any beaters along that side of the spit when
rounding up these birds. We killed thirty out of forty today. It is a
wonder that they are able to manage to land at all, for the pack
looks altogether too close for them to negotiate, as all the spaces
between the slabs forming the pack are lled with brash ice - the
debris produced by the attrition of the edges of the ice under the
in uence of the swell. It is certainly very encouraging to see these
Gentoo penguins still here, but whether they will remain with us
or not remains to be seen
As the Ringed penguins all left two days after our arrival and have
never returned at all, the Gentoos may do likewise sooner or later
and I therefore think it absolute folly not to get all we can until we
have a supply suf cient to last us in comfort to the end of August
With the little stock of seal meat and the provisions we already
have one penguin per day between every two men would be quite
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suf cient. That is eleven penguins per day for the whole party or a
total of about 1300 birds for the period May - August inclusive. At
present we are merely living from hand to mouth and have
practically no reserve. We have now developed quite a system of
catching them. Penguins, strange to say, are great climbers and
those that land here often roost on the ice slope and, when
chases, generally make for it or can easily be driven up it. Very
likely they imagine that we are sort of sea leopards and as they
know that sea leopards can not climb, they do so to nd a safe
refuge
As soon as we have driven them up the slope I am sent off to
intercept a batch of seven or eight and drive them down to men
armed with clubs, etc. at the foot of the slope. When thus hustled
they loose their little heads and immediately afterwards their lives.
I then toil up again circumvent another detachment and similarly
drive them down to execution
It is labourious work for I may have to climb a couple of hundred
feet ve times in succession.
Even so one or two escape through the legs of the slayers. It is
wonderful how elusive and speedy the penguin is on snow, and
unless hit fair on the head the blow seem to have little effect upon
them
We were certainly lucky to have got here no later than we did, for
we have got in a fair stock of seal meat before the seals left us
which they seem to have done now.
There is enough seal meat for about six week and it is buried
between the two rocks where we were originally going to make a
stone hut. We have been catching "paddies" (sheath bills) the last
few days by snaring them. The snare is just a noose made at the
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end of a long piece of thread or shing line, and is laid down on
the ground in the form of a circle about 18 inches in diameter
with some bait is the center - seal meat of, better still, the
contents of a penguin's stomach consisting of half digested
amphipods (Antarctic shrimps) of which the "paddies" seem to be
extremely fond. The free end of the string is carried about 20 feet
away to the operator who, of course, stands motionless.
As soon as the "paddy" is fairly engaged upon the bait a sharp pull
of the line tightens the noose and nine times out of ten entangles
it round the bird's feet. Being very tame they are quite easy to
catch in this manner. It seems a shame to take advantage of their
innocent fearlessness in this way, but with our limited resources
we nd them a delightful change in our monotonous dietary and
that must justify our action
We have tried catching the Dominican gulls in the same manner,
but being birds of a wide range they have either seen man and all
his wicked ways or else are descended from others that have and
therefore inherit an instinctive aversion for us so they are
exceedingly wary and keep so much out of reach that one has to
stand so far away from the noose that one strains one's eyes too
much to watch it, especially as it may be half an hour or more
before these shy birds will approach the bait. They are identical
with the black backed gull which has a world-wide range
The rst year's birds are a speckled brown, the adults have white
breasts and black backs which gives them a fancied resemblance to
a Dominican friar, whence their name
Having caught twenty two "paddies", we decided to have a banquet
so had them cooked for luncheon. We do not pluck them but skin
them in the same manner as we do the penguins. Being small this
is rather " ddley" work but less trouble than plucking. They are
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almost exactly the size of, and very much resemble, pigeons to
which, indeed, they are distantly related. Notwithstanding that
they are carrion feeders we consider that they taste delicious, but
then I think we should say the same of owls or rats if we had
them here in our present straitened circumstances. With the
"paddies" we also had a fried watersodden biscuit each - the ones
that had been under water in the bottom of one of the boats on
our boat journey
At home we should have considered them altogether too
revolting and would have condemned the lot, mixed with rubbish
as they were, but here they seem quite all right and most
acceptable just as they are, but fried in blubber par excellence.
Unfortunately, I nd that there are nearly two boxes full of them
which have got thus spoiled or partially spoiled both by salt water
and snow. I, being very greedy, thinking I would thereby gain an
advantage obtained all the crumbs from the bottom of the box,
instead of a biscuit, but I didn't bargain for the large proportion of
wood chips, hairs, dirt, nails and paper shavings I found in my
portion; and the rest therefore had the laugh of me; however, I ate
all but the nails. Another instance of my omnivorous propensities
were revealed when, to their delight unfortunately, I upset my little
tin of salt, in which I had, by economizing, accumulated about three
weeks supply of salt. It fell in the penguin rookery on some gritty
ground, free from snow, I scraped it up carefully and found that I
now had nearly four weeks supply of salt and did
We have taken full advantage of the ne weather to improve
things generally. This morning we were busy transporting heavy
stones from the further end of the spit to a little niche in the
rocks close to our hut where Greenstreet and Hurley proceeded
to build them up into a wall so as to make an enclosed galley. It
was most labourious work in our present emaciated condition.
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This afternoon we collected small stones in boxes and built up the
oor of our hut with them, so now it should be much drier
We are much handicapped for want of means to transportation. A
couple of Venesta boxes big enough to carry a small baby in are all
we have at present for this purpose. Rope handles in the end
enable us to carry a bigger load in them than we should otherwise
be able to do. These boxes are wonderfully light and strong; they
fastened together with zinc binding attached to the 3 ply wood by
means of bifurcated rivets and are an awful trouble to break up,
without leaving any jagged edges, should this be necessary. The
only way is to remove every one of the rivets with a chisel. Even a
sledge would not be much use to us at present for the spit is still
almost bare in places, the snow having dried up in the sun, though
the drifts are still as deep as ever
Clark has been trying shing again but it seems that there is no
suitable place for throwing the line out, though the sh are
evidently plentiful enough judging from the contents of the
penguins' stomachs
There are still a few "cape pigeons" about. These petrels are very
striking grey and white birds and abound all over the southern
latitudes, but their nesting place was unknown until Bruce found
them nesting at the South Orkneys in 1904. No doubt they nest
here too
Thursday, 4 May, 191
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Greenstreet is quite an Antarctic architect, a title which we have
been trying to say quickly

Another very ne day. This weather has been a Godsend, our bags
are really beginning to get dry at last, or at least, they are ever so
much less damp.
Work on the galley was continued and it is assuming quite elegant
proportions. It is circular, six feet in diameter, with a narrow
doorway and looks rather like a piece of a medieval castle
Last night we had a sort of impromptu concert, Hussey playing the
accompaniments on the banjo very nicely. Sir Ernest promised
him that he should bring his banjo through as he thought it would
provide a mental stimulus. It certainly does so but not always in
the way intended in spite of the fact that Hussey is an
exceptionally good performer
The uctuations of the temperature cause us much discomfort.
During the night condensation takes place on the "walls" and
"roof" of our hut and in the morning it thaws, and running along
the gunwales of the boats drips down in copious streams. We
shall have to make tin gutters to obviated it
We now keep a blubber lamp burning all night
A sea leopard was seen on a slab of ice today
The pack is very close indeed, nothing but a wooden ship could
push through it and even that might have some dif culty. This may
postpone our relief for the ship Sir Ernest proposed to come
down in is a thin iron one which would be dented in on the rst
encounter. Should the pack remain in he will be under the
necessity of getting a wooden ship, probably his own ship the
Aurora which should be at New Zealand now all being well, but it
would be the end of August before she could get here. This is the
ship which took our Ross Sea party down
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Friday, 5 May, 191
Overcast. Temperature 31 degrees. Mild, slushy
There were some cold penguins to skin. It was cold work. When
freshly killed it is easy, almost agreeable, work executed as follows:
lay the penguin on his back, slit him from his neck to his tail with a
knife, insert the hand and withdraw the stomach and other
"utensils: taking care not to break the gall bladder, before doing
this the windpipe and gullet has to be cut by holding it with one
hand and passing the knife up with the other. Next tear the skin
apart at the breast and work it off the carcass and legs, articulating
the wings with a knife and cutting the skin round at the leg joints
just above the gut (the penguin has feathers right down to, but not
on, its feet). The tail is then articulated at its root and by holding
on to it and pulling whilst standing on the penguins feet it can be
skinned off the back and head all in one operation like pulling off
one's vest inside out. What remains looks rather like a skinned
rabbit. The two sides of the breast are easily cut off and the legs
articulated, these portions are stored in the snow and the hearts
and livers are all put into a box where they freeze into a solid
cake. The skins are laid out at and stored for fuel, but when one
comes to one's last bird for the day one generally uses the
blubbery inside of the skin to wash some of the blood off one's
hands and even gives one's face a good wipe, using the feather side
as a towel to dry oneself with. The blubbery nature of the inside
of the skin forms quite a passable soap, but our hands and faces
are always so black that it doesn't make any perceptible difference
We practically never wash now except for this and it is surprising
how soon one becomes reconciled to this state of affairs

.
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The penguins usually come up from the sea about 3 p.m. They
roost here and go off to sea the rst thing in the morning to sh.
It seems probable that it is mostly different birds that come up
every day and as if they were making a passage from one spot to
another and using this as a half way house for however many we
kill, just about the same number come up the next day. Were it
not so, we should soon exterminate them. Today as many as 118
came up and we secured them all
Our daily routine is now as follows. Cook turns out at 7 a.m. and
goes out to galley to cook steaks. The inside stove is lighted and
water heated up on it for milk. As the pungent blubber fumes
pervade the atmosphere we all get well inside our bags and cough
till 9:30 or 10:00 a.m. when the order comes to "lash up and
stow" whereupon we turn out fully dressed all but our boots,
which we put on at once, and the ground oor people roll up
their bags and bundle them up on to the bags of the protesting
occupants of the thwarts who, by this time are generally down on
the oor
Two "seat placers", told off daily in rotation, place the Venesta
provision cases round in a rough circle amidst the execrations(?)
of the remainder on whose toes the cases fall. We sit down
disconsolate and liverish until the cooks of groups (the groups
remain the same as the original tent's crews and are maintained
owing to the necessity of dividing the food up into all the available
receptacles) stumble in with their precious burdens. "Whacking
out" these proceeds the old "whoseing" process being rigidly
adhered to. This operation has to be carried out on the knees of
one of the members of the group and the balancing of the pot and
all the eight tin plates is a matter of no little skill
As breakfast proceeds tongues are gradually loosened just as used
to be the case in the ship, which proves that the psychological
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reaction of food even under such circumstances of destitution as
ours still persists. Breakfast over we go out, if ne enough, and do
such work as may be required of us. Luncheon is ready at 12:45
p.m. Today we had boiled penguin's carcasses and they weren't at
all bad, being boiled in sea water to salt them a bit.
It is
dangerous to use sea water too freely on account of the
likelihood of dysentery occurring from the magnesium salts in
solution
About 2 p.m. we again go out and work or walk about to keep our
bodies and especially our feet warm. It is unfortunate the we have
only such a very short walk the length of the spit. It gets
monotonous and the people one meets are always the same and
all so dirty looking and the snow covered pebbles are dif cult to
walk on, but one gets too cold sitting in the hut and as there is
only four feet of head room beneath the thwarts of the boats it
gets very crampy. By 4 p.m. most of us are in the hut again and at
4:30 supper is served
It invariably consists of stewed seal or penguin meat. At both
luncheon and supper we have ice cold water as a beverage. It is
always ice cold because of the necessity of economizing fuel and
therefore having to put rather more ice into the pot than can
possibly all be melted. Should the water be warm by any chance
we add more ice to it in order to increase the amount of water to
the utmost. We nearly all get thirsty during the night and have a
drink of water at midnight
At 6 p.m. the "seats" are replaced in the centre of the hut for the
cook to sleep on, bags are laid out, we get into them and chat or
read if possible until 7:30 p.m. by which hour nearly every one is
asleep. Some wrangle
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We sleep from 7:30 p.m. to 9 a.m., at least that is the time we have
to spend in our bags and most of us only wish we could sleep for
all that long time for it is very wearying lying awake hour after
hour as many of us do, thinking most of the time of how much
better we might be off if only this ---- and only that and so on. Of
course we ought really to be only too thankful that we are here at
all after the peril and uncertainty of our life on the oe. Our only
source of danger here is lack of food. I suppose Mr. Wild knows
what he is doing all right but I certainly think that until we are
certain of a stock enough to last all the winter we ought to
economize more now; we could quite well do with rather less
than we are having, at least I could; the penguin steaks at breakfast
are huge. One would rather economize now than risk going short
later on which may or may not the case. I have seen too much
improvidence on this expedition, it is a well known characteristic
of the Esquimaus, perhaps a polar climate engenders it in certain
people, but I must say that in all polar books I have read the
narrators lay stress on the expediency of laying in a proper store
for the winter; thus Scott, Greeley, Nordenskiold, Amundsen,
Campbell. Living from hand to mouth may suit some natures, not
mine. Mr. Wild is evidently relying too much upon an early relief.
It is counting your chickens before they're hatched
An adult sea elephant spent an hour or two on a small oe in
West Bay, not more than fty yards from the shore but the pack
was too intersected to permit of approaching it. Some could have
done it with oars to bridge the gaps but Mr. Wild thought it too
risky
Saturday, 6 May, 191
Very overcast. Deep snow fell during the night. The pack is
"closer" than ever and there is not a vestige of the usual swell or
even any perceptible rise and fall in the tide
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The drift snow found its way into the hut a good deal during the
night and some of us found quite a lot on, and some under, our
bags much to the detriment of the latter and to our vexation
It is surprising how hot and stuffy it gets in the hut at night when
the temperature is only a little below freezing, but then of course
we sleep in all our clothes and in a fur bag
A continuous rain of drips has been pouring down on the poor
cook since 4 a.m. His bag is wet through again in parts, poor thing.
He is very unenterprising or he would arrange something to catch
the drip. I caught a quart of water in 20 minutes under one of the
drips, with a saucepan
We have the small stove in the hut with a proper chimney tted at
last and the smoke nuisance is a thing of the past except when a
back draught blows down the chimney
It was very simply carried out by making a tin grommet, xing this
in the canvas of the roof and passing a close tting chimney
through the grommet. There is just enough play between the
grommet and the chimney to allow of the canvas roof to "give" to
the wind when it wants to . The extension to the stove chimney
was made by Kerr out of the tin lining of one of the biscuit cases,
and very well made too
Meanwhile the outside galley has been completed and is now quite
a "swagger" affair.
Cheetham and Hussey have their joint birthday today the one is
twice as old as the other and the other is 23 today, so how old is
the one, the other one, of course? He won't say
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Anyhow, we celebrated it by having for luncheon one 6 oz. cake of
nut food each and milk made from 5 oz. packets of sledging
Trumilk and plenty of sugar it it and a very delicious beverage it
was, in spite of, or perhaps on account of the remains of last
night's blubber in our mugs and in the pot. We use the same pot
and mugs for both meat and milk, often one directly after the
other and only wash them out very occasionally and then only
with snow, which doesn't take the grease off at all. The same
applies to the pieces of tin which serve as plates and which really
never get a wash
When we are thirsty and require water we just dip our mug in the
pot of water which is always kept on the top of the stove at night
and whenever there is no cooking actually going on, but we found
that the water became so freely charged with meat particles,
scraps and fat out of dirty mugs that we considered it more
agreeable to provide a permanent mug, so this has been done and
the mug is kept on the wooden lid which is used to cover the
water pot and which prevents more hairs than necessary from
getting into the water, and therefore we all now drink out of the
same mug. This method has not much to recommend it over the
old plan. Perhaps both are equally nasty. There are usually
squabbles over the mug when everyone wants to use it at the
same time directly after meals. Each one says "after you" and then
there's a dispute as to who really is after "you" and so on whilst
some enterprising individual who wasn't after you at all seizes the
mug, drinks his ll, and passes it on to his particular pal. By the
time the rival contestants have argued it out every one but them
is satis ed
We are ludicrously touchy about our rights here, I suppose it is
the primitive life "what does it."
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Sunday, 7 May, 191
Overcast again, damp and mild
Both bays are still lled with close pack which is probably stopping
the penguins from visiting us for none came up yesterday and only
one today. I chase this poor little chap; it ed up Penguin Hill I
followed him and just as I thought that I had successfully cornered
him on the edge of the precipice he slipped over and I very nearly
went over too. He fell 80 ft. onto a rock; I ran down and round
and found him still alive and apparently not much the worse for
his op, but when I killed him and skinned him I discovered that he
had broken his sternum (breast bone). They are wonderfully
tough and tenacious
At last we have completed our stone-carrying labours and an
elegant approach has been added to the new galley. It was
exhausting work on an all meat diet, especially as suitable stones
were becoming increasingly hard to nd and, for the most part,
had to be excavated from under the snow. They made ones
clothes wet and muddy in consequence. Under some of them we
were surprised to nd a number of the active little insects called
"spring-tails"
We had a delicious pearl barley pudding for luncheon today using
up the whole of our supply of it, 14 lbs. I had advised Wild to split
it and make two puddings of it, but he preferred to differ with the
result that almost everyone confessed after luncheon that they
had had too much of it.
Not having been properly steeped overnight as it should have
been, it seemed to swell in our "tummies", and not being
accustomed to such repletion, they protested in the usual manner.
And if that was not suf ciently reckless thriftlessness, we also had
our last serving of jam with the barley, 1/4 lb. each. Certainly it
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was delicious and evoked unanimous appreciation but we are
rollicking through our few luxuries rather fast and then when they
are gone, what of the morrow
Monday, 8 May, 191
We are still surrounded by ice but fortunately there is no freezing
up of the sea going on - the temperature, 29 degrees, remains too
high for that; there is, therefore, no cohesion between the blocks.
A severe blizzard sprang up last night and has raged all day;
perhaps it will shift the ice
Our invalids are progressing. Rickinson's boil has burst, he seems
to think a lot of it
Blackborrow's feet are slowly recovering except the toes of his
right foot, which seem completely gone. They are quite black and
apparently dead; and, if such is the case, they will have to be
amputated before gangrene sets in and spreads. The circulation in
the left foot is almost completely restored but he cannot yet bear
to stand upon it. He bears his in rmity very patiently
Hudson's breakdown is remarkable for a man of such a ne
physique; but it is often the case that powerfully built men do not
endure hardship and exposure very well. I do not quite know
what is the matter with him, but in addition to some pulmonary
trouble he has something wrong with his hip joint and is suffering
from what is generally described as "nervous breakdown". He is
often rather low spirited. He and Blackborrow remain in their
bags all day and are stowed in the furthest corner therefore
We do what little we can to make them as comfortable as
possible, but it is a bad place for sick men where we are all in such
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distressed circumstances. McIlroy is patience itself in attending to
them
For luncheon we had one biscuit each and our only serving of
"Lax", Norwegian smoked salmon in slices. To me it seems
thriftless to thus use up all our few luxuries and not spread them
over a rather longer period, but Wild is evidently relying upon
early relief. We shall see whether he is right or not
Tuesday, 9 May, 191
The blizzard ceased in the night and the morning broke mild. We
awoke to nd that the wind had indeed shifted the pack, and
except for some brash an open sea was once more presented to
our gaze
Two wretched penguins came up yesterday but were not
molested. Judging from this paucity of penguins I was beginning to
wonder whether, after all, the Gentoos had left us for good, for if
the Gentoos should leave us as completely as the Ringed Penguins
have done we shall be in a sorry plight. Now that both the boats
are incorporated in the roof of the hut we must abandon all hope
of getting the ten cases of sledging ration from Cape Valentine,
besides which it is doubtful whether the presence of ice about
would ever permit us to make the journey before the spring even
supposing we had a boat available. To dismantle our hut now,
except under the direst necessity, would be quite out of the
question. Shelter is a consideration second only to food
We got a seal again today and now have enough blubber for food
and fuel for quite six weeks, but we still need more
What surprised us most was the arrival of quite 200 penguins.
They all went to roost on the ice slope. We proceeded to

.
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massacre them in the prescribed manner, and after having
accounted for 50 of them, to my intense disgust Wild said "That's
enough." He is a keen humanitarian. I can only say that I think it
culpable not to secure the food when providence sends it like this
It is taking quite unjusti able risks
Wednesday, 10 May, 191
Bright and cold with a strong south wind
A young sea elephant attempted to get up on too the rocks today
but there was too much of an ice-cap for him and, to our regret,
he retired
Paddy-snarers snared paddies today to the number of 44 which
will give us two a piece all round of these succulent bonsbouches
A very considerable ice foot has now formed all along the
foreshore. Its process of formation has afforded us much interest.
The rst foundation is caused by the wash of the surf, when the
temperature is fairly low, forming a layer of ice over and amongst
the pebbles and grit of the fore-shore. Thenceforward the spray
of the breakers is added to it and it is quite rapidly augmented
until it is from three to four feet high and forms a parapet of ice
all along the sea front, in fact a natural sea wall, as shown here:
(drawing
The top remains at for the water splashed up on it either runs
off at once or else lies in any slight depressions until it freezes
solid
No less than 300 penguins came up today, perhaps more. We
secured only 30 of them before receiving the same order as

.
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Thursday, 11 May, 191
A ne day but no sun
Again over 300 penguins put in an appearance
They arrive in regular squads of twenty or so and all land in
exactly the same spot close up to the ice slope where there is as
yet no ice foot. We see them coming from afar their spool shaped
bodies leaping out of the calm water to take breath exactly like so
many miniature porpoises travelling at a great speed. When
swimming they are entirely submarine. It is only very occasionally
that they remain on the surface and swim like a duck, propelling
themselves with their feet and with their heads up looking for a
suitable oe or rock to make for; when they do so their bodies
are almost entirely submerged. They are not nearly so buoyant as
a duck, indeed they have a very nearly neutral buoyancy. When
swimming on the surface they seem to be a bit "down by the
head" as if their centre of gravity were well forward, which, no
doubt it is. Under water they invariably swim with their powerful
ippers and are said to be able to attain a speed of 15 miles an
hour
As they land they crowd up close behind one another and stand
still for some time at the spot they land at, before coming up on
to the beach and dispersing

.
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yesterday. My respectful protests to Wild only seem to stimulate
his temper and all I can get out of him is his stock reply, "My dear
man, we've got any God's amount of meat to last us until the end
of August." We have now killed 491 penguins since our arrival
here of which we have eaten close on 400 so it will be obvious to
the meanest intelligence that we have therefore only about one
hundred in stock besides, of course, about six weeks seal meat

Wild was busy xing up an oar as a ag staff on the ice slope just
above the abandoned ice-cave. He absolutely declined to secure
any of the three hundred being much more intent on securing the
" ag staff"! With a ag on it, it looks very pretty and no doubt Sir
Ernest will appreciate it when he comes back, but it seems as if
"paintwork is more important than gunnery.
Friday, 12 May, 191
A nasty damp day with a mild easterly blizzard
A good many paddies were caught. They seem very plentiful just
now
The ice foot proved too much for the penguins today. Large
numbers landed on a rock which can be reached from the shore
by a round about way. They inspected the route ashore, decided it
was no good and turned back. I observed three batches do this
and thinking later arrivals might be similarly deterred I crept
round and lay in wait and, on another batch coming up, I cut off
their retreat and compelled them to go ashore
I was not so successful with a second batch, several eluding me,
but I managed the third batch all right. In this way I coerced
ashore 51 birds of which Wild considered 21 suf cient for our
needs. I really have no patience with these methods and am at a
loss to know what inspires them. It certainly is not due to
humaneness. The situation is too critical to take such liberties. I
dare say we shall get penguins as long as we have to stay here, but
there is no guarantee that we shall and no advantage whatever in
leaving it to chance
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The only expedition that has previously wintered in this
neighbourhood (Bruce at the South Orkneys) report that the
penguins all left at the end of April and if analogy is worth anything
they may quite likely leave here soon too
We have now let seven hundred birds slip through our ngers, if
we ever go short we shall have only ourselves to blame. So we
shall be under the painful necessity of killing them rather more
regularly in future.
One wonders just why these birds visited us in such great
quantities. Were they driven up from Graham's Land by the ice
and are they "en passage" migrating to islands further west more
free from ice
Saturday, 13 May, 191
Yesterday's east wind blew the pack in again and as a result no
penguins came up
This fact alone ought to make it clear that our duty towards
ourselves is to catch every penguin that comes up, for we have
had enough warning to see that the pack prevents the birds from
reaching us and there is the possibility that the pack may come in
and stop in for considerable periods if it does not actually freeze
up into a solid mass and render our coasts ice-bound as it did at
the South Orkneys, on the south side of the island where Bruce
was. The fact that we are on the north side of our island may
mitigate against this. The pack around us today is very thick
It is cold and damp and the mistiness of the air condenses on
objects forming a coating of "verglace" such as one nds on the
rocks near the summit of Swiss mountains under similar
conditions
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The most valuable things we have from a nancial point of view
are the photos and cinematograph lms. These are carefully
guarded by Hurley who is, so he says, to get 25% of the takings of
them, and should therefore make a small fortune out of them.
Today they have been placed well up the hill and carefully "cached"
in a snow hole together with Sir Ernest's bag containing the
scienti c records which are of little or no monetary value
The days are getting very short; the sun rises at 9 a.m. and sets at
3 p.m. and it is very dark in the hut even at midday
Sunday, 14 May, 191
A pretty stiff S.W. blizzard on account of which we were all
ordered to remain in our bags except those who sleep in the
immediate vicinity of the stove, of whom I am one. We got up and
sat about drearily on the boxes envying the more fortunate ones
who could remain in their bags
Lately we have taken to "moving up one" every meal time, i.e. we
all shift along one place to the right at each meal so as to give
every one an equal period of time around the re in the course of
a week. When it comes to one's turn to sit in one of the re
billets one gets out all one's wet socks, mitts etc. and, as far as
possible dries them. There are at least six seats in which we can
do drying so that each person really has two days near the re
and three days going round the remoter part of the circle of seats.
In this way I have just dried the pieces of blanket which go under
my bags and also a thick jacket which I left outside in the snow,
under the shelter of a rock, the day after we arrived here and
which has been out there ever since. Being frozen they feel dry
enough outside and it is not until one brings them in and thaws
them out that one nds how saturated they are
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Marston, as before mentioned, occupies a hammock the end of
which when slung hangs partly across the door and forms a great
impediment to our exits and entrances which one cannot make
without at times bumping him
The S.W. blizzard has cleared the pack out again and 21 penguins
came up but the weather was too inclement to secure them
Monday, 15 May, 191
A cold night followed by a calm day with a calm open sea. Ninety
penguins came up and all were killed. Wild asked me, sarcastically,
if I was satis ed. He seems to think that I am personally afraid of
having to starve. This is not exactly the case, it is rather the whole
party that I am concerned about. I should not like to see a
repetition of the Greeley disaster, and upon my word, I think we
are asking for it
We are now burning nothing but penguin skins on our indoor
stove and nearly all the cooking is being done on it. It requires
about fteen skins per day and it behooves us to get all the
penguins we can if only for the value of their skins as fuel
To burn them it is necessary to cut them into thin strips which are
laid over the two cross bars of the stove. The heat of the burning
oil on the bottom of the stove causes the oil to "render" from the
strips of skin; it drops on to the heap of ash and debris at the
bottom and in due course ignites and helps to render the oil out
of the next two strips and so on. It is necessary to replenish the
strips every ve of ten minutes. We leave the feathers on the
skins just as they are and being very oily there is no unpleasant
smell such as burning feathers usually make. The re is lighted by

.
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a few wood-shavings and splinters derived from the little wooden
"sweet-boxes" in which every ten pieces of nut food are packed
There are therefore ten of these wooden boxes in a case of 100
blocks of nut food or seventy of them in all and, as each box will
light two res we have enough to get our stove going for a period
of four months at least. We could quite easily light the re by
pouring seal oil on to the ashes of the previous night and inserting
a wick when the whole lot would soon be in a blaze, but as the
wood is available and blubber scarce we use the former for the
present.
We are fortunate in having a good supply of matches, but even if
we had none we could easily manage to get a light, in the rst
instance, with a "burning glass" on one of our rare sunny days and
thereafter maintain a constant ame night and day with a blubber
lamp
Tuesday, 16 May, 191
The wind has gone to the N.E. again and once more the bay (East
bay, always called the bay) is "chock a block" with blocks of pack
It looks as if we shall never be free from pack for long at a time,
but it is sincerely to be hoped that it well not freeze into the bay
or bang goes our food supply. A dead calm and a few days of low
temperatures might result in serious consequences for us
We are noting a good many things about the Gentoo penguin. He
is a very smart bird, smarter than the Adelie who often looks a bit
mangy, though the latter appears to be the more intelligent and is
far more fearless that than the former

.
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The way their plumage dries on leaving the water is remarkable.
It is evidently due to the oiliness of their feathers. The way they
dive into or pop out of the surf is wonderful, even heavy breakers
have no terrors for them. They judge the exact moment between
the waves and scamper ashore. Their bump of location must be
well nigh perfect, for if there is only one small place at which they
can effect a landing they will all unerringly make for it, and that
without apparently getting any more view of it than can be
obtained during their momentary leaps out of water for breath. I
noticed a particularly striking instance of this when 118 birds all
came round to a tiny landing place on the inner side of a small bay
in the rocks without the slightest check in their speed or any
confusion whatever on landing. The rst arrivals seem to know
just how many steps forward to take to give room for the
rearguard to land
We think perhaps that the comparative shyness of the Gentoos is
due to the depredations of the sea leopard, which continually
preys upon them.
They are forever being chased by this
formidable carnivorous seal who hangs around these shores
constantly in the track of the penguin. They no doubt rely upon
their speed to elude him, but as the old penguin grows old and
feeble his speed deteriorates and one day he just fails to make that
little extra spurt that has so often plucked him from those jaws of
death and "his days work is done.
Eventually every penguin must fall a victim to the sea leopard who
in turn is preyed upon by the killer whale, but until then the
penguin doubtless leads a happy enough existence according to his
lights. His inevitable end though, is not without pathos
We do not know whether the sea leopards come up on to the
beach, they probably do for breeding, but as yet we have only seen
them on the sea ice

.
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A Gentoo can, by tobogganing, out pace a man on a good snow
surface and they can double with all the adroitness of a hare
Their tenacity of life is extraordinary. We often nd their hearts
beating after they have been skinned and drawn and the heart will
continue to beat for several minutes after it has been removed.
The worst of it is that one never can tell when they really are
dead, they come to life again long after they have stopped
breathing and cutting off their heads does not stop the body part
from reviving
Wednesday, 17 May, 191
A violent westerly blizzard all day, and all hands possible remained
in their bags
The ice has again dispersed.
Thursday, 18 May, 191
The blizzard continue, routine same as yesterday
We fortunately brought ve volumes of the Encyclopedia
Brittanica along with us and one or two fellows brought poetry
books on their own so that we have something to read and, by
exchanging, can always get a change, though personally I prefer the
Encyclopaedia which I like to read from beginning to end. It is the
India paper edition and therefore quite light is weight. The
knowledge we obtain, though varied is con ned to subjects
beginning with the letters A. E. M. P. & S. only, which is rather
curious

.
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The light is now so bad that it is seldom one can read in the hut
for more than an hour at midday, except by arti cial light and we
can not afford much of that
For luncheon today we had a biscuit each and 1/4 lb. of Viral which
nishes our supply of that nutritious article
Friday, 19 May, 191
The blizzard has given place to a really beautiful morning.
Fourteen penguins came up and shared the fate of so many
(though I wish it were more) of their predecessors
The Gentoo seldom stands up to meet the attacker as the Adelie
does, but we noticed that several of them did so today
Saturday, 20 May, 1916
The wretched pack is in again once more
One penguin did manage to come up. I felt a beast to kill the
con ding little fellow, which I did quite humanely with a shovel
The heavier the weapon the more humane it is. A light club will
often injure but not kill or stun the bird which then escapes
wounded
We have noticed that penguins avoid coming up with the wind
behind them, or rather they avoid roosting on a lee shore,
probably for fear that ice may blow n during the night and cut
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We know all about the manufacture of paper and the arts of
printing, mining, engraving, etc. but butter making, dyeing and ying
are sealed books to us

Sunday, 21 May, 191
Pack in close today, and, as often happens, it has brought a spell of
ne weather for it is beautiful today
We nearly all go up Penguin Hill at least once a day to have a look
round. It provides a ne natural look-out
From the top thereof this morning I espied a seal on a small oe
which appeared to be close to the shore, at a point about half a
mile along the coast. As it has been the general opinion that it is
impossible to get along the shore at all, and also as I could not
judge for certain whether it would be possible to reach the oe
from the shore even if we could get to the part of the coast
nearest to it. I knew it would be useless to report my discovery
unless I could give satisfactory proof that it could be reached. I
therefore set forth forthwith. Taking a snow shovel with me I very
cautiously cut a track along the snow on the face of the
precipitous rocks which form the junction between the glacierwing and the coast to the eastward. At a spot only a hundred
yards from out spit I found my self on a treacherous slope of snow
over lying a face of rock running sheer down into deep water at a
slant considerably over the natural angle of 45 degrees. As the
snow was not very thick, the temperature only a little below
freezing and a warm sun shining on it, I was afraid, every moment,
that the covering might become loose and avalanche down with
me on it, and, as I was alone, I must confess that I had my heart in
my mouth all the time that I was negotiating that tricky bit, but I
was determined to get that seal at any price. If I was gong to
encounter many more similar places, however, it was going to be
no sinecure
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them off from their shing ground on the morrow. They always
seem to travel in the water against the wind

The rest of the way was comparatively easy, but not until I got
right up to the seal could he see it for it was concealed behind a
snow covered rock, and I began to think that it might have gone or
that I had mistaken a bare rock for a seal, but there it was all right,
a ne big Weddell fast asleep on a oe. I would have killed it there
and then with my shovel had I been able to get onto the oe but
the latter was about eight feet from the nearest rock and fast
aground on some submerged rocks.
Seeing that an oar would be necessary to bridge the gap I
reluctantly returned with all the speed I could and reported my
nd to Wild who was serving out luncheon. Perhaps it was too
much to expect him to come and shoot it before he had his
luncheon, but considering how urgently we need blubber I felt, at
the time, rather indignant that he should be so casual about it,
especially as the seal had not promised to remain where he was.
After luncheon and the post-prandial pipe, however, a party of six
of us set out "a la chasse" armed with ri e, ropes, oars, shovels
and knives

.
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Having circumvented Scylla I found myself confronted by
Charybdis in the form of a little gulley between rocks which at
rst seemed unscalable until by "niggly gouging" with my trusty
shovel I nally succeeded in surmounting the side of the cliff. With
two people it would not have presented much dif culty. I may
here say that under certain circumstances a shovel is superior to
an ice axe on snow slopes, for by digging the blade of the shovel
into the snow just above ones track at each foot step on a steep
slope one obtains a much rmer anchoring effect than one can get
with an ice axe used in any way, and if one slips a shovel is in no
way inferior to the axe for checking one's involuntary glissade

Except for Wordie and myself, none of our party, not even Mr.
Wild have had any experience whatever in mountaineering snow
craft and they gave a ne exhibition of their ignorance in this
respect and their contempt for danger when they came to the
dangerous section by treading heavily and deliberately in the steps
I had so gingerly made. My advice to use a rope over this section
was contemptuously ignored and I expected every minute to see
the whole track carry away. All the steps were broken down and
merged into one by the time the party was across. They would
have turned a Swiss guide's hair grey. Mr. Wild, however, was
careful enough. With the others it was a case of "Fools step in...
etc." and they did step in like elephants. The two sailors with us
were particularly bad offenders. The gully was ever so much more
easily negotiated and the rest of the way was plane sailing as
before
On arriving opposite the seal, which had obligingly remained
where I left him. Once seals come up to sleep they often put in
more than twelve hours at it so that it is usually safe to reckon on
their remaining where one nds them until one had time to go
and fetch a gun. The only drawback is putting too much reliance
on this rule is that one does not always know how long the seal
has already been up when one nds it. In this case, however, we
were well within the time limit whatever it may be, for out seal
was still complacently slumbering quite oblivious of our presence
and of the preparations that were being made to terminate its
existence
As usual Mr. Wild at a range of ten yards neatly placed a bullet
right in the very centre of the seal's head, the blood gushed out in
the usual fountain (about 12 inches high) and it never breathed or
moved again
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Taking one of the oars I placed the blade end on the oe and the
handle on the rock and commenced to shuf e across. Just as I
was in the very middle the oar began to slip owing to the blade
cutting into the snow in the surface of the oe and screaming for
help I only just escaped a nasty ducking by hastily opping anyhow
onto the oe. There I cut the seal's throat to bleed it, and hitched
a rope round it, whereupon the party on shore heaved round and
so hauled the great creature up to the ice foot, but it was much
too heavy to haul up on to the top of the ice foot which formed
the only level place anywhere near. By xing two oars in the snow
an attempt was mad to parbuckle him up but he proved too heavy
and slippery even for that so we cut him up on a small piece of ice
at the foot of the ice foot and hauled the pieces up in sections,
caching them in the snow
Whilst this was in progress Wild said to me, "Go along further and
see if you can nd another seal." I had not gone many yards when
my attention was arrested by a distinct blowing sound. I thought
at rst that it might only be the action of the tide in an ice blow
hole under the rocks, but on hearing it again I soon traced it to a
little pool and there, underneath a small natural ice arch between
two rocks I saw the dog like face of a young seal apparently
sleeping under the water with its nostrils just on the surface, like
the crocodiles at the zoo. I called out the usual signal "Seal oh"
and Wild came up with his little gun, but just how to get a shot at
it was a problem for the ice tunnel in which it was lying was fairly
dark and the daylight was decreasing. I went on to see if there
were any more about, and to my surprise came upon a seal's
"form" in the snow but no seal. The "form" was a large one and
quite likely was a previous lair of the big seal we had just shot.
On hearing the report of a ri e I retraced my steps and on
coming up to Wild, who was standing on the ice bridge
immediately over the spot where the young seal had been, I
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noticed that the water was bloody. Wild said that he had red
vertically downward into the water at the spot where he heard
the blowing and where he thought he could see the seal's head. I
jumped down onto a big slab of ice which threatened to capsize
every time I moved and turning my sleeves up groped about in the
water and to my delight felt the seal, and sticking my nger into
the bullet hole in his head, I lifted him to the surface, but he was
much too heavy to lift out, so passing a ropes end round him in
the water, three of attempted to haul him up but the rope broke
and I had to x it all over again by which time my hands were
pretty nearly gone, but it's worth going to a good deal of trouble
and discomfort to secure a seal. At last we got him up and I was
glad of the opportunity of warming my hands in his entrails whilst
gutting and skinning him
In skinning a seal the blubber is always removed with the skin
adhering to it, the latter being burnt with the blubber when used
as fuel or easily cut off if the blubber is required for cooking
The other day Wild said that if we got two seals in a day we
should have an extra issue of Nut-food and he proved himself a
man of his word, and incidentally a pro igate, by issuing a cake
each tonight. It is only "robbing Peter to pay Paul" and if people
like it that way, there is no reason why they shouldn't have it so,
but it seemed to me rather wasteful as we had a serving of Nutfood for luncheon; that is we have had two pieces in a day whereas
our normal rate is two pieces a week, Wednesdays and Sundays.
Today is Sunday. I omitted to mention above that we cached the
meat and blubber of the small seal before returning, bringing home
with us the hearts, liver and kidneys of both
Monday, 22 May, 191
Beautifully ne again. No sign of pack going.
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A party of ten went round and brought in all the meat and
blubber. The gulls had not at it and pecked it about and fouled it a
bit but that doesn't make it inedible here. The party today took
even greater liberties then yesterday over the "tricky" bit, calmly
kicking the remains of the steps into one continuous path, but as
the temperature was only +8 degrees at noon there was far less
danger than yesterday of a snow-slip. I saw a snow petrel feeding
upon arupinpores(?) which had been washed up on to the ice
slabs, of the thousands that I have seen this is the rst time I have
ever seen one actually eating anything. These beautiful white birds
seem to be forever on the wing
We had a delicious feed of peas boiled in blubber for luncheon
today. Bang go the peas. There are no more
Tuesday, 23 May, 191
Very ne again, and the pack is all very ne if it is responsible for
this weather as we believe to be the case, but it is time it went
now and allowed a few penguins to come up
I celebrated my birthday. We had a ne sledging ration hoosh
made from 18 eight oz. blocks for breakfast, for luncheon one
biscuit and two sardines each, (good bye sardines) and for supper
seal hoosh with four sledging rations added to it, three lumps of
sugar and a concert in which I took part much to the agony of my
comrades
My besetting sin is snoring. I quite sympathize with my audience
and only wish I could reproduce some of their congratulatory
remarks, but they would occupy too much space, besides:------
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Wednesday, 24 May, 191
Still ne, and the pack, like the poor, still with us.
It snowed in the evening and we had tapioca pudding for luncheon.
Farewell tapioca
Thursday, 25 May, 191
Strong N.E. wind. When will the pack go? Not with this wind. My
next-door neighbour, the cook, was pouring forth his woes into
my unsympathetic ears this morning, but really I have so many
troubles of my own that I am afraid I gave him little consolation.
The occupants of the bags on the thwarts above him Stephenson
and Holness got their bags wet with salt water which seems bad
for the hair and now their bags are molting and every time they
emerge from them hairs descend upon him literally in thousands.
If I happen to be having my food at the time, this is most
unpleasant and naturally calls forth remonstrances from me. They,
in turn, being unable to help it naturally think I ought not to
complain and it requires considerable restraint to prevent oneself
being drawn into an altercation
Living under such conditions, piled close upon one another as we
are, we have been given to understand that we are all on an equal
footing and, of course, the sailors like most people of the class
have no sense of proportion and immediately begin to take
advantage of it. There is one brilliant exception, Bakewell, a
Canadian of some re nement, who is always respectful as well as
being self respectful. He and another man, How, both sleep in one
bag owing to How's bag having fallen to pieces. With the remains
they enlarged Bakewell's bag until it held the two of them fairly
comfortably
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Yesterday there was a great deal of frozen rime inside the hut,
today there was quite a thick sheet of ice down the canvas wall
along side my billet, but the high temperature enabled us to detach
it without tearing the canvas
The wall beside me is "buggy". It was impossible to obviated this
owing to its having had to be broken(?) to curve to avoid a rock.
In gusty weather this piece of the wall "bellies" in and out like a
apping sail with loud bangs. It is a wonder that it stands the
strain. If it happens to have any rime on it this rime gets shot off
on to my bags much to my dis-comfort, but I have checked it
somewhat by putting one side of a attened out box that I have
under me, up against the wall and so forming a simple sort of trap
for the pieces of rime that shake off
There was enough light to sew for an hour at noon today, but, like
reading it was rather a severe strain on the eyes. We all remained
in our bags all day today
The "upstairs" people who sleep on the thwarts are beginning to
regret their choice. As they have nothing like enough head room
to enable them to sit up in it becomes very trying when they have
to remain in their bags on a day like this, they can just manage to
get room enough to lean on their elbows, in which position they
have to take their meals. They have all sorts of odd pieces of
wood between the thwarts to support their bags, though Bakewell
and How have made a kind of stranded wire trellis for theirs and
Greenstreet a rope one for his
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Friday, 26 May, 191
A high temperature about 32 degrees. The pack seems looser but
otherwise the same. Snowing all day

Saturday, 27 May, 191
Very mild, overcast and damp. No wind
The pack is as close as yesterday only more so
Most of the upper story brigade were able to secure sundry
pieces of wood to lay from thwart to thwart to support their
bags. Clark sleeps on a couple of rudders, but the other mostly
have boat bottom boards and pieces of Venesta cases whilst
Greenstreet had made himself a very substantial affair - thin cord
woven into a sort of trellis and Bakewell and How have done the
same with a piece of stranded wire, which was once a dogtethering line and must have come along with us more or less by
accident
Sunday, 28 May, 191
Very mild, snowing at intervals, dull and overcast. The pack is
closer than ever and closer than that in places. We took to our
bags and remained in them all day
Luncheon, biscuits fried in blubber and very good too
Monday, 29 May, 191
Weather same as yesterday. Pack ditto
Tuesday, 30 May, 191
Everything ditto, ditto, ditto. If this goes on much longer I shall get
tired of life. In fact I am not quite sure that I am not already. It is
one long strain

.
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Wednesday, 31 May, 191
Ditto all things, except that we are running so short of penguin
skins for fuel that henceforth we can only afford to have one hot
meal daily.
This is the rst result of out not killing the 700 penguins on the
9th, 10th and 11th insts. and could have been avoided if my advice
had been taken.
Thursday, 1 June, 191
Pack and weather no change. Later pack looser
The one hot meal per day regime does not meet with universal
approval. (Wild, in his lectures in South America, referred to this
as if it was an unavoidable hardship. Considering that it was due
to his own negligence, and that he could have easily prevented it, it
does not seem quite in order to represent it as a hardship.
Hurley and Kerr have made a clever addition to the stove out of
the old oil-drum, until recently used as a cooking pot, but now
found to leak. They cut it in half and tted the half on to the stove
in the manner shown in the diagram so that two pots can be
cooked at once, and it is a great success
The stove gives out a little warmth into the hut, but as it is now
alight for only half the day we rather miss its cheerful blaze and
splutter
The supper is now cooked directly after breakfast and we keep it
hot in the pots by wrapping them up in coats etc. It is thus just
warm when served. Clark put our sauce pan full in his sleeping
bag today to keep it hot and it really was a great success, in spite
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of the extra helping of hairs it contained. In this way we can make
10 skins do for one day
Friday, 2 June, 191
Moderate westerly blizzard, kept us in our bags all day and as far
as we could see through the blizz it shifted the pack. Otherwise
nothing doing. The presence of two penguins looks rather hopeful.
Some brute slaughtered them. I didn't
Saturday, 3 June, 191
Penguin Day! No less than 115 penguins came up today and no
less than 115 of them fell victims to our ferocity. They were so
eager to get ashore for a rest that the 3 ft. ice-foot, up which they
had to climb did no deter them
As they came up close to Penguin Hill and very willingly permitted
us to do so, we drove them up that slope and as on the ice slope, I
was sent up to send them down in batches of seven or eight.
Some compelled us to drive them over the precipice but they all
died unnatural deaths. As they fell into the soft snow at the foot
of the precipice out outposts met them with a rain of blows.
I have always volunteered to "gut" any number of birds if only Wild
will get them, indeed I like doing this messy job. I therefor
undertook to gut the lot. They were collected in a great pile just
outside the hut and as fast as I gutted them I passed them into the
hut where they were skinned as it was too cold for the skinners
to work outside. The act of "gutting" keeps the hands warm. The
whole 115 were thus dealt with in about an hour and a half but I
had my work cut out to gut them as fast as they were wanted. I
am thinking of setting up in the poultry dealers line when I get
home.
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All the stomachs contained large sh a few of which were so
recently swallowed that I put them aside for human consumption.
When I entered the hut a gory sight and worse smell met my
gaze, etc. but I was not prepared for the frightful mess in which I
found my bag. It had evidently been used to prevent the penguins
from dirtying the pebbles, but as no one had seen any penguins on
my bag nor knew anything about it, my execrations were directed
at the mob in general, I refrained from particularizing
Sunday, 4 June, 191
Very mild. One can work bare handed easily.
Thinking they might like it, I cut a nice little slope in the ice-foot
for the penguins to come up. They at once appreciated this
forethought on my part; 26 came up by it, and were foully done to
death by a band of blackguards for their trouble
Wild told me today that he had overheard someone in the hut say
to someone else that they thought they had heard me eating sugar
in my sleeping bag at night, and that as I was in charge of the sugar,
etc. they thought it quite possible that I was helping myself
surreptitiously and so on, he added that he did not believe it
himself and that the people who said it were those who would
probably help themselves if they had an opportunity of doing so,
but that to avoid such imputations he would have the milk, sugar,
etc. in the hut and issue the provisions himself in future. I am
quite indifferent to these impeachments as I have now been in
charge of provisions so long that I know it is an unenviable job in
this respect, and therefore I was only too glad to hand over
everything to Wild, especially as it entails going out in blizzards to
fetch things very often. I counted everything out to Wild and, as
far as I know, he found all in order; at any rate, he expressed

.
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We got a small Weddell seal today and none have quite a
considerable store of blubber
Monday, 5 June, 191
Very mild again. Temperature +29 degrees at noon. No sun
We got 48 penguins today. This is very reassuring and I now have
little apprehension as to our getting enough to keep us going, for if
the penguins are here in such considerable numbers within a
fortnight of midwinter, as we now are, there is every reason to
suppose that they will remain throughout the winter. I must
confess that until now I had, at times, a bit of an "All is lost" sort
of feeling; but then that's my nature, perhaps, and why Wild calls
me a pessimist
All the penguins recently caught have had their stomachs well
lled with sh instead of being crammed with euphausia as they
generally are. The quantity of sh they can get outside of is
extraordinary and they often ll themselves so full that the tail of
the last sh is sticking up in the creature's throat. I sorted out the
contents of one stomach and found in it 11 large minnows, 5
smelts, 2 small herrings and one large whiting besides a number of
euphasia. The sh were the size of those mentioned and not the
actual varieties named above
The last stomach is bottle-shaped and extends from the neck to
the feet, some times it is as tight as a German sausage
The last sh swallowed is generally in edible condition and today I
cooked one of these and found it a delightful change. One or two

.
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himself satis ed. As to the sugar, he was surprised at how little we
had used - less than 14 lbs. since the 10th of May

Tuesday, 6 June, 191
Mild again +29 degrees. Overcast as usual
A high spring tide and heavy surf have entirely demolished the icefoot in East Bay quite altering the appearance of the foreshore but
once more making it easy for seals and penguins to come up at
any part of the beach. Forty of the latter came up never to return
to their happy hunting ground
The noise of the surf once again is like music. The sailor Holness
shed in a pool amongst some rocks and caught a nice little
rockcod. It is a pity that we cannot obtain more sh in this way. If
only we had a boat available we could often go out and, no doubt
catch plenty, we could do with a net too. We did very nearly bring
one from the ship but it somehow got over looked at the last
minute. With a boat too we could reach the seals which we
occasionally see out on the oes: but if we had everything we
wanted we should have no privations to write about and that
would be a serious loss to the "book". Privations make a book sell
like anything
A young sea elephant came round prospecting but thought better
of it and did not come up.
For some reason or other the stove smoked "abominababily", as
the cook hath it. The usual remedy was tried, a stone on a string,
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critics said it was a piggish thing to do until I reminded them that
they had eaten the sh from the parasite infected stomach of a sea
leopard when on the oe. This "downed their house" all right.
The penguins' stomachs are at least free from parasites as far as I
have explored, though one doesn't exactly seek such things and
they may exist in the "chyma", i.e. digested food further down.

with the usual result that it stuck half way down and the stove
smoked its "abominabablest" until the obstruction was removed.
The atmosphere, was overpowering and every one ed outside
with tears streaming from their eyes, except the two poor invalids
who shut themselves into their bags swearing and spluttering
something awful. I felt so sorry for them, but the I have such a
soft heart
Until today I never knew that James was an inventor, but he came
to the rescue in the chimney sweeping line with ying colours. He
constructed a really effective ue brush by lying a roll of penguin
skins, feather side outwards on to a long lath - a piece of the
remains of the sledge
A ight of a couple of hundred blue eyed cormorants ew over
today going from East to West but we have not yet enough local
knowledge to know what this indicates
The sunset was the superbest we have seen here
The disc of the sun seemed to take on a pale greenish yellow
colour as it sank in a back-ground of golden re. As it dipped
below the horizon the crescent moon emerged from behind a
purple cloud looking magni cent in a blaze of crimson while Venus
shone brightly close to the moon
There were numerous huge icebergs between us and the sunset
and they re ected all shades of pink and violet whilst the sea itself
ranged from green to blue, indigo and black
The snow covered mountain peaks of Elephant Island (some 3000
ft. high) at rst gilded shone with a ne "alpenglow" long after the
sun had set from our point of view. The horizon was sharp and
clear
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There have been many avalanches these last two days and several
big ice-falls from the glacier echoing like thunder as they fall. We
quite thought one was a gun so sharp was the report and
someone went out to see whether it really was the relief ship at
last
Wild quite expected the relief ship a fortnight ago for when the
pack came in on 20th May he said, "Well boys, you will have to
possess your souls in patience for another week for the relief ship
can't get through the pack
Wednesday, 7 June, 191
One cannot help but be a bit anxious about Sir Ernest. One
wonders how he fared, where he is now and how it is that he has
not yet been able to relieve us. He is always so resourceful that it
seems all the more remarkable that he has not yet succeeded in
reaching us
We naturally speculate very much on the subject and the most
general opinion is that, if all is well, he has already been down here
in an iron whaler, found us ice bound and has gone back to seek a
wooden ship. There are so few of these to be had. The only one's
we know of are the Aurora, as previously mentioned. the
Discovery at London and the wooden sheathed Argentine man
o'war "Uruguay" which relieved Nordenskiold at Snow Hill in
1902 and which is capable of negotiating the pack we have had
around us so far. She could reach us in about a fortnight from
Buenos Aires if she is ready for sea but that is the question; at any
rate if she was coming here at all she could reach us easily before
the end of this month, but either the Discovery nor the Aurora
could very well get here before the end of August. Personally,
pessimist that I am, I shall not worry until the middle of
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September at any rate, and Mr. Wild said the other day that he was
not at all anxious and would not be uneasy until the end of
August
As a matter of fact the subject is practically taboo: everyone
keeps their own counsel and think differently and no one knows
just what anyone else thinks about it, and it is quite obvious that
no one really dare say what they really do think
Our meat stock is the richer by 72 penguins, all that came up
today
Thursday, 8 June, 191
Very mild, temperature +20 degrees. Some light snow
An east wind has blown the damned pack in again. The East Bay is
full of it and as it is only by this bay that the seals and penguins
come up it matters considerably. West Bay is, however, quite clear,
which is often the case with an east wind, but we have never yet
known a seal or penguin to come up on that side of the spit
Wild, who is on the sick list, strained his back slightly. After telling
everyone that I was a pessimist he publicly in his customary
phraseology that we have "any God's amount of meat to last until
the end of August if necessary." This not very convincing remark
was received in silence and I am not the only one who is well
aware that it is entirely fallacious.
I now, through having kept an accurate record that we have barely
enough to last until the end of July. Since landing here we have
killed a total of 429 penguins, 8 Weddell seals, 5 young sea
elephants and 1 Crab-eater. At the rate of 90 penguins per week
and two days to each seal on an average, our stock, counting as

.
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Optimism so often raises false hopes whose non-ful llment causes
a disappointment, and it often seem to be synonymous with
improvidence.
A seal was espied in the water yesterday but did not come up.
Clark went outside during the night and found and killed a small
Weddell on the ice foot, probably the one seen during the day.
These additions are very welcome
A number of snow petrels have settled on the beach nestling
down into the snow. This is so unusual that it must foretell some
change in the weather, we think, very likely a blizzard. They are
very tame. I killed one with a stick, cooked it and ate it and
nding it eatable, others went out and did likewise but we are all a
little bit ashamed of destroying such beautiful creatures to satisfy
our greediness, though why their beauty should exempt them, I
don't know. They may have horrid dispositions for all we know,
but beautiful creatures (and human beings) do always seem to
arouse one's sympathy more readily
Since the 1st of the month we have more or less taken to our
beds, so to speak, that is we remain in our bags for the greater
part of the day and for the whole time that we are in the hut. We
no longer roll them up, nor are the "seats" placed round in a circle
as before but are kept permanently in position as the cook's bed,
and such people as have occasion to be up and about during the
day sit on them. The rough diagram best explains, the new
arrangement. This plan saves no end of trouble and early morning
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from 1st May only, will not take us very far into July at the present
rate of consumption. With this I have done with the matter and
will not again bore the reader by reference to it. It was only
Wild's attempt to reassure people that has prompted me to again
open the old sore

amenities which always resulted from the confusion that used to
take place daily under the old system
There is no regular work outside and our only obligation is to
take one hour's exercise daily. The penguins generally give us all
the exercise we require
On wet or blizzard days we do not go out, but if we remain in our
bags for two or three days we feel very weak the next time that
we do go out. At the same time we certainly all seem to be in
excellent health in spite of inaction, stuf ness in the hut and lack
of suitable food
I feel quite happy and contented now that there seems a
reasonable probability that the penguins will not altogether desert
us
The time, however, passes much more slowly now that we have no
outside work to occupy us, and one dreads the long nights during
half of which time one lies awake. I have, however, found
something of a palliative, for since the introduction of the blubber
night light, I read the Encyclopaedia for an hour or two in the
middle of the night if it is not too cold to do so, and I nd that
very often after this I can get to sleep again
If the days pass slowly, however, the weeks seem to go quickly
enough and although it is now more than six weeks since Sir
Ernest left it seems only the other day that he went
It is now only a fortnight to midwinter and the days are getting
very short. There is day light only from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and only
the faintest suspicion of dawn at 8 a.m
The sun is very low now, even at noon
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It is altogether too dark today to read in the hut.
It goes without saying that our life is pretty dull and monotonous
living in such squalor and darkness all day long, but we seem to
contrive to make the best of it
Food is our only means of exchange and we barter freely with it
For instance, the other day, Hurley sold a pair of fur mitts to
Macklin for a cake of nut-food. McLeod exchanged a cake of nutfood with Blackborrow for seven half penguin steaks payable at
the rate of half a steak daily at breakfast time. Wild exchanged his
penguins steak last night for one biscuit with Stephenson
The other day the latter asked me if I would give him a cake of
nut-food for all his lump sugar due i.e. at the rate of six lumps per
week, and Holness did likewise; so I gave them each a cake of this
most esteemed delicacy at two consecutive servings of it, on the
strength of receiving six lumps of sugar weekly from each until the
relief ship arrives or until the lump sugar runs out which will be in
about six weeks time from the date of our bargain.
If the ship arrives soon I lose, if not I gain
As the proposal was made by them and not by me in any way it
seemed fair enough, but Wild thought differently and ordered me
to relinquish my part of the bargain. I protested and said I would
refund what I had had if the others would refund what they had
had, but Wild told me I ought to be ashamed of myself and so I
agreed to waive my claims; but I think it is rather a case of the pot
calling the kettle black. One had to be situated in circumstances
of destitution, such as ours, before one can fully realize the true
import of what all this means. No doubt, when read over at home
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it will all seem very petty and insigni cant but when one is
reduced to our present degree of primitiveness and mental
stagnation it is easy to appreciate this at its real value
Of course, I am not the only one to have up and downs or to be
mixed up in pusillanimous squabbles and so on. I am afraid we are
all pretty well tarred with the same brush from out present leader
downwards, but I must leave it for others to tell their own tales
against themselves lest I should err on the side of partiality
Bets provide us with a certain amount of diversion the steak
usually being biscuits; no, not steaks
Blackborrow very sportingly bet me a cake of nut-food that we
should get more than thirty penguins this month. As we have
already got many more than this, I owed him one cake of the
delectable sweet-meat, though by the terms of the bet it was not
due until the end of the month, so today I gave Blackborrow his
option of 3/4 cake now or a whole cake at the end of the month
and he chose the former, and, as we had nut-food for luncheon to
day the bet was thus paid off, I gave him 3/4 of my piece and made
the best of 1/4 cake (1 1/2 oz.) for my own luncheon
Similarly I bet Hurley a biscuit that we would not get more than
ten penguins on any one day this month, and having lost "hands
down", I paid him the biscuit
When one considers that our weekly allowance comprises a
couple of cakes of nut-food and four biscuits only per week and
that these are issued, with nothing else at all now on six days of
the week for luncheon it will be seen that it is not too easy a
matter to forfeit them
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For the rest we argue and wrangle and grace it by the term
debate. There is often a good deal of snappiness and little
squabbles arise now and again from quite obscure causes, as is
only to be, expected amongst people living in such close
con nement. They are more often than not due to people treading
on each other. When one of the upstairs people puts a grimy foot
in one's face on his way down it is enough to arouse anyone's ire
Today the cook had balanced two mugs of hoosh on top of one
another to warm against the stove. In passing in the dark I did
not see them and clumsily knocked the top one over upsetting the
mess, 3/4 of a pint of it, on the stones where Wild puts the foot of
his bag at night and he burst into a temper which I have never
seen him do before. There is no doubt that it is the effect of the
nervous strain of all these past months, which none of us will
admit, but all suffer from. In fact I got very much twitted the other
day for mentioning it and for saying that the loss of the ship must
have given us all a mental shock in varying degrees without our
knowing it.
Of such tri es is our life here made up
Friday, 9 June, 191
A bright day and an east wind keeps the pack in, it stretches to the
horizon, brashy in places. Temperature +20 degrees. A little snow
Hurley bet me one cake of nut-food that the pack would not
come in again densely before the end of July. James was the
umpire and today decided in my favour but of course the stake is
not due until the end of July
Three penguins were up in the morning but were gone in the
afternoon
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It was ne all last night and this morning Hurley, who was out
early, found and killed a large Weddell seal. Good luck to it
We had rather an unusual sort of beverage last night. The Bovril
sledging ration blocks are packed in tin-lined Venesta cases
containing one hundred each. To stop the blocks from cha ng
against each other or from sticking together the case is lled up
with some powder which we think may be pea our, at any rate it
is not any ordinary kind of sawdust. We boiled it up with a little
sugar and lots of water and found it made quite a potable, though
no particularly palatable beverage.
I nd that living close to the stove is very convenient, for I nd I
can afford to save any hoosh or steak over from one meal I can
warm it up on the stove. Wild, McIlroy, Hurley and James who
also have billets close to the stove do likewise, but members who
sleep further away are unable to avail themselves of this privilege
so Hurley has rigged up a shelf round the back of the stove and
takes on contracts, with Wild's permission to warm up peoples
mugs of hoosh at the rate of two lumps of sugar each per week
One or two members have protested and characterise this as an
imposition but Hurley is doing a roaring trade all the same
If one likens us to schoolboys one will get a pretty good idea of
our dealings with one another
I discovered a small hole in the side of the stove and by making
another in my mug I nd I can really cook my hoosh over again by
hanging the mug up against the hole with a piece of stout wire
bent into a hook
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The addition of a little sugar to the hoosh makes a vast
improvement
Saturday, 10 June, 191
A South west wind sprang up last night and increased to a Blizzard
which has once more shifted all the ice out to sea again
There were 32 penguins up but the weather was altogether too
strenuous to get them
The temperature dropped below zero in the night
We remained in our bags all day and did not even go out for our
customary hour's exercise. On other days I very often do some
of the more vigourous Swedish exercises, but one lacks the energy
to do much. Some of the sailors are very reluctant to go out at
times.
Old McLeod sticks up in his stuffy bag all day long in the dark
quite contented to be left alone smoking or chewing. The others
read a good deal but he is almost illiterate, I believe. Some of
them are revolting in their habits, but we surpress it as much as
possible. One doesn't expect to make silk purses out of sow's
ears, and we have all degenerated in re nement beyond
recognition but there is on occasion for them to be positively
beastly
We are very short of cooking pots or rather pots for serving the
meals out to groups
One saucepan had to be sacri ced for use as a "commode" for
our poor invalids
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In order to obviate the continual traf c through the door at
nights, which used to let much snow in on to those sleeping near
it, we have now provided for hygienic purposes at night two petrol
cans, with the tops cut off
The reader is requested to excuse reference to these matters;
they are interesting in a way
Last night being the King's birthday we drank his health in a patent
milk substitute of our own; a beverage made from two cakes of
Bovril sledging ration and 1/4 lb. sugar to four gallons of water
brought to the boil, and a very excellent drink it is too
All the meat for hooshes has to be cut up inside the hut, (too cold
outside). We take it in turns, two or three of us daily. As the
boards on which it is cut up are also used for cutting up tobacco a
de nite avour is sometimes imparted to the hoosh, which if any
thing improves it, for we lack avourings and even the most
incongruous avours are acceptable
Sunday, 11 June, 191
Overcast but ne and dry. Temperature + 6 degrees. Dead calm
and the sea is freezing over. I sincerely hope it will not continue
to do so
There is not a particle of pack in sight, though there is quite a
number of large bergs aground around us
Nine penguins came up and died. 'Cos why? 'Cos we hit them on
the heads so hard

.
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A lot of exchanging goes on now, some prefer nut-food, some
biscuits. The present rate of exchange is three biscuits for one
block of nut-food
Salt was issued today. The issue of salt and nut-food is always
carried out by the simple process of laying out all the articles in a
row, when someone who cannot see them, of course, calls out the
names of all the inmates in any arbitrary order and the packets are
distributed in rotation
This is especially necessary in the case of the precious salt for the
contents of the packets vary greatly and although we all grumble a
lot about the smallness of our respective packages yet no one can
insinuate that there is any partiality in the distribution
The nut-food is to us the last word in all that is scrumptious. It
differs very little from Callard & Bowsers nougat.
It is
manufactured by Messrs. Streimer the nougat makers, and be he
enemy or ally we bless the name of Streimer. He sent Sir Ernest a
present of some nougat for the expedition stating that it had a
de nite food value
Colonel Beveridge of the R.A.M.C. who was advising Sir Ernest as
to sledging foods, analysed it and pronounced it as of very high
value. It was then decided that, with a little modi cation, it should
be taken as the sledging luncheon ration under the name of "nutfood". That is how we came by it.
It consists chie y of ground nuts and sesame oil. It is put up in 6
oz. cakes packed in Trumilk powder, ten blocks to a box and these
boxes are packed ten in a Venesta case. Owing to the omission to
line the cases with tin the contents have deteriorated somewhat,
having gone slightly mouldy in places, and also got wet here and
there in the boats. The mild powder is a Godsend. The contents

.
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Monday, 12 June, 191
The weather is the exact opposite to yesterday; warm, damp and
snowing and the damnable pack has once more beset us. How
can poor penguins be expected to come up under such
conditions. Seven of them are standing disconsolately on a oe
about half a mile from the beach unable to take to the water in
any direction on account of the thick brash which lls all the
interstices between the oes; and a solitary Emperor rests
complacently enough on another oe in the treacherous West Bay
right under the overhanging glacier. I should have thought an
Emperor would have known better. It will serve him right if a
piece does drop on him and atten him out. There, there goes a
piece right on top of where he was a second ago for the canny
fellow has disappeared and, no doubt is under the oe in safety by
now
The smaller penguins are quite baf ed by brash. It is too loose
and slushy to support their weight but too deep and thick to
prevent them coming to, or swimming upon, the surface of the
water
We remained in our bags all day except when the stuf ness of the
hum compelled us to go outside for a little fresh air
Outside the Scotch mist made us unpleasantly wet
Very dark in hut; impossible to read today
Two of us are told off daily in rotation as inside and outside
"peggys". The duties of the inside man are to light the re and
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of two boxes makes a ne brew for all hands. It has taken up the
ne avour of the nut-food

stoke it all day, a ne mushy job; the outside man enches the
blubber, penguin-skins, meat and ice as required, empties the slops
and ashes and keeps the chimney swept. Except of blizzard days
we mostly prefer the outside work. We are allowed to provide
substitutes. Stephenson always deputizes in return for half a
penguin steak. Cutting blubber into thin strips and stuf ng them
on the re every ve minutes is just the work he seems cut out
for
Getting out through the door in a blizzard is a work of art. First
one pushes the "door" inside out to clear away the drift outside,
then, untying it one wriggles through the aperture on all fours
whilst an assistant ties it up behind one and so as little drift as
possible enters
Tuesday, 13 June, 191
Very dull mild weather which seems to be the prevailing variety
here
Pack as usual only looser. No perceptible swell.
My turn to cut up meat today. Having no where else to do it, I cut
it up sitting in my sleeping bag, which may account for the
profusion of hairs found in the hoosh tonight; not two or three,
but two or three hundred. It is not exactly my fault for the hairs
descend upon me from the bags of the "upstairs" people above me
all day long in a perpetual stream like the "gentle rain from
heaven". I am not exaggerating in the slightest when I say that
thousands fall on me daily. In the mornings I can rake up a handful
of them off my bag like so much uff. The supply seems to be
quite inexhaustible but, of course, a little hair goes a long way
when spread out over an area. I used to get so many in my mouth
at night that I now sleep under a piece of dirty greasy old tent
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cloth which is the less of the two evils. During the daytime it also
saves my bag from the hoosh which the upper-story people
occasionally upset and the food fragments and uneatable pieces of
meat, which we aptly term "chews" and which they are rather
inclined to drop surreptitiously in the dark... It is no good
complaining about it, as we are expected to put up with a certain
amount of this sort of thing under our present conditions and one
is reckoned tiresome if one doesn't; but I thought I might as well
retail all our injuries and sorrows for future consumption
Lately I have been aware of an overpowering ef uvia emanating
from the vicinity of my billet but have hitherto been unable to
locate it until today; with the aid of a blubber lamp, I traced its
origin to very numerous particles of meat, probably "chews",
amongst the pebbles underneath my sleeping bag. I worked
diligently for more than an hour until I had removed as much as
possible of the semi-putrid mess. A few of the scraps may have
been pieces lost when cutting up the meat, but the majority had
no doubt been there since the days when we used to sit round in
a circle, for this is just where the circle passed
It is a gay life and I do hope it will be a short one
Wednesday, 14 June, 191
Warm and mild. Temperature 31 degrees. Dead calm
Pack, no change, but a perceptible swell
It was much too warm for mitts in spite of the dampness of the
air. Sun shone for two hours. I was digging some penguin steaks
out of a heap and got quite hot. This is the rst time I have been
so hot as to perspire at all since we landed here. This is more
interesting than it sounds, for it is probably due to the fact that

.
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the exhalations from the skin are so much diminished in a polar
climate that one puts on weight in the form of a layer of subcutaneous fat. In spite of our all meat diet we are all well above
our normal weights
There was much "verglace" on all objects outside, notably on the
handles of our four snow shovels; as the temperature rises the
layer of ice can be detached forming a perfect ice-cast of the
object
I found my sleeping bag had got wet again at the foot end where it
projects beyond the boards on which I sleep
I have improved on my cooking facilities by using an empty Virol
tin which I have contrived to bend to the shape of the stove. It is
small but olds quite as much as I can afford to save over from one
night's supper to the next day's luncheon. I have quite a little
collection of tins which I deep down in the space between my
sleeping bag and the side of the hut. My mug, a small tin for salt, a
cooking tin, a Virol tin for milk, etc. and a tin plate (which is the
bottom of an old sugar tin) and a Burberry sock in which I keep
steak saved from breakfast to luncheon.
In my sleeping bag, I keep a large cigarette tin in which I put two
thirds of my nut-food on the days on which I receive it. As we
only get it twice a week I divide it into three pieces so as to have
one third of a cake, 2 ozs., every day except Thursdays only, for
breakfast
All this sounds silly and even piggish but one understands it quick
enough in our plight
Adequate lamps would better our lot a lot. We have now eight
separate lamps all made from sardine tins with a single wick and,

.
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arranged in various parts of the hut, they are certainly a great
improvement on the one "six-wicker".
Thursday, 15 June, 191
Mild but wet. Temperature 31 degrees. I am tired of stating that
the pack is still in; but it is
As it was drizzling we all went and took shelter in one of the
caves. It was pretty wet and damp there. We cut each other's hair
to pass the time away and pretty good frights we made out
ourselves. As we had to sit on a block of ice during the process,
nothing else being available for a seat, we mostly got rather wet
where our clothing came in contact with the ice.
The caves are now easily accessible owing to the icefoot having
bridged the gap that formerly intercepted out approach
They form very useful shelters and if only their oors were above
high water level and they were on the East side of Penguin Hill
they would be of great value to us as shelters for penguin-skinning
and as storehouses. To reach them it is nearly always necessary to
go right round Penguin Hill although the caves are not more than
twenty yards from the hut, but the short cut is seldom negotiable,
and when it is, it is only effected by the thin coating of ice adhering
to very steep rock faces. Steps have been cut in this ice but a slip
would entail a ducking in deep water
It was nearly three hours before we were again able to get back
into the hut by which time we were bored, cold and hungry
The operation had been successful in spite of dif culties and when
we got back into our cosy bags the patient was sleeping off the
effects of the anaesthetic

.
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Friday, 16 June, 191
Pack still all around. It rained in the night, is thawing everywhere
and so mild that Kerr and Hussey washed their faces. They
washed them quite clean and most remarkable they looked to us
who have for so long been accustomed to gaze only upon dusky
countenances. To us they looked so unusual that their appearance
at rst gave us an instinctive impression that they were ill in just
the same way that negroes who see a white man for the rst time
associate the apparition with illness. This was the more curious as
Hussey had an exceptionally fresh complexion. Just how they had
succeeded in getting their countenances so superlatively clean I
am not quite sure but I believe that they had heated up some
water in their hoosh mugs and had borrowed some of the
doctor's medical soap. At any rate the effect was startling enough
notwithstanding the band of grime which marked the lowest limit
of the ablution
The reader will wonder why it was that we never washed and
probably think it very dirty of us not to do so. The reasons are
very simple ones. In the rst place we had no basin, no soap and
no towels so that the usual facilities were lacking; secondly as we
never had any water to spare snow was the only alternative; and a
rub over with snow does not wash off dirt although it may refresh
one; thirdly unless the weather is milder than what we generally
had on Elephant Island frost-bite is very likely to result form a
wash in snow
As the blubber stove, even at its best, used to smoke abominably
we were, so to speak, living in a chimney and therefore used to get
very black and we soon found that snow-washes did not remove
the dirt; so we gave it up as a bad job and did not wash, save for an
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occasional rub with the blubber side of a penguin skin as
previously mentioned
It is a fact that during the ve months spent on the oe I did not
wash more than a dozen times and at Elephant Island only twice
and, that during the whole ten months from the times of leaving
the ship until we were rescued I never once took any
underclothes off and only very occasionally my outer ones; and
every one else the same
Saturday, 17 June, 191
The remarkable mild weather continues with its accompanying
discomforts. The thermometer rages round about 30 degrees F.
and at this temperature everything around us is in a thawing
condition. The protecting banks of snow round our hut melt
wherever they are in contact with parts of the hut and the
resulting water almost invariably nd its way into the hut and
under or into some unfortunate fellows bed. I imagine that I am
especially favoured in this direction but I daresay the others are as
bad or even worse off and I am sure that each victim like myself
thinks he is always having the hardest time of it and congratulates
himself on the uncomplaining fortitude with which he supports his
cross
I know that there is not one of us who would not gladly welcome
a drop of ten degrees in temperature provided it was of the good
old Swiss winter dry cold
For humid cold Elephant Isle must take very nearly rst place, I
should think. I have never experienced anything like it elsewhere.
To get frost-bitten as we do with the thermometer at 30 degrees
seems ridiculous and can only be attributable to the intense
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humidity of this God forsaken hole, unless perhaps our vitality is
lowered rather more than we imagine.
Of this latter we don't seem to have any very good means of
testing as our available territory is so restricted that we have no
place to take a walk and soon get bored walking up and down the
short beaten track along the spit, besides the weather is always
the limit of disgustingness and so no one cares to remain outside
longer than he can help, except Macklin who is a bit of a physical
crank and who stumps up and down for an hour in the early
morning; if it came to the "push" I think there are a good many
who would stick it as well, if not better, than he
He is a very clever surgeon, I believe and Blackborrow is to be
congratulated on having been able to avail himself of two such
skillful men as McIlroy and Macklin. McIlroy performed the
operation and Macklin acted as anaesthetist. All ve toes on the
left foot were amputated and I believe the operation was as
successful as could be expected under such unfavourable
conditions. There are probably very few pus-forming bacteria here
but all the same sterility is almost impossible in the reeking
atmosphere of our squalid grimy home
Practically the whole of the available anaesthetic was used up so
that if I have to have my leg off, not that there is anything whatever
the matter with it at present, or an eye out, (it too is quite well) I
shall have to have it done without anaesthetic and I suppose it
would be this case with any of the other unfortunate members of
out destitute community
Hussey, our waglet, has made up a particularly heartless piece of
poetry, or rather a recitation with banjo accompaniment, in which
he relates how the doctors will rub their hands with glee and
sharpen their saws when I am going to be ill
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It goes
"When doctors dance round with smiles on their face
And take out their knives and their saws from their case
And spit on their hands and hitch up their braces
It is the "colonel" that is going to be ill.
Since my disagreement with Macklin as to how much oor space
each of us was to occupy there has been less love lost between us
than heretofore and although we are far from being at loggerheads
with each other I suppose Hussey has noted it and his quick wit
has prompted him to put it into verse
It is only natural that one should occasionally get a bit fed up with
one another considering our fearful congestion
To tread on each others toes physically and metaphorically,
especially the latter is almost unavoidable. A very poor song I
have made up, called "Our Besetting Sins", and which endeavours
to make a sally at each one's little weakness and concludes with
this verse
"There's Lees the awful pessimis
Who treads upon your toes,
Gets in the way and every da
Recites his tale of woes.
Some of my comrades heartily endorse this, the remainder, and
they are no class by the way, say that the case is altogether
understated and the omissions very numerous
Open water is at last visible once again from Penguin Hill so that
there seems some hope of this maddening pack dispersing
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Some snow and a S.E. wind. Were it not for the latter I think the
pack would have gone out by now. A westerly wind, however
gentle, always dispels it
No penguins today and none yesterday
If we are not able to replenish supplies soon we shall be getting
short of meat. Meat, meat, meat, nothing but meat now, one gets
sick of the sight of it. It never really seems to satisfy one even
though one were to eat it until one were bilious. We could eat to
repletion of meat and yet nd room for a loaf of bread now if it
was offered to us; but I have almost given up hopes of even tasting
bread again and have quite for gotten what it tastes like not having
had any since last October. Our craving for carbo-hydrates (sugar,
vegetables, and farinaceous foods) is terrible. The system demands
them and we cannot supply them so the craving has to go
unsatis ed. It is quite our severest hardship at present. Until one
had been deprives of one of the three necessary components of a
normal diet (fat, protein and carbo-hydrates) one can not
appreciated how acute this craving is and it may seem
exaggeration to call it a hardship
Meat, which consists principally of proteins, will to some extent,
replace both carbo-hydrates and fats, and if one were con ned
entirely to one only of the three dietetic components meat is the
only one that would support life in de nitely but it does no impart
a fraction of the energy that true carbo-hydrates do.
For this reason we are all at present very enervated. Lying in our
bags so much, for 23 out of the 24 hours, as we do on all but ne
days must also contribute largely to our present weakness, but
there is no alternative, we cannot sit about in the hut as it is
usually too cold and what with the smallness of the spit and the
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Sunday, 18 June, 191
A beautiful day at last. If only we could have a few more of these!
One can forget one's privations and discomforts in the glorious
warmth of the sun, a bright blue sky and a placid sea. These make
one's outlook more hopeful, but also we only had two hours of
sunshine and then it clouded over and we relapsed once more
into fog and gloom. Br careful record I nd that we only see the
sun once a week and only get what might reasonably be termed a
ne day once every ten days
We are, however, thankful, for all small mercies and it is apparently
better than at Kerguelen Island where, according to the books
they see the Sun on an average only once a month, but hen at
Kerguelen they have vegetation and even a sort of cabbage called
the Kerguelen cabbage. I am sure we would willingly go without
the Sun for a year for the sake of only one single cabbage now, but
probably the Kerguelens, I believe that there are some individuals
so bereft of their reason as to live there all the year round, would
give us cabbages for sunshine, but then Kerguelen is in occasional
communication with civilization and we are not worse luck and
that makes all the difference
Kerguelen is an island named after its discoverer, lying in Lat.
Long. and belongs to France
The days are getting very short as mid-winter's day approaches.
We have barely six hours daylight, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m

.
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inclemency of the prevailing weather there is little inducement to
remain outside for more than the prescribed hour's exercise

For a long, time we have been in the habit of exchanging various
articles of food. Unquestionably the most valuable article was a
bar of nut-food weight 6 ozs. then biscuits and lastly sugar
The usual scale of exchange is one block of nut-food to three and
a half biscuits or one biscuit to fteen lumps of sugar, but meat
eaters sometimes contract to give one nut-food block for six half
helpings of penguin and so on
Two of the men Stephenson and Holness proposed to me that, as
they were not very partial to sugar, I should give them one block
of nut-food each in return for the whole of their weekly allowance
of lump sugar week by week until we were rescued or until the
supply of lump sugar ran out
This I readily, and I fear, very greedily assented to
The weekly allowance of sugar being only six lumps it would take
nine weeks before I had received the usual equivalent value for my
nut-food after which the rest would be clear pro t but then the
supply of lump sugar at that rate per week would become
exhausted in about thirteen weeks, so that my rate of interest
depended on our not being previously rescued and could hardly
be described as usurious. Indeed should we be rescued within the
thirteen weeks I would be a loser and if we are to be rescued at
all one hopes that it will be long before thirteen long weeks have
passed. What a prospect - if we have to remain here another
whole quarter of a year. We seem to have been here an eternity
already. Unoccupied time does pass slowly no mistake. It is the
long long nights from 6 p.m. to 10 a.m. lying in one's bag that is so
very tedious
But to return to the nut-food sugar "swop". To part with two
consecutive issues of nut-food just now when our craving for
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carbo-hydrates is so intense was a fearful effort of self-denial for
me in spite of the rather sel sh end I had in view, and the paltry
three lumps of sugar I received for each seemed a most
inadequate and unsatisfying return at the time, but as an
investment it is a gilt edge, just fancy - nine whole lumps of sugar
twice weekly for the next thirteen weeks what a fortune, what a
return of one's nut-food almost beyond the dreams of avarice.
But I was not to pro t long by my bargain which was termed hard
and unconscionable by Wild and now after having received the
stipulated sugar for ve of the thirteen weeks I am told I am a
"jew" and so on and Wild says that the medical of cer of health
had advised him that it is hygienically necessary for the two men
to have their full allowance of carbo- hydrate and that therefore
no further exchanges are to take place and that I am to forego my
prospective plunder. This I regret to admit does not meet with my
views of equity and I think some other adjustment should be
arrived at, especially as I never proposed the bargain, and if a hard
one it was not due to any suggestion or modi cation on my part
Wild, however, was of a different opinion and told me that
hitherto he had thought I was at least a gentleman. Finally I agreed
to waive any further claim to my alleged ill gotten gains but I still
felt that an injustice had been done me
It so happened that Wild himself had only last night sold his
penguin steak to the very man in question, Stephenson in return
for one biscuit which I contended rather knocked the bottom out
of the necessity-for-carbohydrate argument as we all of us often
have a surplus of meat but of carbohydrates we are critically short
so that an exchange of unwanted meat for biscuit saved with much
dif culty might equally well be characterised as harsh

.
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Surely it is a matter of what each one wants. Some constitutions
can live on an exclusively meat diet more easily than others.
Having a distinct preference for a vegetarian diet at home I think I
feel the shortage of carbohydrates as much as any one. Anyhow
the outcome of it all is that all exchanging is forbidden for the
future and I am grudgingly compelled to submit to the decision
above mentioned
We only give so much space to this trumpery(?) matter just to
show how primitive we have become and to give an example of
the ordinary incidents that go to make up our daily life.
Various trivial affairs occur in other quarters but to relate them
might be unfair, whereas in this matter I am able to state the mean
affair rst hand, one example is enough
3rd version of same story --A few weeks ago Stephenson and Holness both offered me the
whole of their forthcoming lump sugar at the rate of six lumps per
week in exchange to an entire cake of nut-food each at the next
two consecutive servings of this much esteemed delicacy. I, being
what we call a "saver", jumped at it greedily and duly paid up and
in due course and ever since has bee drawing their sugar ration
whilst they now regret their bargain, the eeting joy of the nutfood being long-since forgotten. The lump sugar, will however last
for another four or ve weeks
They, of course, were reckoning on the relief ship turning up long
'ere this in which case they would have had the laugh of me
Wild, however, now thinks it is a one sided bargain and, as a result,
has stopped all exchanges and remonstrated with me, telling me I
ought to be ashamed of myself, and had ordered me to relinquish
any further claim. I most ungraciously protested and offered to

.
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surrender my sugar ration for the future in return for my two
cakes of nut-food until he had paid a tooth for a tooth. The faculty
they stepped in and said that is was essential for health that each
man should have and consume his own sugar ration of six lumps a
week
I therefore very grudgingly "piped down" but have earned for
myself the not very desirable soubriquet of Shylock, for, as the
lump sugar should last us another ve weeks, it will be seen that I
would have received about fty lumps of sugar in return of a single
block of nut-food
We have between 900 and 1000 lumps of sugar left
It goes without saying that out life is pretty monotonous and dull
living in such squalor and darkness all day long, but we seem to
contrive to make the best of it
Food is our only means of exchange and we barter freely with it
and for a long time have had a more or less arbitrary scale of
exchange.
Unquestionable the highest standard in our gastronomic currency
is reached by the nut-food, a 6 oz. block of which is considered to
correspond to from three to three and a half biscuits each of
which is the equivalent of fteen lumps of sugar, but in spite of the
lack of carbo-hydrates the shortness of meat is suf cient to
prompt one or two members to give one biscuit for six half
helpings of penguin
Old McLeod exchanged a cake of nut-food with Blackborrow for
seven half penguin steaks payable daily at the rate of half a steak
daily for a week, and last night Wild exchanged his penguin steak
with Stephenson for one biscuit; but these "swops" are not always
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Monday, 19 June, 191
It is still mild but overcast again. A big swell bids fair to disperse
the enveloping pack; open-water leads are increasing.
The nut-food sugar gamble is still rankling. I cannot help feeling I
bear Wild a grudge and he no doubt feels contemptuous of me,
even so it is better that we should give our emotions some rein
than vegetate in mental torpor. As a matter of fact Macklin agrees
with me that we are none of us quite normal mentally owing to
privation and improper nourishment
I feel sure that had we been in possession of suf cient alcohol to
make it a "swopable" commodity and had some members made a
corner in it they would have revelled in their shrewdness and a
reinstatement of rights would have been the last thing that they
would have tolerated, but after all who am I that I should point the
nger
I nd that my diary of impersonal impartiality is lately becoming
inconveniently egoistic to the elimination of the more general
affairs that really do matter, but I dare say the personal side of the
case in the case of even only one person may have its uses
I have another little bone to pick with Wild. Some weeks ago, as
previously stated, in order no doubt to allay any uneasiness as to
our future food supply Wild stated that we had ample meat to last
us until the end of August. To anyone capable of simple calculation
it was obvious that this was an over estimate and one could not
help thinking that perhaps it was a case of "the wish being father
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food for food; for instance the other day Hurley sold a pair of fur
mitts to Macklin for a lump of nut-food and no one seems to be
able to form an opinion as to who got the best of the bargain

of the thought", at any rate since then we have killed 300 penguins
and 5 seals, and as far as I can estimate, (and I have had a good
deal of experience now at estimating and calculating food supplies)
we have no more than will last us until August 15th at the present
rate of consumption. A large Weddell seal was lying for several
hours on a small oe which drifted in to within 20 yards or so
from the beach but unfortunately for want of a boat it never
became accessible.
It is very tantalizing to see so much
prospective meat within one's grasp and yet to be unable to
secure it
Tuesday, 20 June, 191
To our great relief the pack has at last gone out, dispersed and
moreover, disappeared. Where it goes to goodness only knows.
One night it is all around us stretching unbroken in every
direction as far as the eye can reach and the next morning without
anything but a light breeze to impel it, it had all gone and there is
not a scrap of ice in sight and the rolling sea looks as if it never
could have been wholly ice covered only some twelve hours
before. This is one of the many extraordinary manifestations of
ice movement
From Penguin Hill we can probably behold an area of 200 square
miles of ice at a time and this is only a fraction of all the ice in the
South Shetland area and yet in one night all these hundreds of
miles of ice are dissipated as if by magic and a blue and placid sea
is again revealed
No visible transition could be more striking than this for in a
single night the scene changes from apparently polar conditions to
apparently temperate ones or vice versa, though the presence or
absence of the pack makes no appreciable difference in the
vileness of the climate, except that we think we have noticed a
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little tendency to dry settled weather when the pack is "in", but
then, for all we know, it may be a case of cause and effect, the
settled weather may keep in
Yesterday we got one wretched penguin, today four and if only the
pack keeps off for a bit we may be getting a considerable number
during the next few days for it is our experience that hey generally
come up in increasing numbers two of three days after the pack
has gone out, especially if it has been in for some time. It would
seem as if they nd it necessary to return to the land again after
being cut off for a week or two
I have just been looking up some exchanges I have made in the
past. I nd that I gave Macklin 3 1/2 biscuits for a cake of nut-food,
Cheetham 3 biscuits for a cake of nut-food and How 3 biscuits
and half a penguin steak also for one block of nut-food. On the
other hand Stephenson gave me 1 3/4 biscuits for 1/2 nut-food
and Hudson gave me 3 lumps of sugar for all my fried blubber one
day
Wednesday, 21 June, 191
It is overcast as usual and still very mild. Temperature 26 degrees.
Acclimatized as we are, we can work bare-handed inde nitely, but
we are not much minded to work, all feeling too much enervated
The weather is as much a subject of conversation here as it is at
home. We all vote it vile and quite overlook how much more
severe it might be. Except in blizzards, which are rather frequent,
however, it is far from being unendurable
Tomorrow is mid-winter's day, the greatest of all days in the
Antarctic, and we are all agog with the thoughts of the unholy
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guzzle we propose to have as far as our limited resources will
permit us
Suggestions from all quarters have been considered and my recipe
for a nut-food biscuit pudding seems to have met with favour. We
have debated the matter from every point of view and it has been
determined to dispense with the eternal meat at all costs and have
a real good "blow out" on carbohydrates. For once we can look
forward cheerfully to the morrow and dream sweetly of the
glories to come
The worst of it is that we don't get much sleep on the night
before a feast for the excitement of the promised treat keeps our
brains active just like children who are going to a pantomime. It
sounds absurd but I am quite serious. We regularly count the days
for the weekly sledging-ration hoosh on Thursday mornings. As
the day approaches it becomes more and more a subject of
conversation until on Wednesday we can talk of nothing else and
spend a restless night. By 4 a.m. on Thursday we are all like a
nursery on Christmas morning anxiously waiting for the eventful
moment. Sometimes we get so impatient that we have to get up
and go out and walk about to kill time. When at last it does come
we tuck into it and are as contented as little piglets
I usually reserve half of mine for another meal or another day.
Most of the other inmates say that this is a piggish thing to do,
perhaps the reader thinks so too, though of course I cannot be
expected to endorse that view as I think it requires a certain
amount of self-restraint to save it. One can quite understand the
lions at the zoo making a noise at 3:45 p.m
Thursday, 22 June, 191
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This great day has at last arrived and who will blame us if we
abandon ourselves to an orgy of gluttony
Be the weather what it may what matters it to us? We are just
going to gorge ourselves to the fullest extent of our atrophied
stomachs. It is a fact that through having been so long on short
commons the capacity of our stomachs has become materially
reduced
If we are ever to be rescued we all heartily hope it won't be this
day or at least not until after supper tonight
Breakfast consisted of a magni cent thick hoosh made from 24-8
oz. cakes of Bovril's sledging ration, which I have previously
mentioned as being composed of powdered oatmeal, powdered
milk, sugar and lard compressed into a block of the consistency of
cheese. You just pop it into water and bring it to the boil and it is
hoosh, prolonged boiling greatly improves it but it is seldom that
we can afford the fuel to do this, but we did today. It is wonderful
stuff; we thought it a failure at rst when we experimented with it
as a diet in Norway but it was subsequently modi ed and for our
present purposes could scarcely be better for we can so easily
supply the meat (protein) element of our dietary, but whether it
would, as intended, satisfactorily replace the ordinary pemmican
(ground desiccated meat and fat), on a long continental journey
where meat could be neither obtained nor carried, is still a moot
point. In addition to the above mentioned sledging-ration hoosh
we had a delicious beverage made from four 8 oz. packets of
Trumilk powdered milk; truly a breakfast t to fete an Antarctic
king
Sir Ernest has told me that he understands that this powdered
milk is produced by a jet of milk at high pressure impinging upon
the surface of a revolving copper cylinder maintained at a
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temperature of 400 degrees F. the watery constituents of the milk
are instantaneously volatilized and carried away as a steam by an
uptake draught and the solid portions drop in the form of an
impalpable powder. Certainly the resulting beverage seems to us
to be superior to fresh milk, one wonders that it is no more in
vogue at home
I don't think that the most sumptuous breakfast could not have
been more keenly appreciated than ours. All fell to talking of
better times, old times and times to come. Little differences were
sunk, frictions lubricated and geniality in countenance, speech and
interiorly took possession of each one of us
Congested as we are it would be ridiculous to suppose that no
friction ever occurs; some does, of course, and from time to time I
have not hesitated to allude to this intimate side of our existence,
at least where I am a factor in the feud, but it is only fair to all to
say that nothing approaching a blow is ever struck nor even the
not-speaking-to each other for a week antipathies incurred, but
today peace and good will reign supreme on every side and not
because of any sentimentality connected with this particular date,
for it is not the anniversary of anything connected with our
secular or religious life, but just because we have full bellies. Is it
not probable that our petty squabbles are principally the outcome
of privation. God bless the philosopher who said, "Feed the
brute"; I'll be a brute for life if only someone will take me in hand
and feed me when (if ever) we all get home
I want to be fed with a large wooden spoon and like the Korean
babies, be patted on the stomach with the back of the spoon so as
to get in a little more than would otherwise be the case. In short
I want to be overfed on nothing but porridge and sugar, black
currant and apple pudding and cream, cake, milk, eggs, jam, honey
and bread and butter till I burst, and I'll shoot the man who offer
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For breakfast we shall have porridge and Trumilk and all the other
ve of six meals each day will consist of a selection from the
above mentioned dishes
Although I can truthfully assert that serious quarrels are quite
unknown in our marooned community yet one cannot deny that
there is a very undesirable tendency to cliques. I believe this
always happens on polar expeditions; possibly without it every
man's hand would be against every man but I am not shrewd
enough to assert this as an axiom. I often think that there is a
clique operating against me. I wonder whether this really is so or
whether it is only an hallucination of one's disordered brain
I think perhaps that at times I may be rather tactless, even rather
snobbish, I fear, I may have aired my superior education etc. to
some who have not had the same advantages as myself and it is
not unnatural that others resent it. I can only remember one
de nite instance of having been at all overbearing but I cannot
help feeling sometimes that the fact that I have a military rank
which I certainly do not exploit in anyway causes one or two
members a certain amount of resentment. Is it really possible that
this can be so or is it as I hope merely an hallucination
During all this long soliloquy luncheon had been cooking; and what
have we for luncheon. The smell had been tantalizingly exquisite.
Luncheon consists of a biscuit and nut-food pudding produced
from the following recipe

.
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me meat. I don't want to see or hear of any more meat as long as
I live. We have all vowed that the rst thing we shall do on getting
home will be to purchase a pound's worth of nut-food and retire
to a country holiday house to browse on the grass and eat nutfood all day long

For supper we had a hoosh of selected meat chopped
exceptionally ne (it took a lot of us a long time to do this)
avoured with four blocks of sledging ration and 1/2 lb. sugar. We
always appreciate unlimited sugar in our meat hooshes but
unfortunately it is usually the reverse of unlimited
After supper we had a grand concert of 24 turns including a few
new topical songs and so ended one of the happiest days of my life
and for once one retired to rest with a feeling of complete
repletion
Friday, 23 June, 191
Mid-winter's day is a thing of the past and once more we have
been hungry again
What then have we to look forward to now. Our rescue
whenever that may be, but almost as cheering the certainty of the
sun's return, and therefore increasingly lengthening days. They are
very abbreviated at present.
The weather remains mild enough in all conscience, yesterday we
had a Westerly breeze which today had developed into a N.W.
wind and the general character is gloomy in the extreme. If only
we could have a continuance of bright gay weather our lot would
be so much lighter as well as our skies for there is no doubt that
clear skies have a direct in uence on one's temperament and
energy; on the other hand, undue mental exhilaration might make
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Crunch twenty Huntley & Palmer wholemeal Antarctic biscuits
and to them add 12 blocks of mouldy nut-food with most of the
mould scraped off and four cakes of sledging ration; place them in
water and boil them until they become pudding. There is nothing
like it - nor nothing so good

us too impatient of relief. No doubt providence knows what's
best for us and so we resign ourselves to contemplation in a
climate of gloomy skies and howling blizzards
Last night's concert was voted a great success.
Hussey is
indefatigable with his banjo and it really does, as Sir Ernest said,
supply brain food, not exactly intellectual food but music hath
charms altogether unique on Elephant Isle. I wish I had space at
my disposal to quote not only the whole program but also the
individual "turns" in full. Hussey obliged with his inimitable
recitations with a very good humoured sally at me. Macklin
recited some carefully written verse referring in scathing terms to
my unfortunate nut-food sugar bargain. Even his best friends and
my worst ones voted it in bad taste and quite out of place on this
auspicious occasion, but he made up for it by a very funny one on
the uses to which we put our two empty petrol tins
Wild with his ne bass voice sang a charming ditty, "Massa's gone
away" and two other songs. Marston who has quite the best voice
of any of us sang "Widdicome Fair" , "The Golden Vanity" and
"Captain Stormalong". How, a Sailor's Alphabet and "Every Night"
a typical Music Hall song. Wordie croaked the one and only item
of his repertoire, "The Son of a Gambolier". His croaking is as
funny as it is popular. James rendered a splendid topical song,
"Elephant Isle" and the remainder of the turns ranged from weak
to indifferent in which category were topicals by Hurley and
myself the rst of which I forget and the latter I hope to as soon
as possible. Cheetham, however, deserves honourable mention,
but all were enthusiastically encored
Saturday, 24 June, 191
Weather worse, otherwise no change. There is a heavy swell
running and the surf is breaking against the ice-foot.
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If the high temperature were to continue the surf would
eventually disintegrate the ice-foot and as soon as that happens
seals of which we have seen one, probably the same one, in the
water near shore, yesterday and today, will be able to get up on
our shingle beach now entirely covered with deep frozen snow
It is wonderful how the penguins survive the buffetting they
receive in the surf whilst trying to land. Time after time these
plucky birds are rolled over and over and beaten back before they
manage to seize upon a favourable occasion to make a landing
between two waves. Often they turn round and deliberately dive
back right into the vertical wall of a breaking wave like surfbathers. As soon as they emerge from the water they are
confronted by the ice-foot which forms a solid sea-wall now about
5 feet high. This formidable obstacle they attack with their
customary marked sagacity. To climb it direct is out of the
question but they move along the foot of it, protecting themselves
in little niches until they arrive at a chink which they consider
themselves capable of negotiating when with their sharp claws
they scale it carefully step by step
Given deep water they can attain such swimming speed that they
can shoot out of the water on to a piece of ice 10 ft. or even
more in height, but once on land their vertical hop is limited to as
many inches at most
As they approach from the sea in little groups we often see their
spindle shaped bodies leaping porpoise-like from the water to take
breath about every minute, and, except for this momentary
inspiration, they travel entirely under water
Occasionally when waiting to come ashore they will swim on the
surface by beams of their feet like a duck, but it is unusual. Today

.
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we got 26 and yesterday a grand batch of no less than 66; quite a
windfall
Sunday, 25 June, 191
The heavy swell continues or rather has greatly increased, so
much so, that it has made short work of the ice-foot as we had
anticipated it would
All the same it has far from dissipated it entirely but in places it
has knocked it about so much that any seal worth his salt could
gain access to our spit at any of three or four places, meanwhile
the swell continues to undermine this solid ice-wall. It is the icefoot in East Bay that is thus in process of demolition fortunately.
That in West Bay concerns us not at all and I doubt whether any
one has even been to look at it, for no game, seals or penguins,
have ever been known to come up on the side
We attribute its avoidance by these creatures to the presence of
the great glacier, heavy falls from which occurring periodically raise
great waves 40 feet high which might kill an animal caught by the
wave in the process of landing and from which our hut has more
than once only just escaped inundation if not annihilation by virtue
of the West Bay ice-foot and the loose ice oating in the bay at
the time
Huge pieces of ice broken off the ice-foot and also a few stragglers
left aground by the last pack are now being hurled far up onto the
remnants of the ice-foot. It is a magni cent sight worth no end of
money on the lm, but now we have no cinematograph to catch it
This afternoon one quite large little berg which seemed to have
been stranded got adrift again and coming under the in uence of
the swell on a rocky bottom was pounded up and down until it

.
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broke up into fragments. It was as big as a church, the largest
piece is now no bigger than a small haystack or, say, a cabman's
shelter. It was a wonderful sight to see it splitting up with loud
reports
The wind dropped this evening, it was very dull, we may have
snow, it is mild enough, temperature 28 degrees
The same of another seal was again seen in the water evidently
prospecting for a landing and we killed 33 penguins i.e. three day
supply. We are getting a little reserve
Monday, 26 June, 191
Sure enough we had some snow, and it is a lot colder to boot,
though it is the sort of cold that thermometers do not register damp or damned cold as you like.
The wind is S.W. and the heavy surf has now transferred its
attentions to West Bay strange to say, but there is still so much in
East Bay as to make the poor penguins think twice about tackling
it and only eight heroic birds faced the music today to fall victims
subsequently to our malevolent wiles.
Again the daily seal put in his appearance, he puts his head up out
of the water with a puzzled inquisitive look clearly prospecting for
a landing. It seems that something is not quite right for he gets no
further than his inspection
During the winter the seals seem to prefer to remain in the water
all the time. the water being warmer than the air. Their blubber
blanket prevents any loss of heat from their bodies and the seal
has amongst rocks close to the shore entirely under water just

.
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After cutting the breast and legs off the penguins and drawing the
carcasses there is a good deal of meat left on them and we have
therefore, been in the habit of piling up the carcasses for future
consumption should the need arise. Occasionally we have stewed
a few down and produced a good nourishing soup with numerous
meat fragments in it
By degrees we have built up a solid wall of over 500 carcasses
about 3 ft. high and 12 ft. long. Owing to the recent acquisitions
to our store of meat, it has today been decided to throw away all
these 500 meaty carcasses and this we carried out by throwing
them into the sea. I cannot help but say that I regretted seeing so
much prospective food being jettisoned when we certainly have
not yet enough to be sure of provisioning ourselves until the end
of August and no certainty of getting it, for all we know the pack
may come in and stay in for an inde nite time and preclude all
chance of game coming up. It will probably do nothing of the sort
and one hopes it won't but it might do so, and to throw away all
this food, which by the way is not in the least tainted, seems like
tempting providence and asking for trouble. We got only eight
birds today
Tuesday, 27 June, 191
A westerly blizzard kept us in our bags all day with our teeth
chattering. We talk and try to occupy ourselves but everyone is
always thinking about the next meal and when it will be. I have
several articles in need of repair but it is much too dark in my
billet to sew or darn. These short days I seldom get enough
daylight in the hut to read by, although I am right along side the
wall of the hut which is made out of the remains of a tent. The
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raising his nostrils to the surface at intervals of two to three
minutes

material used to be quite translucent but it is now so caked with
grime and soot from the stove that it is almost impervious to
light
Of course too there actually is very little light because the sun is
so low, scarcely 10 degrees above the horizon even at noon
Those whose billets come within the range of the light from the
blubber lamps are able to read a little and the lamps have been
placed to the best advantage so that as many as possible can
bene t simultaneously but unfortunately I am just out of reach of
any of them except at night when the night light is placed on the
sugar case which forms the dividing line between my bed place
and the cooking space in the centre of the hut and shining in my
eyes keeps me awake, so that I often elect to sit up during the
night and read for several hours if it is not all together too cold
One certainly sleeps all the better for it, but usually it is much too
chilly to sit up for long and my comrades strongly approve of my
doing so for they do not cease to remind me daily that I am the
most irritating inveterate snorer they have ever had the
misfortune to be in the same dormitory with, and judging by the
number of brick bats etc., that invite would be slumberers hurl at
me during the night it must be true
As to lights the wretched fellows who sleep up on the thwarts of
the boats are very badly off, for they live in almost total darkness,
it being rather unsafe to put a light up in their place, still they
scrambled for those very places when rst we moved into the hut
in order to secure the driest billets. All of the sailors are
quartered up on the thwarts and the inability to read does not
seem to trouble them much

.
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In spite of the very heavy sea there were 35 penguins up today but
the weather was much too severe to permit of us dealing with
them
Wednesday, 1 June, 191
Very cold again. Temperature 13 degrees but if feels much colder
than that. The sea is quite calm which is a bad omen and what
looks like a line of ice on the horizon is a worse one
A seal, probably the same seal again, put in an appearance and
really made quite a little pretense of trying to land. Had we a little
more ammunition we should attempt to shoot him in the water,
but we have less than twenty cartridges left and cannot therefore
afford to make potshots at seals out of our reach, however badly
we may be in need of them
We had, however, a wonderful haul of 81 penguins killing them by
our favourite expedient of driving them up Penguin Hill and
making them jump the 80 ft. precipice at the end where they fall
an easy prey to members armed with sticks standing at the foot.
Unfortunately out sticks are getting gradually lost and broken, but
we nd our four snow shovels make very satisfactory lethal
weapons
I regret to say that owing to the alleged abundance of our food
reserve we were told that no part of the penguin need be kept
except the heart, liver and skins with the result that most of the
carcasses were thrown away with the whole of the breast and the
legs on. Owing to the cold one was glad enough not to have to
dress the carcasses completely but they might have been put away
as a possible reserve in case subsequent supplies did not come up
to expectations.
Really we deserve to go without if we
deliberately throw valuable food away like this

.
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I calculate that the 500 carcasses thrown away two days ago
would have maintained us for 11 days at the rate of two carcasses
per man per day. They were all minus breast and legs but the
remains would have provided enough nourishment for existence
at that rate. There appeared to be no reason for discarding them
except wantoness as they were not in any way tainted, and even if
they had been, further decomposition could quite easily have been
arrested by the simple process of burying them in a snow hole
and at the worst bad meat is better than none. I cannot
understand it, it seems that the lessons of Greeley's Arctic disaster
go unheeded until it is too late
Thursday, 29 June, 191
Still cold and calm and the menace of the pack was consummated
this morning for both bays are lled with loose pack and as usual
it extends as far as the eye can reach
From Penguin Hill James espied a young sea-elephant under the
ice-foot quite close to our hut which might never have been
observed but for James's timely ascent. He, the elephant, was
soon dispatched, hauled up and skinned; he was estimated to
weigh about 300 pounds so that he was actually smaller than as
average Weddell seal. He was covered all over with scars and
several unhealed sores so that his blubber was considered un t
for food, not that any of us would really have minded, sores and all
so keen are we for fat. The meat was voted t but it is barely one
day's supply, still he has been a useful little addition to our meagre
supply
The young sea-elephants have no sign of a proboscis at all. One of
the most notable differences between them and the Weddells is
the much smaller but longer intestine
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The seal in the water put in his daily appearance and as far as we
can see he is always the same seal. We are sure he has some
special reason for wishing to get ashore but he won't tell us.
Perhaps he is wise. Anyhow it would be too much to expect him
to come out today amongst all the jostling blocks of ice
Two paddies arrived today on the lookout for meat scraps, very
pretty pigeon-like white birds
On Mid-winter's day Wild, Marston, McIlroy and Wordie
contributed 1/4 of a plug of tobacco each (about 1/2 oz.) to give
to the sailors who as usual had improvidently exhausted their
supply, (perhaps because they have so often been told that we
should be home before Xmas 1915 and so on); at any rate be that
as it may one cannot help but admire the extraordinary self
sacri ce that prompted their four benefactors to forego their own
pleasure and surrender such a large proportion of their remaining
little store for the bene t of their less provident comrades. Soon
even their tobacco will be gone
Friday, 30 June, 191
Another severe blizzard for the S.W. and nothing to do but lie
monotonously in one's bag all day and wait for food and meditate
upon better days
One often wonders whether the human wrecks, the outcasts and
submerged of our great cities do not look back on their former
days of comparative prosperity much as we do here
The difference is that most of us are perhaps more intellectually
re ned than they are and nd it harder to bear. Sometimes one
gives way to ts of depression and hopelessness

.
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It sometimes seems that Sir Ernest and his comrades in that wee
22 ft. boat can never have accomplished the tremendous voyage
they embarked upon, and if peradventure they have succeeded
why have they not returned with a ship to rescue us
Maybe no ship is available. We often discuss this point, and the line
of argument is generally as follows
They left on April 24th with one months supply of provisions and
less water. If they have reached South Georgia at all they must
have got there, a distance of 750 miles, by 24th May or at latest
the 1st of June in which case they should by now have been able
to charter one of the iron whalers and reach us long since. What
then is the hitch. Perhaps Sir Ernest will not attempt to reach us
without a wooden ship and if so where can he get such a one. It
might be possible to get one at the Falkland Islands, otherwise no
doubt he would send for the Aurora to come from New Zealand.
There is no cable at South Georgia so he would have to go to the
Falkland Islands for this purpose. It would take the Aurora seven
weeks to make the passage. We cannot expect her then until the
end of July at the earliest. So we must patiently await her coming
until then
Wild is a ne fellow to keep one's spirits up. He is as great an
optimist as Sir Ernest himself and that is saying a good deal, but of
course some of his remarks don't bear much analysis and he
ought not to try and dupe me over the meat supplies for I have
been at it now for two years and it is truly a case of "telling it to
the Marines.
Saturday, 1 July, 191
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Sixteen penguins are indebted to the furious blizzard that raged
yesterday evening for sparing the from our nefarious intentions
It is very extraordinary how natural selection has enabled these
birds to roost on the snow in a howling blizzard that would cause
a human being to be instantly frost-bitten. One would imagine
that they would simply freeze solid, but not a bit of it, they will
stand out calmly without food for days together in the worst
blizzards. As a matter of fact some little time ago I did, one
morning, come across a penguin which had somehow or other
managed to get his tail frozen into a solid lump of ice during the
night. He knew it and moreover he knew that it would upset his
equilibrium in the water and therefore instead of going out to sea
for the day as they almost always do he elected to remain behind
and sat there looking very dejected and contemplative. Just how
he thought he was going to get rid of the ice blob on his tail I
cannot imagine for he certainly could not hope to either thaw it
out or peck it off, so I solved the problem for him in the usual way
with a snow shovel, poor little penguin
We notice that when we chase these birds they invariably
endeavor to climb up any little eminence, generally snow-covered
rocks. Probably they mistake us for sea-leopards and as sealeopards are poor climbers the penguin is safe on the rock, but we
avail ourselves of his artlessness by lying in wait on the far side of
the rock and belaying him unexpectedly from that situation
The weather has been magni cent today. Both bays, strange to say,
are free from pack but we can still see that there is much of it on
the Eastern horizon. The temperature is still 13 degrees
Much to our amazement and quite contrary to their tradition the
16 penguins left by the West Bay this morning; eleven came up in
the afternoon of which we secured seven, again retaining only the
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skin, heart and liver, the breast and legs being thrown away with
the carcasses. It does seem wanton waste but in spite of my
accurate knowledge to the contrary Wild now says that we have
more meat than we require to last until the end of August
Sunday, 2 July, 191
A very wet and gloomy but mild day, the temperature have
bounded up to 31 degrees
On days like this we keep the door open all day. This suits me
admirably for although the door is on the opposite side of the hut
to me suf cient daylight is re ected in through it by the inclined
face of the snowbank outside to enable me to read. Even so it
strains my eyes rather but on must take chances
We have one or two collections of odd pieces of poetry, one of
them called the Pilgrim's Way, a copy of Browning's poems and a
life of Walter Scott but I never could nd any real pleasure in
reading poetry whilst the Encyclopaedia Britannica, of which we
have the following ve volumes, "A" to "And", "Edw." to "Eva",
"Pag" to "Pol", "Pol" to "Re" and "Sub" to "Tom", ful lls all my
requirements in the literary line
I read so slowly that I shall never be able to read all that these
volumes contain even if we have to stop here ve years, which
God forbid
Besides the above there are several fragments of other volumes
and two polar books Nordenskjold's Antarctica, which for some
reason Wild does not seem to care to have circulated, and an
account of an early American Arctic expedition to Grinnell Land,
which is one of the books lent to us by Mr. Facer of Northampton
a greater polar enthusiast. Hurley has possession of this book and
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is not disposed to lend it out because he desires to return it to
Mr. Facer one day
I too have one of Mr. Facer's polar books quite an antique one, a
voyage to Spitzbergen in 1775 which I have kept absolutely secret
in my sleeping bag ever since we left Ocean Camp on Xmas day
1915 and which I intend one day to restore to its owner. (Which I
have since been able to do) Dec. 1, 1916
The "door" of our humble habitation is a round hole in the canvas
wall; it was originally the sack-mouth entrance of Sir Ernest's tent
and has been inserted complete in its present situation. It is
wonderful how it stands the wear of so many people crawling in
and out every day, for we have to crawl on all fours
Monday, 3 July, 191
Although the temperature is 31 degrees there is such an awful
blizzard raging that we have been compelled to remain in our bags
for the last two days. It is very weakening as well as monotonous.
It is not due to laziness either but to the fact that we have no
suitable clothing to contend with wet snow, sleet or actual rain
which we sometimes get with these high temperature blizzards.
Our indispensable Burberrys are wind-proof and provide ample
resistance against dry snow, but they do not remain waterproof
for long in wet snow, and rain completely defeats them
One cannot provide for all contingencies in the same garment but
I think the Burberry gabardine is unquestionably the best
compromise and who ever heard of rain on an Antarctic
expedition before

.
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One gets quite bed-ridden at times and the vitiated air gives one a
headache. One advantage of a blizzard is that the draughts do at
least keep the hut aired
The snow has piled up on the rocks around the hut to such an
extent that it is on a level with the keels of the inverted boats, so
that the hut appears to be sunk in a pit much in the same way as
explosive magazines are. The warmth from the interior seems to
keep a space thawed out all round so that the snow doesn't
actually remain in close contact with the canvas walls except just
alongside my billet where the wall is very close to the rock
outside and where successive snowfalls and thawing have formed a
solid mass of ice between the wall and the rock to which the wall
adheres by freezing in cold weather and thawing free and apping
with every breath of wind in mild weather. The ice extends about
two feet above the ground and consequently as the wall aps it is
continually taking up the moisture from the ice face and is always
dripping wet and the apping icks drops of water all over the
place wetting the outsides of James's and my sleeping bags and
being another of our numerous petty annoyances
In very cold weather again, a great deal of rime from condensation
forms on the inside surface of the wall and this is either icked off
on to us in lumps or else thaws out the next mild day and trickles
down causing no end of a mess underneath our bags
Often this rime takes the form of a sheet of ice, unevenly
distributed of course, but as much as half an inch thick. Generally
we contrive to break it off in slabs like toffee but it is not always
safe to do this for fear of tearing the thin lawn of which the wall
consists
The smoke from the stove is another very troublesome factor. It
is so dense and pungent that poor Green, the gawky cook, was
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actually blind for a whole day as a result of an overdose of penguin
skin smoke. Often we have to get right down into our bags and
cover our heads in preferring partial suffocation to asphyxiation
The effect of the soot on the translucency of the walls has already
been mentioned
Amongst other minor troubles we are being continually reminded
that we pitched our hut on a recently evacuated penguin rookery;
in mild weather when the thaw water from the snow in contact
with the walls and roof percolates under our bags and forms a
paste with the guano oor the stench becomes especially
overpowering even to us inured to odours of all sorts as we are
But by far the worst nuisances that I have to contend with, and
with which I fear I contend very impatiently, is the perpetual rain
of reindeer hairs which descends upon me, into my hair, my
mouth, and my food all day and all night long from the bags of
Holness and Stephenson who occupy the "berths" on the thwarts
immediately above me. Poor fellows, they have no wish to lose
the hair from their bags which are now almost denuded of every
vestige of hair and afford them but little warmth, but the nuisance
is so constant and acute that I am always complaining to them and
protesting and imagine that they can in some way minimise it by
not dgeting, at least whilst I am eating. It is no exaggeration to
say that every morning I gather up at least three handfuls of hairs
from off my bag. It is the soaking that has made them moult
Tuesday, 4 July, 191
The erce blizzard gradually subsided during the night and seemed
to give rise at about 9:30 a.m. this morning to as beautiful a
sunrise as one could wish to behold. A gradually lightening dawn
in the East rapidly developed into a blaze of deep crimson into

.
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A few eecy clouds high up were illuminated by the gradually
rising sun as it burst above the horizon in a blaze of golden light
seeming to roll along it from east to north for nearly half an hour
owing to its low altitude at this time of year. All these colours
were re ected in the inky sea and even more fully on the beautiful
glacier that forms at once our companion and our menace
changing chameleon-like through every shade of colour from deep
violet to the rose of an alpengluh, from rose again to grass green
and azure blue
It is seldom that we are favoured with such a lovely spectacle here
and we were nearly all out to enjoy it; Marston with his paints and
brush to immortalize it
The temperature is 22 degrees. It came on to snow at 11 a.m. and
our dream of a ne day was blasted
Yesterday someone said that there were 25 penguins up to roost
on the spit but the weather was much too severe to tackle them,
today, however, we secured 16
Grubbing about in the snow I came across a small rotten piece of
tent material but at once annexed it as a covering for my bag and
a protection for my head during the night against the infernal hairs
from above
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which shot a vertical ray of golden light from below the horizon
like a search light beam; the upper portion of the crimson shaded
off into gold, canary yellow and nally duck-egg green toward the
zenith. In the west the darkness of night rolled away out of sight
dissolving as the eye rose into deep violet, purple, heliotrope and
nally pale blue which melted over- head into the duck-egg green

Holness and Stephenson tell me that the hairs have come out of
their bags ever since our rst days on the Island when their bags,
like everyone else's got wet through. Evidently the damp rotted
the roots of the hair
Wednesday, 5 July, 191
Temperature 29 degrees. Mild and damp
James says that the constant mist is due to the perpetual
atmospheric condensation to the aqueous vapour in the
comparatively warm moisture laden air from over the sea
condensing into mist when it comes into contact with the cold
summits of the islands. He says that this island is situated in a
perennial freezing mixture
Certainly when we rst saw the adjacent Clarence Island from
Patience Camp in the pack seventy miles away we always noticed
that it appeared to be enveloped in fog. Now that we are here we
can corroborate that supposition. As a matter of fact the stratum
of fog is not very deep for we can often see fairly clear blue sky in
the zenith but the sun is now so near the horizon that the amount
of the mist it would have to shine through renders it invisible
almost always
There is a good deal of brash, (broken up pack ice shavings and
attrition slush), in East Bay and therefore no penguins up for they
cannot negotiate brash at all. It forms a slushy layer six inches to a
foot deep from the surface through which they cannot easily
penetrated either to emerge or to dive, neither can they walk
over it for it is not dense enough of rm enough to support their
weight nor can they swim through it on the surface and are
therefore quite non-plussed by it. One occasionally sees them,
after roosting on shore for the night, vainly endeavouring to get
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No doubt they occasionally get drowned in this way, it is certain
that seals sometimes do in the areas of unbroken ice further
south. After breathing at a hole seals cannot always be certain of
nding another one within a quarter of an hour's run, and they
cannot do without breath longer than that; but it is known that
they often exhale and re-inhale in little hollow cavities under the
ice
Thursday, 6 July, 191
Another, ne sunrise gave promise of a bright day but snow set in
in the forenoon. The temperature about 16 degrees rose to 22
degrees with the arrival of the snow. It generally does happen so,
though on rst thoughts one would expect a drop in temperature
One is, of course, the accompaniment of the other. It may,
perhaps, be more correct to say that the temperature rises and
the snow follows as a consequence, but although the temperature
rises the air actually feels colder owing to its dampness. It is the
moisture laden air from the warmer regions over the sea to the
north of us that causes both the snow and the increase in
temperature, the warmer the air the more aqueous vapour it will
absorb
The warmer air to the north of us taking up moisture from the
sea becomes saturated and a northerly breeze drives it south. On
coming into contact with a cold moisture mass like our island it is
chilled and its point of saturation lowered so that condensation
and precipitation takes place in the form of snow at the same time
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out to sea the next day over a belt of slush that has come in
during the night and very comical it is to watch their attempts to
walk on it and then swim in it, nally diving through it and taking
the risk of not being able to again emerge from it, poor things

the temperature round about us is raised by the comparatively
warmer air
When the sky is clear radiation, from the earth proceeds
uninterruptedly and the atmosphere becomes cold, but this is
compensated for by the direct warmth of the sun which
penetrates to the earth, rocks and our bodies without appreciably
warming the air. This explains the beautiful crisp weather of the
Swiss and Canadian winters
White objects such as the surface of the snow merely re ect the
heat waves and therefore the snow does not, as a whole, readily
melt, but dark objects like rocks and clothing absorb the hear rays
and it is always very noticeable that a great deal of melting takes
place on sunny days where snow edges make a junction with rock.
Frequently a "bergschrund" is caused solely by the radiation from
a rock face at the side of a glacier
Whenever the sky is overcast radiation from the earth is
intercepted and the temperature rises
The wind rose in the evening
Friday, 7 July, 191
The wind rapidly increased last night to a blizzard which had
continued all day until 4 p.m. when it moderated enough for
Cheetham and myself to go out penguin hunting. There were
twelve up but we only managed to receive two and were in such
danger of getting frost-bitten that we had to abandon the chase
and could not bare our hands to skin the two we had got even,
which clearly proves that it is not worth attempting to replenish
the larder in such inclement weather and conversely that we
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cannot rely upon getting every penguin that comes up and that
mild weather as well as a clear sea are necessary for the purpose
I know that our food reserve is critical, and I cannot reconcile
myself to the happy go lucky hand to mouth style of saying, "Oh, it
will be all right." It may and it may not but I am one for making
the future secure in the way of food and then feeding on the best
and freshest stuff that comes to hand, but either I am in a minority
or else there are very few members who have, the courage of
their opinions
Yesterday several penguins were swimming about in West Bay
which is very unusual and one actually came up there which is
unique. I slew him. He deserved a better fate
Two seals were also seen yesterday both lying on small slabs of ice
in West Bay one drifted in to within 50 yards of the shore and for
a time it looked as if we must have got him, and we could easily
have done so had we had a boat available but just as he seemed
within our reach be dived out of sight. The other was nearly half a
mile off and fast asleep but sure enough as soon as he got within
danger zone of the glacier, though there were no falls taking place
at all yesterday, off he too went
All the creatures down here have wonderful instinct, and with
practice one could predict many changes in conditions by noting
the movements and behaviour of the animals. For instance
penguins hardly ever roost on shore if there is a likelihood of pack
coming during the night and they always travel away from it and
generally are one day ahead of it
Saturday, 8 July, 191
Light snow all day but no wind. Temperature 17 degrees
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The ten penguins which roosted here last night left at 8 a.m. by
the rocks to the N.E. of Penguin Hill. This is a favourite landing
place but we have very seldom seen them leave from it.
Owing to these rocks being covered with an incrustation of ice,
and ice-cap, two or three feet thick, which varies from day to day,
there are only one or two spots where the birds can land and
these favourable places are continually changing, yet we constantly
see a troop approaching at full speed and without even a
momentarily hesitation wheel round to perhaps the back of a rock
and shoot up out of the water onto the exact and only spot
possible within a considerable area
There is no preliminary swimming about and prospecting as one
would expect to see in the case of any other animal
This is no doubt due to natural selection for the lingering penguin
is very apt to fall a prey to the rapacious sea leopard who lurks
about in the vicinity of the landing places for just such an occasion.
Once or twice we have seen these great black brutes lying in wait
and seen too the penguins disperse in all directions with the speed
of torpedoes
The penguin leaps from the water in a vertical position and
immediately on landing runs forward a little distance so as to leave
the place clear for the next bird and so on. He generally spends
about half an hour preening his feathers he and arranging his toilet
before he moves off to the rookery to roost for the night
Where a large number land they stand for a time in close mass all
facing inland and all move simultaneously to the right or left and a
good deal of conversation and some squabbling seems to take
place before they "dismiss" and go off independently

.
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The Gentoo penguin's deadly enemy is the sea leopard and they
are genuinely terri ed of him and are very doubtful of us. We now
get nothing but the Gentoo here, the Ringed penguins not having
been seen since the week after our arrival and Adelies are
extremely rare here. They seem to have a preference for the
sunny south.
Sunday, 9 July, 191
Last night quite late 35 penguins came up and as it was mild we
went out and killed the lot, quite a windfall, but we were ordered
to keep only the skins and to throw away the carcasses as we
understand that we now have "Any God's amount of meat to last
till Xmas", and that it is only fuel that we require. I must say that I
should have thought it better value to have disposed of some of
the partly putrid seal meat and retain the much better tasting and
quite fresh meat off the penguin carcasses if it really is necessary
to our salvation to throw something away, but I have really ceased
to worry about it or to state any more my well-considered views.
Having been disrated from store of cer, apparently my two years
experience is of no value whatever
When we throw food away we do it thoroughly so as to make
quite sure that it is irretrievably lost by hurling it as far out to sea
as possible, where the Dominican Gulls revel in our recklessness
and probably think us quite mad
A strong S.W. wind blew all night and though the temperature is
31 degrees it is cold, but otherwise it is a ne sunless day. The
light is increasing noticeably day to day although we are not yet
three weeks from mid-winter
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I am able today to write at 8:30 a.m. by the light re ected in from
the snow bank opposite the door of our abode. I generally write
by the dim light that nds its way through the hut wall along side
my billet at noon or else by the dimmer light of a blubber lamp six
feet away. Writing amuses me much more than reading does and I
probably spend more time at it than I ever occupy in reading
One might think that there was nothing to write about when one
is leading such an inert life as ours but I nd that one does such a
lot of thinking that the trouble is to eliminate the purely
conjectural matter. As to the actual handwriting I write mostly
with a fountain pen which I keep thawed in a special little tabular
pocket in my jersey, make from a part of the brim of an old
Burberry wind-proof helmet. The pen itself is a Waterman and a
better pen I never wish to have, for it always behaves itself under
really very trying conditions
Messrs. Mabre, Todd and Bard very kindly gave us each a Swan pen
and I still have mine, but one of the sailors picked up this
Waterman at the "dump-camp" after the ship had sunk and
knowing that I kept a rather elabourate diary offered it to me.
Subsequently I found that Clark had lost one at the time but he
does not identify this one as his. Any how I have promised to give
him my "Swan" when we get home! I expect and hope that he will
forget about it by then. (But he did not, not a bit of it!
For ink I use Swan ink tabloids, placing three in the barrel and then
shovel it along in the snow so as to ll it with snow, which soon
thaws into ink in my pocket. For paper I still have several Bank
pass-books and write very small there in
As we never wash them our hands are always rather dirty and
greasy and sometimes the paper gets so soiled and oily that even

.
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I am rather afraid that if we don't get rescued soon paper will run
short, but no doubt we shall be able to nd some substitute or
makeshift. One may be able to write legibly in ink over the
printed pages of the Encyclopaedia
Mine is by no means the only diary though I think it is the only
one we have that has been kept regularly from the day the ship left
England. Hurley, James, Macklin, and Wordie are all keeping
records and I can vouch for the last three being grammatical as
well as interesting. Wild, too, I think, is keeping notes, but his
record of the penguins caught does not agree with mine.
Today there is no ice in sight in any direction with the exception
of a little glacier because the bigger fragments have the
characteristic clear bluish appearance of freshwater ice, where as
the ice formed from saltwater, although almost entirely free form
salt, nearly always has a white crystalline appearance like sugar
icing, at the same time its translucency in large slabs sheds a
beautiful blue light
The East Bay is perfectly clear and there are unusually few bergs in
sight. There are nearly always a few grounded around us like ships
at anchor and every day a few others pass slowly across our
horizon like sailing ships becalmed in the doldrums. We can
estimate the speed of the tidal currents on calm days by the rate
of movement of the bergs. Most of the bergs we see are inverted
tabular bergs.
It seem that they have had their original
underwater portions, now the visible part, considerably worn away
before they reached these latitudes.
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the best regulated pen can't compete with it, so at times I resort
to pencils of which I still have a wee stump.

The sailors did not manage to eke out their mid-winter gift of
tobacco for long. They sit about looking most dejected, and spend
their time moping and cursing their luck. Once more Wild has
generously given them enough for a pipe full each which they
instantly consumed all at one sitting just like animals would do
It is strange to see people so utterly thriftless. Wordie has the
self-restraint to be able to save up a little tobacco, as a result the
sailors pass opprobrious remarks to each other when he is
smoking, the mildest of which are tempered with envy and the
worst openly imply that he has in the past had more than his
share, whereas he, if anyone has, has certainly had no more than
his allowance
The absence of tobacco makes the men very irritable, impertinent
and unreasonable. Wild again tells me that he thinks that they
have been very improvident, but it really is hardly to be wondered
at for they were so constantly being told that the ship would be
here "tomorrow" that they must have begun to believe that it
really would be and have therefore failed to perceive the
expediency of reserving any tobacco for subsequent problematical
exigencies
I am sure that to a smoker, the deprivation of tobacco must really
be a terrible thing or we should not all this while have carried
along with us so much of it to the exclusion of more nourishing
foods. The non-smoker is apt to be unsympathetic and suffers
under a disadvantage at rst when so much stuff which is useless
to him is carried, but ultimately he is spared the pangs of a craving
incapable of satiation
Holness, one of the sailors, sits up in the cold every night after
everyone else has turned in gazing intently at Wild and McIlroy in
the hopes that one of them will give him the unsmokeable part of

.
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a toilet-paper cigarette. Occasionally they do reward his vigil
whereupon he hurries off to his bag and consumes the fragrant
morsel. He always sits huddled up, however cold it is until they
have quite done, until they have either rewarded him or else
turned in without doing so. He reminds one very much of a
faithful dog, but all the same it is rather pathetic to think that
anyone should have to grovel like this
I snore. If all that my comrades say is true it would be a waste of
time for anyone to enter into a competition with me in this gift.
Truly I sympathise with them. Our present conditions and want of
exercise make us all very wakeful. I am as wakeful as anyone, and I
must say it is enough to make anyone vexed to have one's
slumbers disturbed by a snorer, I should be amongst the rst to
complain if anyone else was the culprit, so that I am not at all
surprised to nd myself the object of their vituperation. But what
is to be done? It is a misfortune not a fault, an af iction not a vice
Well, Wild ever resourceful, devised a palliative. I could not but fail
to admit the propriety of the idea however ignominious its
execution might be, so at nights I pass my arm through a loop on
the end of a cord the other end of which passes over a pulley and
hangs down over Wild's bag. Every time I snore Wild pulls. I
appear to have started snoring about 40 different times in ten
minutes last night. The only rule in my favour is that if Wild pulls
and it is not I who am snoring as occasionally turns out to be the
case I am entitled to slip my noose off for the night.
In this way neither Wild nor I get any rest but apparently other
people do judging from the snoring that goes on all around us
Of course everyone thinks that I snore deliberately to annoy
them, but then everyone else does do everything nasty

.
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deliberately. I suppose its the result of congestion or indigestion
or something
Occasionally Wild loses his patience and waxes wrath and pulls
the cord unmercifully swearing volubly.
Lately Blue-eyed cormorants have been ying over in ocks and
today about 150 of them settled for a short time on the N.W.
rocks
Monday, 10 July, 191
Temperature 30 degrees but wretched wet snow all day and
nothing for it but to remain in our bags all day
Yesterday the water in East Bay was wonderfully clear and, as
stated, there was no pack ice in sight but today both bays are lled
with brash ice, though how far out to sea it extends the incessant
snow prevents us seeing
No penguins up either today or yesterday.
Although it may appear that I spend most of my time quarrelling
with Wild really quite the reverse is the case. Certainly we have
strong differences of opinion on the food question but on other
matters we often argue amicably
He is always saying that "the ship" will be here next week, but, of
course, he says this just to keep up the spirits of those who are
likely to become despondent. Optimism it is, and if not overdone
it is a ne thing, but he often does overdo it by making statements
that are palpably impossible of accomplishment even to the
meanest intelligences, mine included, and these rash
prognostications rather discount anything else he says that has a
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certain amount of probability about it. That's the worst of
optimism run riot. It's the right spirit but it is so easily liable to
abuse that it wants handling with care. The roughest mental
calculation reveals the absurdity of some of his hopeful predictions
and even the sailors who used at rst to swallow it and hang
hopes on much of what he said have lately become incredulous.
Today he condescended to discuss the matter privately with me.
He says that he feels sure that the delay in our rescue is due to Sir
Ernest's having sent for the Aurora and that she will have been
very quick if she gets here before the end of July but that he will
not get uneasy about Sir Ernest until the middle of August.
I, the pessimist of the party, see no need to abandon hope until
the end of September because these things always take so very
much longer than one at rst anticipates. For all we know the
Aurora may be undergoing a re t and it might be at least a
fortnight before she could be made ready to start which would
add that much on to her time. If we are picked up before the end
of September we ought to reckon ourselves very lucky
Tuesday, 11 July, 191
We heard tremendous surf during the night which threatened to
encroach upon our but for we are only a few yards above the
water line. Many falls from the glacier occurred accompanied by
loud cannon like explosions and which set up huge waves in West
Bay, which, but for the damping action of the brash, would have
overwhelmed our fragile residence
It is a wonder that we have not been wiped off the face of the spit
long ago for we have the sea on each side of us only about ten
yards away and we are not more than a foot or two above high
water mark
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Truly the Almighty seems to stay the elements on our behalf now,
as has been the case all along
It has turned out a real ne day at last; three hours of bright warm
sunshine, no wind and temperature 27 degrees. If only we had a
few seats it would have been a pleasure to have sat out in the sun,
but one can't sit in the snow without getting wet and all the rocks
are thickly incrusted with ice-cap. One little dodge we adopt is to
dig a hole in the snow and then lay the shovel across the top of
the hole on the surface and sit on the handle with one's feet in the
hole. Sometimes we scrape the ice off the rocks but it is almost
impossible to get it out of all the little interstices
Even though we do sometimes get very wet from sitting about in
the snow we never seem to have colds from it, so that the air
must be singularly free from germs
There is an appreciable diminution in the amount of snow on the
spit and Wild is prepared to wager that all the snow will be gone
but the middle of August, but I feel sure that it won't be gone by
the middle of September. It takes such a lot of latent heat to melt
snow and besides one ne day like this is no guarantee that we
shan't soon have a spell of our "perfectly putrid" weather again.
Wild has kindly granted the use of a blubber lamp immediately
after supper instead of at "Pipe down" as heretofore. This is a
privilege of enormous advantage to me and I can now read before
going to sleep and so make myself a little more ready to go to
sleep when the time comes. It so happens that a light that would
be useful to me would not be much use to anyone else except
Wordie the head of whose bag is near mine, and so the lamps
have hitherto been placed so as to bene t the greatest possible
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number of members, but it is my turn now. Other have the light
all day still
Wednesday, 12 July, 191
Very mild but overcast
Yesterday, we watched with interest the ice going out of East Bay.
It moved ever so gradually but each hour showed a noticeable
difference. It seems that it is always impelled by the wind, just as
are the ice elds further south
As the ice that surrounds us is always loose pack, or rather close
loose pack, i.e. mainly slabs about the size of half a tennis court,
generally very much jammed together, it follows that there is no
pressure or pressure ridge as is the case on the large ice elds of
the South, but what movement there is, the combined action of
the swell and drift, causes continual attrition so that the edges of
the slabs are continually being ground away into powder and bits
which are collectively called brash; and as it drifts further north to
warmer seas this brash is more readily acted upon by the
temperature of the water than would be the case if the slabs
remained large. So that this region marks the death of the pack
ice just as 1000 miles south we nd the birth of the pack in the
polar ice elds.
Probably no one has ever had the unrivalled opportunities that we
have of studying the pack daily from its inception to its
disintegration, and if the expedition can contribute no more to
science that his record (which is certainly not the case) it would
have justi ed its exodus
Owing to only 1/6 to 1/8 of the total thickness of ice being above
water, what appear to us to be little slabs are really more probably
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almost solid cubic blocks for much of the ice is twelve feet thick
and has originally been much thicker
A good deal of the brash has returned and lled up East Bay; so
much so that only three penguins thought it worth while to come
up and be killed, but 31 took the risk yesterday and no doubt
regretted it shortly before decapitation; 30 were the beautiful
greyish headed Gentoo as usual and the 31st was an Adelie. These
seem extremely rare here. They are more knowing looking than
the Gentoo and are much more bold, inquisitive and pugnacious,
but their esh is more musky, and they are less smart
Thursday, 13 July, 191
Moderately ne but damp and cold
Much loose heavy pack in East Bay
For some unknown reason it was very close inside the hut at night
and I actually perspired a little in my bag during the night. To do
so noticeably is extremely rare inspite of the fact that we sleep in
fur bags with all our clothes on, which in my case comprise a
Jaeger vest, Jaeger combinations, a Viyella shirt and very thick
woollen jersey and a pair of trousers. If the warmth continues, I
shall have to divest myself of at least one of my garments or at
night take off my jersey which I have very seldom had off ever
since the ship was crushed on 26th Oct. 1915. It is a fact that I
have never once seen the skin of my body since then and yet, as
far as we can judge, except for our clothes being saturated with
blubber we are not particularly offensive, which is accounted for
by the fact that we so seldom perspire. This is due to the
prevailing cold; the interference with excretion from the skin thus
brought about undoubtedly cause a subcutaneous deposition of

.
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adipose tissue. (You might think I got that from the doctor or out
of a book but I didn't; it's all my own.
In other words, we are abnormally fat, I know I am. For this
reason we all look well, much better than we really are, for we are
about as physically abby as it is possible to be without being
actually decrepit. I shouldn't be surprised if we all have modi ed
incipient scurvy without knowing it.
Again three poor peevish petulant penguins comprised our day's
bag. We never dare let any escape now for fear they should tell
the others out at sea, not to come up here
Friday, 14 July, 191
The temperature dropped to 19 degrees during the night and it is
about as nastily cold and damp as it can be and as dull
But the cold has, by freezing, dried up the interior of the hut, for
during the recent mild spell the oor fairly ran with water
amongst the pebbles especially underneath my bag which is just
where most of the water is formed by the contact of the canvas
wall with the outside mass of consolidated neve as previously
described.
The resulting guano "soup" is most unpleasant,
especially if one happens to be so unfortunate as to let drop a
portion of a biscuit, which occasionally had actually occurred.
Biscuit is so precious that one cannot afford to lose it, so one
picks it up out of the lthy mire and wipes it and washes it as best
one can. This sounds untrue, perhaps, but to us at present, it
would seem a most ridiculous thing to reject a piece of biscuit just
because it had fallen into a little dirt. We don't hesitate for a
minute to eat it. It seems the most natural thing in the world
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In spite of this my place is much envied by everyone owing to its
proximity to the stove enabling me to warm up or recook my
hooshes at will
It's just like everything else, when one makes the best of the
opportunities offered by any situation and turns them to
advantage everyone is envious. Not one would have this place at
rst, everyone wanted billets on the thwarts of the boats so as to
be sure of being dry. Kerr had the place and invited me to
exchange, because, as I afterwards learnt, of the rain of hairs, falling
boots, etc. from above, I saw certain possibilities in it, and as I was
then next to Macklin with whom I was perpetually quarrelling
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Lately we have noticed a rather unusually offensive smell in the
neighbourhood of the head of my bag. In rousting about to
improve the drainage amongst the pebbles under- neath me, I
discovered the cause to be due to a large collection of meat
fragments that had somehow accumulated there and had gone
putrid. Most of these were cuttings which must have dropped in
the dark unnoticed from the hoosh-meat chopping-board which is
generally employed in this vicinity the remainder were what we
term "chews", the chewed up unswallowable morsels of gristle,
etc. that one cannot always contend with and there were
circumstantial reasons for believing that some of them had
recently been deposited that by our friends immediately above us,
though no doubt the majority of the "chews" were relics of the
days when we used to have our meals sitting round the hut on
boxes in the days when we were wont to roll our bags up every
day. The sailors may not be the only culprits but it is signi cant
that this was the portion of the "magic circle" in which they sat;
Wild was always cautioning us not to eject or "chews" on the
oor too. It was too dark to be able to distinguish all these meat
pellets clearly but after about two hours I collected the worst
offenders and burnt the stinking mass

about the amount of space due to each of us, I gladly accepted it;
except for the hairs which are abominable I have never regretted
it. I get a little light through the wall at noon, I have room at the
side of me to stow odds and ends, no one steps over me and I
have the enormous bene t of the stove. I ought to be more
pleased with it, than I am, instead of which I am continually
grumbling about the hairs whenever my mouth is not too full of
hairs to speak
Saturday, 15 July, 191
Mild again. Both bays are full of loose pack, some of it very heavy,
that is it is portions of old bergs and hummocks
Our fuel consists entirely of blubber and penguin skins, as much as
possible the latter. It is wonderful how ercely they burn, feathers
and all. We just cut them into convenient strips two or three
inches wide and about 18 inches long and hang them over the
cross bars in the stove where the heat from the burning mass of
oil and ashes in the bottom of the stove causes the oil to run out
of the skin and drop on the ashes where it augments the ame
until the skin itself catches re, shrivels up and tumbles off the bar
to augment the ashes, when another piece of skin has to be
introduced into the burning furnace
The stove is a marvel of simplicity and we are indebted to
Hurley's ingenuity and skill for both inventing and constructing it.
It gives out comparatively little heat externally but by a recent
clever extension made jointly by Hurley and Kerr it now cooks
two pots at once
Penguin skins are, therefore, of vital importance to us which
accounts for our recent recklessness in killing penguins only for
the skins and throwing away all the meat. A careful muster today
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We "render" the lamp oil from the blubber by the simple
expedient of placing strips of blubber in our one and only
saucepan and heating it until the oil all runs out leaving in the oil
crisp pieces of tissue which we eat as great dainties. About one
ounce or less of these scraps together with three lumps of sugar
constitutes our luncheon on two days in the week
The other night, whilst trimming the cotton-wool wick of my lamp
I chanced to nd a morsel of fried blubber in the old sardine tin
which forms the lamp. Needless to say I did not advertise my
discovery for fear someone would put in a claim to share the
scrap, but I ate it with great relish congratulating myself on my
good fortune; but I was observed by a diarist
All penguins have a certain amount of intestinal fat and as this is
too small a quantity to collect for fuel and rather dif cult to
eliminate from its surrounding horrors, we are permitted to keep
for our own private use any that we may extract. This we
generally "render" down in our hoosh mugs by hanging them up
against the stove. In this way we secure a little extra oil with
which to enrich our hoosh or penguin steak. In this cold climate
we have a very distinct craving for fat and I nd I can drink one
quarter of a pint of penguin oil with avidity whenever I can get it, a
thing I could never have done in civilization without being violently
sick. I am afraid a good deal of entrail and other oddments often
nd their way into our penguin oil gravies but they don't seem to
affect the avour and after all what does it matter so long as it
doesn't kill one
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reveals the fact that we now have 250 skins, enough for 25 days at
ten skins a day which will take us up to August 10th so that it
behooves us to obtain as many as we possibly can, especially as we
want to conserve all the blubber we have for actual cooking,
eating and for lamp oil

Snow petrels have been served up as dainties to two or three
members enterprising enough to take the trouble to catch them,
which can generally be accomplished with a long stick. I have long
suspected them of not being anything like so angelic as they look.
I am right. They have vile ways. They will guzzle into the meat we
leave out until they are so full they can't stand. They are most
insolent and overbearing to the poor patient "Paddies", and
although much smaller than them will scold them away if they
come to beg so much as a little crumb of meat from these little
tyrants. The paddies, the silly meek fools, submit
Quite an alarming occurrence took place today
An immense chunk, as big as a church, long pending from the
glacier, fell off today with a report like several bursts of thunder. It
raised a mighty wave, quite 40 ft. high, which made straight for our
hut and would have wiped it out had not the brash in the bay
damped it suf ciently to make it comparatively innocuous by the
time it reached us. As it was it ung huge chunks of ice weighing
tons almost right across the spit. Marston was so convinced that
it would inundate it not overwhelm the hut that he hollered out a
"stand by" but it was unnecessary and only served to rather alarm
the two poor invalids Hudson and Blackborrow both of whom are
progressing as favourably as the unfavourable circumstances will
permit
A solitary penguin saved the assassins from recording a blank day
Sunday, 16 July, 191
Again we were treated to a beautiful day, with a temperature of 28
degrees and quite warm in the sun. All nature seemed smiling and
gay that is as far as icebergs and glaciers and penguins and

.
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Antarctic things like that can be gay and smile. Anyhow the lonely
penguin who came up and whom we let off for a change would
have smiled, if wanly, had he known how narrow an escape he had
had
Quite 500 Blue-eyed Cormorants passed over in a ock going
west. One wonders whither they are bound and why. A few days
ago 150 of these splendid birds settled on what for want of a
better name we call the N.W. rocks
Attempts were made to secure some specimens but a stealthy
approach proved unavailing, they would not permit us to approach
within a stick's reach of them, getting up and itting to another
rock at each essay
Only a little inferior in size they are far more wary than a penguin
which in shape they somewhat resemble
They are closely related to the Common Shag of the coasts of
Great Britain
Their beauty lies in the even brown plumage of their back and
wings, their creamy white breast and, at close quarters, their bright
blue eyes
Had we had a few cartridges to spare we could have secured a
number and so had a welcome change in the menu, better even
that Dominican Gulls
Why no one slew the solitary penguin I can not imagine, it looked
so lonely and unhappy that it might have been a blessing in disguise
to it to have been put out of its misery
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Monday, 17 July, 191
Another ne day. Temperature 24 degrees
Much pack in East Bay and, as usual, no penguins
Having nothing better to do we were told to dig up some old
carcasses, amputate the legs only and chuck away the rest with the
breast on! In this way we succeeded in throwing away 46
carcasses with the breasts on, say four days food, a good morning's
work to be quite proud of! I was employed on the excavating
gang uprooting the carcasses which had frozen in as hard and solid
as rocks, and an hours work with a pick-axe made me quite hot
and exhausted which demonstrates both how warm the weather
is and how enervated we are, in spite of our adipose tissue
Blackborrow's poor feet are not healing as well as they might,
nothing is said, but I believe that --------- has set in. Hudson too
is far from well. One can make a guess at his two complaints but
it is best to write down neither
Blackborrow complains that I jar his feet with mine during the
night, which is quite possible but absolutely unintentional; I have
only ve feet six inches of space between James's and
Blackborrow's feet and therefore if I stretch out in my sleep I am
bound to touch his feet or push my head into James's feet.
Anyhow I am now ordered to reverse my bag so that my head is
against Blackborrow's feet, though in the day time I can turn it
round again with the head nearest the stove as usual
This order has unforeseen advantages for in the new position it is
impossible for me to wear my snoring halter which has been a
blinking nuisance to me, for I sometimes think it is pulled, not
because I am keeping Wild or McIlroy awake, but by them in case I
might be keeping anyone else awake. Both Wild and McIlroy
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generally sleep for an hour or so in the afternoon and often sit up
and read in the night
Tuesday, 18 July, 191
Very ne again, but a cold east wind sprang up in the evening.
Both bays full of pack
No penguins so I slaughtered a snow petrel by the simple
expedient of giving it a crack over the head with an oar whilst it
was gorging itself on the meat heap. As they are not much bigger
than a swallow, this killed it, so I cooked and ate it and found it
devillish tough. I wish I could get a cormorant
The balmy weather tempted some of us to take our sleeping-bags
out for an airing, turn them inside out and thoroughly beat and
shake them. The sailors very carefully collect all the hairs and
rubbish that fall out of their bags and smoke the mixture in their
pipes for the sake of any stray tobacco particles it may contain.
They cannot and do not trouble to eliminate the hairs and other
foreign bodies
Most of our bags have bald spots at the foot where they got
saturated during our rst never to be forgotten fortnight on this
island
All have moulted a good deal and look worn and grimy, but we
must take great dame of them for they may have to last us a long
time yet. Thank goodness there are no vermin here, the bags
would provide them with ideal homes. I can well conceive the
rapture of a louse nding itself at the foot of old McLeod's bag for
example
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The tide today has been so exceptionally low that it has been
possible to get round into the caves by means of the uncovered
rocks, an unprecedented state of affairs. There seems to be a
maximum of about 5-6 feet rise and fall
It is a pity that the caves have such wide mouths and narrow
interiors, otherwise they might have been most useful
Wednesday, 19 July, 191
A moderate easterly blizzard con nes us to our bags
Both bays are full of close big lumpy pack
On days like this we talk and talk. The principal topic is always
food, good solid boiled suet puddings being generally voted as the
things best worth living for, then apple and black currant puddings
with cream, and then hot new cake. I suppose it sounds beastly
greedy to write like this but we are always in deadly earnest about
it and get quite heated over arguments as to whether muf ns are
more lling than crumpets. One has the sort of feeling that if a
genie were to suddenly appear and offer us muf ns or crumpets
some idiot might go and say crumpets. I am a muf neer and know
that the muf n is incomparably better food value that the
crumpet. "Conspue"(?) the crumpet advocates
We so seldom mention the war that it is hardly worth referring to
it. I think we are all a little ashamed of having run away from it
now that we nd ourselves in this position of forced inertia, I
know I am, and am most anxious to get back in time to do my bit.
Most, though by no means all, of us think it must by over by now. I
am one of those who think the contrary. If it is over it must have
ended in a draw and Britain could never tolerate that. Wordie is
the best debater on this subject and sometimes gives us very
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interesting information as to pre-war conditions in Germany. For
the rest , discussions on processes described in the Encyclopaedia,
how things are done and made and semi-scienti c talk lls the bill.
No poor penguins today
Thursday, 20 July, 191
Mild. 28 degrees. Wet snow nearly all day
The time has come to see if something can't be done to remedy
the sloppy state of the oor of our mansion, so Wordie, Kerr and I,
mostly Wordie and Kerr, I understand, set to to dig up the oor
and made little conduits for the water on much the same pattern
as the channels on a meat dish with a gravy-well. By dint of much
hacking and hooking we made a moderately good job of it.
Fortunately the oor has a slight gradient. We think that until
lately any water forming on the oor of the hut must have
percolated along through the stoves to its lower, east end and
found an exit, but that by degrees the exit has frozen up and the
accumulation formed a dam
We covered our little waterways over with the attest stones we
could nd, and dug a "gravy well" about 18 inches square and of a
like depth, just in front of the stove. Luckily we have with us a
bailer, otherwise we should have had to use and probably damage
our only saucepan which the poor invalids require for use as a
"bed-slipper"
We bailed out exactly 100 gallons of liquid lth carefully measured
in 2 gallon petrol cans. It was pretty offensive but we don't seem
to notice it much when it is evenly distributed over the oor; one
can become accustomed to anything by use. That's why four
legged pigs are so indifferent about the cleanliness of their stys.
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Talking about stys there is not one of us who would not gladly
exchange places with the average English pig for his hood and nice
dry warm sty with fresh straw. Except for avoidable lth any sty
would compare favourably with our shanty. That's the truth
Friday, 21 July, 191
The winds back and ll in regular rotation and today we are
treated to a roaring westerly blizzard and once more are interned
in our crampy residence; but beggars can't be choosers and indeed
we are grateful enough that we have a shelter at all, for we should
certainly have all succumbed long since it we had had to pass the
winter actually in the open, and we should certainly have led a
very delignescent existence in the caves in the ice slope
The new stones we put down on the oor of our hut yesterday
have added very materially to our comfort. The outside gang had
a job to nd enough stones for the purpose, for they are very
dif cult to rout out of the snow now, the beach being covered so
deeply in snow and ice-foot and all the pebbles being
conglomerated into a solid block with ice. One has to dig down a
long way and scoop about. Carrying them in boxes is hard work
too in our emaciated condition especially as the only really good
pebble mine is at the opposite end of the spit to our hut. To nd
big stones is now quite out of the question, but we have a fairly
good store of them forming the wall of the outside galley which
the weather rendered so untenable that we now use it as a larder,
not, as one might imagine, with neat little joints of seal meat
arranged around on shelves but with hundreds of penguin breasts
and legs frozen into a solid mass on, or rather themselves forming,
the oor. We just quarry out our requirements daily
Saturday, 22 July, 191
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If you stepped into our larder you would see nothing you would
walk over the dirty snow covered oor unaware that you were
standing on a foot deep layer of penguin meat. We exhume it as
required daily. The outside "peggy", as we call the man on duty for
the day does it. It is a terrible job in a blizzard as there is no roof
on the larder and the pieces of meat are frozen into such an iron
hard mass that it is very dif cult to ascertain how many one has
got. To attempt to knock them apart only breaks them in half and
they splinter just like wood. To chop them with the chopper it is
safest to wear goggles as the chips y like bits of stone when
stone breaking
Our "sump" has proved its value for we bailed out twenty gallons
of hut-juice today
The blizzard did an extraordinary trick with a wooden box I keep
outside the hut near a rock lled with sundries, cotton, rope, cloth
and any bits of cooked meat with I put by for a hungry day. The
box measures 24" long, 10" wide by 12" deep and the lid is kept
on by a very stout strap rmly fastened longitudinally round the
box. On going out after the blizzard today I found that the wind
had wriggled the strap off, in spite of the box being jammed in a
hole between two rocks, had emptied the contents out (some
were lost) and lled the box with snow. I was lucky enough to
nd the lid jammed in amongst the N.W. rocks 100 yards away
Sunday, 23 July, 191
Overcast. Calm. Cold. Damp and beastly. 20 degrees

.
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The westerly blizzard shrieked all night but eased up at noon. The
East Bay is clear of ice and three penguins took advantage of it to
come up. We took advantage of them to replenish our larder by
this bagatelle

Both bays are clear of ice but there is still much ice about and a
thin lm has formed in the bay. If it continued cold enough and
calm enough long enough we should have the bay covered with
bay ice, as happens sometimes at the South Orkney islands 200
miles N.E. of us. There it is sometimes strong enough to walk
round the coast on it. We should welcome it if it increased out
exercising radius, but it would probably restrict our penguin
slaughtering facilities
Concerning blizzards we are beginning to think that perhaps all of
the ice particles with which the air is charged are not whisked up
off the ground as is generally supposed, but are due to direct
condensation of a comparatively warm moisture-laden wind
striking colder surfaces or currents; to a sudden drop in
temperature in fact
This hypothesis will account for the blizzards we have that come
apparently directly from the sea. The air during a blizzard is so
highly charged with snow powder, that it is nothing unusual to nd
that a box has been lled with snow entering entirely by the key
hole in much the same way as the tool boxes on a motorcar
collect a lot of dust inside however tightly they are closed
In the high wind of a blizzard there is certainly to be a continuous
draught passing into a box and as the air of the draught contains
snow powder the latter is carried in with the air, but the
atmosphere inside the box being calm the snow powder is
deposited and so accumulates whilst the air passes on in much the
same way as deep snow drifts always occur on the sheltered side
of a wall or hedge
Monday, 24 July, 191
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Last night we got a splendid batch of 27 penguins, but as both bays
are chock a block with ice none can come up today
The Almighty had provided for us beyond our deserts. I never
thought I should ever have to pray in earnest for "our daily bread".
When one says "give us this day our daily bread" one can not
conceive of the possibility of being so absolutely destitute that one
couldn't get enough to keep body and soul together, one generally
says those words as an expression of gratitude for the good things
of the earth placed at our disposal, and yet here we are face to
face with complete destitution and the possibility of starvation
were it not for God's sparing hand. I know that this sort of talk
will be described as hypocritical cant on my part, but one really
cannot ascribe our salvation to anything but Divine intervention
and one cannot deny that we are here at God's mercy
Though only 10 degrees in the shade it is a warm and sunny day,
and some of us sat about on Penguin Hill in the sun reading with
bare hands for over an hour
remote possibility It has really been a magni cent day and late this
evening the ice began to drift out again, thank goodness
Wild has now made a careful calculation and thinks the Aurora
should be able to get here by Aug. 25th that is if it is the Aurora
that is causing so much delay in our relief.
Meanwhile he is considering preliminaries for rescuing ourselves in
the summer in the of no relief ship turning up
Tuesday, 25 July, 191
Mild and damp. West wind and snow
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We had quite an exciting incident today. A large pregnant female
seal drifted quite close in on an ice-slab in West Bay at a place
where there is a good ice-foot over the rocks but where Penguin
Hill rises in an abrupt precipice. Wild came along with his little
gun but failed to make his usual ne shooting and although he shot
it three times in the head he did no kill it. As he had only three
cartridges with him he sent Holness back to the hut for some
more
To reach the hut it was necessary to go right round the foot of
Penguin Hill a distance of some 300 yards over a dif cult rocky
path. Whilst Holness was away the seal so far recovered itself that
it got its head and shoulders over the edge of the little oe and
was about to dive when Holness arrived. It was an anxious
moment for fear we might lose this valuable quantity of food.
Wild then successfully dispatched it and it was decided to cut it up
where it lay as soon as the oe drifted in close enough to gain
access to it, and to haul it up the precipice by rope
I had gone round the foot of Penguin Hill and had reached the top
in order to give a had with the rope, but as I was immediately
afterwards required down on the ice foot I had the pleasure of
being lowered over the precipice on the end of the rope, and
subsequently ascended by the same means
The seal was cut up into four pieces and hauled up and the fully
developed fetus which had only about two months to go was
hauled up complete. We also got two penguins
Wednesday, 26 July, 191
Astounding temperature with a maximum of 36 degrees.
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A tremendous westerly gale prevails but no drift which rather
con rms our recent theory that the ice-particles in blizzards are
not always picked up from the surface. The present wind in
strength and direction would certainly be a blizzard if that was the
case
We were so pleased with our capture yesterday that we
celebrated it by serving out a tot of methylated spirit each for
luncheon. We have quite come to like and look forward to this
methylated spirit. It cannot be very good for one but it seems to
put a new heart into us and as several rabid teetotallers amongst
us have taken to it, the most rabid teetotallers at home will not
grudge us this very moderate indulgence
Sometimes it even makes some of the sailors quite talkative and
arguey
The little unborn seal was a beautiful little uffy yellow thing. It
seemed such a shame to destroy it. We ate it, also its tongue,
heart, liver, kidneys and brain, all deliciously tender
The high temperature and regelation(?) have made the surface of
our beaten tracks dangerously slippery. The thaw fairly ooded
the hut with stinking water and I should have been drowned in the
night had we not resorted to frequent bailing. At midnight we got
56 gallons, 50 at 4 a.m., 20 at 8 a.m., 12 at noon and 8 at 6 p.m. or
nearly 150 gallons in 12 hours which conveys some idea of the
seriousness of this nuisance
There is a coating of "ver-glace" all over the snow
20 penguins came up and were duly butchered. 20 more then
came up on the N.W. rocks but then wisely changed their minds
and went to sea again
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These mild temperatures quite dispel certain gloomy anticipations
I had when we rst got here, that we should occasionally
experience zero temperatures which were frequently recorded by
Bruce at the South Orkneys. So far we have never recorded
anything below +6 degrees though it may have dropped to zero in
the night once or twice
East Bay is clear but there is much pack ice in sight
It was a ne sunny morning but it became damp and overcast in
the afternoon
A ne seal drifted past on a oe about a quarter of a mile off. It
could easily have been secured if we had had a boat available. The
oe eventually drifted round East Point into the next bay beyond
us, towards Cape Valentine where the 1000 8 oz. Bovril sledging
rations are. The last thing Sir Ernest said to me before leaving was
that these were to be got, but except for one occasion we never
had an opportunity of doing so owing to have to use the boats in
the construction of the roof
Perhaps it is a blessing in disguise to have the there for if it does
ever come to having to send away another boat for help they will
come in very handy, and as a last resource I am sure we could get
them even now
Two penguins came up, both tried to return; only one succeeded,
as someone heartlessly intercepted the other

.
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Thursday, 27 July, 191
Very mild, no wind, temperature 33 degrees

Friday, 28 July, 191
Another strong westerly gale, this time accompanied by sleety rain
or rainy sleet. The East Bay is free from ice.
Only one out on the six penguins that came up will be able to
convey this news to the remainder of its race.
We remained in our bags all day
Wild has xed a very ingenious little glass window into the canvas
wall beside his bunk so as to have more light to read by. It
consists of the six inch square glass and mahogany frame of a
chronometer box. It is cleverly sewn in.
Smoking mixtures are the order of the day and the smell of some
of the more experimental ones is a bit trying. The sennegrass that
we ram into our nnesko to insulate the feet appears to be prime
favourite. It looks and smells like hay. As we only have a very
small quantity of it the used is as much in demand as the unused
Seaweed and lichen have also been tried but are not very popular
with either the smokers or the other inmates. Reindeer hair and
sleeping-bag scrapings are the most esteemed but the supply is
practically exhausted
Ingenious Bakewell secured several old pipes, broke them up and
boiled them in water subsequently boiling some sennegrass in the
weird infusion. This he carefully dried and chopped and now
declares that he couldn't distinguish the result from tobacco. The
aroma was positively overpowering and can only be described as a
combination of a re at a feather factory and a very third class
smoking carriage on a workman's train

.
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Poor fellows one cannot help but pity them whilst congratulating
oneself on not being a smoker; but what would I not give for a
farthing's worth of chocolate? All I possess
Saturday, 29 July, 191
The gale moderated, but it has fairly "done in" the ice foot in West
Bay.
Beyond our spit, due north, and separated from the northern
extremity of Penguin Hill by a channel about 100 yards wide is a
bold rocky islet 250 ft. high, more than twice the height of Penguin
Hill which from its shape we call Gnomon Rock. It shuts out a
good deal of the view to the north but, at least in return, it affords
something to rest the eye upon. We often wonder what shape its
northern face may be, and suspect that it is another large sloping
penguin rookery like Penguin Hill
When there is pack-ice about it drifts from East to West or vice
versa through the channel carried by the tide and we can thus
form an estimate of the speed of the current which would
otherwise be very dif cult to do
Occasionally the channel becomes so congested with pack that it
looks as if it would be possible to make a safe passage across, but
it would be unwise to do it as one might get marooned and no
sympathy from the other members who would have to pull the
hut to pieces to release a boat to rescue one, but it is tempting to
explore the unknown
We got 12 out of 13 birds up today
Sunday, 30 July, 191
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Damp and snowing. Nothing to do but remain in bags all day. No
doubt it will be very interesting when it is all over, to have been
through it and to look back on, but just at present it is deadly dull
and most uninteresting
There is close loose pack in East Bay again and some enterprising
individual caught all the penguins that came up, three to wit
Oh, I nearly forgot the other item of news, the temperature is
twenty-nine degrees Fahrenheit
Slightly more exciting is the fact that a seal "did its damnedest" to
get up but couldn't
Monday, 31 July, 191
I can generally oblige with a page a day but yesterday was so
unproductive of incident that I must admit defeat, but not so today,
which can more than make up for the de ciency
The sun shone brightly from 9:30 to noon
Wordie and I obtained special permission, not at all readily given,
to walk along the snow-covered debris slopes at the foot of the
precipices towards E. Point 2/3 of a mile away. Wordie wanted to
geologise soon after we had passed the dif cult traverse described
on 21st May, the day on which I found two seals, so I continued on
alone and proceeding beyond the place where the two seals had
been killed. I suddenly came upon a large sleeping pregnant
Weddell, half in half out of the water. The only weapon I had with
me was a snow shovel which I had been using in lieu of and in the
manner of an ice axe

.
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Fearing the quarry might escape, I at once attacked ercely
in icting savage blows with the edge of the shovel blade on the
back of the animal's head, nor did I desist until I had made a
suf cient hole to insert my hand and remover the battered
remains of the creature's brains, even then there were a few
spasmodic movements. I have known apparently dead seals to
revive and depart before, so I took my chances. I was in the
brashy water up to my knees much of the time. I rejoined Wordie
and we returned to the hut. I asked Wild to send out a hand or
two to help cut up the seal, but he said that we did not require
the meat as he had shot a little (very little) seal on the rocks in
the morning, and therefore declined to give us any help, so we
provided ourselves with rope and knives and toiled back. Wild
had also said it was too dangerous to send a party out, but in our
opinion it was dead easy and Wild never even came over to see.
Anyhow we ensed it and hoisted it all up on to the snow slope
out of reach of the tide. It was hard work for the two of us, and
although we found that we had rather more energy than we
expected we were just dead beat by the time we nished
The seal was lying on a small rock about 18 feet from the shore
and we got very wet going out to it. Once I only saved myself
from a ducking by sprawling out at on the brash. I had only had a
very small breakfast and no luncheon and was hungry when I got
back at 4 p.m. We "cached" the meat where we left it. Wordie
skinned the fetus with a view to preserving the skin, the hair of
which almost amounts to a silky fur
Tuesday, 1 August, 191
Mild but very damp. I wish I had a rubber stamp for this.
Temperature 32 degrees. Overcast and uninviting without so
nearly everyone remained within all day
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A very heavy swell is jostling the pack in a wonderful way. The
surrounding pack must be quite local or else there would not be a
swell for a swell is soon damped out by the pack. Open water,
therefore, must be quite close. It is a ne sight to see an ice
covered sea thrown into mighty undulations by a heavy swell but it
is too inclement today to go out and admire the wonders of
nature which are now beginning to pall a bit
Yesterday's unusual exertion has made me a little stiff. It really
was hard work for us two weaklings to haul those heavy nds of
meat high up the snow slope. We can just see the place from the
hut and there appear to be an unnecessary number of Dominican
gulls in the vicinity
I slept like a top. The best sleep I have had for months. I am told
that I gave vent to unusually unpleasant nasal efforts
I lay down at 7 p.m. and fell asleep instantaneously, waking for a
minute or two at 11 p.m. and again at 4 a.m. I awoke and, as usual,
did not go to sleep again. It is a long wait from 4 a.m. till breakfast
at 10 a.m. but often I do not sleep after 2 a.m
No seals or penguins today but we have done pretty well lately
Wednesday, 2 August, 191
Mild and beastly. Much snow but thawing everywhere. It is damp
and beastly. Temperature 32 degrees
The heavy swell continues and has knocked the ice foot all to
smithereens in places, so we have been busy making an easy ramp
for seals to come up by. We shall have to put up a notice to
explain what it is if they don't make use of it. They seem

.
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somehow to prefer the natural clefts made by nature and to
distrust the arti cial one
Last night we celebrated the second anniversary of the
commissioning of the Endurance by an extra tot of methylated
spirit. I had enough sugar to add to mine and, with a pinch of
ginger, served out too, it was delicious
Salt is getting very scarce and we have to be exceedingly careful
how we serve it out.
We had a case containing 400 3/4 oz. packets, each in a small
envelope, but in the course of much knocking about many of the
packets have leaked and so we have to take our chance in the
distribution which is always carried out by the time-honoured
method of "whosing" and often one gets no more that 1/3 of an
ounce which is an exceedingly small allowance for a whole week
The bays are both full of ice so no game thought it worth while to
put in an appearance today
Thursday, 3 August, 191
It is mild enough; much too mild to be pleasant and leaden skies
prevail
It must have snowed like blazes during the night for there is six
inches of it everywhere and double that in the drifts. The poor
old roof, the piece of light tent material that is stretched between
the keels of the two boats is strained to bursting point and if
James and Cheetham had not been up and out early and there and
then scooped the snow out of the sagging hollows we should have
been inundated with the drip from the roof as soon as the interior
heat from the lighted stove thawed the covering of snow. As it was
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some little thawing had commenced and the cook and one or two
other members got their bags unpleasantly wet
As we are still surrounded by close small pack no penguins came
up
We are pretty short of both fuel and meat but no one seems to
care very much. Indifference as to what is going to happen has
been very marked lately; probably this is merely due to want of
sunshine and Sir Ernest's long absence
Sir Ernest's non-return is now openly discussed. No one likes to
think that he could possibly have failed to reach South Georgia,
and yet, Wild has given orders that every scrap of cordwood and
all nails are to be carefully kept in view of the possibility of his
having to make a boat journey to Deception Island in the spring
Friday, 4 August, 191
A ne drop in temperature down to 17 degrees at 8 a.m. when it
was snowing with a W. wind.
It was a lucky thing that the snow was removed from the roof
yesterday or the frost after thaw would have solidi ed it and
concentrated its weight in the centre of the "sag" and today's
increment would have rendered us roo ess which is synonymous
with homeless here
Again we neither saw nor expected any penguins for the pack has
been in continuously for the last six days, but it looks much looser
today and there is some open water only half a mile out
Our alcohol supply is coming to an end
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This alcohol is really only the best quality methylated spirits and
was not intended as a potable store, but for the purpose of
lighting up the Primus stoves. Penguin skin and seal's blubber fuel
enabling us to dispense with the Primus stoves, the methylated
spirit became available as a beverage and so we tried it rather
gingerly, in more ways than one, by avouring it with ginger of
which we have a small quantity
It is not exactly nice but neither is it revolting and so we decided
to serve it out on Saturday nights as a hot grog. At rst we tried
it with milk, of which we then had two or three packets, but it
spoilt the milk, so we diluted it with water only after that. It is a
change of avour to everything else we have and that is as much
as can be said for it, except that we always refer to it as "gut-rot"
Saturday, 5 August, 191
Everything on the "very" side today. The sea was very rough and
there were very heavy breakers at work in East Bay demolishing
the ice foot. There was a very strong west wing and very much
snow and the temperature was so very high that at 9 a.m. it broke
the record of 37 degrees, but behaved itself later and was at
freezing point again at noon
If anyone at home is thinking of sending us anything just now we
hope it is mackintoshes and gum-boots
We have had so much leakage in our mansion today that we have
had to bail out four times, forty gallons a time. That is what nice
mild high temperatures mean to us; no wonder we prefer the
cold
Today is Saturday, in consequence of which tonight was Saturday
night and we observed the time honoured sea-faring custom of

.
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drinking the health of our sweethearts and wives and hope our
sweethearts and wives won't feel hurt when they hear that we
drank their health in methylated spirits with sugar in it, a
tablespoonful each
The teetotallers amongst us are neither compelled nor
encouraged to imbibe their whack but it is noticeable that they
mostly clamour for their tot as loudly as anyone. Pledges go to
the wind when methylated is put before the destitute. What will
our temperance advocates say about such frightful depravity when
we get home. Well, we don't care
Sunday, 6 August, 191
A beautiful sunny morning developed into the usual overcast
mugginess in the afternoon with a 29 degree temperature
There was a great deal of surf continuing its welcome work of
battering to bits the ice-foots (or ice-feet, if you like it better)
Penguins galore have fallen in the fray this afternoon and also
yesterday; 39 last night and 30 more today, of all that have come
up not one has got away
This is "going some", but none too late, we've now got 853 birds
up to date, since our arrival at this God-forsaken spot, it's none
too much although it seems a lot, which is a fair sample of the sort
of pantomime verse that we make up in talking to each other to
kill time
It seems almost incredible but is none the less a fact that two of
the men got quite talkative after their methylated spirit "dope" last
night. After everyone else had got their "heads down" these two
warriors went on arguing about the position of a certain "pub" in

.
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Hull for fully an hour until Wild, unable to endure it any longer,
roared out, "For God's sake, shut your bleating row, you two
precious dears" and incidentally woke up a good many selfrespecting sleepers. The two contestants who had occupied
themselves in saying, "I tell yer it is" and "Well, I know it ain't"
alternately about 470 times, both uttered their parrot cries
simultaneously and shut up like oysters
Monday, 7 August, 191
A mild overcast day. Temperature 35 degrees
This morning we were awakened by a sudden rush of brains to
the head of one of the participants in last night's argument
prompting the latter to ejaculate in a loud voice and at an early
hour, "I tell yer, I know that pub is in ------- street", a sally to which
his opposite number heatedly replied and for a moment it looked
as if trouble might come of it but the two silly fellows were soon
howled down by the majority and made to thoroughly inwardly
digest the fact that they were both exceedingly unpopular and we
have heard no more of the stupid altercation, though apparently
they are now at the still more stupid game of "not speaking"
Animal life too is waking up
A seal was seen in the water yesterday, and two today besides a
large sea-elephant which has bee prospecting for a landing in East
Bay but so far has not lighted upon anything quite to his
satisfaction. As if that was not enough a sea leopard put in an
appearance in West Bay
We have made quite an elegant ramp for the dear penguins to
come up, bless their little hearts and livers for both are excellent
eating. They seem so obliged to us as they come up preening their

.
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feathers and enjoying their walk ashore and we are just as much
obliged to them for their presence, for without them we should
have long since had neither fuel nor food. 47 came up today, 45
passed and 2 got away
Tuesday, 8 August, 191
A damp mild day and much snow and rain in the afternoon, with
the result that we had to bail out four times during the day; rather
more than usual if anything. How such a bounteous supply of
liquid can come out of one small sump, seems at rst rather a
mystery, but we nd that after bailing out once the sump lls up
again in a minute or two and the process is repeated at gradually
increasing intervals from ten to twenty times, the last interval
being perhaps ten minutes. It is then left to accumulate again until
the water is "showing" amongst the pebbles of the oor which
may be as much as four ours when the bailing operation is again
repeated. Evidently the oor is percolated throughout with water
but there must, at the same time, be some sort of system of
natural drainage
We were not unmindful that yesterday was August bank holiday so
celebrated it by having a biscuit pudding contrived by forfeiting a
biscuit all round and going without luncheon the previous day as
we cannot any longer afford to encroach upon our tiny reserve
supply of less than 700 biscuits - two cases; for we have now
reached the bedrock of minimum
A cape pigeon was seen today, welcome as the cuckoo at home,
and a paltry six penguins comprised the bag of game
Light southerly wind prevailed
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Wednesday, 9 August, 191
A heavy snowfall ushered in an unusually wet dull day with a N.E.
wind
There is no pack whatever in sight and the sea has now been clear
of ice since the 5th inst. except for a number of large bergs which
having remained in the same position for a week are apparently
grounded and will remain so until their bottoms either melt or
wear away a bit
Ten little penguins sitting in a row unwittingly afforded us a little
agreeable exercise and exactly one day's food.'
A few of us took advantage of the exceptionally low tide to
scramble over the rocks at great risk of getting wet and so make
the circuit of Penguin Hill. At one place we were surprised to nd
a little puddle of fresh water in a depression on a rock pinnacle
The faithful cook has poisoned us long enough with hairs and dirt
and is deposed. His feelings have been spared by his being told
that he is to have a holiday and Clark has volunteered to take on
the thankless task, an offer on his part in no way in uenced, of
course, by the perquisites of the job, as he is a notoriously small
eater
We were prepared to make allowances but not quite enough for
his rst essay which was to burn our valuable biscuits at luncheon
almost to a cinder whilst frying them in blubber, which is the way
we usually have them served now, but he made amends by making
a splendid seaweed for supper. The seaweed is quite passable now
that we are used to it
Thursday, 10 August, 191

.
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A ne crisp morning with a S.W. wind
Wordie and I attempted to go round to the seal meat we had
cached on the 31st of July but after traversing the ice slope we
found it too steep for safety and as a fall means a ducking in deep
water provided one is lucky enough to dodge the rocks in one's
descent, we considered discretion the better part of valour and
warily retraced our steps. It was well we did so for no sooner
had we regained the spit than half a blizzard sprang up and blotted
out the seascape, skyscape, landscape and every other scape
including our way of escape, had we had the temerity to proceed
Twenty-six penguins assembled and met together on the
foreshore but Wild considered the weather too bad to get more
than one of them so twenty- ve birds complacently roosted
within a few yards of the greatest potential danger that they are
ever likely to encounter until they fall a victim to the rapacious
sea-leopard in their old age
Fuel is an almost more important factor than food for without fuel
one cannot be sure of a water supply
We have now 100 penguin skins left and are using 14 1/2 per day
on an average but could cut down to ten in case of emergency
Towards night fall the gale moderated
Friday, 11 August, 191
A beautiful ne clear cold day
Marston was out at 5 a.m. The coast was clear and, there were no
seals about, a bright moon shone and faint dawn crept up from the
east. He returned and hied him to his frowsy hammock

.
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At 7 a.m. out went Clark, the pro tem cook, to take the morning
air ere taking to his daily toil and before he had gone very far he
stumbled over a full-blown Weddell and bravely attacked the
defenseless creature with nothing but a pick-axe in his hand: our
big game hunting is hardly of the heroic order
Hearing the good news four of us were up in a ash (except for
boots, we sleep fully dressed, so that it is quite an easy matter to
be out in a ash) and hauled the inanimate monster in and
proceeded to dress it. Its guts stunk peculiarly nasty for some
unascertained reason
At that early hour the penguins which had roosted on the spit had
not yet gone off on their day's shing and were engaged upon
marching and counter-marching as is their wont preparatory to
taking to the water. Presently at a signal from their leader the
whole twenty- ve of them moved in "artillery formation" towards
a little ice-promontory whence they dived in and sped swiftly out
to sea
We could easily have collared the lot, but Wild is a humane man
and said, "we can afford to let the poor little beggars off.
Wordie and I again attempted, this time successfully, to reach the
seal meat cached on 31st of last month
We found that the snow had buried it to a depth of 2 1/2 feet all
of which had fallen, therefore, during the last ten days. We brought
back with us the organs of the adult and the organs and skin of
the fetus
We had tricky work climbing over the glacier slope. Wordie had
an ice-axe and I had a shovel; it is remarkable what a good
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substitute the latter makes for the former, so much so that we
have been discussing the pros and cons of a modi ed form of iceaxe comprising the sound holding properties of a shovel blade on
a really steep slope of soft snow
It might here be remarked that the shovel is dug into the snow
above the climber as is an axe, when correctly used, and forms an
ef cient sheet anchor
Two "paddies" have been hopping about the spit all day and there
were four & twenty penguins sitting on a rock in the evening but
we left them unmolested as Wild considers that we now have
enough food to last us until the end of the month, though it must
be admitted that this includes about fourteen day's supply of partly
putrid seal meat
It was quite warm in the sun during the morning although the
temperature ranged from 28 1/2 to 18 degrees, but it became a
good deal colder in the afternoon
About 5 p.m. a couple of sea-leopards were seen playing about in
the water. They are instantly recognisable by the curious way they
have of, as it were, standing upright in the water and putting their
long necks out to a height of quite a couple of feet above the
surface. Their dark black heads are curiously reminiscent of some
of Mr. Lawson Wood's prehistoric peeps
A careful watch was kept on these ungainly creatures and
eventually they came so close to the beach that Wild decided to
have a pot shot at one and succeeded in wounding it in the jaw,
thereby stunning it, but just as he got his rubber waders on and
was about to retrieve it, it revived suf ciently to swim far out into
the bay where later on we could see a number of giant petrels
hovering over it in the hopes that it would nally succumb
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It is surprising to what an extent the ice-cap, all over the rocks
along the coast, has diminished by ablation since July 31st, though
today it seems to have increased again slightly in one or two
places
Ablation is a kind of direct evaporation of ice and is not peculiar
to it alone for the same thing is observable in camphor and
napthalene which lose in bulk almost as rapidly as a leg of mutton
in a lodging house
Saturday, 12 August, 191
Hurley, Macklin and Blackborrow have all put little celluloid
windows into their respective corners of the "sty" and quite smart
they look whilst the amount of extra light that they introduce into
the interior is surprising considering that the windows are only
the celluloid coverings of a threefold "cabinet" photo-holder found
in Sir Ernest's bag
The credit for Blackborrow's window is largely due to Kerr who is
always unremitting in his attention to our poor invalid
Sir Ernest's bag is a ne old solid leather suitcase in which are
locked up all the papers connected with the Expedition and other
sundries. I put a small roll of my Brownie lm in the case and as it
cannot now be found I am louder than ever in my wails about it
The ne weather of yesterday has given place today to the usual
mild damp overcast type

.
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This was a most unfortunate loss as it wasted one of our last
fteen cartridges

Bright weather does us no end of good in the way of cheering us
up. I did not realize how much one's temperament is susceptible
to the in uences of the weather until one gets on one's beam
ends a bit. The dull wet days are as depressing as the bright ones
are exhilarating
A small Weddell seal came up into the foreshore at low tide at the
very same place as the little sea-elephant on June 29th. His trip
ashore was soon cut short by one of our blood-thirsty ruf ans
with a pick-axe handle
The large seal of yesterday and this one are the rst that have
come up onto the spit itself since May 1st excepting the little seaelephant of June 29th
This return of animal life looks encouraging and considerably
improves our prospects
The few seals obtained during June and July were always on
oating slabs of ice, or on the ice-cap of the N.W. rocks. Two
score penguins were "let off" in view of our recent captures in the
way of seals
Tonight we had the last drop of our much appreciated methylated
spirits. It may have been due to our emaciation or else to the fact
that the last "whack" was rather bigger than usual but one or two
members were undoubtedly a little bit elated, though even this
increased portion did not exceed a tablespoonful each. If ever
anyone blames us for our mild debauchery we all hope that he will
one day nd himself on Elephant Isle with nothing at all to drink
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We seldom get more than one bright day in ten, and even then it
is only the morning that is bright, clouds coming up from nowhere
with unfailing regularity about noon

except water and methylated spirits and with a companion to tell
him how good the latter is with sugar. The only other beverage
that we ever had here was our powdered milk and that is all
expended long ago in spite of the extremely diluted state in which
we served it
Sunday, 13 August, 191
Another ne day. Temperature 32 degrees. This will alter the
average from once in ten days to once a week if we get many
more ne days
The sun shone brightly all day but every now and again a slight
haze spread over the sky and then seemed to dry up. A
thermometer placed in the sun registered up to 50 degrees at one
time; this by what is known as insolation, direct sun heat as
distinct from atmospheric temperature
Everyone was out on little excursions
The mountaineers climbed up the dif cult snow slopes to the east
of the ice slope at the end of the spit and at a height of about 400
ft. found some moss, the only vegetation other than lichens which
have been discovered during our stay here
Considering the state of physical weakness in which we all are and
the dif culty of the ascent it was not at all a bad climb, and well
rewarded by the botanical trophy obtained
Limpets having been tried by one or two members at Cape
Valentine and found to be an edible commodity constant search
has been made here for these shell sh, but until lately the ice-cap
over the rocks and the oating ice seems to have kept the luscious
mollusks to a depth of six feet or more below water but now they

.
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are creeping up the rocks and we have found a few; Wild,
Rickinson, McIlroy and Greenstreet went round the rocks past the
seal cache point and secured half a dozen a piece.
Limpets are "perks"; everyone eats all he can nd
Monday, 14 August, 191
A foggy morning, but it improved later, the sun shining through the
haze. Temperature 33 degrees.
The reduction in the ice-cap has once more made numerous
rockpools accessible, the limpets have either returned to them or
else are merely disclosed and limpeting has therefore become the
order of the day. Hurley, who is very enterprising at anything of
this nature, secured 60 limpets, Wild and friends 50, Holness 25
Difference of opinion is rife as to whether to cook the limpets at
all and if so how. The balance of opinion at present is in favour of
boiling them in blubber oil, but some think that this makes them
even tougher than they already are and, as we cannot possibly
spare salt to cook them with, they are in favour of boiling them in
seawater. Others again are advocates of the live diet
Limpets do froth a lot when one cooks them out of their shells,
they seem to resent it
One member has been experimenting with seaweed a good deal,
and nds that by boiling it all day quite a passable jelly is obtained,
but unfortunately we have not enough sugar to denaturize the
acrid inklike avour of the jelly

.
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Another great big pregnant female Weddell came up close to the
"sty" never to return. Its blubber was uncommonly thick, nearly
three inches, and its total weight not less than 800 lbs
Although 45 penguins came up yesterday and were unmolested
only two came up today which rather substantiates the theory
that the same birds seldom come up two days running
Tuesday, 15 August, 191
Overcast, mild, damp. Temperature 33 degrees
It snowed at intervals during the day
Limpeting is in full swing although the delicacy is, strictly speaking,
out of season. Several parties have been about the cliffs of East
Bay and a total bag of over 800 had been secured.
Limpeting curiously enough gives rise to that bane of polar
existence "cliques", which in the close quarters of our "sty" are
particularly undesirable.
There is competition amongst the
different cliques to get the greatest number of limpets, this is right
enough, but the bag is divided only amongst the members of that
clique and this is bad, where food is so scarce and variety scarcer.
One hears some members complaining that they can't eat any
more and returning their share into the clique's pot whilst other
members who may have been unlucky in their quest are longing to
taste just one or two
These little things, often unobserved by the majority, are more real
than one would, at rst, suppose
On the other hand seal's brains, another delicacy, have each been
divided between four members, with the utmost punctiliousness

.
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and, at last, every member has now had his quarter brain and we
are able to start the round again. The tiny brain of a fetus
generally falls to the share of the member who does the
disembowelling, messy job
We exacted no toll of the 25 birds which came up today
Wednesday, 16 August, 191
No appreciable difference in the weather today and that of
yesterday
The ice-cap on the rocks is diminishing more and more and not
re-forming at all after all. The ice-foot is being rapidly eroded, but
there is no marked thaw on the spit, in fact the snow has been
very materially augmented during the last fortnight by the
abundant snow falls. In places on the spit the snow is as much as
12 feet deep and no where is it less than 4 feet
Any thaw that may take place during the daytime is more that
compensated for by the frost at nights which glaci es the thawed
surfaces
The temperature given throughout are all maximum temperatures
except where otherwise stated. The average temperature now is
probably about 24 degrees Fahr. though the average during the
whole time we have been here is several degrees lower. Still it is
worthy of note what a lot of high temperatures since mid-winter.
The climate cannot be described as wholly polar though on the
other hand it is in nitely more so than that of its northern
counterpart the Shetlands north of Scotland which lie in the
approximately corresponding latitude, but the Gulf Stream has
something to say to that. Temperatures, however, are not the only
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factor that go to make up a polar climate, indeed they are one of
the least
Again we did not betray the con dence of the 45 penguins which
came to roost on the spit tonight
Thursday, 17 August, 191
A sudden drop of fteen degrees in temperature to +15 degrees
would be expected to produce a sensation of cold, but quite the
contrary is the case for the sun shines brightly and the air is dry
and so it feels warmer than when it is twice as warm by
thermometer
The most noticeable effect of the present cold snap is the increase
in condensation inside the "sty" and the bothering ice-sheets
which form on the apping wall
Limpeting proceeds apace and again an 800 bag was recorded
It is desperately chilly work getting them as they are all under
water at a depth of a foot or two and it necessitates keeping the
arm in water at a temperature of 28 degrees for half and hour at a
stretch unless the premonitory stage of frost-bite intervenes. To
obviate this danger one member has devised an ingenious, if rather
slow, method of tackling the problem by forcing the limpet off
with a "limpet-stick" and, as it lies helpless and kicking on his little
back at the bottom of the limpid pool, pressing on its inverted
stomach with the butt end of the "limpet-stick" to which it
immediately "sticks like a limpet" and is thus withdrawn to a place
of safety, or danger according to whether one looks at it from the
limpet's point of view or not

.
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Ice threatened to come into the bay this evening an entire absence
of penguins is an indication that the menace is a real one
Friday, 18 August, 191
The menace of last night materialized this morning for we are
thickly beset by the cursed ice a N.E. wind having brought it in
during the night and it stretches in every direction further than
the eye can see
It is a "rotten" day. The brightness has gone from the sky and
snow come from it copiously instead. The temperature is as low
as +12 degrees and what with the wind and the snow it really feels
as cold as the thermometer tells us it is
It is just like winter again and coming just as we were getting along
so nicely we are all so thoroughly discontented and grumpy that
no one who hadn't absolutely got to stirred from their blubbersodden almost hairless bags
The snowfall had been so heavy that the snow is 4 ft. deep in the
new drifts, and it packs up all round the wretched "sty",
threatening to burst the imsy walls, and so needing frequent
digging out. If it continues at this rate we shall soon nd ourselves
living in a snowpit owing to the accumulation around us. We
anticipate trouble when it begins to thaw in earnest and have
therefore determined to remove the snowbanks all round the
"sty"
The "outside" man on a day like this, especially the "outside man"
on duty today, gives us voluble if not very valuable, information
about the weather, from which one would have thought that we
were living in a very very hot place instead of a very very cold
one

.
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Saturday, 19 August, 191
Up went the temperature during the night until it is once more 32
degrees at noon today and as "muggy" as can be. Not hot
"muggy", cold "muggy", of course
The pack is as close and heavy as ever it has been which must be
as annoying to penguins as it is to us, none can possibly be
expected to come up whilst the ice is round so thickly and one
can't blame them. Indirectly it is their best friend, which we
certainly are not
There isn't even a trace of a swell today
We remained as slothfully as usual in our bags all day. What else
can one do
We have now only two complete cases of Bovril sledging rations
left and one complete case of biscuits, the last but one having been
opened yesterday. This is nothing to be worried about thought as
we still have the ten cases of sledging ration cached at Cape
Valentine and which will certainly be brought here before the
proposed boat trip to Deception Island becomes necessary for
there is no good in deceiving ourselves any longer, Sir Ernest has
now been away so long that there is not one amongst us from
Wild downwards to the worst of the pessimists who has not at
one time or another recently made some casual remarks
indicative of his opinion that he at least entertains grave fears on
Sir Ernest's behalf. The well known fact of Sir Ernest's resourceful
rapidity merely aggravates our anxiety for him
Sunday, 20 August, 191
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No change in the pack but a further rise in temperature to 35
degrees and a pronounce
thaw in consequence has necessitated almost incessant bailing
today
There is neither wind nor swell and there is a pervading
unpropitiousness about things just now that is distinctly
unpleasant. This seem to be re ected in our temperament and
nearly everyone, except Hussey and Bakewell who couldn't "snap"
if they tried, is distinctly "snappish"
The meat heap is dwindling down. We have practically no penguin
breasts (steaks) left so are having boiled legs daily for breakfast,
two legs each, and the partly putrid seal meat for hoosh at night;
some pieces are more than partly putrid
A wave of sadness greeted the announcement today that our nutfood, the one thing that made life worth living, is now all
consumed, so what have we how to look forward to? Well,
strange as it may seem there is something coming in the near
future - penguin's eggs; we talk a lot about them already and there
are heated discussions as to how many it is possible to eat at a
sitting and as to whether one could not stow away even more in a
lying position, at any rate there are several prospective record
breakers, besides Hudson, willing to give proof by trial when the
time comes
The nut-food had all been packed in mild powder, this had taken
up some of the sesame oil and avour of the nut-food and until
recently afforded us an occasional pleasant beverage but we used
the last of it some time ago
Monday, 21 August, 191
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The pack is as bad as ever or ever worse
Milder and muggier if anything, indeed it was so "hot" that it was
like the last few days in the ship -- all hands on the pumps -- or
rather baiting tins to keep pace with the thaw
It was lucky that we had anticipated this trouble so long ago and
made preparations to compete with it or the "sty" would most
certainly have been turned into a lake or a cataract today for with
all our care and precautions we were in a state of perpetual
inundation
Our envidements became too numerous to keep a conscientious
record of but if we say that we bailed out about a thousand
gallons of "squilsh" we shall not be guilty of more than a 50%
exaggeration. It may have been less but judging by the terrible
execrations of the toilers it certainly seemed to be about ten
times that amount
To add to our misery eight inches of thawing snowfell during the
course of the day and our existence is once more in the
transitory stage between glacial and aquatic
Poor Blackborrow's foot is very bad. It is much swollen and
in amed and the osteo-myelitis is extending slightly, although he is
rather to blame for having allowed himself to get frostbitten, or, at
least, for not having resorted to remedial measures at once yet he
deserves all credit for the manly fortitude with which he puts up
with his serious in rmity. He is a model patience
Tuesday, 22 August, 191
A day as objectionable in every way as its recent predecessors,
foggy, chilly and overcast; but if there is no improvement in the
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weather there is promise of a "more", in the pack for, although
heavy, it is more interspersed with brash and there is a very big
swell and a wonderful surf breaking in great waves half damped
out by the brash. As each wave consists partly of broken
fragments of ice it makes a curious noise like people falling
through cucumber frames when it curls over and breaks
As we have only twelve penguin skins left we are using seal's
blubber again for fuel, though we have not a very great quantity of
that. It creates a good deal more heat and much more pungent
black smoke than the penguin skins. We are afraid now that we
were rather too lenient with the birds on the 10th, 11th, 12th,
13th, 14th, 15th and 16th insts. on which days no less than 191
came up of whom 190 were permitted to depart in peace; and it
isn't only on the score of fuel that we have come to regret our
soft-heartedness for at most we have not more than four days
supply of penguin meat and nine days of sealmeat mostly semiputrid, still we still have the three cases of Bovril sledging ration
and the two cases of biscuits besides 1 cwt. of granulated sugar,
but that is all
Once more the ice-foot looks quite formidable again, it's
reinstatement is most exasperating
Wednesday, 23 August, 191
No change in pack or weather
Certain members are exhibiting obvious concern about the
present food shortage and strange to say now that there really is a
shortage the imperturbable pessimists are apparently quite
unconcerned and certainly are not saying anything in the nature of
"We told you so." It is not unusual that pessimism and equanimity
are counterparts
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The manner in which the aforesaid members exhibit their fears is
in trying to overcome them assuming that the pessimists are now
thoroughly scared and therefore making mocking remarks such as
"Now we shall all starve" and "We shall have to eat the one who
dies rst" and so on, which has actually occurred before now
when people have been in only very slightly worse straits than we
are now. There's many a true word said in jest. To a close
observer there are many other indications in the way that the
fatuous optimists shout loudly to each other all manner of such
remarks about the food supply question as if to keep their spirits
up by the cheery loudness of their voices in much the same way
psychologically as Chinese walking along a road at night shout
loudly to each other to keep off evil spirits in other words fear by
mutual encouragement
Of course the probability is that we have ample to support us
until the pack clears off again, for it has now been in for a week
and the longest previous spell has been 13 days only, but when it
does clear we shall have no reserve left and, should we be based
again within a few days for a more we should be in a bad way
Thursday, 24 August, 191
A most beautiful day and the pack is so loose that it gives every
promise of an early clearing
The food problem is serious, not grave but serious. In all
probability our remaining ten days supply will be ample to meet
our needs until the pack nally clears off again, for it has now been
for a week and we have never known it to remain in for longer
than 13 days at a time, but assuming that it does clear within a few
days, we shall practically have no reserve left with which to meet a
subsequent besetment from 20th May to 1st June inclusive and
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again for 8th and 9th June and yet again from 12th to 19th June
inclusive. If that sort of sequence was repeated, and there is really
no reason why it should not be, we should be in a bad way indeed.
Heaven forbid that it should be so
Food is life and life is too serious a matter to risk needlessly, so it
behooves us to make up for our short-sightedness and not to run
things quite so close again. It is improbable that any penguins will
quit this beach alive for the nest few visits
Six doleful penguins which came up and roosted, near the seal
cache on the 17th found themselves unable to return to the water
on the following morning owing to the closeness of the pack and
have sat there dismally ever since, partaking of no food whatever
and waiting for the ice to open suf ciently to permit of their
escape. No doubt they could stay twice, if not three times, as long,
but today the ice was loose enough for them to make a bid for it
and they bravely plunged in amongst the tiresome brash
subsequently reappearing about three hours later on the N.W.
rocks. Judging by their bedraggled appearance they had had a hard
time of it, but whether they had been able to regale their hunger
or not we were unable to say, a point which we solved by
ruthlessly massacring the unsuspecting creatures and nding, in the
process of removing their "utensils" that their poor little stomachs
were tightly packed with euphasia (shrimps). We were rather sorry
not to nd sh in the stomachs for the last swallowed sh or two
are generally in fairly presentable condition provided one picks off
the nematodes that infest the penguin's stomach
It must be admitted that one has to be fairly hungry to "knuckle
down" to this sort of thing
Grubbing about someone "unearthed" seven long since defunct
paddies, but as they were in moderate condition we duly cooked
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them and proceeded to cast lots for them by card cutting, when a
most unprecedented piece of chance occurred
Small though they are each bird mass carefully bisected and
thirteen half birds were soon allocated. The disposal of the
fourteenth portion fell to James and Hurley and it only remained
for these two to cut in order to decide the winner
The rst cut resulted, very appropriately, in a brace of knaves,
James being the hearts and Hurley the knaves of spades (singularly
appropriate in the opinion of their intimate associates) the next
cut produces a couple of ves and having tied again, they cut again
and revealed a couple of sixes, still being equal the next cut, a pair
of fours, did nothing further to advance the appropriation of the
delicacy; we were now all speechless with wonder but the two
contestants went doggedly on and, cutting again both turned up
deuces to the general amazement of everyone. It seemed as if the
cards were behaving in an animatedly uncanny manner and as if
fate in this way wished to spell out some message to us, however,
the paddies were the all important matter for the moment and
the undeterred competitors once more drew a card a piece
exhibiting a six in both hands. Prepared to "see it through" they
drew again, once more sixes, James the six of hearts and Hurley
the six of spades but on removing his thumb from the card a
central pip was disclosed and it was seen to be the and not the six
so after six ties the point was decided by a pip; a wonderful freak
in hazards
The sunrise this morning was so beautiful as to be worthy of
mention.
Several members who were up before daybreak
watched it from Penguin Hill
At 7 a.m. almost to the minute the sun came up sharply from a
clear cut horizon of inky sea contrasted with a magni cent green
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and gold sky. At rst there was no suggestion of crimson but as
dawn developed little rose coloured cloudlets made their
appearance whilst the zenith glowed with pink shading off into
mauve and indigo on the western horizon as night sped westward
chased by the eastern sun
The beautiful snowpeaks, especially the Weisshorn, which is about
3000 to 4000 feet high were kissed by a lovely alpengluh and
shone with an indescribable pinkness as if illumined from within
The upper reaches of the great galliceer were similarly illuminated
but its lower seracs and sea-face were as green as grass.
The crescent moon, still shining brightly not more than 15 degrees
from the sun and the limpid inkiness of the sea on whose bosom
the pinnacles of the pack sparkled like a thousand diamonds
completed a picture the vivid colouring of which would tax the
skill of any artist to portray
There has been a big swell on all day which has very much broken
up the small oes and the whole of the surface of the undulating
waters is covered with brash. As seen from Penguin Hill the
surface of the sea in West Bay resembled milk with clots of cream
in it, as there is no actual pack there but only brash both large and
small. This effect is quite new to us
There is a heavy swell and it was most fascinating to watch the
waves heavily charged with brash breaking over the rocks. At one
spot there was an enormous block of ice as big as a taxicab which
seemed to be trying to get across a reef of rocks, rising to their
crest on each swell tottering on the top be always falling back
again into the swirling trough of icy foam as the swell receded and
bared the rocks. In the afternoon we noticed that it had
succeeded in crossing this barrier, but at frightful cost to itself for
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it had been battered by the rocks into half its original size and was
once more trying to reduce weight by attempting to get back
again as determinedly as the average human being who never does
know what it is he really wants nor is contented when he gets it
There is much open water about and it looks as if the wretched
pack cannot oppress us much longer. In spite of an east wind East
Bay was partly clear of ice this morning
The sun was extraordinarily warm today and we were able to sit
about outside principally on spade handles as previously detailed
and enjoy ourselves reading in the sun. It was so calm and the
insolation (direct sun heat) so great that Marston was discovered
stripped to the waist having a sunbath, his fat little body forming
an extraordinary contrast with his grimy black face, not that he is
any dirtier than the rest of us for we are all as black as sweeps and
as unkempt as the worst of tramps. Our bodies having been
covered up with clothes all the time have resisted the action of
the smuts and by contrast with our face, neck and arms appear to
be clean, but incredible as it may seem there are a good many of
us who have not taken off the garment next to our skin ever since
leaving the ship ten months ago, no doubt our bodies are
execrably dirty by what we should consider home standards and
our garments certainly are but to all intents and purposes, not
being actually discoloured the skin looks clean. A stranger in our
midst would probably nd that we smelt intolerable, though we
ourselves are quite unaware of any personal odour emanating
from ourselves of one another, except a pleasant sort of blubbery
aroma
The restriction of the insensible perspiration and other
exhalations from the skin due to the climate probably accounts for
this. It is seldom that civilized people have an opportunity to live

.
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the life of an eskimo as we are doing, but we are by way of having
had enough of it already
Friday, 25 August, 191
Dull, damp and mild once more; temperature 32 degrees.
We expected that the pack would have dispersed during the night
but, although it was a bit looser this morning, it is as dense and
motionless this afternoon as ever it has been
The likelihood of penguins coming up is therefore out of the
question. We need them acutely, and are inclined to blame
ourselves for having "let off" so many in the past, but of course
this long spell of besetment could not have been seen and
certainly was not expected.
A seal lay temptingly on a oe a few hundred yards from the
shore, but even a boat would not have succeeded in reaching him
For luncheon we had penguin carcasses and very excellent they
were, boiled in seawater which imparted to them just the
necessary saltiness and made us reproach ourselves bitterly for
having thrown away so many of them. One carcass per head
makes an ample meal there are all sorts of unsuspected little
pickings on them
By having the carcasses in lieu of a biscuit we were able to
relegate the latter for the purpose of making a grand biscuit and
sledging-ration pudding which we intend to have tomorrow
Not a breath of wind stirred the ice and the uncanny Antarctic
stillness once more prevailed

.
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Saturday, 26 August, 191
Another wretched day, very dull and raining. Close brashy pack
still remains in East Bay but there are stretches of open water
about a mile out. There is again no wind
What little seal meat we have left is all very tainted for we have
picked it over so often that nothing but the most decomposed
remains. We are, however, now proving the assertion that bad
meat is better than no meat. The penguin legs being small we have
three each for breakfast, I protested that this was wasteful Wild
jokingly said "Anyone who thinks that three legs for breakfast is
extravagant can save one for when we haven't got any food," to
which some wag replied, "I believe in eating and drinking while
you've got it and then snuff out," from which it will be seen that
we don't allow our food shortage or our pessimists to depress us,
still the fact remains that we have actually only eight days food of
all sorts in reserve which is running it a little bit too close for the
optimists even considering the precariousness of the pack
We had a most sumptuous luncheon consisting of a pudding made
from 22 biscuits (2 lbs.) and 10 sledging rations (5 lbs.). We
therefore had as much as 1/3 lb. of solid food each
Sunday, 27 August, 191
A bracing day with intervals of sunshine and a temperature of 32
degrees
James has been busy with his theodolite (a very light aluminum,
one specially made for sledging by Cary Porter of Pall Mall) xing
our exact latitude, which he nds to be 61 degrees S. and making a
rough sketch of the spit
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The sea is practically free from pack again at last, it is quite a relief
to see open water once more after such a long besetment but
only one solitary penguin came up and was accordingly let off
Last night's frost on the top of yesterday's thaw has made the
paths as slippery as glass so that we were constantly falling down
this morning until the temperature rose enough to thaw them a
bit. Slippery ice like this is very seldom met with in the Antarctic
as all the ice is always either deliquescent with brine, rough or
snow covered
We made a ne snow man with stones for buttons and Marston
made a really lovely snow lady, of the well-favoured-by-nature type
hardly suitably attired for this climate, not attired at all in fact, but
classic art brooks no conventions
We were all hard at work all the morning digging away the great
mound of solidi ed snow drift just outside our "sty", so as to run
no risk from having it thaw on top of us. It was very exhausting
work digging and carrying the snow away in boxes in our present
emaciated condition
Monday, 28 August, 191
Very boisterous weather, some sun at times and at times a little
thawing in the sun, but it is much colder
It is a rare relief to be able to get out and about again as the
squalor of our abode is beginning to pall on us a bit
The work of clearing the snow banks away and of excavating the
almost entirely buried outside galley was continued

.
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Tuesday, 29 August, 191
A ne sunrise, clear and cold, gave promise of a ne day hopes of
which were later on ful lled
In spite of the thermometer remains at 32 degrees all day there
was a cold wind. In spite of the wind the sea was unusually calm
and the water so clear that from the top of Penguin Hill we could
see submerged rock reefs all around us the existence of which we
were previously unaware of so that when, if ever, relief comes we
shall have to con the ship to a safe anchorage from the top of
Penguin Hill; but the idea of a ship ever coming now is getting
more and more remote as preparations are being pushed along
for sending one of our two boats
Wild has it all nicely cut and dried and has revealed his plans to
the favoured few
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Frozen into neve-ice as it is it is very hard work breaking it up
with picks, and the work of carrying away single-handed, the heavy
boxes full of snow is even harder. The bank is as much as 8 ft.
deep in places and is built up in regular strata each corresponding
to a fall of snow.
Many of these strata clearly showed
discolouration by blood reminiscent of our butchering enterprises,
and so slow had been the increment that we were astonished to
nd how low had been the level of the surface during our early
days on this appalling island. A strong W. wind during the night has
dispersed the ice but there is still some brash about and a marked
tendency for the detestable pact to come in again, and it may be
that now that spring is upon us we shall frequently be surrounded
by the elds of pack coming up from the south; still spring is in
sight and it is not long to look forward to the coming of the
penguin colonies with their luscious eggs. Six silly birds came up
today to form the nucleus for our new reserve

He and four other members are to go in the Dudley Docker, and
will make their way carefully along under the lee of the land from
island to island of the South Shetlands keeping always in Brans eld
Straits along their southern coasts until they reach Deception
Island about 250 miles away to our S.W
It is a big undertaking and not so easy as it sounds as there are
many disabilities to deal with, the most dif cult of which are the
prevailing S.W. headwind, the fact that we have only a jib-sail and
nothing but old tent cloths from which to make a mainsail, a total
of only ve oars, and no mast for the boat, the latter having been
used to stiffen the keel of the Caird
As to provisions there will be no dif culty for there are the ten
cases of sledging rations at Cape Valentine to draw upon and
penguins and their eggs will be procurance at every stopping
place
The wide strait of sixty miles, known as ------- Strait between
Elephant Island and King George Island with only one little midway
islet -------- Island presents a navigational dif culty of considerable
magnitude against a prevailing adverse wind and with an unknown
but fairly swift current running through it, but it is hoped to
negotiate it by resting at Table Bay the N.W. extremity of Elephant
Island until ne weather and a fair wind make a favourable
opportunity for embarking upon this more or less perilous part of
the voyage
It is proposed to embark on October 5th or such other date as
may hereafter be decided upon, in order that the voyage may
arrive at Deception Island about the same time as the Norwegian
whalers. Comparatively short as the voyage is it is anticipated that
it will take anything from a month to six weeks
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Although the sea was so free from ice no penguins condescended
to come up and, as we have now only ve days food left, this is a
little disappointing but no doubt they will oblige tomorrow, or
rather, "The Lord will provide", as we say. "You surely don't think
that the Almighty is going to let us starve" says Wild. Well we
hope not, but must avoid being too presumptuous
This evening some stream-ice came up it does not look at all
menacing
All day we have continued the work of clearing away the snowbank
We now have plenty of boxes for the purpose of carrying away all
the snow, almost as many as we used to have of provisions for
there are so few provisions left now alas
We have always found a few provision boxes very useful in the
"sty" for the purpose of dividing off the accommodation and as
seats in the little square portion set apart in the centre for
cooking purposes, and also as stepping stones to assist the
occupants of the thwarts to climb up into their bed places. Until
lately there have been four full sugar boxes, one full nut-food case,
one empty one, with led off, used for storing penguin skins and
blubber and four empty nut-food boxes as seats and to form the
cook's bed, but now that the latter sleeps in Hussey's place over
Blackborrow and a billet has been made for Hussey over Wild and
one sugar box has been drawn upon there are only the three
sugar boxes, one biscuit, one empty nut-food box and the blubber
box left and scarcely any-where to sit down in the “sty"

.
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PART SEVEN - RESCUED

Wednesday, 30 August, 191
A ne sunrise, clear and cold, gave promise of a ne day, hopes of
which were later on dispelled by heavy cloud which produced the
prevailing gloom to which we are now so inured
The removal of the snow-hill continues and although all hands
were working upon it, it was not more than half done when we
stopped at 11 a.m. in order to take advantage of the low tide and
calm sea to go limpet-chasing. We had decided to have a mostly
limpet hoosh for supper if we could possibly collect suf cient for
the purpose and by dint of co-operation and unanimous
assiduousness we succeeded in capturing upwards of one
thousand of these fragrant morsels
For luncheon we were to have had boiled seal's backbone, a dish
we have served once or twice lately and very much appreciate
The gaze of early risers, who had as usual been to the top of
Penguin Hill to scan the horizon for our long awaited relief, met
with the customary and expected disappointment, and when the
duties of the day duly occupied our attention all thought of relief
went out of our heads and we proceeded to make ourselves as
happy as circumstances permitted by laughing and chaf ng and
carrying out our allotted tasks with no little degree of
cheerfulness, despite a constantly gnawing anxiety in the bottom
of our hearts
At about 12:45 p.m. the cook called out "hoosh oh" as usual and,
dropping our limpet shelling we all trooped into the "sty" and

.
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took our places for luncheon which was soon in process of
distribution
Marston had gone up on Penguin Hill make some thumb-nail
sketches as is his won't and Hurley had joined him, so it was no
surprise to us to hear the former pattering and panting along up
the path to the "sty". "Wild, there's a ship", he said excitedly, "shall
we light a re." Before there was time for a reply there was a
rush of members tumbling over one another all mixed up with
mugs of seal hoosh making a simultaneous dive for the door-hole
which was immediate torn to shreds so that those members who
could not pass through it on account of the crush made their exit
through the "wall" or what remained of it
Hurley had collected our two 2 gallon tins of paraf n some
blubber and a little sennegrass and proceeded to make a blaze on
the N.W. rocks, but except for a rather alarming explosion there
was more ame than smoke. This beacon, however, was more an
expression of joy than an aid to navigation for the little ship,
whatever she might be, was heading straight for Cape Wild
It appears that when Marston rst made his momentous discovery
and called Hurley's attention to it the latter asserted that it was
but an ice-berg and that Marston was mistaken. This was not
nearly so remarkable as it might seem for time and again we have
believed distant bergs to be ships and the converse was quite a
natural supposition.
This time, however, it really was a ship. There she lay barely a mile
off, a very little black ship, apparently a steam tug, not at all the
wooden polar ice-breaking craft we expected to see
She was certainly not one of the iron whalers from South Georgia
and as she carried no ag we could only suppose that she was a

.
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Norwegian tug-boat from Deception Island and whether she was
here by accident or design was still a mystery
Macklin ran to the snow slope and xing his "basio jacket" on to
the lanyard of the oar doing duty as a mast over the old ice-cave
hoisted it as well as the running gear would permit which was only
about half-mast high and which Sir Ernest afterwards told us, made
his heart sink as he took it to be a sign that we had lost some of
our number
Hudson and I, who had remained in the sty to square up a bit after
the rush had by this time lifted poor Blackborrow out and placed
him a position where he could see the thrilling sight
Excitement was intense as the little vessel rapidly approached and
as she hoisted the Chilian Naval ensign we broke into enthusiastic
but none the less feeble cheers, for the nightmare of nightmares
was over at last, our long cold dark hungry vigil was at an end, the
squalor and privation of all these long months would oppress us
no more
It had had its effect on us no doubt, we were emaciated and
careworn, grimy and unkempt, repulsive looking and ill-clad but all
the hardships and all the perils that had visited us had left us
unvanquished and we were prepared to stubbornly resist these
visitations for another season, aye, and yet another if thereby we
were advancing the world's science and the spirit of indomitability
that British and Scandinavian polar explorers have always borne
ever since the poles have been the quest of navigators; but now
once more after severance of nearly two years we were in touch
with civilization whereby we would have the means of once more
seeing green vegetation, trees, grass, elds, men and women, cows
and horses, buildings, railway trains and motorcars and more than
all these longed for sighs of everyday life -- those we love, parents,

.
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wives, children, brothers and sisters, sweet-hearts according to
our estate
Presently, perhaps, someone would actually receive a letter from
home and all would once again have tobacco and newspapers and
real civilized food, tables, cloths, soap, towels, plates, cups, knives
and forks, and perhaps some clean clothes
Our thoughts ran on at fever heat through the whole range of
foods -- carbohydrate foods- bread, fruit, vegetables, sugar and tea
and coffee! Meat certainly never entered anyone's head. What
would anyone want meat for
Now that the end was in sight we all realized the debt of gratitude
we owed to our splendid, capable leader Wild who by his buoyant
optimism, dogged determination, unrivalled experience, and calm
demeanour had pulled us through these trying months of waiting
Everyman is prone to make errors of judgment at times and even
the best of leaders can never hope to be entirely exempt from
this, but if ever a man worked hard and conscientiously to keep up
the spirits and maintain the general peace and welfare of a
community containing one or two "dif cile" numbers that man
was Frank Wild who brought his men unscathed through a polar
winter with no other shelter than two boats and no other food
than penguins, seals and a few biscuits and sledging rations
If then we owed to Frank Wild a debt how much greater is the
debt we owed to Sir Ernest who at the greatest peril had
undertaken a journey of unprecedented magnitude with the most
utterly inadequate equipment in order to bring succor to his men
marooned on an Antarctic island, a debt that we can never repay
him except by demanding that he shall receive the honours due to
all heroes who at their own great personal risk save the lives of

.
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those for whom they are responsible. All honour then to this
truly brave man
We were not left long to soliloquize for there was plenty of gear
to bring from the "sty" to the shore and several cases of
photographic gear to fetch down from the cache on Penguin Hill
As we had had no luncheon and there was no longer any need for
economy several members took a biscuit or two from the open
biscuit box but the enjoyment of the much prized delicacy was
entirely lost in the emotions of the moment
As yet we could not clearly discern whether Sir Ernest was on
board but we felt sure he must be, but when she anchored within
150 yards of the shore and lowered a boat we at once recognized
the sturdy square set gure of our devoted leader as he climbed
down into the boat and with the loudest cheers of which we were
capable we breathlessly awaited his advent
"Yes, there he is", we excitedly cried to one another "and there's
Worsley too, hurrah! and old Tom Crean, don't they look funny in
shore-going togs and with their faces clean like that; it will be
interesting to hear why on earth they've been such a long time
coming and how they fared on their way to South Georgia and
why ever they have come down in a Chilian ship", and so on and, "I
don't care a damn about a Chilian ship or South Georgia I want a
ruddy cigarette" said someone, and then in unison, "All well" for
now indeed Sir Ernest and his boat were only a few yards off, the
blood was coursing through or veins and even the stolid, Chilian
sailors seemed to catch from us the infection of our tense
emotion
At last someone shouted out to Sir Ernest, "Are you all well, sir?"
to which he laughingly replied, "Don't we look all right now that

.
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we've washed?" for evidently our lthy condition had not failed to
attract his notice and then he burst into a hearty laugh which was
followed still more heartily by the rowers as soon as they saw
what he was laughing at, then, like silly school-girls, we all started
giggling and looking at each other's black faces and contrasting
them with those of our compatriots fresh from civilization and,
now that we were once more amongst white men, one cannot
deny that we felt a sort of ashamed feeling come over us, a sort of
feeling that the sailors in the boat would think we were
unnecessarily negligent in not having made some attempt to keep
ourselves moderately clean instead of getting quite black as we
were, but our attention was soon directed to other matters and
whilst Wild was directing Sir Ernest to a safe landing place
amongst the rocks he told us brie y all the news
"This is the fourth attempt I've made to reach you blighters", he
said, "and if I had failed this time the Discovery which is now half
way out from England would have picked you up. This blessed
island had been surrounded by ice each time we've come down.
The Chilian government lent me this tug as a last resource. We're
only two and a half days out of Punta Arenas. We've had splendid
weather. It took us sixteen days in the Caird to get to South
Georgia and then we had to cross the island on foot
"The whole world's at war. Italy has joined in. Germany has put up
a wonderful ght but the tide is just beginning to turn against her.
Three million men have been killed already. People think nothing
of being killed nowadays it's looked on as an honour.
"Opinions have changed on all sorts of subjects. They call it the
Roll of Honour now instead of the Casualty List." As the boat
was not along side a promontory of rock Sir Ernest bade us hurry
up and tumble into the boat as he wished to get away from the
"Godforsaken spot" as quickly as possible

.
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We had orders not to bring anything else except our ditty bags,
and therefore to leave our sleeping-bags in the "sty". We quite
expected that Sir Ernest would just come ashore for a minute and
inspect our wonderful residence of which we now felt rather
proud
Wild, I, Clark and Greenstreet all went back to the "sty" to square
up a bit whilst the rst boat load of maroons was taken back to
the ship. The two latter members each took one of the two
aluminum cookers as curios and they and Wild went down to the
rocks. I remained behind waiting to show Sir Ernest over the
premises, an inspection which the latter had no intention of
making
Shortly after the last boat had left the shore and was well on its
way to the ship, I was seen running frantically along the beach
waving my arms and screaming with alarm for fear of being left
behind. It would have served old "Always last" right if I had been
left like Ben Gunn on Treasure Island but Sir Ernest took
undeserved compassion on me and headed the boat once more
for the rocks and the last man to leave the accursed spot took a
ying header into the boat where I arrived with a grateful, not
graceful, op in icting minor injuries on more than one of the
Chilian sailors amongst whom I fell
Sir Ernest rather sarcastically congratulated me both on my
punctuality and my aerial manoeuvres cautioning me to be more
careful in the future, but it was not the time for stra ng worn out

.
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Cigarettes were immediately passed round and having been the
best part of a month without a taste of anything more smokable
than dried seaweed, reindeer hair and lichen, the smoker-reader
will appreciate how we almost devoured these treasures

maroons and Sir Ernest, appreciating the humour of the situation,
let the culprit off more lightly than he has done in the past for
many a less offence
The boat pulled alongside the ship, which proved to be the Chilian
naval tug Yelcho, and by 2 p.m. actually within an hour of her arrival
we were all safely on board, the anchor weighed and her course
set for England, home and beauty via Punta Arenas
All hands assisted to hoist the boat and we were then severally
presented to Captain Pardo, the captain of the vessel and to Lieut.
Aguerry. As we were all so black, even Sir Ernest had dif culty in
distinguishing some of us
The ship is a small iron vessel of about 150 tons displacement, a
very small and even unsuitable ship to brave the stormiest seas in
the world and to risk contact with the polar ice-pack
The accommodation was such as one would expect to nd on a
little craft of this type, a diminutive cabins leading out from it and a
fairly roomy fo'c'sle for'ard, but accommodation or the lack of it
did not worry us for we were quite contented to and quite inured
enough to sleep on the iron decks in the open, if need be, now
that our rescue was an accomplished fact
As we streamed due north we passed numerous large bergs and
once more Clarence Island opened out from behind Cape
Valentine and for the rst time we were able to see the hollow
sham of Gnomon Rock whose tall precipitous face had always led
us to believe that a graceful slope lay at the back of it; now we saw
it was merely a tall slab shaped pinnacle
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PART EIGHT - CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the experiences of the expedition may be said to be
entirely without precedent
Never has it fallen to the lot of an expedition to forge their way
through a thousand miles of ice in a direct line (nearer two
thousand miles of ice by the actual course taken) only to become
beset fty miles from their proposed base, and thence to drift
helplessly in their ship for six hundred miles to the north, only to
have the latter crushed and wrecked, leaving them to drift once
more for another four hundred miles in six months, camped on an
ice- oe which dwindled in size until it would scarce support their
weight and which nally compelled them to take to their boats
and row yet another hundred miles to an ice-clad, barren rock
where they eked out a strenuous existence for four and a half
months, frequently wet through, frequently on the verge of
starvation, practically destitute in every way whilst their gallant
leader brought rescue to them by the accomplishment of one of
the most daring boat journeys ever undertaken
Such, in brief, is the story that has been set forth in these pages,
embellished with descriptions of the hundred and one little
incidents that go to make up the Antarctic explorer's life
The experience of the participants is also of some interest
Naturally there was not one amongst the members who joined in
the early part of 1914 who did not expect to meet with some
adventures but the most sanguine for adventures never anticipated
the series of catastrophies and narrow escapes which befell them;
nor, strange to say, do great perils, at the time of their occurrence,
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seem nearly so thrilling as they afterwards appear to be, and
probably they never appear to the participants in the same light as
they do to the imaginative reader who lights on them in cold
blood in a lightly told narrative and with little or no warning
The participant, if he has had warning, is mercifully spared the
sudden shock, but in any case his mind at the time is generally so
fully occupied with other details, such as dressing himself, saving
his life and property that he has no time to dwell on the gravity of
the situation.
On the Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition this distraction at
moments of imminent danger was experienced time after time,
and, in these days of U. boat villainy when every other individual in
the merchant service has had to swim for his life, it is the usual
thing to hear people say: "I was much too busy to worry about
whether I was going to be drowned or not.
In looking back on it all there is no doubt that the entire trip was
one that, as a member, (not as leader) one will never regret having
participated in. To recapitulate the trip out, after months of very
hard work in London, was delightful, especially our short sojourns
at Madeira and Teneriffe
Buenos Ayres was new to most of us and the month of hard work
spent there was, in every way, enjoyable
Next came South Georgia with its interesting whaling industry
and its never-to-be-forgotten ef uvia, its magni cent scenery, the
hospitality of our Norwegian friends and our nal preparations
Then our journey past the Sandwich group amongst innumerable
ice-bergs and our lusty encounters with the pack, our rst sight of
Antarctica in the domed eminences and the great ice-barrier of

.
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Coats Land, our discovery of the Caird Coast and a forty mile
long berg until our besetment had passed, however, we continued
to look on the bright side of things and a kind of hope deferred
infused us all into renewed activity. It always seemed that
something might happen to release us and let us try all over again,
and the boisterously optimistic hopefulness of our leader never
for a moment agged; so much did it rally us that we spent the
winter in the ship-- the three and a half months of darkness in
considerable happiness occupied with our several pursuits, science,
dog-driving, etc., etc
Many a jolly sledging run, ski run or walk one can recall during
these long dark days, sing songs and games in the ship, jokes and
quips at each other's expense, short lived squabbles even all
enjoyable to look back upon and, with the returning light,
enjoyable games of football and hockey
Then suddenly the pressure of the ice developed into a serious
menace, and it was not long before we found ourselves stranded
in a predicament of serious gravity without a ship on an ice- oe
cut off from the nearest land by three hundred miles of wholly
untraversable ice
Except for the constant anxiety as to our fate which was never
permitted to be discussed, but which was always at the bottom of
everyone's mind, the six months spent on the ice were enjoyable
enough owing to the balmy weather which prevailed most of the
time and the diversion of seal hunting etc
The start of our attempted march to the west lled us all with
renewed hopes and for a week we worked with the utmost
enthusiasm, until our enforced arrest produced on us the most
crushing blow we had hitherto sustained. Several members were
almost mentally prostrated by this bitter disappointment. It was a
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case of "out of the frying pan into the re", for in our effort to
better our position, we had abandoned one boat, a large quantity
of provisions and a vast number of little things, not the least of
which was our oor-boards, which had contributed so much to
our comfort at Ocean Camp; still, in spite of many minor
discomforts and a general curtailment of rations, our life at
Patience Camp was far from unhappy
As the months slipped on and we did not seem to be either
drifting north or breaking out of the pack, things took on a rather
different aspect
For almost six weeks we made scarcely any progress at all and at
one time it looked as if we might not break out of the pack until
mid-winter; the entire absence of seals during the month of March
and the lateness of the season, the long nights and the increasingly
low temperatures again made things look rather serious towards
the latter part of our stay at Patience Camp
Our expectation of following to some extent, the trend of
Filchner's drift towards the N.E. and being delivered into the
stormy South Atlantic, several hundred miles to the S.W. of South
Georgia was always a matter of serious consideration, for had this
occurred it is absolutely certain that the survivors would have
been few from want of water if the open boats had not actually
been swamped by the heavy seas, and certainly in such seas it
would have been impossible to carry more than a fraction of the
provisions with which we ultimately reached Elephant Island. This
serious danger was the cause of by far the greatest of our
anxieties
By the guidance of providence, as they say in books (God, as they
mean, only, for some extraordinary reason, they don't seem to like
to ascribe it unto Him unto whom it is justly due) the ice drifted

.
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in a bee line towards Elephant Island, contrary to all our
expectations, and latterly we began to be more reassured on this
point, though every now and again it would be diverted due east
or even due west (though the latter never worried us) for several
days together and ll us with alarm
When an experienced polar explorer like Wild expresses anxiety
about anything one man depend upon it that his views are worthy
of respect and this he repeatedly did with regard to our nal
release from the pack, so much so that on one occasion be
expressed it as his opinion quite seriously (it was rather too
serious a matter for him to jest about) that he would think it
wonderful if one boat, at least, were not broken up in our effort to
exude from the interstices of the ice on the edge of the pack
The sailors too often doubted the ability of one of the boats to
withstand any sea voyage, let alone the buffeting we all expected
them to get on the pack edge
It is curious that experts are often more doubtful about the
chances of success with anything connected with their special line
than are those who are entirely without experience. It is best
expressed in the aphorism: it is folly to be wise where ignorance is
bliss; for it is a fact that non-nautical members never once
expressed the slightest anxiety on this point, not even our own
pet pessimist in spite the grave fears of Wild and the sailors
In course of time one came to know just what each one thought
about this, that and the other
Great morti cation was felt when the latitude of Paulet Island was
reached and the inability to reach it was realized, even greater
when we swept rapidly (comparatively) past Joinville Island, and
mild consternation was general when it was found that we were
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The sudden appearance of Clarence Island one morning with a
heavy water sky in its vicinity was the most thrilling episode of our
drift, though the observation of a swell almost a month previously
was actually the rst indication that we had of approaching the
edge of the pack, and had lled us with tremendous anticipations
and increased hopes of escape, whilst the breaking up of our oe
was welcomed with prudent delight as a sign of our being right at
the edge of the open sea which it shortly afterwards proved to be
The boat-journey began at length after months of waiting and the
lucky escape from the pack was later fraught with much hardship,
danger and disappointment, and it was a miracle of good
judgement on Sir Ernest's part under Almighty intervention that all
three boats reached Elephant Island without the loss of a single
man, which had always been Sir Ernest's expressed aim
The rst night with the boats on the oe which split alarmed us
not at all, but the second night on the crumbling berg fragment in
a heavy swell and still more the next morning, surrounded by
much clashing, crumbling pack was probably the most serious
danger encountered during the whole course of the Expedition.
For a time it looked as if nothing could save us
The discovery on the fourth day that we were two degrees out in
longitude by dead reckoning, and actually east and south of the
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drifting in the pack direct for the centre of the sixty miles wide
gap between King George Island and Elephant Island a few days
before our release from the pack. The fear that we might not nd
open water until we were north of the South Shetlands and then
nd that our way back to them was intercepted by ice was very
strong especially during the last few days before taking to the
boats and came pretty near to being ful lled.

position at which we had broken out of the pack was a crushing
blow and the alteration of course for Hope Bay little better
The sleeping in the boats at nights and two days without water
were also serious hardships, and the last night before reaching
Elephant Island provided many anxious moments
The boat journey from Cape Valentine to Cape Wild might easily
have ended in disaster but for the skill of our navigators, for the
strength off the off shore wind became terri c during the last half
of the journey
Our rst fortnight at Elephant Island was the severest hardship we
had to contend with throughout the expedition and by
comparison with it nothing thereafter seemed so very bad; it had,
therefore, its uses, but it cannot be gainsaid that, looking back on it
all from the luxury of an easy chair as we write, the whole time
spent on Elephant Island was one long nightmare from beginning
to end, always short of food, frequently wet, living in the dark in
dirt and squalor, unwashed for months without a change of
clothes, living on the most revolting foods, putrid meat and raw
blubber, and always uncertain as to whether the food supply would
be maintained or the shelter we lived under withstand the terri c
blizzards, the most that can be said for it is that it might have been
worse, but could not possibly have been very much worse
One little correction may here be interpolated. We never resided
in the ice-grotto, a statement, which, through Sir Ernest having
cabled that we were excavating one when he left us, had gained an
undeserved credence. Under polar conditions an ice cave might
make a very comfortable residence, but the fact remains that we
never put ours to the test, believing our boat-shelter to be the
best
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And now to conclude. Is it worth doing? Ask any member of the
Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition and you will receive the reply:
"Yes; I wouldn't have missed it for worlds" and "Would you go
again?" "Rather!
Such is the Call of the South

ADDENDUM:2
ACCOUNT OF THE BOAT JOURNEY AND STAY ON ELEPHANT ISLAND
As previously reiterated we continued to drift northward at an
average rate of two miles a day. That speed gradually accelerated
as we approached the open sea of the Atlantic Ocean. Not much
at rst, but bit by bit. With it the pack, i.e. the ice- oes, became
more and more unreliable
In spite of my having spent 20 years of my life in the Royal Marines,
much of that time in battleships and cruisers, it is a sad fact that I
never succeeded in overcoming sea-sickness if the weather were
at all rough. At the same time neither Naval nor Marine of cers
are allowed to take to their bunks as passengers do on crosschannel ferries. Obviously the work and care of the ship would
come to a stand-still. On the contrary, the very last thing I thought
of was that any one would appreciate my chronic ts of
indisposition
That night I felt the up and down motion that produces seasickness. The next morning I reported to Sir Ernest what I had felt
in the night. “Hooray,” he almost screamed, “that means that the
This section was written thirty+ years after the Expedition and Orde-Lees misremembers a
few facts - speci cally about the Stancomb Wills which was towed to Elephant Island by the
James Caird.
2
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A far greater danger was due to the possibility of one or more of
our three boats getting crushed at night between two converging
oes. Very wisely Shackleton had the boats pulled up on to
sizeable oes during the hours of darkness, at least until we were
free from this potential danger
In this way it took us a couple of days to get out in safety from the
loose pack. Out in the Atlantic Ocean, rough as it was, all seemed
well but we hadn’t calculated on an even greater danger - killer
whales. These carnivorous brutes think nothing of eating half a
dozen seals at a sitting and penguins galore. For reasons of safety
all three boats were kept close to one another during the night,
which was just what the Killers hoped for, but unlike their Arctic
contemporaries, they didn’t know how to capsize a boat. We,
however, didn’t know this lack of skill on their part
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ocean swell is not far off. If you feel it again let me know at once,
for the time has come for me to take steps in case the oe breaks
in half.” I was so much occupied with my unruly tummy that I
hadn’t thought of that. He had
It was, however, another four of ve days until we found ourselves
amongst the loose-pack, as it is termed, where the ice- oes, the
slabs of oating ice, begin to break up. Suddenly to nd oneself, or
our three boats or any of the gear oating away on half the oe is
a calamity which must at all costs be avoided, if possible. Our oe,
now remarkably reduced in size to less than an acre, did eventually
break up; fortunately most of the indispensable gear, such as oars,
cooking pots and the three boats were all on the same half as we
were. Summer was nearly over; nights were getting dark. Readers
in the Northern hemisphere must remember that Xmas comes in
midsummer in the southern one. Actually we were having at that
time about ve hours of darkness including twilight

Few of the 28 of us would be alive today had the killers had the
sense to overturn our boats. There were at least half a dozen
round us. One would think that the way in which they disturb
seals basking on the ice, by bumping their great backs up from
underneath the oe, might have occurred to one or two of them.
Certainly it was the most alarming night of my life, never knowing
when or if one might be gobbled up
We were now out in the Atlantic Ocean. Two days out from the
pack-ice. It was foggy. Worsley had not been abe to take a sight, as
navigators do, to nd out our exact position. Suddenly the sun
shone through a hole in a cloud, and Worsley, quick as a ash, got
what he required. It was bad news, for we were off our course for
Elephant Island, the island for which we were making, by
something like 30 miles. Immediately Shackleton stood up - the
boats were near enough to one another for his voice to carry and ordered all boats to go about, which means to reverse their
direction. By the grace of God, the wind, almost at that very
moment, changed directions, blowing from the South East instead
of from the West which is the prevailing wind in Drake Straits
intervening between the Antarctic and Cape Horn
Having been surrounded by ice for the last six months, one would
have thought that at least one block of ice would have been taken
in one of the boats. No such thing. It was only discovered when
we all of us so thankful to be on our way or, may be, so stupid,
that this, one of our most urgent necessities, requirements, had
been overlooked. Strange to say, at the Poles both North and
South thirst sometimes seizes one almost as much as in equable
climates. There was no solution to this oversight; we were far from
any pack ice. That we had left behind us a couple of days ago. What
were we to do?
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Then someone suggested seal meat as a substitute. Each boat had
an ample supply of seal meat, enough for a fortnight at least. In
each boat there was a “quack” who insisted on saying that to
drink sea-water drives one mad. There was, I believe, only one
exception who drank sea-water ad lib. The exception was I. Here I
admit that my wife has occasionally suggested that I am on the
verge, but I dare say I am not the only husband to put up with
nonsense of that sort. Not only did the sea-water refresh, but it
provided me with unexpected energy. On account of the large
quantities of the melting ice- oes it tasted to me less saline than
the sea round the English coast
Barring a gale for a blizzard we were now about two and a half
days from Elephant Island, all three boats having set sail. At dawn,
after the second of these nights, neither of the other boats was in
sight. We were in our boat named the Dudley Docker, after a man
who had given a large contribution to the Expedition, only some
four or ve miles from the Island for which we were all making. All
our thoughts were concentrated on making for land on which
none of us had set foot for nearly 18 months
At the same time, our thoughts for our companions who might
have gone astray during the night worried us continually. If only
the wind continued to favour us we would be close to the Island
of our desires in a few hours. Treacherously, the wind began to
veer. There were lulls, but little doubt that an atmospheric
disturbance was in progress. Weak as we were, there was nothing
for it but to man the oars. Little by little we gained on the wind
We skirted the coast. Suddenly on rounding a small cape, whom
do you think was already there; why Shackleton and the crew of
the James Caird
Our joy on seeing our great leader again was changed to grief
when he asked us whether we had seen the Stancomb Wills

.
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The beach on which Shackleton in the James Caird and we in the
Dudley Docker had landed was instantly recognised by Sir Ernest as
being uninhabitable in a storm, and storms are frequent in that
part of the world. For instance at about 100 feet from high-tidemark cliffs, many hundred feet high, rose abruptly from the beach.
Believing us to be competent mountaineers, (we had both done a
certain amount of climbing in Switzerland.) Shackleton asked
Wordie, our geologist, and me to go up the face of the cliff and
nd out whether there was not a small plateau on which we could
place our camp
Plateau there was none; before we had climbed a hundred feet we
were beginning to wonder whether we would be able to get down
again in safety. Shackleton admitted frequently that he was no
mountaineer. How, later, he, Worsley and Crean managed to cross
South Georgia is an everlasting puzzle to me, none of the three
had had even as much training as Wordie and I
The two of us, almost at the same moment, remarked how weak
we were; that may be why we both agreed that it would be
imprudent to try and climb any higher for fear that we might not
be able to get down. For want of food, a little later on, all of us
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anywhere about. We hadn’t. [Editor’s Note: this is incorrect. The
James Caird had towed the Stancomb Wills to Elephant Island.
It was obvious that Shackleton was greatly in distress at our reply,
optimist though he was, he merely said, “We must scour the coast
for them.” One could not have found a better place for landing, for
there was a rock with an almost perfect gradient sloping down
towards the sea, part of it submerged. To our delight a tent had
already been erected with the cook, Mr. Green, inside, and we had
the rst hot drink, mainly powdered milk, since we had left the
loose pack, almost a fortnight previously

To nd out what had become of the Stancomb Wills, also named
after a wealthy lady connected with the great tobacco business of
Wills, was Shackleton’s immediate aim. For this he sent Wild with
the best oarsmen to search the coast
To lose six friends who had been one’s companions for so many
months would, on the very eve of success, be a calamity of the
rst order. They might, of course have landed elsewhere, and all of
us hoped that was the case, but who was to know until we found
them. Shackleton had also commissioned Frank Wild to look out
for a better place, if any
Sure enough Wild found that the Stancomb Wills had already
discharged its load; but that they had nothing to eat except raw
seal meat. He arrived back about two o’clock. Shackleton at once
ordered the two remaining boats to be launched in order to effect
our escape from the treacherous beach where there was every
chance of most of us being drowned were a storm to arise
By about 3:00 p.m, we were well under way, and about half way to
the little peninsula for which we were now making. We knew that
the wind had been freshening since our arrival on Elephant Island
but it now changed into a blizzard with the wind blowing off
shore. For that reason we, with only ve oars, had extreme
dif culty in getting to the spot chosen by Wild
Even worse, had we known that the blizzard was going to last the
best part of seven or eight days, we might never have started.
Eventually we all arrived at the peninsula, hauled up the three
boats, having 28 men to do it for each boat, turned them upside
down, and after a meal of seal meat and one Antarctic biscuit, of

.
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were to nd that our weight-lifting capacity had been reduced by
almost two thirds

which we still had a few left, most of us lay down under an upturned boat, and tried to get a wink of sleep. Several times during
the night we had to wake up and hoist the boat we were under so
as to get her lee side back to the wind. So habituated had we
become that although the night temperature was little above zero
none of us felt the cold, in fact in contrast to the ice oes,
Elephant Island felt quite mild to us all. It was like summer
suddenly arrived
On the morrow, Shackleton set the carpenter and one or two
other hands to work on the James Caird which, like the other two
boats, had been named after a Scotchman who had given a
magnanimous subscription to the Expedition. He announced that
it was his intention as soon as the weather permitted to sail to
South Georgia, the great Norwegian-British whaling station in the
South Atlantic, with 5 men to seek assistance. He then called us all
up in a row and asked for volunteers. With once exception, every
man stepped forward. I was the only exception, knowing that my
susceptibility to sea-sickness would only be an all day nuisance to
my companions; in the courage of my convictions, I placed my
refusal to go
The blizzard continued; our carpenter and his two helpers nding
it impossible to continue working abandoned their task for the
time being. The next day was worse. The wind was blowing in gusts
at at least 100 miles an hour. In some of its gusts, it picked up
things such as a large aluminium cooking pot and whisked it out to
sea. That was the last we saw of our pot. A wind blowing at the
speed mentioned makes it quite dangerous to walk, unless one
takes and almost horizontal position, which one soon gets
accustomed to do. If one stands at the tail end of a plane one will
appreciate the necessity of lying almost horizontal unless one
wants to get knocked over by the breeze
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After four or ve days, the carpenter was able to resume his work.
From the very few packing cases we had there was suf cient 3-ply
wood to make a counter, as it is generally termed, over the forepart of the James Caird. It was more like stage scenery but it might
save any amount of baling, of which we had all had quite enough
on the journey from the pack to Elephant Island. Although such
slender wood, the work was so well done that it achieved the
object for which it had been constructed. The open part of the
James Caird, that is the stern, was a consistent nuisance to her
crew, who had countless escapes of being “pooped” as they say in
nautical terms, i.e. being dangerously swamped from seas coming
over the stern end of the boat. I remember that it was on Easter
Monday in that year, which fell on April 24th, 1916, that Shackleton
nally set said.
Although we all helped with the launching of the James Caird as
expeditiously as possible, it was not entirely without accident that
the whole process was accomplished. I think it was McNeish, the
Carpenter, and Vincent A.B. who got a ducking, no laughing matter
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The next few days were days of terror. In the rst place our tents
which we had unwisely pitched for the sake of comfort were one
and all blown down. Our cook stuck to his job until it became
impossible to keep a re going with nothing else by penguin skins.
I must mention here that on our arrival at our new place of
residence, I was delighted to see that there was a colony of Ringnecked Penguins at least a hundred strong which I hoped would
keep us going with such seals as we could catch until Shackleton
came back to rescue us. It may be of interest to know that I alone
was the only seal and penguin hunter. No one else but I seemed to
take the slightest interest in the commissariat, not even when we
were precariously short of food, just as not one thought for a
moment that it would be four months before we saw Shackleton
again once he and his crew had started

when one is about to set out on a journey of some 800 miles in
the Antarctic, with nothing but the heat of one’s body to dry one’s
washing. Nevertheless, like all of us, they had to grin and bear it.
The time had come for Shackleton to bid us all “Good-bye.” The
last words he said to me were, “I have given Wild orders to kill all
the penguins in the colony.” An injunction which Wild, very
foolishly, ignored. Less that two days later every penguin had
departed, lock, stock and barrel. That doesn’t mean to say that
Wild had any intention of not carrying out the order; my own
opinion is that he might have thought that if he killed them one by
one, as required, that would comply with the order, but as winter
was at hand it should have been obvious to him that the birds
would leave us sooner or later. Anyhow, we are all apt to fall into
errors from time to time, so I forgive him his blunder, which nearly
ended in my immolation as the reader will see later on
As before stated, who would have believed that Shackleton would
not see any of us again for almost four months. That’s just where
Wild miscalculated. He was afraid that were he to lay in provisions
for several months ahead all of us might become despondent. To
cheer us up he persisted in saying, “You never know, the Boss may
return at any moment,” until he came to the conclusion that the
James Caird had gone down with all hands, as she very nearly did
on several occasions. Even then he was wrong
Immediately after Shackleton’s departure Wild set us all to make
as good a hut or house as possible with the two remaining boats.
Boats, on account of their shape, do not lent themselves well to
any form of construction. We had plenty of snow with which to ll
in the spaces between their bows and their sterns but nothing to
prevent a thaw, which occasionally occurs, or to prevent the
melting snow from dripping down on us
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There was also the likelihood of warmth from inside the hut
thawing out the snow above. With stretched fragments from the
torn tents fastened to the gunwales of the boats and to the
ground, we managed to make some sort of a contraption. We rst
off all built, laboriously, two walls about three feet high. We were
all amazed at the effect that hunger has on one, by nding that it
took three of us to carry the larger stones which previously one
of us would think nothing of. After Shackleton had left, it took us
the remainder of the day to build our hut, simple as it was. The
large number of stones required to make the walls and the
dif culty in nding just the right ones, though there were plenty
on the beach, was the main cause of the delay. Also we wanted to
make it as storm proof as possible. We were blessed with sunny
weather, and so was Shackleton at the start, but later he
encountered waves estimated to be 40 feet high, certainly 30 feet.
On the other hand, we encountered blizzard after blizzard, and
very few ne days in between. After the preliminary spate of
penguins - we must have killed about forty of them - we caught
only elven seals and never a penguin. Owing perhaps to the noise
we made, the penguins had gone for good, or at least until the
next mating season by which time we were no longer there to
disturb them. Of such is the World. On the rst night after
construction, only a few were inclined to take the risk of the boats
coming down on top of them. The weather was propitious, and
those who preferred to do so were quite capable of sleeping in
the open within their sleeping bags, even with the temperature
many degrees below freezing. I can truly say that once one gets
used to it the cold is an almost negligible condition; there are so
many worse things to contend with, such as getting lost in a fog,
sea-leopards, getting on to a oating oe, and being unable to get
back for hours for the intervention of treacherous ice when one is
out on ski
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We now settled down to more or less of a routine. Breakfast was
timed for ten or thereabouts, varying to some extent with the
weather. The rule for all was to sleep as long as possible, and as
the nights were long in darkness this was not dif cult, but I
suspect that most of us, as I was, were awake at six and spent the
intervening time hoping that breakfast would not be late each
morning. It was about this time that I remember asking Marston,
our artist, how much he would give for a loaf of bread. He turned
it on me. I remember saying I would give half my income for the
rest of my life. That will, I hope, give you some idea what craving
for food means when one is on greatly reduced rations. For
breakfast, our ration was either a small lump of seal meat, or
whilst the penguins lasted, about a half a breast of penguin, both of
which are quite palatable when one is starving. I was constantly on
the lookout for seal, because a seal provides almost as much meat
as twenty penguins; but as mentioned before, our total catch of
seals was only eleven in the four months we spent on Elephant
Island. From the wreck of the Endurance, someone had brought a
couple of packs of cards. These were of enormous value until they
became so begrimed in the dim light of our hut that the knave
became indiscernible from His Majesty the King. Also for the more
intellectual of the party, two volumes of the Encyclopaedia came in
very handy if the point of argument happened to be included in
one of the two volumes. Other arguments had to be left to a later
date, if any. Needless to say we were all well aware of our
precarious position though it was considered bad form to talk
about it. As the weeks and months went by and Wild began to talk
about our making for Deception island it was pretty clear that he
was becoming doubtful about Shackleton having made South
Georgia. Not of us ever dreamt of the real reason, which was that
he had already made four attempts to reach us, but had, on each
occasion, been stopped by pack-ice or engine break-down

.
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Little did we know that it was the pack-ice that had twice
prevented our rescue and one effort in a schooner, due to engine
trouble. It that way we jogged along day by day, some of us more
or less silent other on the contrary, as loquacious as a man can be
It was Marston, our artist, generally known as “putty-face” owning
to his ability to distort his physiognomy until he was almost
unrecognizable, who happened to be outside our boat-hut and
who gave the alarm.
Almost instantly, the well-worn rags of tent-material which was
not long required and which had formed the walls of the sides of
our boat-hut for four months were ripped down in the general
scramble, and all who could released themselves in that way. Our
rst action under Wild’s orders were to get a smoky re going so
that Shackleton could identify the spot he had left four months
ago. As soon as the re was got going, although the little ship was a
good mile and a half away, we saw them lower a boat and make for
the shore. Furthermore, Shackleton himself was in the boat and
we all knew that all was well. The little tug, as it turned out to be, a
tug of only about 150 tons was the most perilous thing to entrust
to the pack-ice that could be imagined, because once dented, the
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I only hope I shall never again have so monotonous an existence
as all of us, left behind on Elephant Island, had during the period
between the 24th of April, Shackleton’s departure, and his
unexpected return, when we had given him up for lost, on August
31st, the days of days in all our lives. I’ll come to that in the
appropriate place. Our astonishment was the greater because
most of us supposed that their boat was overturned or in some
other way been capsized on their way to South Georgia. It was,
therefore, just four months and a week since we had last seen our
persevering leader. As stated before, I had had a close risk of
immolation on that very day

dent would not reassert itself, as a wooden ship generally does. It
was, however, the Chilean tug,Yelcho. To the crew and her captain,
Captain Pardo, of this tiny tug and to the generosity of the Chilean
Government, it is that all of us marooned on Elephant Island owe
our lives. We were faced with starvation. For reasons unknown,
disclosed to me some thirty years after, I was the one rst on the
list to be chosen to give sustenance to my comrades, perhaps
because I was in better health than any of the others. This is one
of the drawbacks of Polar exploration. When it comes to
starvation one never knows whether one is going to eat one’s
comrade, or he you. It has happened more often than has been
recorded. My kind informer supplied a few details of how I was to
be put out of existence. I was to be struck on the head with one
of the remaining oars, and if that didn’t cause me to pass away, I
was to have a have a heavy stone dropped on my head totally to
exterminate me. It so happened that Shackleton arrived on the
very day preceding my immolation, and this humble diary of mine
might never have seen the light of day, except, in so far as it
enabled Shackleton to write his book “South,” for, for some
reason he had requested me, before leaving London, to keep an
accurate record of every day’s events, a compliment I shall never
forget from so great a man
When the boat in which he had left the Yelcho was about 150
yards from us, Shackleton began to tell us how the war was going.
Optimist as he always was, I think he said we were winning, though
at that time it was not a certainty. Actually we would have
esteemed it more were he to have said, “There’s any amount of
food on board the Yelcho for you, so hurry up with your bags and
come along.” Scurvy, from which we were all suffering, being due
to the lack of certain vitamins contained in apples, oranges,
potatoes, etc. Shackleton had placed Chilean sailors at the top of
the gangway or side ladder with baskets of apples and oranges.
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Would you believe it, certain members of the expedition ignored
the fruit and made a dash for the tobacco
One of them was trying to smoke eight cigarettes at the same
time, and only the gentlemanly few had less than two in their
mouths. Being a life-long non-smoker, - half a cigarette, smoked at
school, leading me to the decision that I would never like tobacco,
save money and a great deal of fretting in circumstances such as
we had recently been through. Once in the Yelcho I took to the
bunk kindly offered to me by Captain Pardo, and there I stayed,
eating very sparingly, until we entered the Magellan Straits, bound
for the Chilean town of Punta Arenas. Shackleton had insisted on
our keeping our beards on so as to look the part on our arrival at
Valparaiso and still more at Santiago, the capital of Chile. Lousy as
we all were save for actual lice, (they cannot live in the Antarctic),
we all felt a bit dif dent about being bearded out with people who
had never seen the likes of us before.
Not so was Mr. Burberry, manager of a million sheep, who with his
wife entertained me most lavishly. He even offered to send me a
horse when I returned to England. He gave me the pick of his
wardrobe; naturally I chose the most worn articles I could nd. I
think we stayed at Punta Arenas for about a week, fairly wallowing
in those foods we had been without for so long a time. I forgot all
about my offer to sacri ce half my income for the remainder of
my life, feeling what a fool I had made of myself now that bread
could be had for the asking
The time had come for the little Yelcho to sail for Valparaiso
We had a wonderful farewell from Punta Arenas. Mr. Burberry and
all our friends who had put us up so kindly, in spite of our
villainous appearance came down to see us off in the Yelcho; even
all the girls of the town came down to see us off in our lousy rags,
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Anyone caring to look at the map, will see that except for one
little peninsular named the Taitao Peninsula about half way to
Valparaiso there is almost a continuous water-way, protected from
the Paci c Ocean, in other words, a sheltered canal all the way.
One would have thought that soundings would have been taken
and charted all the way. Not so; suddenly the Yelcho ran on to
rock.
Had it been in the Paci c Ocean, she would have been bumped up
and down and several non-swimmers might have been drowned.
As it was she had only to go astern with her port engine and she
released herself; but I imagine she had a pretty big dent in her
plates, i.e. her hull. Rounding the Taitao Peninsular, three days run
would bring us into Valparaiso by early day-light. Imagine our
surprise to see swarms of people already waiting for the arrival of
the barbarians from the South Pole. We stayed in Valparaiso only
about two days; and there, because Shackleton had dubbed me
motor-expert, I was, greatly to my astonishment, lent by a motor
rm on of the very rst of the Chevrolet cars, now so popular.
Not have driven a car for at least two years may have accounted
for my clumsiness in letting the car run slightly off the road, at a
place where the gradient was almost precipitous. Anyhow, I had to
get several assistants to get it back. One of them, by my beard and
generally ragged appearance, guessed that I might be one of the
visitors from the South
He asked me whether such was the case. Spanish, not being one of
my linguistic attainments, I thought, at rst, that he was telling me
that I would have to pay for a new car, although the damage done
was approximately nil, until he pointed south. I then realized what

.
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although they could not possibly think any of us eligible from a
marital point of view. However girls are girls and, may be, we were
being worshipped as heroes. I hope so

he was after and nodded my head in a friendly way. We parted the
best of friends with a hand-shake all round, and I knew then that
all was well
We then proceeded to Santiago, the capital of Chile. Ragged as
most of us still looked, we were given a civic reception with meat
and delicacies in abundance. On the next day, we were due to
cross the Andes by the railway built may years ago. The climb to
the long tunnel at the top takes many hours, but it is a thrilling
ride, especially when the train is running with a precipice on either
side of it. When, at last we arrived at the summit we were
delighted to nd that a luncheon had been prepared for us free of
charge.
None of us had any money, on account of
Editor’s Note: At this point the journal trails off. The last page is
missing
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